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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Recent decades have been marked by a series of radical transformations that are establishing 
formats of living that involve increased mobility of humans, capitals, discourses and meanings. The 
internationalisation of capitalist production and labour policies, the elimination of barriers to the 
movement of commodities, people, capital and services across national and continental borders, the 
emergence and fast growth of the Internet as well as other forms of mobile, long-distance 
communicational technologies, and the expansion of transportation systems, etc. facilitate and 
escalate extensive and complex connecting between people, places, cultural, discursive and material 
resources. This intensified and multifaceted mobility causes shifts in the established mechanisms of 
identity construction by making distant the familiar points of references and disrupting and/or 
loosening the ties to the spaces of cultural, national and social belongingness involved in the 
identificational process. This research project is concerned with the implications of transnational 
mobility, for the ways in which social realities are made and organized and human identities are 
constructed and negotiated.  Below, I formulate the objectives of the research presented in this 
dissertation and delineate the perspective from which it deals with the complexities of transnational 
living.  
 
I. CHALLENGING TRANSNATIONAL  COMPLEXITY 
 
As Sanjeev Khagram and Peggy Levitt emphasize, “human social formations and processes have 
always been trans-border and trans-boundary to a significant degree” (2008, pp. 2, 3). The forms of 
mobility enumerated above as well as a plethora of other formats of cross- and trans-border 
relations, of their manifestations and of their outcomes do have clear historical analogues: 
“colonialism and imperialism, missionary campaigns, anti-slavery and workers‟ movements, 
pirating networks and jazz” (Khagram & Levitt, 2008, p. 2). Neither these historically-established 
forms of transnational relations, nor the yet emerging transnational associations and transnational 
ways of life have escaped scholarly attention. The studies of diverse ways in which people, 
economies, materialities, symbols, etc. get on the move is not a novel academic direction. Neither is 
the research that explores these diverse forms of mobilities by focusing on the ways they cross and 
transgress geographic-political, symbolic and cultural borders of nations – i.e. from the 
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transnational perspective. The question arises: when neither the set of phenomena in focus – 
transnational mobility - nor the line of research that seeks to investigate these phenomena – 
transnational research - are new, why is it that the academic works, which have emerged in the last 
decade, unanimously and with ever-increasing intensity call for and urge the construction of 
transnational studies while stressing “tremendous value and potential in defining” this academic 
field (Levitt & Khagram, 2007, p. 3; Khagram & Levitt, 2008; Hannerz, 1996; Aksoy & Robins, 
2003; Pries, 2008). 
There are three factors that trigger these calls for intellectual revisiting and re-defining of the 
transnational agenda. The first factor is concerned with the above-described escalation and 
expansion of transnational relations, both in terms of the rapidly progressing diversity of the 
formats of these relations and in terms of their growing density and tempo with which they are 
constructed and re-constructed, that continually supply transnational commentators with new sets of 
concerns, occurrences and tendencies, which require urgent conceptual and analytical attention.  
Another factor is related to the heterogeneity of transnational experiences and of the multitude of 
societal regimes and constituents that are involved in these experiences and that result in the highly 
“fragmented body of scholarship across the social science” within which the researchers “do not 
generally see themselves as part of the same conversation” (Levitt & Khagram, 2007, p. 3). This 
does not mean that scholars, who “rather than clinging to or trying to re-coup a world in which 
nation prevails” try to understand how it changes when it is constituted transnationally (Pries, 2008, 
p. 3), ought to dismiss the theoretical prisms and analytical perspectives across which transnational 
scholarship is distributed. In fact, those writers who insist on the fundamental re-thinking of the 
transnational field see “the vitality and prospects” for it in the ontological and epistemological 
differences between the approaches included in this field as much as in the overlap and agreement 
between them (Levitt & Khagram, 2007, p. 3).  However, these writers do advocate the formation 
of an “intellectual foundation” for transnational research (Levitt & Khagram, 2007, p. 3).   In 
sympathy with this request I believe that as multi-disciplinary as the area of transnational studies 
might (and should) be, there is a need for accumulation of conceptual and methodological tools, 
empirical and analytical cases, sophisticated debates and critical discussions of the research findings 
and their public, political, philosophical and pragmatic implications, etc. on which future 
examinations of transnational mobility can draw and which would provide the base for inter- and 
cross-disciplinarity among these examinations that  I see as the only epistemological regime 
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capable of addressing transnational complexity. The collection of such an intellectual foundation is 
what I consider to be the area in which my research can contribute.  
Finally, the re-defining of transnational studies represents one of the central concerns of a scholarly 
agenda because, as Levitt & Khagram (2007, p. 9) unequivocally express it, “at present, everyday 
and scholarly language does a poor job capturing transnational dynamics”. While this statement 
might be too rigid and, as demonstrated later in this dissertation, there are aspects of current 
scholarly repertoire, which, unquestionably, are valuable for the upcoming transnational research 
and on which this research can rely, generally it grasps very well the difficulties which some of the 
established transnational rhetoric has in addressing the density, dynamics and messiness of 
transnational encounters and connections.  
Partially this is due to the fact that this repertoire was formed within the framework of social studies 
pre-occupied with nation-states and the way they participate in forming and sustaining societies, so 
that any relations that cut across national borders continued to be examined with the assumption of 
nation as the principal form of social organization and state being the primary form of social 
governance. Partially because those studies that emerged within the post-national paradigm and that 
aim at transgressing this “embedded nationalist assumptions” did not yet provide a viable 
conceptual alternative (Levitt & Khagram, 2007, p. 8). 
The research approaches which take on the task of examining cross-border mobilities seem to be 
polarized between two extremes. On the one hand, there is a “worldist” scholarship (Levitt & 
Khagram, 2007, p. 6), such as globalization studies, that tends to assign a world-wide character to 
any relations that appear to be transgressing the borders of nation states and to describe these 
relations in terms of vaguely-defined flows taking place on the segregated scales of micro and 
macro, below and above. These studies approach transnational mobility as a novel and, hence, 
extraordinary phenomenon that subdue human agency and the multi-vocality of this agency. 
On the other hand, there are multiple research lines that view transnational living through the prism 
of human agency, such as diaspora and migration studies. By drawing attention to the processes of 
identity construction these perspectives contribute greatly to making visible and understanding the 
complexities that transnational attachments add to the matters of belongingness. What the advocates 
of re-construction of transnational scholarship see as problematic in some of the studies that have 
emerged within the aforementioned research directions is the tendency to essentialize transnational 
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living as a split and deviant, chaotic and “difficult state to be” (Stavrakakis, 2005, p. 84; Burrell, 
2008, p. 369) through the metaphors of exile, nomadism and an absolute dislocation, or of a 
perpetual transnational wandering between two “apparently fixed moments of departure and 
arrival”, of „home‟ and „host‟ (Ahmed, 1999, p. 5).  
While these theorizations seek to explore the ways of living and thinking that transgress nationality, 
in defining transnational belonging through the aforementioned dichotomies and addressing it in 
terms of identity crisis, they do not admit to the possibility of these ways being viable and durable. 
It is in response to the repeated scholarly encouragements to deal with the conceptual restrictions 
highlighted above that I embarked on the investigation presented in this monograph.  
 
II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES: TOWARDS THE CONCEPT OF TRANSNATIONAL 
NETWORKING 
 
Within the framework of this investigation, I aim at contributing to the re-defining of the 
transnational field, initiated in the studies outlined earlier in this chapter, by focusing on the ways 
social life cuts across and transcends ideational and material, geographical and political, discursive 
and symbolic manifestations and markers of national, ethnic and cultural belongingness and on the 
ways in which it breaks “the barriers of thought and experience” (Ahmed, 1999, p. 5) associated 
with these categories.      
While much of the research concerned with the “predicaments of the hyphenated-identities” 
(Visweswaran, 2008) and with transnational attachments through which these identities are 
constructed is preoccupied with the questions of what and where, such as: What are the 
transnational societal units and transnational spaces between which transnational shuttling takes 
place and “where exactly do different types of transnational social spaces actually exist”? (Pries, 
2008, p. 3), I am interested in the questions of how. How do diverse, temporally and geographically 
dispersed, physical, social, political and symbolic places across which, and in association with 
which, the lives and the identities of the social actors are organized become intertwined in their 
mundane acts and actions? How does the construction and re-construction of these connections both 
cut across and transgress the points of references, meanings and experiences through which 
nationalities, their territories and memberships are “imagined” (Hall, 1992; 2007)? How do the 
discursive and social practices in which the actors engage in the course of their everyday lives, and 
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semiotic fields, technologies, forms of media and modalitites enabling these practices, participate in 
sustaining and challenging, representing and articulating relational networks generated through this 
construction? And how are these networks involved in formulating the aspects of identities and in 
arranging and making sense of the aspects of realities (normative regimes, social arrangements, 
routines and practices) that are not necessarily and not explicitly anchored in national territories and 
memberships? 
Thus, the central objective of my research consists in examining the complexity of transnational 
dynamics through mapping out, unpacking and critically discussing the on-going discursive and 
social networking, which the actors carry out in their everyday practices and which takes place at 
the interface between multiple semiotic, cultural and national sites and associations – what I refer to 
as transnational networking.  
I argue that by moving my inquiry from the realm of the under-defined, „macro‟, “transcontinental 
or interregional flows” (Held, McGrew, Goldblatt, & Perraton, 1999, p. 1)  and from the constrains 
of the pre-defined transnational structures into the not nearly as exotic, probably more complex but 
most certainly rich and dynamic realm of actors‟ practices I open it up conceptually to grasp the 
diversity of human agency, practices and interactions that are involved in and that enable 
transnational networking. This heterogeneity of transnational experiences might not catch the 
attention of the studies that start out from the assumption of a particular model of transnational 
order.  
The objectives of my research are humble in a sense that I do not aim at investigating transnational 
relations of a “transplanetary or at least transcontinental scope” (Levitt & Khagram, 2007, p. 5): 
instead, I focus on the ways these relations are anchored in the everyday concerns and experiences 
of social members. At the same, the research task highlighted above is somewhat ambitious, 
because apart from profound theoretical re-thinking, it requires the development of a 
methodological framework fine-tuned to follow the actors‟ practices and interactions across 
multiple semiotic fields and social sites. Moreover this framework should be apt for tracing and 
registering the intersemiotic and interdiscurive connecting produced through these interactions and 
practices and for examining analytically the making of discursive inscriptions, meanings and 
categories enabled by the aforementioned connectivity and employed by the actors in formulating 
and making sense of diverse transnational attachments and diverse aspects of transnational living. 
Development of such a methodological and analytical approach contributes to accumulating the 
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methods for dealing with the “dazzling” variety (Clavin, 2005, p. 422) of the transnational 
experiences which such scholars as Marcus (1995), Burawoy (2003, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 
2007, p. 143), Clavin (2005),  Fitzgerald (2004), Levitt & Jaworsky (2007), Mazzucato (2007b, as 
cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143), Khagram & Levitt (2008), Pries (2008) see as one of the 
central tasks on the current agenda of transnational research.   
The scope of my research project is concrete and tangible as its empirical focus lies with the 
concrete and observable actions and interactions of the actors (members of the Russian-speaking 
community in Northern Jutland) taking place within and across three sites of their engagement: a 
computer-mediated social space Rusforum, a grocery store “Sadko” (the so-called “Russian” shop 
in Alborg) and Rusmam/the Russian school, a network initiated by Russian-speaking parents in 
2006. Yet, this project reaches beyond territorial („micro‟- or „locality‟- oriented) ways of 
addressing transnationality, as the empirical work carried out within its framework is concerned not 
only with capturing how transnational connections are constructed within diverse sites across which 
the actors‟ lives are organized and how these actors form attachments to particular, dispersed 
memberships. The most crucial empirical task of this investigation consists in tracking and making 
visible how transnational associations are constructed between the social, physical and semiotic 
sites in focus and how these associations are linked to the social arrangements, interaction orders 
and activities outside the sites and engagements around which the fieldwork is organized.    
Later in this dissertation I present a detailed account and discussion of how these empirical tasks as 
well as the theoretical and methodological objectives highlighted earlier are realised in the course of 
my investigation.  
III. DISSERTATION STRUCTURE 
 
The dissertation is structured around nine chapters. Below I shall describe shortly what aspects of 
the research project each of the chapters deals with and how.    
Chapter 2 that follows the introductory chapter is titled “Theorizing Transnationality: Literature 
Review and Theoretical Positioning of the Research”, It contains an in-depth survey into the ways 
in which concepts such as transnationality, transnational identity, mobility, transnational network, 
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transnational practice, etc., which are central to my research, are theorized within the framework of 
diverse fields of social studies, such as globalization studies, transnational migration theories, 
diaspora and diaspora identity research, etc. Within the framework of this theoretical survey, I 
review and critically discuss the existing, often contradictory, conceptualizations of the 
aforementioned notions, thereby highlighting the theoretical and methodological challenges 
currently faced by transnational scholarship as well as identifying those its accomplishments on 
which I draw in my investigation. In doing so, I elaborate further on the aims of my research and 
define its theoretical positioning in the broad and heterogeneous field of transnational inquiries. 
Chapter 3 of the thesis titled “There is a Method to Every Mess: Developing Multimodal, Socio-
Semiotic Discourse Approach to Doing Ethnography of Practice” represents a methodological quest 
for the ways to strategize the examination of mechanisms through which transnational networking 
becomes enacted. By formulating the epistemological and ontological grounds on the basis of which 
I view social realities and approach the knowing of its transnational aspects I develop the criteria 
relevant to how this knowing is to be organized. Furthermore, I assemble a methodological toolbox 
and an analytical repertoire that meet these research criteria and that are apt for identifying and 
describing “the many contradictory ways in which social aggregates are constantly evoked, erased, 
distributed, and reallocated” (Latour, 2005, p. 41) across and beyond national borders in the course 
of actors‟ interactions as well as for mapping out and disentangling tightly woven nexuses of  
connections between diverse meanings, discursive frameworks and membership categories 
constructed in this process.  
Chapter 4, “Engaging the Nexus of Practice: Assembling the Data Archive”, contains the narrative 
of a three-year-long ethnographic journey through which I generated an extensive, multimodal 
archive of materials on which I rely in my analytical examination. This narrative describes personal 
and academic involvement, research and participatory activities that enabled me to identify the 
social sites, activities and interaction encounters around which my fieldwork was organized. 
Moreover, it shows the scope of the ethnography that I carried out in the course of this fieldwork 
and makes tangible the materials that comprise my data archive as well as people, places and 
actions, involved in the production of these materials.  
Chapters 5 and 6 deal with a hard set of pragmatic and ethical issues that accompany the research 
practice that seeks to grasp the multifacetedness and complexity of human actions and interactions 
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and their involvement in the making of meaning and reality through close and long-term 
engagement with these actions and interactions. In Chapter 5, I discuss the challenges of and 
propose solutions to giving voice to the non-English data in the context of an English-speaking 
research tradition and to capturing and transferring into the analytical work the semiotic and modal 
richness of this data. In Chapter 6, I address the matters of research responsibilities and ethical 
considerations connected to practicing participatory ethnography in co-present and computer-
mediated interaction contexts. 
Chapter 7 represents an analytical inquiry into the methods and mechanisms of transnational 
networking. This inquiry starts out from the analytical position triangulated in Chapter 4 and 
continues across diverse segments of data registered in my data archive and across multiple 
encounters, interaction contexts and actions with which these segments are associated and which I 
captured through the ethnographic work.  By focusing on the details and devices though which 
these actions and interactions are organized I follow the meaning-making that the actors enact 
across multiple semiotic fields and sites of their engagement. In doing so, I explore the social and 
discursive mechanisms that social members mobilize to organize their lives and memberships 
across and beyond national attachments.  
Chapter 8, titled “From Studying Transnational Networking to Understanding Transnational 
Governmentality”, contains the critical discussion of those analytical threads and conceptual 
arguments that I have developed and put forward in the course of my investigation and throughout 
the dissertation and that concern the matters and the methods of transnational living and identity 
construction. Within the framework of this discussion, I demonstrate and reflect on how the 
theoretical and analytical findings of my research contribute to understanding the ways in which 
transnational living, transnational belongingness and transnational conduct are constructed and 
instructed, made durable and contested.  Furthermore, I consider the implications and potential 
applications (both public and academic) of the insights into transnational dynamics at which I 
arrived as a result of my investigation and of the proposed within its framework way of looking into 
and thinking about transnational matters. 
Finally, in Chapter 9, I look back on the personal and academic journey presented in this 
monograph by summarizing the arguments put forward in the course of the discussion, by critically 
reflecting on the limitations of my research and by considering the directions along which it could 
be developed further.  
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CHAPTER 2: THEORIZING TRASNATIONALITY: LITERATURE 
REVIEW AND THEORETICAL POSITIONING OF THE RESEARCH 
 
As outlined in the introductory chapter, the research focus of this project includes a broad spectrum 
of social, discursive and cultural facets, which bring together the issues of transnationality and 
national belonging, mobility and identity formation, discourse construction and networking etc. 
This intersection of the current themes requires devising of a comprehensive research strategy, the 
theoretical and methodological grounds of which pay attention to human and material agencies, 
technological and cultural resources, discursive and social practices. These demands place my 
investigation at the crossing point between a number of scholarly fields, such as, transnational, 
globalization and discourse studies; identity and intercultural communication research, mobility, 
diaspora and migration enquiries etc., turning it into interdisciplinary examination that makes use of 
the academic work within both the humanities and the social sciences. Due to the interdisciplinary 
character of my study, drawing the conceptual map, which will form its theoretical base, involves 
delineating and discussing a number of theoretical notions and arguments that travel across 
scholarly fields as well as across public and political discourses. Such notions central to my enquiry 
as „identity‟, „transnationality‟, „globalization‟ and „networking‟ are highly in use both in academic 
writing and in mass-media rhetoric, where they become assigned diverse, elusive and often 
contradictory meanings, which makes the task of discussing their conceptual boundaries and 
theoretical underpinnings even more significant. Within the framework of this chapter I shall, 
therefore, begin to address the theoretical complexity highlighted above by outlining, juxtaposing 
and critically debating a broad spectrum of theoretical perspectives that deal with the issues in 
focus. Through mapping out manifold understandings and arguments that emerged within the 
framework of these perspectives and making visible possible tensions and unresolved problematics 
present in the body of the existing scholarly work I shall prepare the grounds for building up a 
conceptual toolbox for my own investigation and defining theoretical and analytical position of my 
research within the paradigm of current academic thought on transnationality, discourse and identity 
construction as well as its contribution to it. 
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I. CONCEPTUAL  AMBIGUITIES OF TRANSNATIONALITY 
“Caught in the ambivalences of these double/lives of our times we tell each other 
our hybrid stories: part yours, part mine, a part that is written in a language of 
mixed bits and pieces that is as yet unresolved, caught in the midst of developing a 
vocabulary of values and wishes which engages the double aspect of the global 
ideal-an extensive historical achievement yearning for an elusive aspirational 
horizon” (Bhabha H. K., 2007, p. 47) 
 
In his book “Global Complexity” John Urry (2003) writes: “It increasingly seems that we are living 
through some extraordinary times involving massive changes to the very fabric of normal 
economic, political and social life” (p. 1). The wave of rapid and dramatic transformations pinned 
down in the quotation above includes such tendencies as internationalisation of capitalist production 
and labour policies, elimination of barriers to the movement of commodities, people, capital and 
services across national and continental borders, emergence and fast growth of Internet as well as 
other forms of mobile, long-distance communicational technologies, expansion of transportational 
systems etc. There is no doubt that historical parallels can be found to many of these technological 
and social innovations: for instance the invention of the telegram and telephone, which can be 
considered analogous to the emergence of the World Wide Web, Christian Crusades and colonial 
resettlements, which undermine claims about the unprecedented nature of the contemporary 
migrational flows, or trading-related mobility along multiple European merchantmen routes of the 
19
th
 century (Clavin, 2005, p. 423). It is, therefore, not the absolute novelty of the aforementioned 
changes that makes the current alterations of social, political and cultural spheres exceptional but a 
broad encompassing scale at which they take place and overwhelming and escalating force with 
which they affect the time-space dimensions inbuilt in our everyday lives. It is the remarkable 
mobilising, distance-reducing, time-condensing, space-opening impact of the contemporary 
transformations that have made them the centre of undivided public, political and academic 
attention in recent decades.  
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I.1. Transnationalism in Globalizational Theories  
  
Multivocal, often contradicting, discussions of the meanings and consequences of the messy and 
complex social and technological shifts, which produce unparalleled fusions of the human and the 
technological, the material and the ideological, have resulted in the emergences of diverse 
theoretical vocabularies. „Juggernaut‟ (Giddens, 1991), „the death of distance‟ (Cairncross, 1997), 
„liquid modernity‟ (Bauman, 2000), „Internet galaxy‟ (Castells, 2002), „empire‟ (Hardt & Negri, 
2000) are just some of the terms used to define the processes in focus. While the aforementioned 
notions are both recognized and valued in the field of scholarly thinking, which attempts to make 
sense of massive interconnectedness that seem to be characteristic of the contemporary social 
reality, none of them can compete in the number of uses and users with the term globalization. 
Originating in the corporate world of the 1960s, “by the late 1980s it has become firmly established 
in academia, and by the 1990s was no less than a catchphrase of public discourse” (Appelbaum & 
Robinson, 2005, p. xi). Paradoxically, it is exactly its strong appeal to public and academic 
commentators what has made the concept of „globalization‟ the target of a wide scholarly criticism. 
As noted by Al-Ali & Koser (Al-Ali & Koser, 2001), being “currently en vogue” this notion is 
overused, misused, and used “without conceptual or definitial clarity” (p. 1). As a result, rather than 
becoming a clear-cut tool of theoretical and analytical inquiries, „globalization‟ increasingly serves 
as a catch-all umbrella term that broadly and abstractly refer to “the  widening, deepening and 
speeding up of global interconnectedness” in all aspects of contemporary social life and “spatio-
temporal processes of change which underpins a transformation in the organisation of human affairs 
by linking together and expanding human activity across regions and continents” (Held, McGrew, 
Goldblatt, & Perraton, 1999, pp. 14,15). 
The concept of transnationalism emerged at an early stage of global studies. This stage 
characterized by scientific attempts to record, map, classify and monitor the „global‟ and its effects 
(Castells, 1996; Held, McGrew, Goldblatt, & Perraton, 1999; Urry, 2003, p. 3; Scholte, 2000)  has 
produced scholarly work that focuses on the relationship between the established notions of 
„national‟, „state‟, „regional‟, „local‟ and multidimensional  linkages that seem to defy these static 
and enclosed modes of organizing and referencing political, social and cultural processes. Those of 
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the debates that have introduced the concepts of „transnationalism‟ and „transnationality‟
1
 into the 
discussion of this relationship, have done so for various reasons and from various competing 
theoretical and empirical positions, which I shall review and critically discuss below. 
The most dominant understanding of „transnationalism‟ rose out of the theoretical efforts to deal 
with all-encompassing character of the notion of „globalization‟. In attempt to “slice” the bulk of 
social reality loosely covered by an idea of „globalization‟ into more specific and more analytically 
digestible segments, a number of theorist have employed the concept of „transnationalism‟ to define 
processes, which sustain relationships of migrants “simultaneously to two or more nation states” 
(Basch, Schiller, & Blanc, 1994, p. 7) and whose purview primary includes migrational flows 
(Basch, Schiller, & Blanc, 1994; King S. A., 1996; Guarnizo & Smith, 2006). Within the 
framework of this perspective the concept of nation is assigned highly political, territorial, state-
bound understanding, which largely makes transnationalism a “trans-statal” category (Kearney, 
1995, p. 548). Along the lines of this particular view on transnational phenomena, lineal movement 
between politicized national territories defined as transnationality leads to cultural and personal 
deterritorialization.  Perceived as single-vector process of cultural uprootedness and ultimate 
disattachment of people from their familiar “soils” (King A. , 1997, p. 6) deterritorialization and, 
hence the concept of transnationality tied up to it, become visibly anchored within the realm of 
essentialist thinking, which reduces „cultures‟ to homogeneous, segregated entities fastened to 
political and geographical borders of nations. Scholarly writings that maintain this rhetoric of 
deterritorialization also actively draw on the concept of community either defined as “decentred”, 
“universal” and “impersonal” (Kearney, 1995, p. 549) or as diasporas, “a full cross-section of 
community members who are dispersed to many diverse regions of the world, and who yet retain a 
myth of their uniqueness and an interest in their homeland” (Gonzales 1992:31, as cited in Kearney, 
1995, p. 559). 
 
I.2. Transnationalism and Diaspora Research 
 
This loose and arbitrary terminological connection between the notions of „diaspora‟ and 
„transnationalism‟ is sustained in a large part of scholarly inquiries that deals with the issues of 
                                                          
1
 Theoretical and analytical consequences of using these specific terminological forms to describe transnational 
phenomena will be addressed further in this chapter. 
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migration. The recurring attempts to articulate a clear-cut distinction between these phenomena, 
which are present in diaspora research and on which I shall focus in this section of my thesis, only 
perpetuates the theoretical ambiguity of the concept of transnationality.  
According to Kennedy and Roudometof (2002), “the strong leaning in literature has been directed 
towards research mainly concerned with migrants, diasporas and transnational-state building (Basch 
et al. 1994; Danforth 1995; Cohen 1997; Smith & Guarnizo 1998)” (p. 2) within which the term 
„transnationality‟ has been designated in US-based academic writing to the experiences of post-
1945 new immigrants into the USA. British researchers, such as Safran (1991); Anthias (1998); 
Van Hear (1998), on the other hand, have predominately employed the term „diaspora‟ in dealing 
with new migrational groups, for instance, Kurds, Palestinians etc. (Kennedy & Roudometof, 2002, 
p. 2). As Kennedy and Roudometof (2002) point out, this delineation of transnational issues does 
not only tie transnational studies to one specific set of practices (nationality-bound practices) and 
one specific form of communities (migrational communities) it also articulates transnationalism as 
completely novel category of human experiences. The vision of transnationality as an 
unprecedented phenomenon ignores deep historical roots of transnational practices theorizing them 
solely as an outcome of and a reaction on the recent globalizational tendencies. As a result, many of 
the existing transnational studies produce an incomplete theoretical and analytical projection of 
transnational living from which human experiences, which do not explicitly involve the category of 
nationality, and human practices, which involve other identity aspects than ethnical, are simply 
absent. Consequently, everyday practices and experiences such as parenting, familial relationships, 
prandial practices, religious rituals, consumption etc. that are central to human lives are left outside 
the empirical and theoretical scope of transnational research.  
In another attempt to “extricate” diaspora from the “loose associations” with transnationality, the 
concept of transnationalism is defined as “the flow of people, ideas, goods, and capital across 
national territories in a way that undermines nationality and nationalism” (Braziel & Mannur, 2007, 
p. 7). This understanding of transnational processes reserves the actual movement of people “from 
one or more-nation state to another”, described in the previously overviewed arguments as 
transnational, to the notion of diaspora” (Braziel & Mannur, 2007, p. 8), whereas transnationalism 
is referred to as “larger, more impersonal forces – specifically, those of globalization and global 
capitalism” (Braziel & Mannur, 2007, p. 8). This differentiation articulates diaspora as “above all, a 
human phenomenon – lived and experienced”, transnationalism, on the other hand, becomes 
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described primary as “macroeconomic and technological flows” (Braziel & Mannur, 2007, p. 8). It 
might seem that the theorizing of transnationalism described above opens up the category of 
transnational movements, for instance, by including “the traffic in goods, products, and capital 
across geopolitical terrains through multinational corporations” (Braziel & Mannur, 2007, p. 8). 
However, what it actually does is split, once again, the fabric of social reality into segregated 
spheres of the human and the non-human that exist on two disconnected scales - micro and macro, 
respectively.  Within this conceptual framework the notion of transnationalism becomes coupled up 
with the term „globalization‟ and theoretically confined to the grounds of unidentified, grand 
“impersonal” ( (Kearney, 1995, p. 549; Braziel & Mannur, 2007, p. 8) techno-economic flows, 
thereby formulating transnationality in the same isolated and incomplete manner as the previously-
discussed debates.  
 
I.3. Transnational Migration Theories 
 
Another direction of scholarly work, which invokes and dispute the concept of transnationalism is 
migration studies. Until 1990s migrational research (mostly USA-based), concerned with the social 
and cultural trajectories along which the new-comers build their lives in the receiving country, has 
been predominantly operating with one central notion – the notion of immigrant assimilation.  The 
term „assimilation‟, as well as the related concepts of „acculturation‟ and „integration‟, have figured 
as the main pillars of one of the theoretical perspectives of migrational studies – assimilation 
theories – which argues that most of the immigrants are bound to achieve a state of economic, social 
and cultural  equality with the native-born citizens (Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 130). As a result, 
many of migrational studies in their early stages have been pre-occupied with examining the ways 
by which immigrants achieve this state. This was the case until a number of migrational scholars 
(such as Basch et al., 1994; Faist, 2000; Schiller, 1992; Portes et al., 1999; Guarnizo, 1997 etc.) 
introduced a new perspective to understanding of migrational experiences, which suggested that 
“some migrants continued to be active in their homelands at the same time that they became part of 
the countries that received them” (Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, pp. 130,131). The aforementioned 
perspective, which views migrational processes through “transnational optic” (Levitt & Jaworsky, 
2007, p. 130), has become a starting point for the development of a new theoretical and empirical 
field in the migrational research – transnational migration studies.  
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Over the past two decades this area of scholarship has undergone a number of changes, turning it in 
a diverse and “highly fragmented” (Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 130) field of debates that describe 
and discuss the ways in which migrants produce multiple connections between “here” and “there”, 
“home” and “host societies”, “below” and “above”, “receiving” and “sending nations”   (Portes, 
Guarnizo, & Landolt, 1999, p. 218; Waldinger & Fitzgerald, 2003, p. 1). The initial definition of 
transnationalism generated within the context of this research direction described transnationality as 
“processes by which immigrants forge and sustain multi-stranded social relations that link together 
their societies of origin and settlement” (Basch, Schiller, & Blanc, 1994, p. 7). A wide range of 
scholarly inquiries, which followed this first conceptualization of migrational experiences through 
the notion of transnationalism, have been engaging ever since in vigorous debates regarding the 
novelty, the duration and the form of these ties as well as the extent to which the term 
„transnational‟ is analytically valuable and theoretically applicable for their description.                                                       
Early tendencies of migration studies “to see transnational migration everywhere” (Levitt & 
Jaworsky, 2007, p. 131) gave rise to extensive scholarly criticism and calls for more precise 
theoretical articulations of transnationality. Multiple and diverse reformulations of transnational 
connections that emerged in response to this demand vary from rather narrow delineations of the 
notion in focus, which limit transnational ties to “occupations and activities that require regular and 
sustained social contacts over time across national borders” (Portes, Guarnizo, & Landolt, 1999, p. 
219) and that are “habitual” and “predictable” (Guarnizo, 1997; 2000, as cited in Levitt and 
Jaworsky 2007:132), to more recent conceptualizations, which describe as transnational “single or 
multiple cross-border activities...regular...or prompted by specific situations” (Morawska, 2007, 
p.153, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 132). Similarly, the novelty of transnational 
phenomena has become a constant source of disagreements in academic writing. While some 
scholars have emphasized the newness of the experiences, which can be considered transnational 
(Portes, Guarnizo, & Landolt, 1999), others have focused on their historical precedents (Vertovec, 
1999, p. 447; Foner, 2000, as cited in Waldinger & Fitzgerald, 2003, p. 16; Chan, 2006; Gabaccia, 
2000, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 133; Morawska, 2005). Apart from these theoretical 
discrepancies regarding the origin, the character and the duration of the relations which can be 
described as transnational the studies on transnational migration have repeatedly questioned and 
problematized the value and applicability of the term „transnational‟ for theoretical and empirical 
examinations of migrant living. Anthropologists such as Glick Schiller (2005), Basch and Blanc-
Szanton (1994) have insisted on using the terms „transnationalism‟ defined as the social connections 
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between receiving and sending nation-states and „transmigrants‟ employed to denote the people 
who sustain the connections to both of them. Whereas other scholars have critiqued one or both 
terms pointing out the fuzziness of their conceptual boundaries and suggesting allegedly more 
adequate terms such as „bio-localism‟, „trans-state migrant social action‟ (Waldinger & Fitzgerald 
2003:8) and „translocalism‟ (Guarnizo & Smith, 2006; Barkan, 2006, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 
2007, p. 131). 
As demonstrated above, within the framework of transnational migration studies the notion of 
transnationality is prone to theoretical ambiguity and conceptual disagreements in the same way as 
within the context of the previously-discussed globalization studies and diaspora research. A 
number of scholars that work in the field of transnational migration have spotted these 
inconsistencies and commented on their analytical and theoretical consequences. Alejandro Portes, 
Luis Guarnizo and Patricia Landolt (1999), for instance, have stressed the lack of “a well-defined 
theoretical framework and analytical rigour”, which threatens “the viability of an otherwise 
promising topic of research” (p. 218). Roger Waldinger and David Fitzgerald (2003) in a more 
recent theorizing of transnational phenomena have pointed out an “[...] ill-defined and unperiodized 
„now and „then‟” that remain unaddressed in the majority of research on immigrational 
transnationalism (p. 16). These theoretical bewilderments are seen in the latest work on 
transnational migration as major conceptual weaknesses of the very idea of „transnationality‟ to 
such an extent that many scholars have asked whether we “have already reached the end of a „new‟ 
concept” and whether “transnationalism lacks the importance that has been attributed to it” 
(Dahinden, 2005, p. 192). 
Despite the variety of views on the role and significance of the term „transnationalism‟, which exists 
in the research paradigm discussed above and which at its extremes ranges from “the initial 
euphoria” about the ideas of transnationality (Dahinden, 2005, p. 192) to the claims of its end, some 
theoretical aspects of the concept in focus seem to be shared by the majority of the transnational 
migration scholars. One of such commonalities in understanding transnational phenomena involves 
viewing transnationality solely as connections and activities between sending and receiving 
countries produced and sustained by migrants. Thus, whether these connections are conceived of as 
linear movements or as more complex and dynamic “migration circuits” (Besser, 1999; Kearney, 
1995, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 132) and whether social spaces within which they 
emerge are addressed as „transnational communities‟, „transnational villages‟ (Wimmer & Schiller, 
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2002, p. 8), „transnational social formations‟ (Guarnizo & Smith, 2006) or „transnational 
livelihoods‟ (Sørensen & Olwig, 2002, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 132), this 
conceptualization of transnationalism does not pay theoretical or analytical attention to the relations 
and practices that go beyond or involve other sites than „home‟ and „host‟. Moreover, it defines 
transnationality as exclusively migrational experience drawing the line between migrant and non-
migrant living. 
 Another theoretical trait characteristic of transnational migration research refers to its tendency to 
think of transnational living as a number of segregated fields of human engagement that takes place 
across national and state borders. A number of scholars, thus, approach the study of transnationality 
based on the preconceived typologies, which divide transnational phenomena along theoretically 
imposed lines between: (a) personal, cultural, social and political (Vertovec, 1999; Levitt and 
Jaworsky, 2007; Waldinger & Fitzgerald, 2003); (b) institutionalized and sporadic (Itzigsohn, 1999, 
as cited in Levitt and Jaworsky, 2007, p. 132); (c) global and local (Guarnizo & Smith, 2006). In 
doing so, they have also made a number of narrow couplings between political, economic and 
global, between personal and local etc, thereby suggesting a pre-structured and pre-determined 
vision of how transnationality is organized and produced. 
Despite the limitations highlighted above, the value of theoretical and analytical contributions to the 
examination of transnational ways of living made by the transnational migration research should not 
be underestimated. Scholarly work originated within this perspective have stepped away from the 
essentialist conceptualizations of transnationality as an abstract and uniform phenomenon, 
suggesting instead a much more complex understanding of it in terms of diverse and muti-
dimensional human experiences. This research direction has drawn attention to a number of 
theoretical and analytical challenges connected to the examination of the transnational, putting an 
emphasis on the importance of further development of this field of scholarly work. Moreover, the 
recent theorizations of transnationality emerged in the context of this approach have suggested new 
ways of describing and making sense of transnational links, which actively draw upon and involve 
such concepts as „network‟ and „practice‟ and which I shall address and discuss in the next section. 
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I.4. Theorizing Transnationality:  Pitfalls and Challenges 
 
In this section of my thesis I have, thus, outlined and discussed three major perspectives in scholarly 
work (namely, globalization studies, diaspora research and migration theories) which have 
addressed and disputed conceptual boundaries of transnationalism. The aforementioned 
perspectives contribute greatly to placing transnational matters on the agenda of academic inquiries 
that deal with social, cultural and political sites of contemporary reality and to drawing attention to 
the problematics and challenges of mobile living. However, as demonstrated above, an array of 
studies emerged within the framework of these approaches tend to treat transnationalism as an 
intermediate category, whose theoretical purview includes abstractedly defined processes of identity 
disattachments and human experiences locked in-between even more abstract idea of 
globalizational flows and articulation of nationality produced by immigrants. The concept of 
transnationalism became invoked in the aforementioned studies as a medium for developing a more 
sophisticated way of dealing with globalizational tendencies. However, somewhat limited 
understanding of transnational phenomena, which was employed for this purpose, has not made the 
concept of globalization more tangible, nor has it captured the complexity and multifacetedness of 
transnational dynamics.  
The above-mentioned scholarly writings often approach transnationalism as a completely new 
phenomenon and limit the term „transnational‟ to the description of migrational processes between 
two or more nation states, which lead to the displacement of the identity formation from the familiar 
field of  the national into an undefined and undiscussed sphere of the deterritorialized. As a result, 
a wide range of social engagements and arrangements, which are not explicitly anchored in the 
matters of national belongingness, remain outside their attention. Theoretical parallels to this 
segmented vision of socio-cultural realities that isolates transnational experiences from other 
aspects of living can be also found in some of the writings emerged within another scholarly 
direction which is concerned with transnational mobility – transnational migration research.  
In an attempt to produce a more specific delineation of the concept in focus, many transnational 
migration scholars became engaged in breaking up transnational activities into pre-conceived types 
placed on hierarchically-arranged and disconnected scales of global and local, personal and political 
etc. From the realization of this conceptual restrictedness of transnationalism emerges one of the 
major tasks of my research. This task involves opening up the confined theoretical space reserved 
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for the notion of transnationality to include a broader paradigm of everyday experiences and 
practices significant to people, which engage in transnational living.  I aim at developing a more 
complex way of investigating and debating the identity formation in the context of mobility, which 
goes beyond the conventional views on transnational identities that either address them in terms of 
connections between „home‟ and „host‟ societies or in terms of loosely-defined deterritorialized 
communities placed somewhere in-between global and diasporic scales of being.  In doing so, I 
seek to move away from the established pattern of defining and dealing with transnational 
phenomena in contrast to such concepts as „globalization‟ and „diaspora‟ and join those analytical 
and theoretical streams of research, which begin to develop more independent and more critical 
approaches to the studies of transnationality. It is these approaches, which I shall present and 
discuss in the next section of my thesis.    
II. STUDIES OF TRANSNATIONALISM: BEYOND DIASPORA 
 
The theoretical discrepancy highlighted above between various scholarly approaches to the study of 
transnational ways of being as well as the ambiguity in the way the notions of nationality and 
ethnicity, culture and community, identity and human experiences, locality and deterritorialization, 
mobility and attachment are used in articulation of the concept of transnationalism within these 
approaches have not remained unnoticed in academic debates. A number of scholars have 
problematized and addressed in their writing some of the theoretical challenges emphasised in the 
previous section.    
Paul Kennedy and Victor Roudometof (2002), for instance, have commented on the fact that 
“rapidly expanding” literature on transnationalism does not reflect “the actual range of transnational 
communities increasingly shaping the everyday lives of people across the world” (p. 17). Such 
scholars as Nadje Al-Ali and Khalid Koser (2001), Paul Kennedy and Victor Roudometof (2002), 
Levitt & Jarowsky (2007) point out that the conventional definition of „new migrants‟ or 
„transmigrants‟ has downgraded transnational experiences of ethnic communities outside the USA 
as well as non-migrant transnational associations, such as sport, leisure, lifestyle, business etc.  In 
addition, they argue that transnational studies, which limit their attention to the ethnic and national 
loyalties, remain blind to the heterogeneity of transnational communities (Al-Ali & Koser, 2001, p. 
5), “does not address what gender, race, and class actually mean when they are constructed 
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transnationally” (Schiller, 2006, as cited in Levitt & Jarowsky, 2007, p. 143) and ignore “the 
fragmented, ever-changing and plural realities of a multicultural – or transcultural (Welsh 1999) – 
existence shaped by multiple identities and affiliations” (Kennedy & Roudometof, 2002, p. 31). The 
call for the expansion of the traditional scope of transnational research is reflected in a number of 
recent studies of transnationality, which bring in into the discussion of the transnational a broader 
paradigm of human experiences, such as sport (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2007), music (O‟Connor, 
2002), art (Grierson, 2002), and of human identities, such as class (Sanadjian, 2002; Colic-Peisker, 
2002), religion (Roudometof & Karpathakis, 2002) and profession (Contreras & Kenney, 2002). 
These studies, although still sparse, are opening up a new way of looking into the problematics of 
transnational living, which does not shy away from its complexity but put it in an analytical 
spotlight and which I shall be developing within the framework of this project.  
What I see as particularly promising in this emergent approach to transnational studies is rising 
theoretical and analytical concern for the issues of identity construction as a way of de-
essentializing transnational phenomena (later in this chapter I shall further explore the role of the 
concept of identity in the existing transnationalism research as well as in my own investigation). 
However, I find it alarming that this developing research direction in scholarly writing, which 
contributes to it, becomes yet another means of creating distinction between transnational 
connections. Whether explicitly or not, many authors differentiate between “transnationalism from 
above” and “transnationalism from below”  (Al-Ali & Koser, 2001, p. 2), between transnational 
affiliations constructed around ethnical loyalties and those shaped by other concerns and interests 
(Kennedy & Roudometof, 2002, p. 31). Conversely, within the framework of my research, I argue 
that transnationalism should be regarded not as a divide between diverse aspects of human identities 
and diverse forms of human experiences, but rather as a nexus of human practices and a crossing 
point between various sites of identity construction. 
 
II.1. The ‘Network Lens’ in Transnational Research 
 
A number of scholars, who contribute to the direction in transnational research described above, 
recognise the inability of the conventional dichotomized way of addressing transnationality to deal 
with the complex intersections of social relations, which are a part of transnational living. These 
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scholars do not only cease to view diasporas as “the exemplary communities of the transnational 
moment” (Tolölyan, 1991, p. 5, as cited in Vertovec, 1999, p. 449) and as the only paradigm for 
understanding transnationalism (Vertovec, 1999, p. 449), but they are increasingly begining to 
emphasise that transnationalism “is first and foremost about people [...]” (Clavin, 2005, p. 422) and 
their “complex web of social roles and interpersonal relationships” (Dahinden, 2005, p. 191). 
During this shift from approaching transnationality as a pre-existing condition, which shapes the 
lives of people immersed into it, towards articulations of transnationalism as “the activities of 
“somebodies”” (Clavin, 2005, p. 422) transnational theorists draw heavily on the concept of 
networks as a way of viewing transnational issues through the prism of social relations, which 
channel transnational practices.   
Some of the academic writing that adopts this perspective borrows its perception of „network‟ from 
the tradition of urban anthropology (Dahinden, 2005, p. 193). This tradition distinguishes between 
“total networks of a group or society” and “personal” networks, as “the social entourage” of “one or 
more key persons within the total network” and characteristics of the linkages that form this 
entourage (Dahinden, 2005, pp. 191,192). Transnational inquiries, which are built upon this 
definition of „network‟, view transnational relations as “social capital”, which the actors use in 
designing their “living strategies”, and aim at grasping “in detail the forms that migrant networks 
take”. (Brettell 2000, as cited in Dahinden, 2005, p. 192).   
Janine Dahinden (2005) has commented that, although rooted within a well-developed field, few of 
the above-mentioned studies have succeeded in this task, linking this fact to the tendency of 
scholars (such as Bryceson, 2003; Yeoh Huang & Lam, 2005; Walters, 2005; Whitehouse, 2009; 
Wilding, 2006) “to treat networks exclusively as sets of kin (and sometimes friends), excluding all 
other forms of social relations” (p. 191). Similarly, Ruben Gielis (2009) problematizes the ability of 
this research direction to reflect the rapidly increasing complexity of transnational sociology. The 
aforementioned scholar points out that while there has been put much empirical and analytical effort 
in mapping out “the internal complexity” of the social networks – the spreading out across borders 
of former social relations, their “external complexity”, as “interrelation and interaction” between 
multiple networks in which people are involved, has been overlooked (Gielis, 2009, p. 272). Thus, 
while this particular perspective in the investigations of transnationalism has contributed greatly to 
the conceptual development of „transnationalism‟ as a “continuum” of social links rather than a 
“complex but fundamentally closed set of relationships” (Waldinger & Fitzgerald, 2003, pp. 4,5), 
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the theoretical purview assigned to the notion of network within the framework of this perspective 
still remains too closed to capture  the intensified connecting that takes place both within and 
between the networks, which might or might not involve familial ties.  
Another line of transnational research, which incorporates a more open and complex definition of 
„network‟ to examine “dense and highly active networks spanning vast spaces” (Vertovec, 1999, p. 
449) that go beyond the family, takes advantage of Manuel Castells‟s (2004; 2002; 1996) work on 
what he terms “Information Age” and “network society”. Drawing among others on Castells‟s 
articulation of networks as “a superior organizational form for human action”, which are “powered 
by the Internet” and which due to their “inherent flexibility and adaptability” can “survive and 
prosper in a fast-changing environment” (Castells, 2002, pp. 1,2), such scholars as Paul McIlvenny 
and Pirkko Raudaskoski (2005), Raelene Wilding (2006), Matthijs Van Den Bos and Liza Nell 
(2006) who deal with various forms of transnational practices, make technology and Internet the 
centre of their analytical attention. By including on-line interaction into the empirical and analytical 
agenda of transnational research, and by focusing on “an emerging „network sociality‟” (McIlvenny 
& Raudaskoski, 2005, p. 60) that shape transnational practices, the studies produced within the 
framework of this perspective begin to take into consideration transnational networks formed by 
loose, unstable and dynamic forms of linking. This connecting has been ignored in the prior 
academic writing on transnationality locked in within “problematic dualisms” of micro and macro, 
global and local, societal and technological “that often hinder our understanding of socio-cultural 
ordering” (McIlvenny & Raudaskoski, 2005, p. 60). In addition, these studies make a valuable 
contribution to a long-needed theoretical reformulation of transnational places, which enable the 
shift from “local and scalar fashion” of approaching transnational geographies to “open and 
relational” articulation of transnational spaces (Gielis, 2009, p. 273).  
 
II.2. The ‘Placial Turn’ in Transnational Studies 
 
This shift, which Rube Gielis (2009, p. 273) refers to as the “placial turn” in the transmigration 
studies, increases the theoretical distance between directions in transnational research preoccupied 
with persistent categorizations of transnationalism in terms of segregated scales (which have been 
addressed earlier in this chapter) and those which engage in theorization of “transnationalism of the 
middle”(Smith, 2005; Mahler & Hansing, 2005, as cited in Levitt & Jarowsky, 2007, p. 142) as a 
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place-specific, dynamic, multi-sited, “borderland” phenomenon. (Anzaldúa, 1987; Sassen, 1996, as 
cited in Levitt & Jarowsky, 2007, p. 142). The latter line of scholarly arguments aims at describing 
and conceiving of transnational places “[...] in the ways that people living in them actually perceive 
them” (Wimmer & Schiller, 2003, as cited in Levitt & Jarowsky, 2007, p. 142) thereby highlighting 
the role of human practices, both material and ideational (Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143) in the 
making of those places.  
The placial perspective in transnational studies is rooted in the place-oriented research conducted 
during the 1990s within the framework of such disciplines as “philosophy (Casey 1993, 1997), 
human geography (Harvey 1996; Massey 1994; Soja 1996) and anthropology (Appadurai 1996; 
Hannrez 1996)” (Gielis, 2009, p. 277). One of the major achievements of this approach consists in 
removing the essentialized conceptual opposition between the notion of transnational mobility and 
the concept of place assumed within the mainstream studies of transnationality. According to Ruben 
Gielis (2009), “the background to this assumption was that place was equated with locality, which 
means that it was treated as a separate spatial entity (or scale) having no connections with the 
outside world and with only local meaning” (p. 277), whereas transnationality was conceptualized 
as flows and movements that take place on the global level. While the network approach has begun 
to subvert this dichotomy by making transnationality traceable through social relations, as long as 
places, within which the construction of these relations takes place, were regarded as closed, stable 
and segregated physical spaces, transnational research did not have a chance to move beyond the 
global/local binary.  
In attempting to deal with the incapability of network perspective to overcome this binary, a number 
of researchers have begun to open up the concept of transnational place by drawing on the 
understanding of localities as “constructions out of the intersections and interactions of concrete 
social relations and social processes” (Massey, 1994, p. 120, as cited in Gieles, 2009, p. 277). This 
scholarly work has originated such concepts as „ethnoscapes‟ (Appadurai, 1996), „translocality‟ 
(Appadurai, 1995) and „translocal communication circuits‟ (Smith, 2001, p. 3, as cited in in Gielis, 
2009, p. 276), used to define and examine transnationality as “cross-cutting local, translocal and 
transnational social practices [...]”, which “[...] “come together” in particular places” (Smith, 2001, 
p.5, as cited in Gielis, 2009, pp. 277,278). The aforementioned notions, thus, reject the “essential 
one-to-one relation between a place and a social network” (Gielis, 2009, p. 275). In doing so they 
expand the inward way of examining transnational networks dominating the transnational studies 
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and provide a potentiality for exploring the interaction between them, which I shall make use of 
within the framework of my investigation. 
 
II.3. Theorizing Transnationality:  Formulating the Research               
         Objectives 
 
Thus, in this section of my thesis I have delineated approaches within transnational research, which 
go beyond theorizing transnationality exclusively around the notions of nationality and ethnicity 
and which participate in transforming the studies of transnational issues into an independent field of 
scholarly investigation. In dealing with such limitations of the prior scholarly work as dichotomized 
conceptualization of transnationality in terms of abstract technological, economic and cultural flows 
that take place on the disconnected scales of global and local, “below” and “above”, these 
approaches initiate a number of conceptual shifts. Firstly, they replace the discussions of ethnically- 
and nationally-bound migrant and diasporic communities with the examinations of more complex 
form of social relating that takes place within transnational networks. Secondly, they move from 
conceptualizing transnational places in terms of binary opposition between “home” and “host” to a 
more open, multi-sited notion of translocalities. Finally, they emphasize the role of human practices 
in the construction of transnational connections. Thereby, the recent scholarly works on 
transnational issues set off the development of a new theoretical repertoire that encourages a more 
critical and more encompassing approach to theoretical and empirical explorations of transnational 
complexities – the task, which I see myself contributing to through my research.  
Despite their indisputable significance, the studies addressed above suffer from some limitations. 
As demonstrated, the discussions emerged within these studies open up exciting conceptual 
potentialities for building up new ways of capturing and discussing transnational mobility in all its 
dynamics and density. However, the empirical and analytical work that follows these discussions 
does not quite live up to their theoretical promises. Much scholarly effort has been spent on 
highlighting multi-sited, placial character of transnational networks and on conceptualising social 
aspects of the spatial constructions, thereby implicitly stating the hybrid – physical, social, 
geographical, cultural – character of both transnational places and transnational networks. However, 
these studies do not explore the complex, continuous, multi-faceted connecting, shifting and 
transforming that takes place between the social and the material, the physical and the discursive, 
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the stability and the mobility, which enables this hybridity and which I shall be examining in my 
project.  
One of the reasons why such explorations so far have been somewhat incomplete lies in the fact that 
there is no ready-made methodology that would allow the researchers to register and describe the 
“dazzling” variety of transnational encounters (Clavin, 2005, p. 422) and crossings that were made 
open for investigation by this new mode of  theorizing transnationalism. Such authors as Pries 
(2008), Levitt (2007), Jaworsky (2007), Khargam (2008) have emphasised that conventional 
ethnographic tools, such as surveys, “[...] are not designed to capture flows, linkages, or identities 
that cross other spatial units[...]”, than nation-states units, “[...] or the phenomena and dynamics 
within them”. Marcus (1995), Burawoy (2003, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143), 
Fitzgearld (2006, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143), Mazzucato (2007b, as cited in Levitt 
& Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143), and Hakken (1995, as cited in McIlvenny & Rausaskoski, 2005, p. 61) 
argue for „pluri-local‟, „multi-sited‟, “thick and empirically-rich” (Vásquez & Marquardt (2003:227, 
as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 14) ethnographic approach, which “follows the actants, the 
artifacts, the metaphors, the narratives, the life/biographies and the conflicts in and across multiple 
„sites‟” (McIlvenny & Raudaskoski, 2005, p. 61). The development of such an approach represents 
one of the imperative methodological challenges, which I shall undertake within the framework of 
my research.  
Another limitation associated with the majority of both place- and network-oriented studies refers to 
a tendency to juxtapose “virtual” and “physical” aspects of transnational being. While the empirical 
focus of such examinations is rather diverse, the analytical work and discussions, which derive from 
it, can largely be grouped under two general claims. One concludes that  on-line sites of 
transnational living and acting are “representational virtual spaces” (Gielis, 2009, p. 281), which 
merely mirror or reflect “offline communal patterns” (De Mul, 2002, as cited in Gielis, 2009,p. 281; 
Van Den Bos & Nell, 2006, p. 216). Another argues that such “virtual neighbourhoods” 
(Appadurai, 1995, p. 219, as cited in Gielis, 2009, p. 282) are completely “new, spatial realities” 
disembedded and disconnected from “physical places” (Gielis, 2009, pp. 281,282). Regardless of 
which one of the outlined above inferences becomes reached within these studies, they all 
inevitably suffer from treating on-line and off-line interaction as two segregated aspects of human 
experiences and practices. In doing so they waste entirely an opportunity to trace, describe and 
make sense of the dynamic and continuous connecting between multiple co-present  and computer-
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mediated sites of human engagement, which in fact, I argue, is what enables and mediates the 
construction of transnational practices. Therefore, I believe that mapping out and analytically 
addressing this connecting is the most significant affordance created by introducing the „network‟ 
„place‟ lenses into the studies of transnationality, which I shall make one of the central objectives of 
my research. 
To do that I need to tackle the previously described weaknesses of these otherwise promising 
directions of transnational studies, which in my view can be traced back to two academic 
oversights. One of them is related to the use of concept such as practice, in general, and 
transnational practice, in particular. Many scholars of transnationality increasingly recognise the 
role of individuals - their physical and ideational being and doing - in the construction of 
transnational ways of living. In doing so, they continuously and explicitly employ, tapping into each 
other‟s writing, the notion of practice without pausing to explore what this notion actually entails. I 
claim that understanding and investigating transnationalism in social terms, which recent studies 
strive to accomplish, will be impossible without profound examination of how this social is made 
and re-made, how it is sustained and reproduced and how it is experienced and articulated by 
people. I believe that unless some urgent and serious theoretical and empirical attention is paid to 
“the transformations from practice, action, and habitus to person, characteristics and identity” 
(Scollon, 2001, p. 158),  studies of transnationalism, which have just begun to escape the 
essentialist trap of theorizing  transnationality in terms of elusive flows, are risking to fall into the 
same pitfall now by drawing on the as vaguely defined concept of transnational practices. That is 
why one of the imperative concerns of my project involves exploration of the making of 
transnational practice:  
i.e. of how mundane and inconspicuous acts, actions and activities in which people engage in their 
everyday lives come to constitute practices, how these practices become stabilized, routinized and 
incorporated into the way people define themselves, how they are subverted and transformed 
challenged by shifts in technological, economic and political orderings and how it is all being done 
when it is done across national, statal, ethnic and linguistic borders, that is when it is done 
transnationally.  
Thus, instead of approaching transnational practices as a completely novel, extraordinary form of 
human practices isolated from other aspects of their being and doing, I argue that transnational 
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practices are complex, on-going and multifaceted connecting closely intertwined with and 
embedded within multiple and diverse experiences and activities in which people engage in the 
course of their everyday lives. One of the central research objectives of my project, hence, consists 
in capturing and discussing mechanisms and strategies that are involved in this connecting.  
As practices that mediate transnational relating clearly do not take place within one site of people‟s 
engagement, one form of interactional encounters or one representational format, transnational 
practices do not stay enclosed within one specific “transnational place” or one specific form of 
modality. Instead, they stretch across multiple and diverse physical, social and cultural spaces, as 
well as across multiple and diverse discursive and semiotic fields thereby connecting numerous 
discourses, “spaces, materialities and artifacts” (McIlvenny & Raudaskoski, 2005, p. 60). Therefore, 
I argue that it is only through following, mapping out and unpacking these physical, material and 
discursive movements – the task which I shall undertake within the framework of my research - that 
we can make tangible and understand transnational living. However, the previously highlighted lack 
of systematic attention to the concept of practice, prevents many of the researchers from realizing 
this highly multimodal and dynamic character of transnational practices. While some of the 
network-oriented studies of transnationality recognize heterogeneity of agency, which participate in 
the construction of transnational practices, and whiles some adherents of the “placial” perspective 
(Gielis, 2009, p. 273) highlight heterogeneity of spaces involved in this process, the heterogeneity 
of modalities of transnational connecting and meditational means that enables this semiotic 
complexity remains largely ignored.  
Another scholarly omission, which in my view is linked to some of the limitations in the existing 
transnational research addressed above, consists in lack of theoretical and analytical attention to the 
discursive aspects of transnational practices. This oversight is clearly linked to the partial and 
excluding perception of the notion of transnational practices that so far has been dominating the 
studies of transnationality. This perception reduces many scholarly examinations of 
transnationalism to the „real‟ and traceable movements of capital and material goods, sweeping 
away less tangible and more complex forms of transnational mobility under the elusive notion of 
“flows”. While the recent academic writing on globalization reflects a growing interest in “[...] 
discourse as an element or facet of globalization” (Fairclough, 2006, p. 14), the latest work in 
transnational research generally avoid focusing on the discursive aspects of “[...] trans-national and 
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interregional interaction” and of the “[...] the networks, connectivities” that “cut across spatial 
boundaries and borders” (Fairclough, 2006, p. 3).  
An exception to this tendency can be found in the scholarly literature that deals with the 
construction of diasporic, migrational and transnational identities, which adopt discourse approach 
to the examinations of the ways people define and re-define themselves across cultural, linguistic 
and social spaces. This line of transnational studies will be further addressed in the next section of 
this chapter. However, already at this point, I find it crucial to emphasise that, despite their valuable 
contribution to the highlighting of the role of discourse in analysing and understanding transnational 
mobility, their take on this role is somewhat incomplete. According to Norman Fairclough (2006, p. 
31), the semiotic or discursive “moment” of social practice, which he terms “orders of discourse”, 
are formed by “combinations of three sorts of entities: discourses, genres and styles”. Where a 
discourse refers to “a particular way of representing some aspect or area of social life”, a genre “is a 
particular way of acting”, while a style is “a way of being”, that is, “a social and personal identity” 
(p. 31). In the light of this sophisticated understanding of the way discourses participate in the 
construction and re-construction of social practices, it becomes clear that identity-oriented approach 
to the studies of transnationalism addresses only one aspect of the discursive moment of 
transnational practices – namely, „the way of being‟ or „style‟. I claim, however, that developing 
and employing a more encompassing socially-tuned discourse-oriented analytical framework will 
provide vast, and yet only partially explored, possibilities for describing and explaining 
transnational “[...] events as mediated in, through and across talk, text and other modalities of 
discourse” (McIlvenny & Raudaskoski, 2005, p. 60). Such a framework, which I shall begin to 
assemble in the next chapter of my thesis, will allow me to trace, make tangible and available for 
further analysis and discussion those multiple, dynamic and intertwined movements of people, 
materialities and discourses, which constitute transnational practices. Before I engage in this work I 
shall discuss theoretical underpinnings of one more central to my investigation concept - the 
concept of transnational identity.  
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III. TOWARDS THE CONCEPT OF TRANSNATIONAL IDENTITY  
"They told me I am a "Minority"? 
But I am the daughter of an IAS officer 
Papa controlled Mumnai in his palms! 
Here I am in/visible, adjusting, learning 
No maids to cook chapatti 
No dhobis to do laundry 
They ask me about my "culture" 
Is there an American "culture"? 
Between India and America 
I move my home, my culture 
I have become more Indian in America."  
(Monologue transcript, as cited in Kakali Bhattachrya,  2009, pp. 15,16) 
 
"O, my shoes are Japanese                                                                                                             
These trousers are English, if you please                                                                               
On my head, red Russian hat –                                                                                               
My heart’s Indian for all that”                                                                                               
(The hit song “Mera Joota Hai Japani”, as cited in Rushdie,  1999, p. 11) 
 
 
Philosophical, academic and literary searches for and into the meaning of individual and collective 
being and the ways in which this meaning is derived and sustained through time and space have 
begun centuries ago framed by such terms as “soul, psyche, person, personality, selfhood, subject, 
agency” (Lemke, 2008, p. 17) and perhaps the most prominent, discussed and contested of them all 
– the concept of identity. Stuart Hall (2007), Bethan Benwell and Elizabeth Stokoe (2006) 
differentiate between three major theorizations emerged in the history of identity thinking: 
Enlightment subject, Sociological subject and Postmodern subject. The multitude of 
multidisciplinary contributions that have produced these theorizations have taken the notion of 
identity through a number of fundamental shifts, as a result of which the early conceptualisations of 
individual as an autonomous being driven by reason, became substituted by the romantic views of 
the self in a constant, guided by emotions, search for the authentic inner-core. These views, in their 
turn, became replaced with the Freudian and Lacanian understandings of the selfhood in terms of 
reflexive personalities left at the mercy of unconsciousness and socio-linguistic notions of 
interactive identities, whose inner-core is shaped in relation to the others. The most recent 
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postmodern theorization of identity both builds up upon and transgresses the aforementioned 
conceptualizations addressing individual as a fragmented, fluid, contradictory and flexible self. 
(Hall, 1992).  
The later approach to the notion of identity emerged within the framework of post-modernist 
thought, which have made visible, embraced and opened up for theoretical and analytical 
discussions such aspects of identity as multidimensionality, decentredness, intersubjectivity and 
discursivity. In academic writing these identity traits are often being tied together and addressed as 
one novel and distinctive identity form, the so called postmodern identity. This perception has, 
however, been contested in the recent scholarly work, which emphasises that 
 “the multiplicity and hybridity of postmodern identities is not new and exceptional, but is rather the 
contemporary realization of more general principle (Lemke 2002a) that in identity development, we learn 
how to perform diverse relation identities in interaction with diverse others across the significant social 
divisions within our community, particularly age and gender, but also class, ethnicity, race, religion, and so 
on” (Lemke, 2008, p. 18). 
The aforementioned postmodern realisation has formed the current agenda of identity studies, 
which includes a wide range of issues that, among other things, explore the ways in which diverse 
identity dimensions become less or more salient in various contexts, i.e. the construction of the 
situated identities, and the ways in which during this process language-in-use becomes integrated 
with the “non-language stuff”, i.e. the construction of discourses. (Gee, 1999, as cited in Holliday, 
Hide and Kullman, 2004, p. 75). Postmodern identity theories investigate how “certain bodies, 
certain gestures, certain discourses, certain desires” become constituted as individuals and how in 
the course of that process individuals emerge and function as both the “effect” and the “vehicle” of 
power (Foucault, 1980, p. 98). Identity thought is interested in how identities-in-interaction are 
enacted and performed bodily, semiotically and politically (Benwell & Stokoe, 2006; Butler, 1993, 
Goffman, 1961, Harre, 1979, as cited in Lemke, 2008, p. 17).  
In the past several decades rapidly increasing mobility of people combined with “the refusal of 
cultural products and practices to “stay put”” (Gupta & Ferguson, 1992, p. 9) resulted in the fact 
that not only “the displaced” (refugees, migrants, stateless people, “new nomads” (Auge, 1992, 
Urry, 2003, as cited in Krzyzanowski & Wodak, 2008, p. 97)) but people who remain within 
familiar cultural and geographical spaces experience the displacement (Bhabha, 1989, p. 66, as 
cited in Gupta & Ferguson, 1992, p. 9) adding to the already packed agenda of identity studies new 
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sets of concerns. These concerns revolve around the fact that what identity scholars have earlier 
described in terms of simplified, more or less joined identity packages formed around social 
categories of gender, age, class etc. has now become a loose “mix-and-match” “collection of 
different elements: norms, values, discourses, institutions, identities, roles, artefacts, settings” 
(Lemke, 2008, p. 36). The essentialized connection between places, cultures, people and identities 
have been compromised by the expansion of human, technological, financial etc. mobility, resulting 
in a “gradual de-articulation of culture” (Lemke, 2008, p. 36) and “a generalized condition of 
homelessness” (Said, 2001) . This shift in the mechanisms of identity construction, described in 
academic writing on deterritorialized and dislocated identities (Gupta & Ferguson, 1992, p. 9) has 
put into question the very basics of the “us”-“other” dichotomy opening up for theoretical and 
analytical revisiting established terms in identity research such as culture, belonging, difference, 
diversity, home and so on. The directions of scholarly work, which are engaged in the reformulation 
and further exploration of these notions and which are interested in the set of issues highlighted 
above, bring together conceptual and analytical realizations of identity studies and theoretical and 
empirical concerns of transnational, globalizational, diasporic and migrational research discussed 
earlier in this chapter. In this section of my thesis I shall address academic investigations, which 
have emerged within the framework of the above-mentioned directions and which focus on the 
examination of various aspects of transnational belonging, such as legal (transnational citizenship 
studies), communal (diaspora identity  research) and cultural („transnational shuttling‟ theories). 
 
III.1. The Issue of Transnational Citizenship  
 
Scholarly explorations of belonging across and outside national, statal and cultural borders have 
always been closely intertwined with the searches for the establishment of the criteria and 
boundaries for the political belonging in the form of “political-scientific research on citizenship” 
(Krzyżanowski & Wodak, 2008, p. 100). In these quests the concept of citizenship has been 
traditionally articulated through a set of bureaucratic requirements and legislative acts, which 
defined the legal base of political membership, necessarily combined with the demands for cultural 
belonging, translated into such political strategies as integration, assimilation and acculturation. 
Although to a different degree and through different mechanisms, all of the aforementioned 
strategies command a new or soon-to-be citizens to acquire and obey the uniform and fixed set of 
norms, beliefs and values, which is allegedly associated with the recipient country, nation or 
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culture. However, “porous boundaries and multiple identities” connected to transnational and 
mobile living “undermine ideas of cultural belonging as a necessary accompaniment to political 
membership” (Castells & Davidson, 2000, p. viii, as cited in Krzyżanowski & Wodak, 2008, p. 
100). forcing gate-keepers of the state systems to re-think “access to membership, recognition and 
citizenship” (Krzyżanowski & Wodak, 2008, p. 100) and encouraging numerous scholarly 
investigations into the issue of transnational citizenship.           
The studies of transnational citizenship aim at foregrounding and dealing with the political and 
democratic consequences of cosmopolitanism demanding political community to take 
administrative and legal responsibility for securing the rights of and protecting “transborder 
citizens” (Shiller, 2005, p. 48; Stokes, 2004). In doing so, many of the aforementioned studies are 
currently taking a “substantial turn towards „identity‟” (Krzyżanowski & Wodak, 2008, p. 100) 
making a valuable contribution to the identity research by stressing a political dimension in the 
identification process. In the face of the indisputable significance this academic work, its take on 
the concept of transnationalism in general and transnational identity in particular appears strikingly 
regressive. While claiming to deal with the complexities of belonging in what is addressed as 
migrant, transnational and global societies, much of transnational citizenship research dismisses not 
only the recent, more critical perspectives, which explore transnationality “beyond loyalties that 
connect to any specific place of origin or ethnic or national group” (Waldinger & Fitzgerald, 2004, 
p. 1178, as cited in Fox, 2005, p. 186,) but even more established scholarly directions such as 
diaspora, transnational communities and long-distance nationalism research (Fox, 2005). By 
defining transnational and cross-border movements in strictly “trans-state” terms (Fox, 2005, p. 
172) and  cutting it off from the so-called translocal, i.e. “community-based” (Fox, 2005, p. 187), 
networks, identities and practices, examinations of transnational citizenship firmly fixes the notion 
of transnational membership, belonging and identity to the concept of nation equated with and 
limited to idea of state.  
The conceptual restriction of the above-mentioned research approach illustrates what Steven 
Vertovec (2001) describes as a general tendency of literature on transnationalism to underscore the 
complexity and multiplicity of territorially unrestricted conditions, contexts and physical places 
between which belonging and attachments are formed in the contemporary “ multi-local life-world” 
(p. 578). This multi-dimensional and multi-spatial character of the identity construction is, however, 
highly recognized in the bulk of other approaches to understanding and examining transnational 
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identities, such as „transnational shuttling‟ (Bhattacharya, Negotiating Shuttling Between 
Transnational experiences: A De/colonizing Approach to Performance Ethnography, 2009, p. 3) 
theories and the studies of diaspora identities. 
 
III.2. The Studies of Diaspora Identities   
 
The studies of identities, emerged within diaspora research, are interested in the way ethnicity and 
nationality are being constructed against the “messy past” (Radhakrishnan, 2007, p. 125) and 
multivalent present of migrant living. Such authors as Salman Rushdie, Toni Morrison, Amitav 
Ghosh, Jamaica Kincaid, Bessie Head, Amy Tan, Maxi Hong Kingston, and many others 
(Radhakrishnan, 2007, p. 119) problematize the presumed authenticity, naturalness and self-
evidence of ethnical identities and inquire into the ways they become cultivated across various 
national contexts.  These inquiries focus on the empowerment and marginalization produced by the 
hyphenated forms of citizenship and national belonging, which allegedly “marks a dialogic and 
non-hierarchic conjuncture” (p. 121) between ethnic and national membership of immigrants. This 
approach to identity research adopts a highly relevant critical perspective that examines how the 
seeming symmetry of hyphenated identities masks privileging of the national and minoritizing of 
the ethnic and marks “ a non-viable difference” through the discursive appeals to “roots and 
origins” (Radhakrishnan, 2007, p. 121). 
The obvious limitation of such investigations, however, lies in their attention to the ethnical sites of 
identity formation process at the expense of the other dimensions of the self-construction, such as 
class, age, gender, sexuality etc. That is not to say that the discussions of gender, class and age 
positioning of immigrants are completely absent from the mainstream studies of diaspora identity. 
Writings, which explore migrants‟ relating and relationships both outside and within diaspora, often 
highlight generational and gender differences as well as unevenness of material, power and social 
capital that follows with these differences. However, the non-ethnic and non-national elements of 
belonging become invoked in such studies only to “foreground commonly thematized topoi of 
immigrant cultures: the disruption and distortion of traditional cultural practices” (Lowe, 2007, p. 
134) as a result of transnational living. Thus, only the diversity of one end of the hyphenated being 
is investigated, while the heterogeneity and incongruence of the experiences, narratives as well as of 
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the social and discursive practices that produce the other end of the binary (i.e. “original” or “home” 
culture), which arguably construes diasporic identities, figures as an unexamined common modifier. 
Such authors as Stuart Hall (2007), Lisa Lowe (2007), Trinh T. Minh-ha (1989), Chela Sandoval 
(Lowe, 2007, p. 144), Angela Davis ( (Lowe, 2007, p. 144) question the deceptive neutrality of 
“binary schemas” utilized by many of the diaspora studies (Lowe, 2007, p. 142). The scholarly 
work produced by the aforementioned authors de-essentializes the concept of homeland by 
emphasising the heterogeneity of degrees and extents of relations that migrants form to both the 
“inside” and the “outside” of diasporas.  What is, however, noteworthy is that while deconstructing 
the notion of fixed origin to which migrants “can make some final and absolute return” this work 
does not dismiss the significance of “retelling of the past” and of “imaginative rediscovery” of this 
origin to the construction of identities (Hall, 2007, pp. 235,237). Moreover, as in the writing of 
Stuart Hall (2007), it foregrounds the reality, materiality and symbolism of discursive 
representations within which this imagining takes place and which mediates multiple and on-going 
positioning that underpins the production of identities. In doing so the above-mentioned scholarly 
contributions acknowledge the role of the discursive practices in the constant transformation of 
meaning, which is involved in the process of identity construction and which takes place in-between 
and across multiple vectors connecting (not juxtaposing) past and present, similarity and difference, 
continuity and rupture. This acknowledgement is imperative to my research, one of the central aims 
of which consists in tracing the social and discursive connecting and relating that enables the above-
mentioned transformations and re-contextualizations of meaning and that takes place across 
national and ethnic borders.    
 
III.3. ‘Transnational Shuttling’ Theories  
 
Another approach within identities studies, whose interests go beyond reproduction of national 
identities at a distance and reconstruction of “a land of return” (Visweswaran, 2008, p. 302), is the 
research that looks into mechanisms of the so-called cultural commuting. This perspective 
recognises the mobile character of the contemporary strategies of identity formation. Within its 
framework, mobility is viewed as a cultural and placial duality, as “the desire (and the ability) to be 
both “here” and “there” (Visweswaran, 2008, p. 302), which splits actors‟ lives and identities. The 
increasing currency of such studies undoubtedly refers to the fact that they are successful at 
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illuminating “the shifting identification with conflicting discourses”, which is associated with 
transnational living and which “indicates the lack of a “claimable” indigenous space” and the 
“fluidity of national borders” (Bhattacharya, 2009, p. 3). This academic direction highlights the 
complexities and problematics of transnational and migrational living and “predicaments” of the 
“hyphenated” identities that follow with it by introducing such terms as transnational shuttling 
(Bhattacharya, 2009, p. 16) and biculturality (Visweswaran, 2008, p. 310).  Both concepts define 
transnational living as continuous oscillation between two sets of “physical, temporal, and imagines 
spaces” (Bhattacharya, 2009, p. 16) and “violent shuttling between two or more worlds” 
(Visweswaran, 2008, p. 302), which deprives migrants of an ability to be ““home” in either place” 
(Spivak, 1983, as cited in Visweswaran, 2008, p. 310). An indisputable contribution of such 
examinations of cross-border identities comes from their acute awareness that the “experiential 
ambivalence” of “nomadic struggles” (Hegde, 1998, p. 35; Rushdie, 1991; Said 1993, as cited in 
Hegde, 1998, p. 51; Bhabha 1994) is as much gendered, racial and class-related identity positioning 
as it is ethnical (Crenshaw, 1992; Chen, 1992; Houston, 1992; Toro-Morn, 1995; Anzaldùa, 1981; 
Trihn, as cited in Hegde, 1998, pp. 36,37).   
On this point, the aforementioned investigations echo the discussions dominating critical 
approaches to the study of transnationality, which insist that transnational practices go beyond the 
limits of such categories as nationality and ethnicity. This visibly verifies and triangulates 
theoretical standpoints of my research, articulated earlier in this chapter, through which I 
conceptualize transnationality as complex, mulit-placial and multi-semiotic practices that link 
together and intertwine numerous points of reference, symbolic and material resources, social and 
discursive acts, which might or might not involve national and ethnic meanings. However, in my 
view the studies of „transnational shuttling‟ often become caught up in the overstated and somewhat 
romanticized idea of perpetual unsettlement and conflict allegedly intrinsic to transnational living, 
thereby either overlooking or ignoring the ability of the „nomads‟ to construct and re-construct 
anchorages and moorings against which they position themselves and re-define their identities as 
they engage in the transnational movement. In doing so these studies run the risk of rhetoricizing 
transnational living and transnational identity formation as a movement framed and predetermined 
by the already existing and fixed social and discursive places, thereby depriving people engaged in 
transnational practices of the agency and capacity to co-construct these places transforming them 
into what Bhabha (1994) refers to as the Third Space.  
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The above-mentioned limitation of the „transnational shuttling‟ theories in relation to the study of 
transnational identities can be explained in terms of the dialectics of localization and cutting 
through the territorial boundaries, moorings and flows, sharing and rupture that underpin the notion 
of transnational identity. Such scholars as Steven Vertovec (2001) and Marian Kempny (2002) refer 
to this dialectics as a “paradoxical twist” (Kempny, 2002, p. 116) or an inherent juxtaposition 
(Vertovec, 2001, p. 573) of a transnational phenomenon calling for the theoretical and empirical 
explorations of both mobile and stabilizing aspects of the identity construction practices. The 
problematics, once again, lies in the absence of the ready-made methodology for tracing and 
describing the aforementioned dynamics of transnational identities as well as in the fact that most of 
such explorations (as shown above) focus on the collective or group facets of identificational 
process, such as the construction of diasporic and migrational identities, whereas such authors as 
Michal Krzyżanowski and Ruth Wodak (Krzyżanowski & Wodak, 2008) emphasise that 
migrational living is “a singular, subjective and unique experience which resists generalization” (p. 
98). 
III.4. Theorizing Transnationality: Identity Quests in the 
Network Society 
 
As demonstrated in the current section of my thesis, in the existing bulk of scholarly work, which 
deals with the challenges of the human, material and technological mobility, the concept of 
transnational identity has not yet emerged as an independent area of theoretical and analytical 
research. However, as outlined above, the process of identity construction spanning across statal, 
national and communal borders has already become one of the central themes for the scholarly 
investigations within the diverse fields of diasporic, migrational, national and cultural studies. 
While these studies have certainly not been exhaustive in terms of grasping the conceptual and 
empirical complexity of transnational identity formation, they have spotlighted the significance of 
its further exploration as well as multiple ambiguities that are associated with it.  Manuel Castells 
(2004) defines these ambiguities and dialectical tensions as reactions against the flexibility and 
instability of the network society, which blurs the boundaries of membership, involvement, 
institutions, relationships, space and time: 
“When the world becomes too large to be controlled, social actors aim to shrink it back to their size and 
reach. When networks dissolve time and space, people anchor themselves in places, and recall their historic 
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memory. When the patriarchal sustainment of personality breaks down, people affirm the transcendent 
value of family and community, as God’s will” (p. 69) 
All of that done only to be destabilized and re-arranged again, when the “specific codes of self-
identification: the community of believers, the icons of nationalism, the geography of locality” 
become contested by the new sets of meanings and values embedded in the informational flows 
(Castells, 2004, p. 69). It is through this complex and messy process that identities are being 
constructed. However, as Manuel Castells points out, “the real issue is how, from what, by whom, 
and for what” (2004, p. 7) they are being constructed. Answering these questions, which 
encapsulate central imperatives of my investigation, requires acknowledging that identities cannot 
be approached as sets of material and symbolic resources pre-composed before the acts of the 
individuals and attached to specific places. Instead, the notion of identity should be articulated as 
unique and diverse ways of organizing the meaning, which is “the symbolic identification by a 
social actor of the purpose of her/his action” (Castells, 2004, p. 7). Therefore, as already stated 
earlier in the chapter, in my project I shall trace, describe and discuss the organization of meanings 
as it takes place within the actions, acts and practices of the social actors and which span across 
paradigms of both “geosphere and infosphere” (Mannur, 2007, p. 283). This will necessarily 
demand the development of an analytical and methodological lens that would allow me to move 
between these spheres as well as to gain an access to, register and process both discursive and 
material facets of the practices through which individuals and social groups build their identities 
“from history, from geography, from biology, from productive and reproductive institutions, from 
collective memory and from personal fantasies, from power apparatuses and religious reservations” 
(Castells, 2004, p. 7).   
In her article “Predicaments of the Hyphen”, Kamala Visweswaran (2008) writes: “Certainly the 
question, „Where are you from?‟ is never an innocent one” (p. 301). Identity, which would 
inevitably underpin any possible reply to this question, is never an innocent subject either. It is 
transnational practices and human and technological mobility, which have made the where (not 
what or who) the key element in the process of identity formation in the contemporary world, 
suggesting a new way of thinking of identity and a new vocabulary for talking about it. This 
emerging identity repertoire encourages self-defining produced and described in terms of 
movements, routes, territories and destinations, i.e. in highly placial and topographical terms. While 
the where in this identity paradigm clearly refers to the spatial and placial movment of human 
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beings, it is not solely equated with geographical or physical location. The where in the current 
identity terms goes far beyond the place of birth and living or migrational destinations. Much 
broader, it stands for a movement of the individual between and across various points of reference, 
such as race, blood, gender, physical appearance, citizenship, community memberships, familial 
relations, heritage, ethnicity, nationality, class, profession, sexuality, culture etc. It is by examining 
this movement that I, within the framework of my project, shall attend to the complexity of 
contemporary mechanisms of identity construction.   
IV. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
The chapter above contains an in-depth survey into the scholarly work, within which concepts such 
as transnationality, transnational identity, mobility, transnational network, transnational practice 
etc., which are central to my research, have emerged and within which they proceed to be a constant 
source and driving force of vigorous and controversial academic debates. By outlining and critically 
discussing the existing conceptualizations of the aforementioned notions as well as diverse 
approaches to their empirical examination, I have traced and described their theoretical and 
analytical becoming, highlighted current conceptual and methodological challenges associated with 
this research field and delineated relevant and demanding directions for future academic inquiries of 
the transnational issues. Throughout the process of reviewing, synthesizing and disputing the 
existing scholarly literature preoccupied with transnational complexities, I have been systematically 
and critically relating contributions emerged within this literature to the theoretical, analytical and 
methodological objectives of my own research. In doing so, I have further explicated the aims of 
my investigation and triangulated its theoretical position among multiple and diverse disciplines 
that deal with issues relevant and related to its goals. 
The field of transnational research can be viewed as a scholarly response to the inadequacy of 
methodological nationalism, as “the assumption that the nation/state/society is the natural social and 
political form of the modern world” (Wimmer & Schiller, 2002, p. 302) to grasp and address the 
dynamics of the contemporary technological, material, economic and human mobility. The concept 
of transnationalism have emerged as a result of scholarly attempts to move beyond “rhetorical 
generalities about the decline of the nation-state” (Wimmer & Schiller, 2002, p. 302) to the 
examination of the new forms of interconnectedness and mobility, which seem to be underpinning 
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all the aspects of the current social, cultural and political being. On the other hand, „transnationality‟ 
also becomes frequently invoked in academic work as way of escaping the traps of methodological 
cosmopolitanism, which, very much like its binary opposite - methodological nationalism, tends to 
blend “the lines between description and  prescription” (Appelbaum & Robinson, 2005, p. 67)  in 
advocating cosmopolitization as the primary way of explaining contemporary reality. In addition, 
the notion of transnationalism is used by many scholars to deal with the elusiveness and with the 
washed-out conceptual boundaries of „globalization‟, which has become a “bitterly contested 
buzzword, invoked by ideological camps with radically opposed viewpoints” (Appelbaum & 
Robinson, 2005, p. 66).  
As demonstrated in this chapter, much of the scholarly writing organized around the concept of 
transnationality has been successful in contesting the discussions of the increased cross-border 
relating in terms of abstract, deprived of agency, macro scale flows, which dominate mainstream 
globalizational studies. Furthermore, recent and more critical directions of transnational research 
have been highly articulate in voicing the demands for the development of new ways of thinking of 
and examining globalizational and transnational tendencies, which would make more tangible 
human practices involved in the so far rather vaguely defined processes of cultural 
deterritorialization and identity dislocation viewed as one of the central features of the post-national 
paradigm. That is not to say that the concept of transnationality, which poses as one of the main 
carriers of the above-described theoretical shifting, has been unproblematic. Positioned as the 
intermediate category, caught-up in-between various often contradicting theoretical perspectives, 
„transnationalism‟ inevitably comes to inherit conceptual tensions of these perspectives rapidly 
turning into the notion preyed by ambiguities and unresolved theoretical conflicts.    
One of the central limitations of the notion of transnationality, as it is being conceptualized in many 
scholarly writings, relates to the fact that its theoretical and empirical explorations solely highlight 
the ethnical and nationality-bound forms of identity formation and cross-border movements, 
thereby, overlooking the complexity of attachments and connections involved in the construction of 
transnational belonging. Moreover, such conventional approaches to the study of transnationality 
overstate the homogeneity of both transnational and national or home communities. In doing so 
they re-enforce dichotomized views of transnational practices, which prescribe a vision of social as 
being split between such categories as “home” and “host”, “below” and “above”, “global” and 
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“local”, “technological” and “human” etc., hence dismissing the heterogeneity of discursive and 
material presentations, of social and cultural practices, of physical and symbolic identity 
positionings engaged in on-going structuring and re-structuring of these categories.  
Another conceptual tension associated with the notion of transnationalism refers to the fact that the 
static, self-evident undertones of –ism in this term seem to be transferring onto much of the research 
on transnationalism. In this research exaggerated emphasis on the sustainability and regularity of 
transnational movements replace the investigations of transnational mobility, as it is being 
constructed within and made visible through dynamic and dense human experiences, with the 
searches for the transnational condition that arguably defines these experiences.  These searches 
emerge within the studies pre-occupied with the socio-cultural mechanisms through which 
nationally-bound status quo becomes restored, at the expense of those forms of transnational 
practices and identity construction, which transgress the boundaries of long-distance nationalism.   
„Place‟- and „network‟-oriented directions of critical studies of transnationality strive to overcome 
the aforementioned limitations of transnational research by discussing transnational processes in 
terms of social relating that takes place across social and physical spaces as well as across multiple 
identity categories, such as gender, class and race. These studies introduce the concept of 
transnational practices as the main conceptual carrier for the description and examination of 
complex, dynamic and multi-placial belonging and connecting associated with transnational living. 
The emergence and development of this concept has initiated a significant turn in the scholarly 
work engaged in theorizing transnationality, which has firmly positioned transnational research as 
an independent field of studies interested in the erratic mechanisms and impacts of human acts and 
actions as opposed to pre-defined contexts and abstract macro flows.   
However, the majority of these studies so far either have not been able to go beyond theoretical 
discussions of transnational practices or to live up in their empirical and analytical investigations to 
the conceptual potentiality suggested by the notion of transnational practices. This limitation of the 
existing research is certainly related to absence of a methodological framework apt for capturing the 
on-going connecting between social, cultural and physical places involved in transnational 
practices, which has been articulated by many scholars. In addition, place- and network-lenses are 
often adopted in the studies of transnationality as mutually exclusive frameworks, thereby depriving 
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the researchers of the ability to realize and grasp diverse and numerous links between spatial and 
social networks that are formed transnationally. Finally, the scholars interested in transnational 
mobility appropriate the notion of practice without paying proper attention to its theoretical 
underpinning. As a result „transnational practices‟ become articulated as a unique form of social 
practices exclusive to migrant living and isolated from other sites of human experiences. Moreover, 
the arguments, within which these articulations emerge, overlook the significance of looking into 
the constant transformation of meaning, which mediates transnational practices and which takes 
place within multiple movements of actors between discursive and material semiotic presentations 
and between technology-mediated and face-to-face interactional spheres. 
As demonstrated above my research begins in a multi-disciplinary and ambiguous theoretical 
terrain, rich on the relevant and yet uncharted directions open for both conceptual and analytical 
investigation.  Within the framework of this chapter, I have delineated and discussed academic 
contributions, which make up this terrain and based on which I shall build up my own approach to 
theoretical and empirical examination of transnational mobility, either by drawing upon them or by 
distancing myself from them. In the following chapter, I shall begin to formulate a conceptual 
repertoire and develop an analytical framework that will allow me to make tangible and available 
for a profound and sophisticated discussion transnational practices in all the complexity of their 
discursive, material, human and technological manifestations. As emphasised in the chapter above, 
by focusing on the construction of transnational identities I shall bring agency into the discussion of 
transnational processes and connect within the framework of this discussion “phenomenological 
domain of lived moment-by-moment experience and the semiotic domain of enduring cultural and 
social systems of beliefs, values and meaning-making practices.” (Lemke, 2008, p. 21). In doing so 
I shall address transnational practices as on-going relating, in which the actors engage in their 
everyday lives and which, therefore, becomes closely intertwined with their acts, actions and 
activities that might or might not be organized around national and ethnic meanings. In my 
investigation I aim at tracing, describing and discussing discursive, social and cultural aspects of 
this relating that takes place at the interface of multiple social, economic and political realms of 
actors‟ engagement and across diverse identity positionings against which they form their 
transnational belonging. I argue that transnational practices are carried out through complex and 
dynamic mechanisms of anchoring and disentangling, stabilizing and weakening of discursive, 
social and material connections that I term transnational networking and that I explore further in my 
thesis.  
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CHAPTER 3: THERE IS A METHOD TO EVERY MESS: 
DEVELOPING MULTIMODAL, SOCIO-SEMIOTIC, DISCOURSE 
ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO DOING ETHNOGRAPHY OF 
PRACTICE 
“[...] what happens when social science tries to describe things                                       
that are complex, diffuse and messy.                                                                                                                                  
The answer, I will argue, is that it tends to make a mess out of it”                           
(Law, 2004, p. 2). 
 
As demonstrated in the chapter above, much of the recent research on transnational mobility, which 
has transgressed the theoretical constraints of conventional transnationalism studies, currently faces 
a new set of problems, now of a methodological character. Scholars who have opened up in their 
theoretical debates the conceptual complexity of transnationality are often held back in their 
empirical attempts to deal with the matters of this complexity by the absence of a methodological 
framework that would allow them to grasp the density and thickness of transnational experiences 
(Clavin, 2005; Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007; Khagram & Levitt, 2008; Pries, 2008; Marcus, 1995), 
Burawoy (2003, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143), Fitzgearld (2006, as cited in Levitt & 
Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143), Mazzucato (2007b, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143). 
The fact that methodological developments lag behind increasing theoretical recognition of the 
multiplicity and messiness of the worlds that comprise the out-thereness (Law, 2004; Law, 2003) is 
not exclusive to the agenda of transnational research but is a challenge presently met by most 
directions of social studies.  Harold Garfinkel argues that “the research enterprises of the social 
science movement are defeated by the apparently hopelessly circumstantial overwhelming details of 
everyday activities – the plenum, the plenty, the plenilunium” (2002, p. 95). Garfinkel‟s upfront 
admission of the methodological inadequacy of social science in dealing with the fluidity and 
mobility of contemporary social realities is echoed in the work of many scholars of 
Ethnomethodology (EM), Science, Technology and Society (STS), Actor Network Theory (ANT), 
Mobility, etc. (such as Law (2004; 2004), Latour (2005), Urry (2003), Rawls (2002), etc.) who 
stress that contemporary methods of social studies are not only unequipped for knowing the mess 
but in fact suppress any possibility of it (Law, 2003, p. 3).  
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What needs to be made clear is that what Garfinkel and Law, respectively, describe  as 
“plenilunium” (Garfinkel, 2002, p. 95) or “mess” (Law, 2003, p. 3) is not a newly occurred 
irregularity, an exception or deviancy from the otherwise neat and clear social reality. The 
incoherency, inconsistency and multitude of the worlds that comprise the out-thereness is not a 
unique and rare abnormality inherent to a specific aspect or scale of being (for instance, 
transnationality), which falls out of the scope of what has so far been applicable and adequate 
methodology of social science. It is not the world that has suddenly stopped fitting the 
epistemological descriptions and methodological tools produced and used by the science. . It is the 
science, which, as John Law (Law, 2003) points out, in its established, conventional form is unable 
to know, the complexity and heterogeneity of the world.   
Having said that, while the messiness of the social is not novel in itself, it is the recent economic, 
political, technological and cultural developments (such as the internationalisation of capitalist 
production and labour policies, the elimination of barriers to the movement of commodities, people, 
capital and services across national and continental borders, the emergence and fast growth of 
Internet as well as other forms of mobile, long-distance communicational technologies, and the 
expansion of transportational systems) that have escalated and intensified the mobility and 
connectivity, which underpins it, to such a point that it has become visible and apparent in the most 
mundane of life‟s practices and experiences. It is the increasing, proliferating and intersecting 
mobilities of humans, materialities, places, information, capital, artefacts, etc. that have placed “the 
politics of the mess” (Law, 2003, p. 3) on the theoretical and methodological agenda of various 
directions of social research trigging the formation of what John Urry refers to as “mobility 
paradigm” (2003).  
Just as the other scholarly perspectives within this paradigm, transnational research has emerged in 
response to the rapidly mobilising worlds by introducing the concept of transnationality as one of 
the theoretical ways in which the aforementioned mobilities can be approached and discussed. Just 
as the many other mobility perspectives, transnational studies engaged in this task by building up on 
the theoretical and methodological premises of the conventional social studies, which were never 
equipped to address these mobilities in the first place. As John Law (2003) emphasises, the version 
of the out-thereness assumed within the framework of these research approaches whatever is 
beyond our own existence as prior and independent of our actions and perceptions and as 
preceeding out attempts to know it. Such a “primitive out-thereness” is anchored in the “common 
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sense realism” (pp. 5, 6), which while admitting to and extensively debating the possibility of 
diverse and contradicting perspectives on examining and understanding the reality (that is 
epistemological multiplicity), never considers the possibility of the reality itself being anything but 
definite and singular (ontological multiplicity).  
Committing to this version of reality sets the researcher off for the empirical and analytical work 
with a set of criteria, which dooms to failure any investigation into the “vague, diffuse, uncertain, 
elusive and/or undecided” (Law, 2003, p. 6) that is in fact the social, as such an investigation would 
never and could never produce the definite, coherent and clear epistemological description of the 
reality sought by conventional social science. Similarly, it would never be able to meet another 
criterion through which a good research method is formulated as the one that guarantees complete 
knowing of a specific aspect of social reality.  This knowing, expected to be revealed in the form of 
“the all representing database” (Law, 2003, p. 7), involves focusing on the task of comprehensive 
and encompassing representing of whatever it is to be known about the reality and ascribing any 
imprecisions and absences from this representation to “technical flaws and failings, signs of 
methodological inadequacy” (Law, 2003, p. 9). Such obliviousness or conscious dismissal of the 
absent makes the latter criterion incompatible with any research, which aims at examining visible 
and accessible realities by following whatever escapes representation or is excluded from it. In 
addition, by fixing the reality as a set of constructions independent of and prior to the research 
activity, the aforementioned requirements for the social science methods ignore the productive 
character of practices of representing and knowing. By limiting the scope of the research activities 
to the concrete and coherent reporting of the reality, such normative approach does not leave any 
place for the researcher to consider the on-going change of the reality produced in the course of and 
by the research practice. 
It is due to this discrepancy between the fluid, incoherent, messy character of the social phenomena 
that transnational research strives to know and those metaphysical grounds and methodological 
criteria on the basis of which the practices of this knowing are being organised, has led to the fact 
that, as Ludger Pries emphasises, traditional scholarly work on transnational matters gets stuck at  
“taken for granted for no reason” (2008, p. 5), polarised, spatially fixed units of analysis such as 
„local‟ and „global‟, „host‟ and „home‟, „virtual‟ and „real‟, „national‟ and „diasporic‟ (see Chapter 2 
of the thesis for the extensive discussion of the consequences and implications of that discrepancy 
for the development of transnational research). It is also therefore, the more recent studies of 
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transnationality, which transgress the theoretical boundaries of common-sense realism and advocate 
pluri-local, practice-oriented, thick conceptualisation of transnational experiences, recognise that 
“developing of an adequate methodology and satisfactory methods for transnational research” still 
remains one of the desiderata of current scholarly work on transnationality (Pries, 2008, p. 4).  
Within the framework of this chapter, I shall therefore undertake the task of defining the criteria for 
what an “adequate” and “satisfactory” method for tracing and discussing the complexity and density 
of transnational accounts actually is within the framework of my research. Furthermore, I shall 
develop a methodological framework, which meets the abovementioned criteria.  
I. METAPHYSICAL AND METATHEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS  
" ANT you have accepted to be, ANT you will remain!” 
 (Latour, 2005, p. 176) 
 
In the previous chapter of my thesis, I have carried out an extensive discussion of diverse, complex, 
often ambiguous and problematic theorisations of transnationality through which I have arrived at 
the conceptualisation of transnational that opens up and makes available for empirical examination 
and analytical treatment the multitude, density and dynamic character of the experiences, links, 
places and categories, etc. invoked and evoked by this notion. This conceptualisation is formulated 
around the notion of transnational networking, which I use to define complex and on-going 
connecting anchored in and mediated by mundane, every day acts, actions and activities, in which 
the actors engage across multiple semiotic and physical sites and through which they organise their 
practices and their belonging both across and beyond commonplace, established national 
categorisations.  
The above mentioned conceptualisation takes the view on the social, which I have outlined earlier 
in this chapter, and which is strongly advocated within the framework of Actor Network Theory 
(Latour, 2005; Law, 2004; Law, 2003). This view treats reality as “the many contradictory ways in 
which social aggregates are constantly evoked, erased, distributed, and reallocated” in the acts of 
the human actors (Latour, 2005, p. 41). By taking on the aforementioned position, I acknowledge 
the heterogeneous, incoherent and ever-shifting character of the ways in which units of society are 
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accomplished and made relevant, assembled and decoupled. At this point it becomes crucial to 
stress that making such a realisation does not equal assuming that these units of society and their 
construction and reconstruction are completely chaotic, inaccessible, unaccountable and 
unaccounted – it is not the same as assuming that there is no order and orderings behind the social 
complexity.  
Just as ANT‟s commentators, I argue that social activities and actions in general and those 
activities, which take place across and beyond national borders in particular, are tightly woven 
nodes, knots and conglomerates “of many surprising sets of agencies” and associations (Latour, 
2005, pp. 42, 5). Just as the scholars of ethnomethodology, I believe that “there is order in the most 
ordinary activities of everyday life in their full concreteness” (Garfinkel, 2002, pp. 95, 96). I 
thereby begin my investigation into the complexity of transnational mobility based on the premise 
that there is a method to every mess.  I argue that there is a method behind the way transnational 
practices are organised, carried out and instructed and I see the current research project as an act of 
knowing (i.e. tracing, making visible, unpacking and discussing) both the politics (i.e. the 
construction) and the pedagogy (i.e. the instruction) of this method.  
What I do not believe is that I can or should say what this method is “in advance, and in place of the 
actors” (Latour, 2005, pp. 41, 29).  The method, or rather methods, through which “the building 
blocks” (Latour, 2005, p. 41) of the transnational become assembled, which define what these 
building blocks are and which I am, therefore, interested in, are not “models of social order”  
devised by “formal analysis” (Rawls, 2002, p. 41). The methods of transnational living, which I am 
concerned with, are the so-called members’ methods (Rawls, 2002; Garfinkel, 2002; Latour, 2005) 
– “the embodied, endogenous, witnessable practices”, in which human actors engage in the 
production and enactment of social orders in focus as well as “competencies required to achieve” 
and participate in this recognisable production (Rawls, 2002, p. 7).   
What this means in concrete for my research on the matters of transnational mobility is that instead 
of assuming that the transnational is “a thing among other things” (Latour, 2005, p. 5) – i.e. a 
particular established and accomplished form of the social (for instance, a transnational context or 
scale) - I claim that the transnational is “a type of connection” (Latour, 2005, p. 5) between 
practices, sites, artefacts, symbols that are not themselves transnational. Therefore, in organising 
and carrying out my examination, instead of reaching for the obvious, pre-defined units of the social 
(such as global, local, diasporic etc.) made available in relation to the study of transnational 
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experiences by various directions of social science and clinging to these units, I make into the 
object of my study not transnationality in itself, but the actors‟ everyday practices in which 
transnational accounts occur and through which transnational categories become formulated.  
I carry out the knowing of transnational connecting by focusing on the banal complexity of people‟s 
daily routines – the way they are enacted, breached, negotiated, reassembled and instructed and the 
way in which, in this process, geographical, discursive, cultural and political properties of national 
categories are made significant or irrelevant, utilized or excluded, rearticulated or transgressed. In 
doing so, I strive to avoid some of the pitfalls of the prior transnational research (discussed in 
Chapter 2 of the thesis), which tend to place their investigation either in the vague and unidentified 
realm of transnational processes, flows and conditions or in the conceptually enforced gaps between 
„global‟ and „local‟, „home‟ and „host‟, real and virtual, etc. In addition, by building my research 
not around specific units of social out-thereness but around practices, through which these units are 
produced, named, referred to, made visible or covert, I am moving away from the reductionist view 
on the individuals as “mere informants” (Latour, 2005, p. 41) of science reporting on the 
accomplished social (that is problematized in the ANT‟s and EM‟s writings) and towards the 
recognition of the agency and productive role of human actors.  
The immediate question that arises from the aforementioned and that I shall address further in this 
chapter is how I as a researcher reveal and make sense of the methods through which this agency is 
being exercised within, across and beyond national, ethnic and cultural categories. Scholars of 
ANT, whose approach to social science I appropriate and build upon within the framework of my 
project, argue that such an analytical task should be carried out through “tracing of the associations” 
(Latour, 2005, p. 5), which make up the above-mentioned agencies and a slow disentangling 
(Latour, 2005, p. 42) of the knots, in which these associations become woven by the actors as they 
engage in the multiplicity of their everyday practices. They also insist that it should be done based 
on the “disciplined lack of clarity” (Law, 2003, p. 3) – that by “knowing the distinct and the 
slippery without trying to grasp it and hold them tight” (Law, 2004, p. 3). What the ANT‟s 
commentators do not tell is how the aforementioned research guidelines can be met. This absence of 
the methodological proposals has become a common foundation for scholarly critique of both ANT 
and EM theories. To be fair, none of the authors and contributors of the aforementioned 
perspectives ever claimed to develop anything that could even remotely be understood or treated as 
methodology. On the contrary, Bruno Latour  (2005), for instance, describes the instructive value of 
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his perspective by comparing it to a travel guide, which much like method “or, even worse, 
„methodology‟” tells the researcher “where to travel” and “what is worth seeing there”, however, as 
opposed to a conventional “discourse on method”, “it cannot be confused with the territory” itself 
(p. 17). While Anne Rawls (2002) explicitly states that “ethnomethodology is not itself a method” 
but the theory claiming “that a careful attentiveness to the details of social phenomena will reveal 
social order”, which can be done in “many and varied ways” (p. 6). 
This means that while I share and build my investigation upon metaphysical and metatheoretical 
inferences made by ANT and EM theories I cannot stay grounded solely within them through the 
analytical aspect of my research work. This also means that while I keep the focus of my research in 
line with the approach to viewing and knowing the social formulated above and derived from and 
on the basis of ANT‟s and EM‟s claims, I turn to the other research directions in developing the 
methodological toolbox for exercising this approach.  In doing so, I supplement the views on the 
making and knowing of social realities and methods underpinning these realities, developed within 
the framework of ANT and EM, with a set of analytical and empirical strategies for locating and 
accessing the social arrangements and interactional events within which the making of realities in 
focus takes place and for mapping out and unpacking the chains of meanings and associations 
through which it is enabled.    
 
II. FROM THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF SITE TO THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF PRACTICE  
 
Despite all the variety and heterogeneity of transnational experiences examined by transnational 
studies, the overwhelming majority of them end up methodologically within the scope of what for 
the past several decades has been broadly labelled a qualitative ethnographic approach. This 
approach, in its most established and commonly utilised formulation, operates with the concept of 
culture as its primary theoretical and analytical focus and advocates “understanding the world from 
the participants‟ point of view” (Atkinson, 2008, p. 2) through “intensively-focused-upon single 
site” (Marcus, 1995, p. 96) observation and collection of interview accounts. What I see as 
problematic in relation to that methodological choice is that in adopting the aforementioned 
perspective, the scholars of transnational research risk inheriting “classic ethnographic appeal to 
holism, context” of a given social world explored with the “increasingly fragmented” methods 
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(Atkinson, 2008, pp. 2, 31, 33) and “little or no disciplined attention to modes of social action, and 
a remarkable insensitivity to the many different ways in which „experience‟, „memory‟, and 
„accounts‟ are actually constructed and circulated within and between social worlds” (Atkinson, 
2008, p. 29). This entails that a share of transnational research – research, which by definition is 
concerned with connectivity and movement - starts out empirically and analytically from the 
platform devised to capture and explore “encapsulation” (Marcus, 1995, p. 96) of a culture, a 
community or a site and is neither designed for nor intended to or interested in the complexity, 
multiplicity and multimodality of social actions, genres and places.  
These empirically and methodologically thin grounds of conventional transnational research have 
recently become the centre of intense attention from a number of scholars who unanimously call for 
the prompt development of transnational research methodology (Pries, 2008; Levitt & Khagram, 
2007; Khagram & Levitt, 2008). As Ludger Pries (2008) points out, transnational studies that 
initiate this methodological search remain within the scope of ethnographic perspective, turning, 
however, to its other mode, which George Marcus (1995) refers to as “mobile ethnography” (p. 96). 
This emergent approach surfaced from the postmodern paradigm of intellectual work “moves out 
from the single sites and local situations of conventional ethnographic research to examine the 
circulation of cultural meanings, objects, and identities in diffuse time-space” (Marcus, 1995, p. 
96).  
This approach requires from the researcher commitment to the documentation and examination of 
the complexity of social action and of multiplicity of the forms and modes, through which social 
life becomes enacted (Atkinson, 2008, pp. 31, 32). In that way, the aforementioned methodological 
perspective goes hand in hand with the metaphysical and metatheoretical premises of my own 
investigation, which I have formulated earlier in this chapter and which draw upon theoretical work 
carried out within the framework of mobility studies, ANT, EM and  STS (such as Law (2004; 
2004), Latour (2005), Urry (2003), Rawls (2002), etc.). Another point at which multi-sited 
ethnography intersects with the theoretical inferences of the aforementioned scholarly directions 
lies in their shared views on the global-local, micro-macro contrasts, which have become a common 
place in the transnational studies arguments. As George Marcus (1995, p. 99) points out for mobile 
ethnography there is no global dimension in any other way than as connections between local sites. 
Very much like for ANT there is no macro scale in any other way than as an “equally micro place, 
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which is connected to many others through some medium transporting specific type of traces” 
(Latour, 2005, p. 176). 
The main strategy through which multi-sited ethnography suggests to explore the trajectories, along 
which the aforementioned connecting between multiple locations becomes constructed, involves the 
so called following of the people, material objects, metaphors, narratives, biographies, conflicts, etc.  
(Marcus, 1995). As George Marcus (Marcus, 1995, p. 106) and Ludger Pries (Pries, 2008, p. 4) 
note, transnational research has eagerly taken on board the aforementioned „following‟ technique in 
relation to the examination of migrational and diasporic living. By following the members of a 
specific diasporic community the scholars of these research genres have been successful in 
demonstrating locational multiplicity involved in the formulation and production of nationality-at-a 
distance. Having said that, it should also be pointed out that transnational research is still only 
starting to move away from the conventional “holistic representation [...] of the world system as a 
totality” (Marcus, 1995, p. 99) and from the contrast-based discussions of it. As well as this, it is yet 
to develop a strong and extensive set of methodological frameworks, which would prevail over a 
long tradition of taking a segregating, “dimensional focus” in the empirical investigations. (Pries, 
2008, p. 5)  
It is indisputable that the methodological developments, which have been made within the 
framework of ethnographic approach so far, have provided social research with a long-needed 
opportunity to examine social realities by focusing empirically and analytically on the everyday 
circulation of discourses, material objects and symbols across multiple and connected social and 
physical sites. However, I believe it to be crucial to stress that this circulation does not occur 
through neat object-to-object, symbol-to-symbol, metaphor-to-metaphor linkages that begin and end 
in one semiotic field, with one form of modality. The complexity of connecting, which takes place 
across the locations, consists not in, or not only in, mere multiplicity of links between the sites but 
in the wealth of modalities and semiotic fields involved in the formation of these links and in the 
continuous transformation from one semiotic form to another which the symbols, meanings, objects 
and discourses undergo in the process of this formation.  
I claim that it is these transformations, which Rick Iedema (Iedema, 2001), describes as 
resemiotization, is what enables the on-going linking between the sites of engagement, across which 
humans organise their practices, and between various points of reference and categories, which they 
invoke in negotiating their identities. It is these shifts of modalities that mediate the production and 
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reformulation of meaning through which the actors both construct and represent social realities. 
Therefore, it is exactly what we need to make visible, map out and discuss if we want to access and 
address a particular aspect of making these realities – such as the making of transnational practices.   
What I thus have set out to do within the framework of my project is to write an ethnography - not 
the ethnography of a particular initial group of people, culture or location, but the ethnography of 
practice. Here practice is understood not as fixed, established forms of human activities inherent to 
specific phenomena (such as “transnationalism”) and independent of the other human experiences 
and engagements. Instead, it is seen as social actions that are mediated through a variety of semiotic 
resources and the modes, in which they are used by the actors, and that participate in the production 
and assigning of meaning to social realities. Because the same actions and acts in which the actors 
engage in the course of their everyday lives are involved in the organisation and representation of 
diverse and multiple aspects of these realities, practices, which become constructed, stabilised, 
regulated and challenged through the aforementioned mediated actions (Scollon, 2001), become 
closely intertwined with each other through complex and ongoing intersemiotic linking.  It is, 
therefore, this linking that makes the object of my ethnographic following and it is what allows me 
to grasp the multitude and multimodality of categories and recourses, which enable transnational 
networking as well as to examine those practices that mediate this aspect of social complexity.   
As stated earlier, I approach transnational mobility by introducing the concept of transnational 
networking as one of the aspects of contemporary realities continuously made and remade by the 
actors in the course of their everyday lives and mediated through numerous multimodal mediated 
actions, which might or might not involve the nationality-bound categories. Therefore, the 
methodological framework that I develop and apply in my project to examine the aforementioned 
aspect of reality making is not what can be referred to as a “transnational method” or a 
“transnational methodological perspective” - i.e. a specific set of methodological tools apt for 
exploring a specific facet of out-thereness (such as transnationality). Rather, I argue, it could be 
described as a multimodal socio-semiotic approach to writing the ethnography of practice. That is - 
the way of knowing and discussing any aspect of social realities, any set of practices or categories 
through mapping out and unpacking intersemiotic connecting accomplished by tracing the 
production and multiple semiotic transformations of the material, discursive and ideational 
inscriptions (Law, 2004), which is carried out by the actors as they engage in their everyday 
practices and which mediate the acts and actions that organise, sustain or unsettle these practices.  
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So far in this chapter, I have been preoccupied with explaining why I believe it to be necessary to 
develop this methodological approach in order to address the complexity of transnational mobility . 
That is, what existing contributions and limitations of transnational studies, what metaphysical 
views on the organisation of the social and metatheoretical reflections on the organisation of the 
social research have inspired or persuaded me to formulate and devise the aforementioned 
approach. Bellow, I shall begin to account for how I do that. That is - how I go about finding and 
selecting the inscriptions relevant to examining issues in focus. How do I trace and make visible the 
ways in which semiotic recourses and modalitites have been used in the production of these 
inscriptions, how do I unpack the connections construed in the course of this production and map 
out the sites across which it takes place? How do I collect and register such highly multimodal 
material and how do I explore analytically the affordances of each semiotic form represented in this 
material? 
Moreover, and more importantly, I articulate how this is undertaken in sympathy with the criteria 
for social research articulated earlier in this chapter, which require me to organise my research 
practices as “knowing the distinct and the slippery without trying to grasp it and hold them tight” 
(Law, 2004, pp. 2, 3). Knowing, which does not create unjustified “gaps between disparate frames 
of reference” (Latour, 2005, p. 177), which is apt to grasp the method behind the making of 
transnational realities without imposing the order on this making and which recognises my own 
engagement in the practices in focus without confusing it with or substituting for the members 
participation.  
III. WHAT’S DISCOURSE GOT TO DO WITH IT 
 
To begin with, I do it by focusing on the discourse. The concept of discourse, which in its most 
common and broad definition refers to language-in-use, and discourse studies as an equally broad 
“collection of vaguely related practices and related theories for analysing talk and text” emerged 
from variety of scholarly perspectives, such as social constructionism, linguistics, critical 
psychology, deconstructionism, phenomenology, post-modernism, etc. and have been influenced by 
such writers as Foucault, Goffman, Garfinkel, Sacks, etc. (Rapley, 2007, p. 4) As confusing the 
theoretical origins of „discourse‟ concept are, its present position in scholarly work is defined by 
even more “confusing array” of research traditions that includes such perspectives as Actor 
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Network Theory, Conversation Analysis, Ethnomethodology, Critical Discourse Analysis, 
Membership Categorization Analysis, Discursive Psychology, etc (p. 4). The reason why I chose to 
use „discourse‟ as the central conceptual and analytical vehicle in examining transnational 
networking is because it allows me to examine the political, historical, social, and cultural 
specificity of this aspect of contemporary realities by focusing on knowledge, action and situated 
meanings as they become actively assembled by the actors in their everyday lives (Rapley, 2007, p. 
4; Gee, 1999, p. 49).  In the methodological framework, which I develop in this chapter, „discourse‟ 
serves as a channel – i.e. both conceptual tool and analytical strategy – that creates a two-way 
junction between the cultural, political, social values and roles of the practices and categories in 
focus (often referred to as „macro‟) and the mundane, seemingly disconnected and irrelevant acts 
and actions of individuals (the so-called micro) without actually breaking them into the 
aforementioned dimensions. This enables me to organise the research activities of knowing 
transnational networking as a “situated inquiry” (Law, 2004, pp. 2, 3), by beginning with the 
mundane accounts rather than looking for the expected and pre-thought controversies  (Latour, 
2005, p. 29) and without analytical leaping that creates unaccounted gaps between various frames of 
reference. 
This becomes possible because I view discourse as the multiplicity of ways in which we humans 
integrate language with non-language “stuff”: thinking, acting, interacting, valuing, feeling, 
believing, and using symbols, tools, and objects (Gee, 1999). This does not mean that I believe that 
everything is discourse. Some materialities have a strong linguistic aspect, like a billboard with an 
announcement of an upcoming football match; some might not - like a football, with which this 
match is played. Some actions are inherently linguistic, such as a radio broadcast of the football 
game; some are not - such as an act of kicking the ball. The same is true to the symbols, values, 
feelings, etc.  
However, when all of the aforementioned elements become engaged or used by people to define 
themselves (e.g. to construct and negotiate their belonging across national and cultural borders), to 
invoke a particular category, to organise, to instruct or to enact a particular practice (e.g. practices 
involved in transnational networking) - which is exactly what my research is concerned with, then 
these elements become assigned a linguistic aspect, either because they become represented 
(referred to or dismissed, included or excluded, defined or ignored, described or reproduced, etc.) or 
because they become enacted (used by the actors in action and in interaction). This means that if we 
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trace, examine and discuss the ways in which these representations and actions take place – i.e. 
what technologies, forms of modality, semiotic resources are used, what physical and social places 
are engaged, what acts are involved, what competences are required and how it all is accomplished, 
repeated, avoided, changed, etc. - which is exactly what the term discourse signifies, then we can 
also make visible those, materialities, discursivities, ideational means and actions that are involved 
in the production and stabilising, disrupting and rearranging of social practices and categories. In its 
turn, this would allow us to create this absolutely crucial analytical link between the aspect of social 
realities in focus (in the case of my investigation - transnational networking), the agency engaged in 
the construction and reformulation of these realities (people, their banal actions and everyday 
practices and the sites across, which they take place) and those meanings, cultural and semiotic 
resources, objects, technologies, etc., which are used in this construction. It is by repeated, two-way 
exploration of this analytical channel created by the concept of discourse that we can map out, 
unpack and discuss the politics and pedagogy of those aspects of contemporary social realities that 
we are concerned with, as well as their role in shaping of actors identities and its political and 
cultural impacts on the society. It is this analytical work that I am engaged in within the limits of 
my project. Later in the chapter, I shall account for how I carry out this work.  
What I have established within the framework of this chapter so far is that that the making of social 
realities and meaning-making in relation to these realities as well as in relation to negotiation of 
actors‟ memberships within and across them is not the matter of beings but the matter of doings 
(Iedema, 2003, p. 67). That is - neither out-thereness nor human identities are the contexts on 
which, or in the case of transnational living - between which, people organise their lives but rather 
practices through which they accomplish this organizing. Further, I have proposed that the 
aforementioned doings, although complex and spatially and temporally dynamic, are not random 
and inaccessible but are accomplished by the actors in a way that is “noticeable, re-cognisable and 
accountable” (Garfinkel, 1967, as cited in Iedema, 2003, p. 67), – i.e. that there are methods to these 
doings. Finally, I have stated that within the framework of my project, I examine these methods by 
focusing on the discursive practices. This is possible because these practices become mobilised in 
the construction of any category and in the enactment of any aspect of social realities, whether 
linguistic or not, by representing them, by enabling the actors to orient towards them and by 
organising them - what Halliday describes as meta-functionality of discourse (1978, 1994 as cited in 
Iedema, 2003, p. 58) and what Fairclough refers to as discourse dialectics (2003).  
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The latter entails that what I am looking at analytically is discourse - discourse, viewed not merely 
as language and not even as language-in-use but as language in-use-in-interaction with other 
elements of social realities, which are not necessarily linguistic. That is - I am examining not just 
the semiotic complexity of practices that assemble and represent transnational networking - their 
multimodality, but, first and foremost, the origin, “dynamic emergence” and continuous 
transformations of those productions and representations “from context to context, from practice to 
practice, or from one stage of practice to the next” – their resemiotization (Iedema, 2001, pp. 40, 
41). In addition, I am investigating what material, ideational and discursive means are put into use 
(and how) to carry out and alter the actions that enable, stabilise and sustain the practices in focus – 
their mediation (Scollon, 2001; Prior & Hengst, 2010). This means that I am examining 
transnational networking by tracing, documenting, inquiring into and discussing the construction of 
discourses from social-semiotic perspective.  
 By mobilising within the methodological framework, which I am building up in this chapter, the 
concept of discourse as semiosis – “the link between language and other kinds of meaning making” 
– I am grasping the variety of modalities and semiotic fields involved in the production and 
formulation of connecting, through which transnational networking becomes assembled and which I 
follow to carry out the ethnography of this practice.  By weaving these semiotic accounts of 
discourse with the accounts of “particular social acts, in particular contexts of situation” Lemke, 
1985a as cited in Iedema, 2003, p. 66), what Fairclough describes as events (Fairclough, 2003), I 
make visible and unpack how the aforementioned practices mediate transnational living and the 
construction of identities across and beyond national categories. Moreover, I account for the ways 
in which, through multiple resemiotizations, seemingly dispersed discursive and non-discursive 
events come to shape “increasingly exomatic, mechanical and therefore context-like realities” 
(Latour, 1993, 1996, as cited in Iedema, 2001, p. 42), which in Norman Fariclough‟s terms might be 
referred to as social structures (Fairclough, 2003).  
 
IV. TRACKING MEANING-MAKING:  MULTIMODAL, SOCIO-SEMIOTIC, DISCOURSE 
APPROACH  TO ANALYSING SOCIAL INTERACTION 
 
Thus, to make the methods that underpin transnational networking tangible, I make visible and 
available for analysis the intersemiotic connecting that mediates practices and which participates in 
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the construction and reconstruction of the discourses that represent, orient or organize these 
practices. To trace the aforementioned semiotic shifts and discursive transformations – i.e. 
traversing of meanings, symbols, artefacts, etc. across modalities, interactional sites and practices, I 
map out and address the ways in which particular discursive elements (categories, symbols, 
meanings, narratives, etc.) become invoked in actors‟ interaction in relation to each other. That is, I 
demonstrate what technologies and forms of media are used, what interactional mechanisms and 
regimes are followed or disrupted, what sequences and patterns are drawn and what competences 
are applied in the construction of discourses across diverse semiotic fields. Thus, what I am doing is 
writing the topography of making the “difference that makes a difference” (Bateson, 1973, as cited 
in Iedema, 2001, p. 42) of making semiotically and discursively diverse events that participate in 
assembling transnational networking meaningful by examining the ways in which they relate, 
complement or disrupt each other in actors‟ interaction.  
What this implies methodologically is that within the framework of my research both collecting 
data (finding, gaining access to and registering the relevant material) and analysing data (unpacking 
and making sense of categories, meanings, actions, etc.) first and foremost involves looking for and 
documenting what is meaningful to the actors (what is made significant, noticed, recognised and 
accounted by them in interaction) by examining how it is made meaningful, i.e. by examining “the 
machinery” (Sacks, 1992) of it. This means that whenever a specific category or an account is made 
relevant by the members, in order to retrieve the meanings assigned to them, I inspect how the 
members discriminate them from the other categories and accounts.  There are two general 
methodological strategies, through which I accomplish that.  
First of all, I attend to the semiotic complexity of the category or account in focus. This means that 
instead of seeing classes, categories or experiences that the actors refer to and react on as a „whole‟, 
as a complete, accomplished and closed totality of knowledge that is being shared, ignored, 
rejected, excluded, etc., I trace and make visible what element/s of this knowledge: discursive 
inscription (label, name, description, etc.), material form, visual presentation (package, colour, 
image, etc.), sensory perception (taste, smell) and so on are being shared, ignored, rejected or 
excluded. Secondly, I do it by following and unpacking this process within and across multiple 
interactional events, consequently within and across multiple modalities, semiotic fields and forms 
of media. Below I shall account for how the aforementioned strategies are realised in relation to 
these diverse semiotic regimes. 
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I shall begin with an interactional activity such as talk and an  interactional event produced through 
this activity – a conversation. To track the meaning making practices as they unfold within and 
across conversations, I examine “the rules of conversational sequence” (Sacks, 1992, p. 4) – they 
ways conversational exchange is originated, performed and closed. The analytical focus is on how 
particular categories and accounts are made relevant by the members – i.e. how a particular 
conversational topic is initiated, what possibilities for response this initiation sets up and what 
expectations with regard to participants‟ competences and knowledges it carries. Next, I look at the 
participants‟ response to this initiation – i.e. what conversational devices: rejection, ascription, 
request, invitation, re-assignment and confirmation, etc. participants‟ employ in the turn-taking, 
through which the conversation is organised. Finally, I also focus on the ways participants‟ signal 
the completion of the conversational round – i.e. what competences and shared knowledge are 
required to produce and decode these signals.  
What should be emphasised is that the aforementioned “procedural rules” (Sacks, 1992, p. 4), which 
underpin conversational sequences are to a high degree shaped by the mode through which 
conversations are performed as well as semiotic resources and the type of “supportive or enabling 
technology” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 2) employed in this process. For instance, co-present 
conversational events are carried out through the medium of spoken language (oral mode) as well as 
through gestures, gazes, facial expressions, signs (visual mode). Semiotic resources employed in the 
production of such conversations include vocal apparatus, physical actions and materialities that the 
actors use to enact a specific interactional event and that shape its setting. Thus, in order to address 
the rules of conversational exchange on the points outlined above, I focus on the ways these rules 
become realized through the semiotic resources afforded by those modalities and forms of media, 
which are involved in the production of each specific interactional event.  
In the case of face-to-face conversation, what I, hence, pay attention to are such elements of oral 
and visual semiotic repertoires as prosody, pitch, tone, distribution of pauses and conversational 
pairs, usage of objects, etc. However, it is imperative to emphasise that in relation to tracking the 
actors‟ use of the aforementioned elements of conversational organisation, it is not their nominal, 
absolute value that is my concern. I am not interested in the exact length of each pause or the exact 
measurements of tone fluctuation in annunciation of each word. Instead, I am concerned with their 
relative value – i.e. how the uses of a particular semiotic resource stand out in relation to each other 
within the same interactional event (this will also be discussed in Chapter 5 of the thesis). I am 
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interested in discriminating between the ways in which the actors realise particular conversational 
devices in relation to particular conversational topics (categories, accounts) in order to discriminate 
between various meanings assigned to these categories and accounts – i.e. between the way they are 
“classed” (Sacks, 1992, p. 21) or represented by the participants within the framework of a specific 
conversation.  
Technology-mediated interaction operates with different semiotic repertoires. These repertoires are 
very much dependant on the type of technological medium employed in enacting the interaction: 
telephone, computer, internet, etc. as well as on the interactional mode through which the 
interaction is carried out: e-mail, chat, forum, SMS texting, MMS, etc. This variety of digital media 
and semiotic means, on which technology-mediated communication rely, inevitably leads to the 
variety of machineries (rules of conversational exchange) through which CMC events become 
organised. However, what despite of all the aforementioned differences, technology-mediated forms 
of interaction share and what distinguishes them from co-present interactional events – is the fact 
that they are necessarily dispersed in space and in time. This spatial and temporal scattering has 
powerful effects on conversational organisation. It inevitably shapes digitally-mediated language 
and language use by disrupting and reshaping turn-taking patterns (Herring, 2008, p. 2). Thus, many 
elements of conversational exchange significant to the machinery of co-present interaction (such as 
pauses, overlaps, conversational paring) either acquire a different meaning in technology-mediated 
settings or become irrelevant. For instance, overlaps and pauses, in the case of face-to-face 
communication, represent meaningful disruptions of conversational sequences that the participants 
employ to perform a particular action: to confirm, to re-enforce, to ascribe to a particular account. 
Whereas in CMC contexts, they might figure as regularity rather than disruption, as a result of time-
delays inherent to the asynchronous CMC systems (such as SMS and e-mail) or multi-sequential 
character of the synchronous CMC mode (such as  discussion forum, chat room, instant messaging, 
etc.). On the other hand, while the aforementioned “features of specific technologies predispose 
users to communicate in certain ways […] users may override those predispositions”  (Herring, 
2008, p. 2).  
This complexity and relative character of CMC organisation becomes particularly visible in those 
interactional events, which are carried out by means of hypermedia: computer-mediated interaction 
powered by Internet (such as chats, discussion forums and websites). Hypermodal interactional 
events are enabled by multiple, potential and explicit interconnections (links) between word-, 
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image-, and sound-based semiotic artefacts, which organise meaning construction practices as 
complex networks or webs (Lemke, 2002, p. 300). This means each on-line, computer-mediated 
interactional event is made by numerous, multi-sequential, intersecting trajectories or traversals 
(Lemke, 2002, p. 300) along which participants employ the aforementioned immense potential for 
semiotic and discursive interconnectivity afforded by hypermedia.  It is, therefore, by making 
visible and examining these traversals that I map out and discuss the webs of meaning and networks 
of meaning construction practices, which takes place within the framework of computer-mediated 
interaction. 
I accomplish that by paying attention to two aspects of the actors‟ traversing: multimodality – 
forming of linkages between various semiotic signifiers of textual, visual and audial modes, and 
hypertextuality – forming of linkages between various interactional and textual units (Lemke, 2002, 
p. 301). To do that, I examine those “organizational devices” that the actors employ within the 
framework of a particular interactional context to cut across “the modal divide between text and 
image” (Lemke, 2002, p. 301) as well as across spatial and temporal divides between multiple 
conversational lines and interactional events.  Such organizational devices include: 
 Hyperlinks that embed into what already is multi-sequential conversational exchange 
interconnection to the other interactional sequences, events and sites opening a particular 
conversational event to potentially inexhaustible multiplicity of meaning construction 
trajectories. 
 Citations that allow the actors to form and that allow me to trace conversational pairs and 
sequences. 
 Layout, e.g. proximity, framing and positioning of various textual, graphic, iconic and other 
units of visual and verbal semantic content in relation to each other, which mediate the way 
they are combined or juxtaposed, anchored or discriminated by the participants in the 
production and assigning of meaning to a particular conversational topic, category or 
account. 
 Search engines, discussion topics indexes and other navigational devices that support actors‟ 
mobility around a particular interactional site.  
In addition to tracking participants‟ use of the aforementioned devices as a way of examining the 
organisation of conversational events on-line, I am also inspecting the semantic contents across 
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which the network of meanings are being constructed within and between these events. Just as in 
the case of co-present interaction, what I am interested in investigating in relation to computer-
mediated interactional practices, in which the actors engage, is how in the course of these practices 
particular relations, circumstances, processes symbols and artefacts are made meaningful – i.e. 
relevant to the conversational topic, recognisable and accountable. Clearly, semiotic means, through 
which it is being accomplished in the interactional contexts supported by hypermedia, are different 
from the ones enacted in face-to-face interaction.  
One of the semiotic resources, on which computer-mediated interaction relies, is written text.   
Since the emergence of Internet technology, appropriated by and recontextualiszed within the 
framework of computer-mediated communication, this hardly novel mode of interaction came to 
acquire organisational conventions and require competences that are noticeably different from the 
ones employed in the production of written texts through the conventional forms of media: books, 
newspapers and the like. These conventions include, for instance, systematic and normalised 
deviations from the established grammatical and orthographical rules standard to the use of written 
language in traditional forms of media. Some of these departures from linguistic norms as well as 
the usage of abbreviations (“LOL”, “IMHO”
2
), semiotic metaphors (“+1”, “+1000”
3
) and of 
orthographic devices (such as use of capitalization to signify high pitch range and rising tone that in 
talk mediate shouting) are the elements of what is rapidly stabilising as Internet jargon recognised 
and routinized across diverse technology-mediated and linguistic settings. Other rules of 
conversational exchange are specific to a particular interactional site (forum, chat, etc.) introduced, 
negotiated and re-negotiated by the actors in the course of their interaction within this site. To 
examine how the actors are shaping and using these rules and, ultimately, how in the course of that 
meanings are being formulated and categories are being constructed, I examine the ways in which 
the participants employ semiotic resources available through the mode of written text in 
collaboration with visual semiotic resources to “prompt” (Kress, 2010, p. 35) a particular response 
or/and to respond to the previous prompt. That is - I investigate how the actors use semiotic 
resources such as orthography, punctuation, abbreviation, semiotic metaphors, etc. together with 
graphic (e.g. “”, static (e.g. ) and animated (e.g.  ) emoticons, static and 
animated avatars, icons, usage of colours, etc. to engage each others‟ attention in relation to a 
                                                          
2
 LOL – “Laughing Out Loud” ; IMHO – “In My Humble Opinion”  
3
 “+1” signifies agreeing with the cited comment; “+1000” signifies emphasized agreeing with the cited comment 
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particular account or category, to enact the engagement or the “refusal to engage” (Kress, 2010, p. 
36). By inspecting these rules of engagement – i.e. by making visible how the response is prompted 
and the prompts are responded, I am able to make visible what is prompted: to what and for what 
categories and accounts participants draw or show their attention through the construction of a 
specific “sign-complexes”  (Kress, 2010, p. 35).      
Thus, by giving a social semiotic account of the multiple interactional events that take place across 
diverse social and semiotic sites of actors‟ engagement I track and map out those orderings – 
“semiotic arrangements” (Kress, 2010, p. 116), their shaping and their use – through which 
particular inscriptions (ideational and material) become classed and named, i.e. how they become 
categorized and represented.  
What is imperative to emphasize at this point is that the representational meta-function of discursive 
practices, to which I attend through the methodological strategies described above, does not merely 
involve construction, classifying and representing of meanings, i.e. shaping those knowledges, 
which make the realities recognizable, tangible and context-like. In representing the realities the 
actors also and necessarily position themselves in relation to these realities as well as in relation to 
those knowledges that make them recognizable, to the meanings that make up these knowledges 
and to the categories and accounts through which these meanings are constructed.  Thus, the acts of 
representing as a way of exercising “control over things” (Fairclough, 2003, p. 28) through the 
construction of categories, i.e. “ lists of items that persons know in common” (Sacks, 1992, p. 23), 
go hand in hand with the acts of orienting towards what is represented. The latter, orientational, 
meta-function of discursive practices implicates positioning of oneself– identification  (Fairclough, 
2003, p. 28) and positioning of the others – action (Fairclough, 2003, p. 28) in relation to the 
represented category or account and, thereby, just as representing realities, is to do with “control 
over things, “action on the other” and power (Fairclough, 2003, p. 28).  
By examining discursive mechanisms through which the aforementioned acts of orienting take 
place, I am able to make visible and discuss how the actors attribute themselves and become 
attributed, how they ascribe each other and resist the ascription to particular categories – i.e. the 
construction and reconstruction of memberships across multiple lists of references, which underpins 
transnational belonging that my project is concerned with. Moreover, I am able to trace and 
examine how the aforementioned acts of identification or/and disidentification, in which the actors 
engage in the course of their interaction, participate in organizing the parts of realities (knowledges, 
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sites, practices) located by the categories and accounts that the actors mobilize to accomplish these 
acts.  
I carry out this examination by focusing on the “extremely basic and extremely generic social 
control devices” (Sacks, 1992, p. 42) – on the apparatus of membership categorization (Sacks, 
1992). The aforementioned apparatus absorbs the rules through which memberships and identity 
categories become generated and the rules through which they become applied in actors‟ 
descriptions (Silverman, 1998). What this entails is that the apparatus, on which I place my 
analytical focus, “is entirely a member‟s apparatus. It means that it exists not as another social 
science concept but only in and through the way in which it demonstrably used by lay members” 
(Silverman, 1998, p. 86). Hence, by making the investigation of mechanisms actuated within the 
aforementioned apparatus one of the methodological strategies, through which I explore 
transnational networking practices and construction of belongingness mediated by it, I organize my 
research practices in line with the previously established criteria for scientific knowing as revealing 
and not tailoring “the members‟ methods that are being used to create social order” (Rawls, 2002). 
What membership categorization analysis (MCA) is about and what makes its examination 
imperative to my research is that “vast amount of stuff” (Sacks, 1992, p. 41) handled by the 
members is handled by them through allocating of this stuff to particular categories. What this 
entails is that as the actors proceed with the mundane, every day practices and interactional 
encounters, they discursively grasp diverse aspects of realities and of reality making relevant to 
those sites and situations within and across which those practices and interactions unfold (such as 
transnational networking, which I am interested in within the framework of my research) through 
referring to and invoking of particular categories with which these realities are or can be associated. 
This invoking is accomplished through bringing into the interaction and making relevant particular 
category-bound features (Sacks, 1992): activities, descriptions, experiences, etc, whose association 
with particular categories represents a part of the common knowledge sharing which serves as the 
marker of belongingness to these categories. It is through negotiation of this common knowledge – 
i.e. through challenging and correcting, confirming and disavowing the associations proposed in the 
interaction and through resisting, ascribing and re-ascribing to the associations - that the 
memberships are being constructed and reconstructed.  
This means that tracing and unpacking these webs of associations between particular aspects of 
realities, categories to which they become discursively designated, category-bound features through 
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which these categories become implicitly made relevant in interaction and actions which the 
participants accomplish in relation to these features, enables me to demonstrate “how it is that 
something that‟s done is recognized for what it is” (Sacks, 1992, p. 236). As well as this, it enables 
me to show and discuss how by recognizing particular doings and orienting themselves towards 
these doings in particular ways the actors construct and negotiate their identities across multiple 
categories, thereby actuating and shaping those aspects of realities (such as transnational mobility) 
with which these categories are associated. The methodological strategy through, which I carry out 
such tracing, consists in mapping out the ways in which the categories become set up and used 
across multiple conversational events. This strategy is realized: 
 by focusing on the naming and referencing mechanisms: such as the usage of pro-forms or 
pro-terms (Sacks, 1992, p. 342) – pronouns and pro-verbs that are used in place of particular 
classed accounts, objects, attributes, etc. and that care indication of the participants‟ 
positioning in relation to these classes;  
 by tracking across multiple interactional encounters category-bound features (discursive 
descriptions, objects, symbols, etc.) that the actors employ to evoke an association to a 
particular category; 
 by making visible how the aforementioned features become introduced and what type of 
action this introduction enacts and invites (initiation of correction, ascription, etc.); 
 by mapping out in the conversational sequence the actions generated in response to making 
relevant of a particular category-bound feature (repair, re-ascription, avowing, etc.).   
The set of methodological moves delineated above allows me to demonstrate how those practices, 
in which the actors engage in the course of their daily lives and which mediate transnational 
networking, become constructed, represented and made recognizable through categorizational work 
and how in the course of this work the actors position themselves and each other in relation to 
diverse categories associated with diverse aspects of transnational living and how in doing so they 
negotiate and re-negotiate their identities across and beyond these categories. What I address next is 
how this categorizational work (the representation of and orientation to particular aspects of out-
thereness and those resemiotizational mechanisms that enable it) is sustained by the multiplicity of 
discourses, which become woven together, recontextualised and embedded within each other as the 
actors bring them into the diverse interactional events to construct, support and frame particular 
associations. That is – I examine how categorizational work is involved in arranging and organizing 
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discourses and, thereby, in arranging and organizing those aspects of realities and those practices, 
i.e. ways of acting, representing and being (Fairclough, 2003, p. 26), which become invoked by 
being included into or excluded from “linguistic variability” (Fairclough, 2003, p. 26) made 
available within these discourses. This means that in order to investigate how transnational 
networking is organized and sustained I attend to the organizational meta-function of discursive 
practices in which the actors engage in the course of their interaction across diverse semiotic and 
social sites.  
As has been repeatedly emphasized previously in this thesis, transnationality, or rather the preferred 
within the framework of my research term „transnational mobility‟ (as the term much more 
accurately reflecting the complexity and dynamics of transnational living), is not a context or a 
scale, within which or on which the actors lead their lives and which determines their identities. 
Rather this concept refers to intensive, complex and constantly shifting forms of connecting, which 
are rapidly and often dramatically rearranging the relations between diverse social, political and 
cultural sites of human engagement in a way that cuts across and transgresses national, local, ethnic, 
regional, diasporic, etc. borders. It is this connecting and the practices mediating this connecting 
that I describe as transnational networking.  As I have stated earlier in this chapter, I am interested 
in how transnational mobility - and thereby the transnational networking that enables it - is 
constructed, regulated and instructed, i.e. I am concerned with both politics and pedagogy of 
transnational living as one of those social realities that shape out-thereness. Discourse, as it is made 
clear in this chapter, represents one of the central conceptual tools with which I approach examining 
the construction and instruction of transnational networking; it refers to particular ways of 
representing, acting and relating towards particular aspects of realities. What this entails is that 
when the linkages between these diverse aspects of realities: social practices, sites of people‟s 
engagement, institutions, etc., become rearranged it necessarily becomes mediated (i.e. both 
executed and represented) through discursive practices. This means that the connecting, which 
enables transnational networking and which my research is concerned with, is enabled and 
represented by discursive connecting.  
Therefore, it is the discursive connecting, which the actors produce in the course of their daily 
interactions, is what I am focusing on in order to investigate how transnational networking is 
managed and sustained. To map out and unpack this connecting, I examine how, while carrying out 
categorical work addressed above, the actors represent, construct and categorize some parts of the 
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world by bringing into the interactional events and making relevant other parts of the world linking 
various discursive perspectives and recontexualizing (Bernstein 1990, as cited in Fairclough, 2003, 
p. 33) them within each other – i.e. I trace and address interdiscursive hybridity (Fairclough, 2003, 
p. 35).  Moreover, I make visible and discuss how this discursive and interdiscursive connecting 
takes place across numerous interactional events and how in the course of this connecting the actors 
do not merely mix and chain multiple discursive repertoires but produce new ways of representing, 
enacting and orienting to particular aspects of realities (such as transnational mobility). I propose 
the term transdiscursivity to describe such acts of discourse production, through which the actors do 
not only represent and organize particular aspects of realities, both discursive and non-discursive, 
but also produce and control them, i.e. govern those realities.  
V.  ORGANIZING THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF PRACTICE 
 
So far in this chapter, I have outlined and substantiated those metatheoretical and metaphysical 
premises on the basis of which I organize and carry out my research practices. I have also 
delineated a conceptual and methodological apparatus, with which I approach the examination of 
transnational mobility and transnational networking that enables it. This apparatus positions the 
empirical and analytical aspects of my research work as an ethnography of practice that is carried 
out from the socio-semiotic perspective and that focuses on the discursive practices through which 
the actors represent, relate to and organize transnational networking. This entails that the empirical 
and analytical focus of my project lies with social interaction. By interaction here I mean “the ways 
in which people engage each other in communication” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 4), “supportive 
or enabling technology” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 2) that sustains this communication and 
interdiscursive and transdiscursive connecting that takes place within this communication and 
across social events and physical and semiotic sites of actors‟ engagement. What I shall, thus, do 
further in this chapter is account for the methodological strategies through which I find, gain access 
to and capture such multimodal, semiotically and physically dispersed interaction as well as explain 
how I do it in a way that is in sympathy with the ontological and epistemological criteria established 
earlier.  
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V.1. Establishing Research Criteria  
 
As David Silverman (1998) points out, the standard research driven by quantitative social scientists 
as well as by “their qualitative brethren” is preoccupied with representativeness as the main criteria 
for data collection (p. 70). Conventionally this criteria becomes realized though the collection of 
random samples from particular human or/and material collectives subsequently attacked “by virtue 
of some problem” (Sacks, 1992, p. 292) and inspected statistically or/and qualitatively for the range 
and distribution of the problem that researcher has in mind. Such research driven by defensiveness 
about the representativeness of the cases studied combined with fascination with controversies sets 
off “a search for exceptions or variation” (Silverman, 1998, p. 71) This search brings the problem 
into data and counts the range of places where it occurs instead of locating a version of this problem 
in data and trying to come up with the explanation for what occurs, for how it occurs and why it 
occurs there (Sacks, 1992). Following into the steps of the aforementioned approach to data 
collection would clearly defy those criteria for viewing and knowing the social that I have set up for 
my research earlier in this chapter and that position my research practice as “mapping the many 
contradictory ways in which social aggregates are constantly evoked, erased, distributed, and 
reallocated” rather than defining “in advance, and in place of the actors [...] what sorts of building 
blocks the social world is made of” (Latour, 2005, p. 41). 
Therefore, I begin strategizing the process and practice of data collection based on quite a different 
premise – on the conviction in pervasiveness and omnipresence of the social forms and of the 
machinery that mediates them (Silverman, 1998, p. 70; Sacks, 1987, p.56, as cited in Silverman, 
1998, p. 71). What this implies is that, following inferences made by such theorists as Harvey Sacks 
(1992), Harold Grafinkel (2002), Bruno Latour (2005), David Silverman (1998), etc., I believe, 
firstly, that you cannot tell right off whether and in what ways something is important (Sacks, 1992, 
p. 28) and, secondly, that “if something matters it should be observable” (Silverman, 2007, p. 29). 
This means that although we cannot know prior to the analysis whether what we are looking at is in 
any way interesting with regard to the problem that we have in mind, “things are so arranged” that 
we could know the problem regardless of what we are looking at because the members know the 
problem and because things are so arranged as to permit them to know it and to account for it 
(Sacks, 1992, p. 485). This “omnipresence and ready observability” (Sacks, 1987, p.56, as cited in 
Silverman, 1998, p. 71) of realities entails that looking for the problems, controversies and the 
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remarkable, which we expect to be inherent to “a particular sector of the world” (Silverman, 1998, 
p. 71) might not ever get us to knowing this sector. On the contrary, by focusing on the most 
mundane occurrences we might begin to pick up things that “are so overwhelmingly true” 
(Silverman, 1998, p. 71) to the aspect of reality we are concerned with that we might demonstrate 
or/and find some explanation for the “problems we know exist in the field”. Moreover, these 
mundane occurrences might trigger other considerations, through which we can address a set of 
problems we were not aware of or a set of problems that we did not initially suspect to be linked to 
the sector of the world we are interested in (Sacks, 1992, pp. 292, 293, 570 ).  
What this means in concrete terms for my research and for the development of the methodological 
strategy to the collection of data, i.e. interactional events, on the basis of which this research is 
carried out, is that instead of looking for the remarkable events I am making visible the remarkable 
in the mundane events  (Silverman, 2007, p. 16). That is, instead of starting out a data search and 
data collection guided by the concerns for its representativeness, I am striving for generalizability 
as one of the central research criteria. These criterion implies that prior to the analysis I did not try 
to detect the interactional events that have something to do with the matters of transnational 
mobility by spotting and singling out in the actors‟ practices those moments which  involve what is 
commonly seen as problematic, deviant or remarkable in transnational living. Nor did I spend the 
subsequent analysis in trying to prove that whatever took place within the framework of these 
events was in fact transnational and in determining how much it had in common with all the other 
supposedly transnational events. Instead, I began the process of data collection by virtue of 
transnational mobility being as pervasive as any other aspect of social reality, meaning that it is not 
condensed in some secluded social places and engagements but is disseminated throughout the 
social.  Hence, those matters of it that matter are observable in the most banal of the members‟ 
practices, regardless of whether these practices visibly involve nationality-bound categories or not. 
Therefore, if studied carefully (in the case of my research this means following the methodological 
strategies developed earlier in this chapter) the inferences made on the basis of such banal material 
are generalizable to other interactional encounters, acts and actions, those that I have not come 
across, fail to notice, did not manage to access or register, etc. because, as opposed to transnational 
mobility, research and a researcher are neither pervasive not omnipresent.  
In this sense my approach to data collection is very much in line with “many contemporary 
qualitative researchers (such as Mitchell 1983; Silverman 1993a)”, who as “Sacks argued that the 
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validity of a piece of research did not depend on how a data-set was selected but on the, 
theoretically derived, quality of the analysis” (Silverman, 1998, pp. 70,71). It is crucial to stress, 
however, that the above statement does not mean that the way data is collected within the 
framework of my project is irrelevant. As to achieve the quality of analysis that would make it 
valid, which, as stated earlier, in relation to my research means generalizable, the data, on the basis 
of which I carry out the analytical work, has to enable me to accomplish those theoretically-derived 
empirical and analytical moves that are stressed in the quotation above and that I have developed in 
this chapter. This theoretical-methodological approach, which frames the process of my data 
collection, is organized around two central concepts: the concept of discourse as the ways “things 
are talked about [...] by which our worlds are constructed, legitimated, ratified, contested” (Scollon, 
2001, p. 9), and the concept of resemiotization as an on-going shifting between semiotic fields, 
forms of media and technologies, which enables the aforementioned discursive practices.  
This entails that within the framework of my project, the data collection process is carried out so 
that I can follow the aforementioned semiotic and discursive networking. That is instead of striving 
to generate data corpus “obsessively narrowed to single moments, speech acts or events, or 
participants” I aimed at capturing “how these connect to other moments, acts, events, and 
participants” (Scollon, 2001, p. 9). Moreover, my data-collecting practices is carried out so that I 
can grasp the acts of inter- and transdiscursivity, which, as argued earlier in this chapter, is what 
mediates organisation and production of discourses and, thereby, organisation and production of 
realities, which the actors represent, categorize and relate to through these discourses. That is I 
aimed at gathering data that would provide me with access to “the trajectories of participants, 
places, and situations” (Scollon, 2001, p. 9), along which interdiscursivity and transdiscursivity is 
being produced by the actors.  
As I am making clear and substantiating these requirements for my research data it becomes 
obvious that its collection had to include a strong analytical aspect. This is characteristic of the 
qualitative research tradition, within which my project lies, and which generally does not 
presuppose that finding or “manufacturing” (Silverman, 2007) data is accomplished before the 
analysis. This implies that data collection process, i.e. locating, following and registering of the 
placial, social, discursive and semiotic traversals as they become made and made meaningful by the 
actors, was carried out through doing the actual analytical work in accordance with the 
methodological strategies developed earlier in this chapter.   Thus, rather than structuring my 
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research sequentially, I organised it as a hermeneutic cycle - as a repeated and ongoing movement 
between, intersecting and incorporated within each other, theoretical, methodological, empirical and 
analytical frames of investigation. By assuming such an approach to data collection and analysis I 
approached the complexity of transnational networking through the networking of complex 
theoretical, methodological, empirical and analytical strategies, thereby studying the social 
complexity from the perspective of complexity and studying the members‟ methods underpinning 
the social complexity by following these methods. In doing so, I meet the demands that I 
emphasized earlier regarding viewing and knowing the social, based on the argument that linear and 
coherent methods of describing and understanding the social cannot be applied when what is to be 
understood and described is itself neither linear nor coherent (such as transnational networking) and 
that “it is not a sociologist‟s duty to decide in advance and in the member‟s stead what the social 
world is made of”  (Latour, 2005, p. 29) and where it is located.  
 
V.2.  Engaging the Nexus of Practice  
 
I realized the aforementioned approach to data collection by applying methodological tools and 
strategies provided by Nexus Analysis (NA). Developed by Ron and Suzie Scollon (Scollon, 2001; 
Scollon & Scollon, 2004), this ethnographic approach is specifically concerned with enabling the 
researcher “to get the perspective” on the social practice as “a single, recognizable, repeatable 
action” by mapping and examining its “origins in the past, its direction in the future” and its “cycles 
of engagement with others near and far” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, pp. 11, 12, 13). What makes this 
particular methodology highly apt for organising the ethnography of transnational practices, which I 
am writing within the framework of my research, is that much like my own research, NA is 
anchored in the belief that “the broader social issues are ultimately grounded in the micro-actions of 
social interaction and, conversely, the most mundane of micro-actions are a nexus through which 
the largest cycles of social organization and activity circulate” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 8). 
Thereby, nexus analysis represents an ethnographic strategy built upon two theoretical 
presuppositions, which are also central to my research: firstly, that social matters are pervasive, 
omnipresent and hence observable in the mundane acts and activities of the members. Secondly, 
that discourses circulate through these acts and activities by representing, sustaining and reshaping 
interpersonal, organizational and institutional frames of the social. Moreover, one of the central 
claims of NA maintains that “any action is inherently social – it is only action to the extent it is 
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perceived by others as action” and that any action is necessarily mediated – i.e. “carried out via 
material and symbolic meditational means” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 12). Hence, nexus analysis 
supports examinations of social practices as an ethnography of the ways in which the actors employ 
semiotic, technological, discursive and cultural resources to recognize and make recognizable and 
repeatable “simple observable actions” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 10) of which the practices are 
made up and through which they are organized.  
What NA does is that it provides researchers interested in the investigation of particular aspects of 
the social realities from the conceptual and analytical perspective, grounded in the claims about the 
role of social and discursive practices in the making of these realities stressed above, with the ways 
to strategize and carry out locating, accessing, mapping out and unpacking the so-called nexus of 
practice. That is the “point at which historical trajectories of people, places, discourses, ideas, and 
objects come together to enable some action which in itself alters those historical trajectories in 
some way as those trajectories emanate from this moment of social action” (Scollon & Scollon, 
2004, p. 159). What this means is that if the methodological tools for examining conversational 
organization, categorical work, resemiotization, interdiscursive chains and transdiscursivity which I 
described earlier in this chapter enabled me to carry out social semiotic and discourse analysis of 
practices that mediate transnational networking, NA afforded me the tools for organizing and 
carrying out the ethnography of these practices. That is, I used the methods and guidelines offered 
by this perspective to organize the fieldwork through which I accessed and registered those sites 
and interaction orders (the relations and relationships of people (Scollon & Scollon, 2004)), 
materialties and discursivities, accounts and encounters, which form the nexus of transnational 
networking practices. Moreover, I used methodological strategies provided by NA to organize the 
earlier-addressed hermeneutic movement between empirical and analytical frames of my research 
work that enabled me to follow and map the connecting through which this nexus is shaped and 
sustained.  
Much in sympathy with Nexus Analysis, I believe that both discovering “the social actions and 
social actors which are crucial in the production of social issue” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 153) 
and expanding the circumference of the analysis to take in “broader discourses in which the action 
operates” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 11) as well as “anticipations and emanations, links and 
transformations” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 160) implicated in and produced by this operation 
can only be done by taking “the engaged stance” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 9). That is – it can 
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only be done by becoming involved and staying involved with “mediated actions that are relevant to 
the social issue under study” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 152).  
Much in sympathy with Nexus Analysis, I believe that whilst, conceptually, the aforementioned 
tasks may be separate or separable, in practice, keeping them apart is pointless and even 
counterproductive (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 160). Therefore, when, in the coming section, I 
come to describing the heuristic ways through which I used some of the methodological and 
conceptual tools suggested by NA to carry out these tasks of engaging and navigating (Scollon & 
Scollon, 2004, p. 160) the nexus of practice mediating transnational networking, this description 
should not be taken as a sequentially or/and hierarchically arranged list of my research activities. 
Instead, it should be seen as a short account of the empirical and analytical actions, which I have 
undertaken in the process of ethnographic fieldwork to discover, access and register orders, events 
and sites of interaction as well as semiotic and discursive traversals formed across them, which 
constitute my analytical data. This data as well as the empirical work sketched below, will be 
described and discussed further and in detail in the next chapter of my thesis.    
Following Scollon & Scollon‟s fieldguide for Nexus Analysis (2004), I have become engaged with 
the nexus of practice in focus, i.e. identified the participants involved in producing of the actions 
forming the nexus, interaction orders and sites in which the production takes place and discourses 
that enable it, through a number of research activities aiming at: 
 finding the crucial social actors; 
 observing interaction order; 
 determining the most significant cycles of discourse; 
 and establishing my zone of identification with the nexus of practice in focus. 
I began to carry out the aforementioned research tasks by looking at the way my own historical 
body (Scollon & Scollon, 2004)– personal history, social roles, actions, lifetime habits, values, etc. 
– related to the social matters with which my project is concerned. The goal was to determine those 
aspects of my social status, identity dimensions and competences, which I could use to connect with 
and gain an access to the interactional encounters that would serve as the nodes from which I would 
start to navigate the nexus of transnational networking practices or to determine those points in my 
historical body at which I might have already been connected to such nodes.  
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My goal was to recognize and become recognized within the sites of engagement (Scollon & 
Scollon, 2004) relevant to my investigation – particular moments, material and social spaces in 
which separate actions become networked and repeated to form particular practices and in which 
separate practices come together to enable particular actions – regardless of whether I found myself 
already somewhat involved with these sites or whether I had to initiate completely novel 
connections to them.  In order to do that I merged my research activities with the participation in the 
activities that took place in the sites with which I wanted to establish my zone of identification. By 
doing so, I found myself “almost inevitably be drawn into closer participation” with the actors 
involved in these sites and in time succeeded in becoming their “full-fledged participant” (Scollon 
& Scollon, 2004, p. 156). Such highly participatory ethnographic fieldwork clearly required time, 
commitment and genuine interest in the histories of people involved in the nexus in focus and those 
social arrangements that sustain this nexus, which could only be realized by virtue of the relating 
my own personal history and engagements to these new arrangements with which I sought to 
identify myself.   
I carried out engaging the nexus of practice by focusing on the four central elements that form and 
sustain it: (1) the actors that produce the actions mediating the practices I am interested in; (2) 
interaction orders in which they participate in these actions; (3) places where the interaction 
happens and (4) discourses, which circulate through this interaction. In connection to this I have 
chosen to compose two diagrams presented below. These diagrams (see Figures 1 and 2) describe: 
 what I was interested in knowing in relation to each of the aforementioned elements, 
 how these four aspects of knowing are intertwined  
 and how by organizing my fieldwork around these four knowledges and by following the 
connections between them I arrived at knowing the sites of engagement formed at and by 
the intersection of the aforementioned elements as well as at knowing the actions and 
practices, which took place within these sites.   
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Figure 1: Engaging the Nexus of Practice: Four Aspects of Knowing in Identifying and Becoming 
Identified within the Sites of Actors’ Engagement (Inspired by the “Practical Fieldguide for Nexus 
Analysis” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004))
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Figure 2: Four Aspects of Knowing the Sites of Actors’ Engagement in Conducting the 
Ethnography of Practice (Inspired by the “Practical Fieldguide for Nexus Analysis” (Scollon & 
Scollon, 2004)) 
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ethnographic observations focusing on the points of knowing, which I have outlined in Figure 1 
above. I registered my observations by taking fieldnotes during the interaction, when the situation 
allowed it without interrupting interaction or disrupting my own participation in it, or immediately 
after my participation in the event in focus
4
.  
Observations as well as unstructured interviews provided me with the “naturally occurring data” 
(Silverman, 2000, p. 8) crucial to my research, which seeks to examine members‟ methods of 
making and enacting transnational networking as these methods are being produced and used. At 
the same time, the data collected via two aforementioned methods of ethnographic work allowed 
me not only to gain access to the four previously-discussed aspects of knowledge about the sites of 
actors‟ engagement but also to triangulate this knowledge. This became possible because the data 
accessed and captured via observational and interviewing acts, organized in the manner described 
above, covered both: 
 Members‟ generalizations: those accounts that refer to what members say they or other 
participants do usually, typically or normally 
 My own observation regarding what members are doing and how 
 Individual experiences: those accounts that describe members‟ actual experiences of doings 
(2004, p. 158)  
 
By moving empirically and analytically between these diverse forms of data as well as between 
diverse ethnographic scenes, I was able to map out and address potential discrepancies or 
consistencies between and across my own observations and the actors‟ descriptions. In doing so, I 
was able not only to discover and verify the circumstances and details of interactions and actions 
                                                          
4 I used a software programme EverNote to store and organize my observations. This database programme equipped 
with the advanced tagging, linking, categorizing, uploading and searching functions served within the framework of my 
research as an interactive form of a field journal supported by computer technology, which I used to store, manage and 
navigate through the data collected via my field observations as well as to network this data with the material gathered 
through the other ethnographic activities (such, as images, website snaps, audio recordings, etc.). By doing so, I was 
able to reproduce analytically and explore the intersemiotic connecting that the actors construct in the course of the 
everyday practice and that I seek to observe and examine. 
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that came into my view but also make visible and address the complexity and multiplicity of the 
realities revealed in the diversity of the accounts.   
Along with the ethnographic activities described above, I was conducting video and audio 
recordings capturing interactional events in which the actors become engaged in the course of the 
encounters in which I participated. As I continued with these fieldwork activities, I was also 
analytically processing the data collected through these activities: video and audio recordings of the 
face-to-face conversations, photographs capturing interaction orders, objects, places, etc. involved 
in and enabling the interaction, by applying the methods of visual, socio-semiotic and 
conversational analysis in a way described and discussed in the earlier sections of this chapter. This 
preliminary analysis progressed parallel and in close relation with the analysis of computer-
mediated interaction carried out in accordance with the methodological strategies for analysing 
interaction supported by hypermedia technology, which I developed previously in this chapter.  
As I proceeded with my participation merged with the ethnographic activities that both drove and 
fed upon analytical work in a described above manner, I was becoming more and more engaged 
with the nexus of practice in focus. That is – whilst my participation in it became increasingly 
internalized and recognized by the actors, at the same time, I began to recognize the internalized 
“normative expectations” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 158) held by them with regard to the actions, 
which circulated through the nexus, and with regard to how these actions were accomplished. This 
means that I progressively began to identify those actions that seemed to figure strongly in the 
experiences, accounts, activities and engagements that I observed, participated in and registered as 
well as identifying those discourses through which these actions were being represented and 
recognized for what they were and for what they were not in the interaction that I observed, 
captured and analytically unpacked. Moreover, I began to identify the physical, social and semiotic 
spaces central to these actions and discourses – that is those sites and semiotic modes through which 
they circulated and which enabled them.  
Thus, if in the beginning of the ethnographic work my research activities were wide-spread and 
sweeping in an attempt to accumulate as much knowledge as possible about the scenes, actors, 
discourses and interaction orders involved in the nexus of practice and to become engaged in 
whatever events and arrangements came in my view. As I progressed with my fieldwork the same 
empirical and analytical activities gradually became centred around the sites of actors‟ engagement, 
which I have managed to identify and become identified with, taking the form of scene surveys, a 
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more concrete empirical and analytical study. The aforementioned scene surveys were aimed at 
locating those actions that circulated through the sites significant to the actors‟ practices and 
discourses in place (Scollon & Scollon, 2003) through which these actions took meaning within 
these specific sites. This enabled me to narrow down my empirical focus to a few sites within which 
I continued my ethnographic work throughout the project. At the same time I was broadening my 
analytical perspective on these sites, i.e. I was circumferencing my analysis by following the actors 
as they, in the course of their everyday practices, moved between and across these sites and by 
mapping out the semiotic and discursive connecting that enabled these movements. In doing so, I 
was tracing the mediated actions, enacted within the sites under the analysis, back and forth in time 
and space, making visible how they were linked to the other actors, events, moments, scenes and 
discourses – i.e. I was navigating the nexus of practice with which I had engaged.  
As I proceeded with navigating along the discursive, semiotic and physical trajectories that were 
being constructed by the actors, I was analytically connecting the newly accumulated data with the 
material, which had already been under the preliminary analysis described above, putting the 
collected data through multiple analytical cycles and deepening my analysis to reveal and unpack 
categorical work, intersemiotic connections, interdiscursive and transdiscursive production in a way 
that has been described earlier in this chapter. Having already narrowed down my empirical focus to 
a few sites relevant to the actors‟ practices, at that point of my ethnography, I was able to narrow 
down my analytical focus to those discourses, meanings, points and frames of references that I had 
managed to identify through my analysis as significant – i.e. recognized and made recognizable by 
the actors. By continuing my analysis through focusing on these foregrounded in the actors 
interaction aspects of the collected data, I began to make visible and address how the 
aforementioned discursive, material, cultural, symbolic and ideational resources are employed by 
the actors in the negotiation and construction of their identities across and beyond national borders 
and in the production and reproduction of practices that mediate and enable transnational 
networking.  
As emphasized earlier, the analytical and ethnographic work outlined above had not necessarily 
occurred as sequentially and orderly as it might appear in its account, which is organized somewhat 
sequentially and procedurally with the rhetoric purpose of making clear the complex 
methodological and conceptual considerations underpinning the data collection and its analysis 
within the framework of my research as well as the complex  ethnographic and analytical activities 
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through which they were carried out. Those stages of ethnographic work and analytical steps that 
were put forward in this account were constantly overlapping, so that both identifying and 
becoming identified with, engaging and navigating the nexus of practice and those actions, sites, 
actors and discourses that enabled it, took place if not simultaneously then in close connection with 
each other. This is due to the fact that the making of practice is a highly dynamic, mobile, on-going 
and never-accomplished process and the nexus of places, actions, actors and discourses through 
which this process takes place is never completely stabilized. In fact, it is sustained through the 
instability itself – i.e. through actors‟ constant and continuous acts of negotiation of its boundaries, 
of fixing and shattering its nodes.  Therefore, the ethnography of practice can only be accomplished 
through tracking this instability, which in relation to data collection implies heuristic and analytical 
movements between and towards the acts (discursive, physical, symbolic and social), which are 
relevant to the production of this instability. It also implies that I as a researcher I found myself 
involved in engaging and recognizing some of the elements of practice making, whilst at the same 
time carrying out an analysis of conversational structures, categorizations, discursive work and 
intersemiotic connecting based on the data collected within its other elements.  
 
V.3. From Data Collection to Data Archive  
 
As demonstrated above, the empirical and analytical aspects of my research are closely intertwined 
and take place in parallel with each other and continuously throughout the project. By constantly 
moving between ethnographic and analytical activities, between broadening and narrowing of my 
empirical and analytical angles, I assembled extensive, semiotically diverse, stretched in time and 
dispersed in space “ensembles of materials”, such as fieldnotes, video, audio recordings and 
photographs of conversations, places, interaction orders, website snapshots, objects and their 
images, icons, emoticons,  etc. All these materials participated in some way and at some point in 
one or in many aspects of my ethnographic work; all these materials are involved somehow in one 
or many analytical contexts. Therefore all these materials constitute my research data and make up 
what Tim Rapley (2007) refers to as an archive – “a diverse collection of materials that enable you 
to engage with and think about the specific research problems or questions”.   
Following conventional research terminology, I have in the body of this chapter described the 
activities, procedures and strategies connected to the collection of materials – discursive and 
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material inscriptions produced or used by the actors in the course of their everyday lives – as „data 
collection‟. However, I believe that within the framework of my project, the term „archive‟, as it is 
defined by Tim Rapley, is much more apt for the description of what obviously is a very extensive 
and diverse array of inscriptions. The term „data‟ presupposes the distinction between “raw 
material” and actual data - “partially processed”, coded and subsequently analyzed materials (Miles 
& Huberman, 1994, p. 46). As it becomes obvious from the outline of my empirical and analytical 
work carried out in this chapter, within the framework of my project, there are months of 
observation, hours and hours of video and audio recordings, hundreds of website pages, etc. which 
never emerge in the analytical chapters of the thesis and, hence, cannot be considered data in the 
traditional sense. Yet, all of this material is involved in the complex ethnographic and analytical 
work of engaging and navigating the nexus of transnational networking practices and is , hence, 
crucial for knowing and thinking about my research problems. Trying to identify what materials are 
involved in analytical segments, how they ended up being involved in them and to what extent they 
can be considered „processed‟ or „raw‟ and then on the basis of that attempting to discriminate 
between „data‟ and „non-data‟ would be not only pointless but also impossible in the case of long-
term ethnography, in which I am engaged in my project.  
The term „archive‟, on the other hand, very accurately describes the multiplicity and diversity of the 
material, which the researcher relies on in his or her arguments as well as, and more importantly, 
the multiplicity and diversity of ways in which this material is used in and is relevant for generating 
these arguments, besides being involved in illustrating and producing the final analytical inferences.  
Therefore, I choose to describe as data all the materials that I accessed, registered, stored, 
represented and analysed in the course of my project regardless in which form and on what stage 
these materials were involved in it; and I choose to use the term „archive‟ to describe the totality of 
this data, which I was assembling and through which I was navigating in the course of my 
ethnographic and analytical work. In the following chapter, I shall describe and discuss how I have 
generated my data archive following methodological strategies developed in this chapter and what 
this archive is composed of.  Later in the thesis, I shall also be discussing how I choose to deal with 
the challenges of recording, managing and representing multimodal data as well as how I approach 
the matters of ethics and researcher responsibility in relation to participatory and engaged form of 
ethnographic work described above.  
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VI. CHAPTER SUMMARY  
 
Within the framework of this chapter I have been preoccupied with the development of multimodal, 
socio-semiotic, discourse analytical approach to doing the ethnography of practice. I apply this 
approach in examining the making of the practices through which the actors produce and sustain, 
challenge and reshape transnational mobility and through which they negotiate and re-negotiate 
their identities across and beyond nationality-bound frames of reference. I undertake this complex 
yet crucial task not only to be able to realize my own research agenda but also as a response to the 
repeatedly and intensely articulated scholarly demands to develop the methodological framework, 
which would allow the researchers interested in investigating transnational experiences to grasp 
empirically and to address analytically the density, thickness and dynamics of these experiences 
(Clavin, 2005; Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007; Khagram & Levitt, 2008; Pries, 2008; Marcus, 1995), 
Burawoy (2003, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143), Fitzgearld (2006, as cited in Levitt & 
Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143), Mazzucato (2007b, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143).  
The significance of this methodological task grows to be even more obvious, once we become 
aware of the fact that the above mentioned methodological inadequacy is not unique to transnational 
research but is symptomatic of the methodological challenges currently faced by the majority of 
social science studies. These challenges, extensively debated within such directions as   
Ethnomethodology (EM), Science, Technology and Society (STS), Actor Network Theory (ANT), 
Mobility Studies, etc. and by such scholars as Law (2004; 2004), Latour (2005), Urry (2003), Rawls 
(2002), etc., consist in the fact that conventional methods of social research are not equipped to deal 
with the messiness and complexity of social realities produced by the increasing, proliferating and 
intersecting mobilities of humans, materialities, places, information, capital and artefacts. 
Moreover, by trying to describe “the things that are complex, diffuse and messy” with the methods 
that presume and that seek definite, coherent and accomplished social structures, the projects that 
assume these methods end up suppressing the very possibility of the messiness, complexity and 
mobility through which out-thereness is made and re-made  (Law, 2003, pp. 2, 3). 
It is this interdependence between the way reality is viewed and the methods through which it is 
examined, highlighted in the works of the aforementioned authors that moved me to begin my own 
methodological journey and my own effort to tackle the aforementioned methodological challenges 
by substantiating those metaphysical (a particular way of viewing social realities) and 
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metatheoretical (a particular way of viewing the role of research in knowing and shaping these 
realities) grounds on the basis of which I am doing that. As demonstrated in this chapter, in 
articulating and substantiating these grounds I build upon the conceptual work of such theoretical 
directions as Ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 2002) and Actor Network Theory (Latour, 2005; Law, 
2004; Law, 2003). In sympathy with these perspectives, I see out-thereness not as accomplished 
social structures, which the researcher has an exclusive prerogative to analyse and report, but as a 
multiplicity of associations through which social units, agencies, categories and meanings become 
assembled in the mundane practices of the members. I also argue that while the making of these 
associations might be incoherent, complex and dynamic, it is also accessible and observable in the 
members‟ actions and accounts and is constructed and instructed through them. Thus, I claim that 
there is a method to every mess and that the knowing of this method can be and should be realised 
not “in advance, and in place of the actors” (Latour, 2005, pp. 41, 29) but by following members‟ 
daily practices within which this method is being produced and re-produced.  
Having established these metaphysical and metatheoretical premises, I then proceed by 
demonstrating how, based on these premises, I organize the knowing of politics (the construction) 
and of pedagogy (the instruction) of members‟ methods underpinning transnational mobility with 
which my research is concerned. I argue that transnational mobility is not “a thing among other 
things” (Latour, 2005, p. 5) – i.e. a particular established and accomplished form of the social (for 
instance, a transnational context or scale), but connecting between practices, sites, artefacts, 
symbols that are not themselves transnational. I also claim that this on-going connecting is  
anchored in and mediated by mundane, every day acts, actions and activities, in which the actors 
engage across multiple semiotic and physical sites and through which they organise their practices 
and their belonging both across and beyond commonplace, established national categorisations. It is 
therefore this connecting, which I term transnational networking, is what I examine within the 
framework of my research by focusing on the way it is being mediated (produced, represented and 
organized) in the course of actors‟ everyday practices. 
Further in the argument generated in this chapter, I formulate the concept of practice, defining it not 
as a fixed, established form of human activities inherent to a specific phenomenon (such as 
“transnationalism”) and independent of the other human experiences and engagements, but as social 
actions that are mediated through a variety of semiotic resources and the modes and that participate 
in the production and assigning of meaning to social realities. In connection to that I claim that 
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these actions are enabled by resemiotization  (Iedema, 2001) – continuous and multiple shifts of 
modality through which the actors traverse between and across various sites of engagement, points 
of reference, categories and discursive frames involved in negotiation of their identities. It is these 
semiotic, discursive, social and placial connecting is what enables transnational networking and 
what I am following to examine it. I refer to this examination as ethnography of practice.  
The central analytical and conceptual tool through which I build up this ethnography is „discourse‟, 
which I view as language-in-use-in-interaction with other elements of social realities, which are not 
necessarily linguistic. Discourse refers to the multiplicity of ways in which humans integrate 
language with non-language “stuff”: thinking, acting, interacting, valuing, feeling, believing, and 
using symbols, tools, and objects (Gee, 1999), by representing it, positioning themselves in relation 
to it or/and organizing it. It is these three meta-functions of discourse (Halliday, 1978, 1994 as cited 
in Iedema, 2003, p. 58), which comprise discourse dialectics (Fairclough, 2003), is what I rely on 
when I argue that the notion of discourse allows me to create a conceptual and analytical channel 
between the cultural, political and social specificities and values of transnational networking, the 
mundane practices of the actors, which enable it, and those situated meanings, categories, 
competences and actions that are involved in the enactment of these practices.  
Further in this chapter, I proceed with building my argument by combining the two latter points 
summarized above. Namely, if transnational mobility is enabled and enacted through transnational 
networking, which the actors produce as they engage in the banal everyday actions and practices 
across multiple forms of modality and diverse semiotic repertoires, and if in this process they 
represent, orient towards and organize transnational matters (as any other social aspect of social 
realities) through discourse, then what I should be doing in order to examine these matters is 
focusing on the actors‟ discursive practices from multimodal, socio-semiotic perspective. That is - I 
claim that I can make transnational networking tangible by mapping out and unpacking semiotic 
shifts and discursive transformations through which the actors make relevant, recognize and assign 
meanings to those categories, symbols, artefacts, experiences and accounts that they invoke and 
involve in the construction of their identities across and beyond national borders and in organization 
of transnational living.    
I then continue by assembling, the methodological apparatus, which enables me to accomplish such 
an examination. I specify what aspects of meaning-making machinery (Sacks, 1992), I look at and 
what empirical strategies and analytical tools I use to make visible how this machinery works and to 
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unpack the meanings produced through this work. Through a detailed methodological account and 
discussion of the diverse potentialities and affordances for meaning-making that different 
technologies, forms of media and semiotic fields bare and of the diverse competences and 
procedures through which the actors make use of these affordances, I generate a set of methods and 
strategies that are carefully tailored for capturing, mapping out and analyzing meaning-making 
practices as they take place within and across multiple co-present and technology-mediated 
interactional settings.  
In devising such multimodal approach to social semiotic and discourse analysis, I borrow into the 
conceptual and analytical repertoire of a number of scholarly perspectives, combining the tools 
proposed within these perspectives and often utilizing them outside the analytical contexts and 
practices, for which they were originally intended. This becomes particularly visible in relation to 
hypermedial interactional genres, which operate with multiple semiotic repertoires and within 
which diverse interactional conventions are mobilised and resemiotized to produce new interactive, 
hypermodal, multi-lineal genres and spaces of social interaction. To examine meaning-making 
practice supported by hypermedia, I assemble a methodological toolkit, which brings together 
conventional methods of CMC research, such as website analysis, elements of visual and social 
semiotic analysis, which are increasingly being used in CMC studies, and strategies for analysing 
conversational organization and categorical work developed within the framework of CA and 
traditionally applied in co-present conversational contexts.  
Thus, by modifying, recontextualizing and building upon diverse analytical traditions, I develop an 
approach to examining how the actors mobilise diverse semiotic resources to categorize various 
aspects of realities, how they position themselves in relation to these categorizations and how in 
doing so they do not merely mix and chain multiple discursive frameworks producing the so-called 
interdiscursive hybridity (Fairclough, 2003, p. 35) but also generate new ways of representing, 
enacting and governing particular aspects of out-thereness (such as transnational mobility), what I 
describe as transdiscursivity.  
This methodological work is followed by an account of the ways through which I organize and 
strategize the ethnographic activities that allow me to access and capture those semiotic, social and 
discursive places and interactional events across which the meaning-making practices that I am 
tracing and unpacking through the aforementioned methodological apparatus take place.  This 
account is anchored in two arguments. The first argument concerns the pervasiveness of the social 
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matters (Sacks, 1992), which implies that those aspects of realities that matter to the actors are 
observable in their most mundane actions and throughout the social arrangements even when they 
appear to be completely unremarkable in relation to the particular aspects of realities with which 
our research is concerned. From this argument, I derive the next claim, which underpins the 
organization of my ethnographic work. This claim refers to the fact, that by virtue of the 
aforementioned “omnipresence and ready observability” (Sacks, 1987, p.56, as cited in Silverman, 
1998, p. 71) of the social, I start out my ethnography and data collection process based on the 
notion that transnational mobility, being as pervasive as any other aspect of social reality, is not 
condensed in some secluded social places and engagements but is disseminated throughout the 
social. Hence, those matters of it that matter are observable in the most banal of the members‟ 
practices and if studied carefully (i.e. following the methodological strategies developed in this 
chapter) the inferences made on the basis of this material are generalizable to the other interactional 
encounters.  
I then proceed by the description and discussion of ethnographic strategies and activities through 
which I can arrive at knowing those mundane practices of the actors within which I am tracing and 
analyzing the making of meanings that are involved in the construction of transnational networking. 
These strategies, based on the methodological framework proposed by Nexus Analysis   (Scollon, 
2001; Scollon & Scollon, 2004), cover a set of analytical and empirical activities aimed at engaging 
(identifying, becoming recognized within and circumferencing) and navigating those interaction 
orders, discourses, actions and sites that mediate and sustain the practices in focus. It is by moving 
between the aforementioned heuristic and analytical activities that I carry out the ethnography of 
transnational networking practices and assemble what I choose to refer to as data archive (Rapley, 
2007) – an ensemble of multisemiotic inscriptions, which the actors produce in the course of their 
daily lives, which I capture through the ethnographic work outlined in this chapter and on which I 
rely in illustrating and generating my analytical inferences.   
Thus, as demonstrated above, the current chapter of my thesis comprises a detailed account and 
discussion of metaphysical, metatheoretical and methodological considerations, which underpin 
empirical and analytical work that I carry out and that I shall delineate further in the thesis. Through 
the methodological work outlined above I have generated a multimodal, social semiotic, discourse 
analytical approach specifically tailored for knowing the complex, mobile matters of the 
contemporary social realities in general and transnational networking in particular. In the next 
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chapter, I describe how I have applied this approach in engaging and navigating the nexus of actors, 
sites, discourses and actions within which I conduct the ethnography of transnational networking 
practices and how I have assembled the data archive on which I rely in my analysis.   
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CHAPTER 4: ENGAGING THE NEXUS OF PRACTICE: ASSEMBLING 
THE DATA ARCHIVE  
 
The current chapter of the thesis represents the narrative of a three-year-long ethnographic journey 
through which I generated an extensive, multimodal archive of materials that I invoke in my 
analytical examination. In this narrative, I account for the multiple and continuous hermeneutic 
movements between personal and academic concerns motivating my study as well as between 
ethnographic, participatory and analytical activities through which I circumference both:  the nexus 
of practice within which I assemble my data archive, and the analytical focus of my investigation.  
As has been discussed and described in the previous chapter, within the framework of my project, I 
do not decide in advance what social structures and mechanisms enable the transnational 
networking practices, which I seek to explore, nor do I decide in place of the members what 
methods, i.e. what actions and acts, discursivities and materialities, they mobilize to organize and 
enact these practices. Instead, by engaging in multiple cycles of ethnographic and analytical work 
that feed upon each other, I identify the sites of actors‟ engagement and interaction orders through 
which the discourses and actions relevant and meaningful to the actors circulate and within which I, 
therefore, assemble my data archive. In addition, I triangulate analytically those moments and 
aspects of actors‟ interaction, i.e. I select those segments of the archive, on which I rely in my 
further analytical examination. This entails that within the framework of my research, the process of 
identifying and locating the aspects of reality making and the moments of social interaction 
mediating it  as well as capturing these moments for further examination took place not only 
through the merging of diverse forms ethnographic and participatory engagement in a way that 
builds upon the methodological strategies of Nexus Analysis (Scollon, 2001; Scollon & Scollon, 
2004) and that is described in the previous chapter, but also through doing preliminary analysis. It is 
through this analysis, closely intertwined with the ethnographic activities and accomplished by 
using the elements of Membership Categorization Device (MCD) (Sacks, 1992; Silverman, 1998) 
and multimodal social semiotic analysis (Iedema, 2001; Iedema, 2003; Kress, 2010) (see Chapter 3 
for the detailed discussion of these methodological strategies), that I carried out what I have defined 
earlier in this thesis as the ethnography of transnational networking practices.  
This chapter, therefore, represents an account and discussion of the aforementioned intertwined 
ethnographic and analytical circles and of the data archiving and data selecting process enabled by 
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them. This implies that the analytical segments, which appear in the course of this account, illustrate 
how I was getting to the position at which my analytical examination is conducted. That is – the 
preliminary analytical glances represented below are not themselves the acts of knowing how 
transnational networking is carried out and sustained but the description of how I got to know that 
whatever social and discursive mechanisms are involved in this process are there to be known in the 
first place. Later in the thesis (Chapter 7), I pick up these analytical threads and continue my 
investigation by further, more detailed analytical examination of those categories, discursive and 
semiotic constructs, actions and practices that I identified, in the course of ethnographic and 
analytical work represented in this chapter,  as meaningful to the actors and on the basis  of those 
moments of social interaction that I indentified, in the course of the same work, as meaningful to 
knowing how these categories, constructs and actions are mobilized in enacting of transnational 
networking.  
I. ESTABLISHING THE ISSUES OF STUDY 
 
The process of establishing the issue of my study had started long before the work on the project 
began. As pointed out in the previous chapter,  “the first place to look for the issue”, with which you 
will become deeply involved, “is in your own life, your own actions, and your own value system” 
(Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 154).   My interest in the issues of transnational mobility and 
translational living are rooted in my historical body (Scollon & Scollon 2001, 2004, Scollon 2003) 
– a unique combination of my personal experiences, or to be more exact its following aspects: 
1. My academic interests and engagements. 
In the course of my university studies, through my coursework and particularly through the work 
on my master thesis, I have gradually developed a genuine concern for the matters of discourse 
practices, identity construction, multimodality, hypermedia and intercultural communication. This 
concern included both scholarly agenda: current theoretical and methodological issues relevant to 
the examination of multimodal discursive practices and their role in the construction of identity and 
teaching the conduct of conduct (Dreyfus, Rabinow, & Foucault, 1983) as well as social-critical 
dimension: growing awareness of the increasingly covert and shifting character of racist and 
discriminatory practices, of the subtlety   and variety of governmental strategies and of the role of 
research in making the aforementioned social and political issues visible. It is these academic 
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concerns and competences that drew my attention to the complex and fairly uncharted matters of 
transnational mobility, of the construction and instruction of the social and discursive regimes of 
acting and interacting through which living and belonging are organized across and beyond 
national, ethnical and cultural borders. 
2. My own personal experiences connected with moving to another country.  
The aforementioned set of academic interests is closely intertwined with my personal stories of 
crossing the physical and symbolic national borders. These stories provide me with the insights 
into the problematics, dynamics and richness of transnational living, which both drive my research 
academic work and grow deeper due to the conceptual and analytical perspective that this work 
adds to my life experiences. This combination of personal and academic points of view, of 
experientially and scholarly acquired competences, of social encounters and intellectual work 
formed a unique angle from which I look at and into the scope of transnational matters. It is 
through this angle that I became aware of a spectrum of questions and concerns related to 
transnational mobility, which might have remained unnoticed within the framework of a different 
research project, and on the basis of which I develop many of the conceptual claims presented in 
this thesis. It is through this unique academic and life perspective that I have developed a growing 
sense of discrepancy between the references to the grand, macro-scale flows produced by the 
conventional conceptualization of transnationality both inside and outside academia and my own 
experiences of transnational mobility, which all appeared to be much more banal and much less 
exotic as the term seemed to presuppose, yet more complex, dynamic and rich than it has ever been 
able to convey. The discrepancy that I sensed and that I address both theoretically and analytically 
in this thesis also involved having the feeling of moving between diverse sets of cultural norms, 
values, beliefs and modes of doing, which have been so extensively and profoundly discussed 
within the framework of diaspora, migrational and transnational shuttling theories (see Chapter 2), 
and the whole wide range of other feelings, encounters, experiences, which fall out and exceed this 
version of transnational living and belonging as perpetually “split”, “dual” or “torn” normalised 
within academic and public discourse on transnationality.  
Thus, the aforementioned moments of my life-narrative and aspects of my historical body is what 
drove me to the set of questions and issues that comprise my research agenda and what sustained 
my unreserved interest through the project. Other dimensions of my historical body have influenced 
the course of actions through which I have approached the task of finding and accessing the social 
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actors, scenes and interactional orders with which and within which I have carried out the 
ethnographic work that provided me with the data on the basis of which I examine the established 
set of issues.   
Shortly after I had moved from Russian Federation to Denmark in 1999, I came across the website 
of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg
5
. During the following couple of years I had been visiting 
this website on and off screening it for possible cultural events that I might want to attend and just 
being generally curious about the community, which judging from the quick look into the website 
content, seemed to involve Danish and Russian-speaking people living around Northern Jutland. 
While my interest in this community never evolved into actual participation in it, my interest in the 
website of the Danish-Russian Society grew, becoming more and more analytical as my academic 
concerns for the matters of transnational mobility, discourse and hypermedia developed in a manner 
described earlier in this chapter. What drew my particular attention at that point was a strikingly 
broad and diverse spectrum of social, cultural, religious, political, academic and political events and 
engagements, in which the society has been participating and organizing since 1999 (when the 
website was originated). As Figure 3 demonstrates, the society‟s functioning was distinctively and 
unequivocally positioned at the intersection of two nationalities both iconically as well as through 
the layout and through the elements of verbal discourse: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
5
 “Dansk-Russisk Forening – Aalborg” <http://www.dkrus-aalborg.dk> 
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Figure 3: Discursive Framing of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg Constructed within the 
<http://www.dkrus-aalborg.dk> Website (Appendix III.1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The name of the society, ”Danish-Russian Society”, (or its abbreviation DRF)  is 
repeated three times in the main frame of the website and is distributed along the 
frame so that it follows its vectors both horizontally and vertically. This creates a 
strong discursive anchorage of the website’s content   to the Danish-Russian cross-
national axis. 
 
The above mentioned discursive framing created by means of 
the layout and written language is fortified by the iconic 
portrayal of the national crosspoint, which is projected by 
Danish and Russian national flags placed in a cone, with the 
name of the society placed at the cone’s vertex.  
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However, the variety of events involved in the functioning of the society and mediated in the 
content of the website transgressed by far the simplistic national axis, whose construction is 
illustrated in Figure 3. These events included: 
 cultural activities (exhibitions, theatre performances, concerts, etc.)  
 
 
 
 religious practices (church services, exhibitions of Orthodox icons) 
 
 
Image 1: Events Archive (Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, 2003-2006), Appendix III.1 
Image 2: Events Archive (Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, 2002-2006), Appendix III.1 
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 social get-togethers (New Year dinners, summer lunches, picnics, etc) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 political acts (voting, meeting with Russian ambassador in Denmark, meeting with Duma 
members, etc.) 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 3: Events Archive (Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, 2004), Appendix III.1 
 
Image 4: Events Archive (Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, 2001-2004), Appendix III.1 
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 educational events (lectures, conferences, seminars, etc.) 
 
 
 
 humanitarian actions (collection of books for donation to schools, collection of money for 
AIDS-information programme).  
 
 
 
 
The diversity of practices, actions, engagements that came together in the aforementioned events 
demonstrated clearly and illustratively how easily people organizing, participating in and 
representing those events moved between: 
 
 diverse points of reference (cultural, political, religious) some of them involving national 
categories others not,  
 between diverse units of the social, such as 
- familial as it is illustrated by the images bellow, which represent advertisement of 
the theatre performances for children organized by the Danish-Russian Society 
 
 
Image 5: Events Archive (Website of the  Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, 2002-2005), Appendix III.1 
 
Image 6: Events Archive (Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, 1999-2004), Appendix III.1 
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Image 9: Events Archive (Website 
of the Danish-Russian Society in 
Aalborg, 2002-2004), Appendix III.1 
 
 
 
- organizational and institutional, for instance, functioning of the D-R Society and 
functioning of the work unions in Russia 
 
 
 
 
- governmental and non-governmental 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 7: Events Archive (Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, 2006-2007), Appendix III.1 
 
Image 8: Events Archive (Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, 2004), Appendix III.1 
 
”Russian presidential elections in Aalborg” 
”NGO-Forum St. Petersburg” 
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 between past, present and future time frames,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 between national (such as educational system in Russia) and global concerns (such as 
struggle with AIDS),  
 
  
 
 
 
”The modern Russia historical 
perspective” 
”St. Petersburg – in the past and 
the present” 
”Putin’s Russia” 
Image 10: Events Archive (Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, 2003-2006), Appendix 
III.1 
 
Image 11: Events Archive (Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, 1999-2002) , Appendix 
III.1 
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 between ideational, symbolic and material resources.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many elements of visual and verbal discourse present on the website projected established, 
recognizable categories of methodological nationalism, what Michael Billig refers to as banal 
nationalism (Billig, 1995), which is particularly visible in the iconic images of stereotypical 
Russianness (such as bottles of vodka, Matryoshkas, red stars and cans of black caviar),  as well as 
established, recognizable rhetoric of banal transnationalism (Aksoy & Robins, 2003) that dwells on 
the linear cross-national axis as Danish-Russian  axis, whose construction within the framework of 
the Danish-Russian Society website I illustrated earlier. 
”Russian Mentality” 
”The Russian idea” 
Invitation to the annual New Year 
lunch at the D-R Society 
suggesting the food that could be 
brought and bought, such 
“Russian  salad”, “pirrogi”, “blini”, 
vodka, etc. 
Image 12: Events Archive (Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, 2000-2003), Appendix 
III.1 
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However, as demonstrated above, the acts, actions and activities, in relation to which these 
discursive categories were invoked, presupposed the movements not only between the conventional 
national and transnational frames of reference but also beyond them.  
These very raw, superficial analytical glances into the website in focus seemed to support some of 
the reflections with regard to the complexity of transnational living, which I have already been 
making on the basis of my academic and personal experiences. Therefore, when my PhD project 
has begun giving me an opportunity for deep scholarly exploration and development of the matters 
on which I have been reflecting,  I have chosen the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg as the 
starting point of this exploration.  
 
II. ESTABLISHING THE ZONE OF IDENTIFICATION 
 
I had thus, prior to the beginning of my project, established a set of issues on which I would focus 
as well as the point of entrance at which I would seek an access to the social arrangements and 
interactions that would form the empirical aspect my examination, I started my work on the project 
by establishing my zone of identification with those people, places and interaction orders of which I 
had become aware through personal concerns and analytical interests described in the previous 
section. I began by searching the website of the D-R Society in Aalborg for the information about 
those people who might figure as the gatekeepers of the organization. Having quickly found the 
contact information about the members of the society‟s board I chose to contact two of them – the 
acting head and the former head of the board. During the next three months, in regular telephone 
Image 13: Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg (Main Page and Events Archive), 
Appendix III.1 
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conversations with these people as well as through a series of e-mail exchanges, I told about my 
history of coming to Denmark, my Russian background, my experience in Denmark, my PhD 
project, answering the questions about the source of my interest in it, its goals, its scope, its most 
recent developments. Apart from that, I also applied for the membership in the society, which, 
though not yet giving me access to the community of people engaged in the functioning of the 
society, legitimized bureaucratically my participation in it  and signalled the seriousness and long-
term character of this participation. 
As a result of this work, I was asked to send to the head of the board a short description of my 
project, which was then distributed to the other members of the society through the mailing list. 
Shortly after, I was invited to the board meeting, which took place on 3 May 2007, in Huset
6
, 
Aalborg. As discussed in the previous chapter of the thesis, the central goal of this initial stage of 
doing the ethnography of practice is not to “collect data” but to locate, to learn about and to initiate 
the connections to those social arrangements and interactional orders where I would be assembling 
the archive of materials and through which I would be navigating in the course of my analytical and 
ethnographic work. What was important for me to accomplish during this meeting was introducing 
once again myself and my research project, answering the questions that the members of the board 
might have had in relation to it, getting to know as much as possible about the society, about 
people, institutions, organizations, places involved in it, etc. Therefore, during the meeting I 
refrained from using any recording equipment, which might have made the people whom I was 
meeting in person for the first time feel uneasy, limiting the research aspect of my participation to 
observation, taking field notes and unstructured interviewing of the board members. In the 
conversations, which took place during the meeting, I particularly focused on emphasising my 
determination to protect privacy of people who would agree to participate in the project, on 
clarifying the flexible and individual character of the scope of this participation and on telling about 
the ways through which I intended to respect the boundaries that each of the participants might set 
on their involvement in the project (these issues of research responsibility as well as other ethical 
matters will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6 of the thesis). I have also pointed out how my 
membership and participation in the society could be beneficial for it – for instance, that I could 
serve as the photographer at the upcoming meetings and events providing the images for the archive 
of the society‟s website. In return, I had a chance to learn about the history of the D-R Society in 
                                                          
6
 Local community centre 
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Aalborg, about the people involved in it, about the hopes that they had for the future of what was 
beginning to look like a very fluid community of members who were geographically dispersed not 
only across Denmark but also across the world and whose memberships in this community was 
formed by the variety of loose, shifting attachments realised through diverse ways. Below I shortly 
describe the historical background of the society in focus and the becoming of this community.       
The Northern Jutland section of the D-R has existed since 1924 and its primary aim consisted in 
facilitating “cooperation and friendship relations of any kind between Russia and Denmark” 
(<http://www.dkrus-aalborg.dk> [June 2007]). The character of the organisation, its status and 
activity has changed a number of times over the years. For instance, during the period of the cold 
war the operation of the society was frozen, the financial donations were stopped and participatory 
activities of its members (whose absolute majority were Danes) had practically ceased. After the 
end of the cold war, the situation has changed quite radically, all of the D-R units were encouraged 
by the local municipalities to revive their activities. Aalborg unit of the D-R Society has received 
“from above” a difficult task to re-establish “from the bottom” the connections with Russia as a part 
of a larger governmental plan to warm up the relationships with the Russian Federation. Two or 
three years later, Russia started to emerge as a promising market for western business in general and 
Danish business specifically. The D-R Society became some sort of “contact bureau” for both 
Danish and Russian businessmen interested in gaining some “true” information about each other‟s 
culture and business opportunities. The period from 1995 and up to the 2002-2003 has been marked 
by the rapid increase in the number of Russian-Danish marriages. Not only Russian women and, 
more seldom men, were coming to and settling down in the Northern Jutland but their family 
members, parents and children, as well as  friends were becoming permanent or temporal (in case of 
visiting) members of the Russian minority in Denmark. It is at that time that both the activity of 
Aalborg D-R Society and its memberships have experienced a visible growth. New Russian 
members of the society together with their Danish spouses, their children and sometimes friends did 
not only actively participate in the D-R Society‟s activities; they also took over their planning and 
organisation, setting up the society agenda and causing shift in its character towards more 
grassroots-oriented form. However, during the last couple of years, as the “new” members have 
progressively become “old”, the operation of Aalborg D-R Society has been slowing down leading 
to the present situation in which, although the official number of the society members remained 
largely unchanged, around 60, the actual participation has essentially dropped. This change is 
reflected in the website of the society, where the archive of the past events demonstrates the 
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decrease in the amount of the activities as well as the change in the character of the events, the 
majority of which are now being organised and attended by the members of the society board 
committee and their families (see Figure 4): 
Figure 4: Archive of events in the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg (<http://www.dkrus-
aalborg.dk> [June 2007]), Appendix III.1 
Archive of the events in the D-R Society 
(2001-2004): The events are frequent and 
diverse, involving cultural, social, educational 
and political activities and a broad range of 
participants.  
Archive of the events in the D-R Society 
(2006-2007): The events are seldom and 
unvarying, mostly consisting of board 
meetings.  
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During the meeting, apart from this first-hand knowledge about the way in which the organization 
functioned, I had a chance to participate in the planning of its upcoming events, such as the annual 
summer lunch. What this meant for my further participation in the life of the community in focus 
was that I was beginning to acquire the competence and, hence the confidence, of an equal 
participant. During the summer lunch, which took place in June 30, 2007, this shift in my 
positioning in interaction from an absolute, observing newcomer to an active participant, continued, 
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assisted by the fact that owing to the work, which I have carried out prior to my participation in co-
present interactional encounters that I described earlier in this chapter, people present at the summer 
lunch were familiar with my research project. The aims and the form of my ethnographic work at 
this scene were largely similar to the ones that guided my research activities during the board 
meeting. My primary goal was to continue engaging with the social and interactional arrangements, 
which sustained whatever attachments and links people were forming to the organization that came 
into my sight. It was also important to me to begin to circumference (Scollon & Scollon, 2004) 
these attachments and links: to feel my way to the perimeters of the interaction that I was observing, 
i.e. to the discourses, which circulated through this interaction, to the orders and places, both inside 
and outside the current scenes, within which the interaction took place. Moreover, it was crucial to 
accomplish that in a way that would be joined with my partaking in the interaction and that would 
support my efforts to become recognised by the other members as its full-fledged participant. 
Therefore, just as at the previous scene, I did not use audio or video recording equipment using field 
notes as a way of registering most of the interaction and my observations as well as a photo camera 
and its video function, which merged well with my role as a voluntary photographer.   
There were ten people present at the event – two board members with their families and six other 
members of the society. All of the actors appeared to feel comfortable and equally confident and 
competent participants of the interaction giving off the impression that this interaction order had 
been repeated often enough to become a regular and routinized aspect of their lives.  However, it 
was also obvious that the interactional with (Goffman 1983, as cited in Scollon & Scollon 
2003:108,217), which I was observing at the current ethnographic scene, was not the only one 
shared by the participants. During the conversations that took place at the lunch, the actors kept 
bringing up the experiences that occurred at the social and physical sites, which were clearly 
familiar to everybody present but which were outside the D-R Society. They kept referring to 
common friends and acquaintances, telling stories and jokes indicating the whole other set of 
connections and associations, which might at some point have originated in or have been cycling 
through the interaction orders, social settings, events and arrangements within the D-R Society, but 
had transgressed its framework stretching and relocating the social interaction. This observation that 
I have made as a result of registering and subsequently analytically examining the narrative 
structures and conversational themes, which emerged in the interaction in focus, were supported by 
other forms of data that I have managed to capture at this scene of my ethnographic work: such as 
members‟ generalizations and descriptions of individual experiences, which all pointed at the 
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decrease in the members‟ interest in participation in the interaction within the framework of the    
D-R Society‟s organization.    
Table 1: Members’ Generalizations and Individual Experiences (Conversation at the Summer 
Lunch, the D-R Society in Aalborg, June 30, 2007). 
Members‟ Generalizations Individual Experiences  
1. L:               We are here because of our    
                                //husbands//. 
2. Masha:        //yes//..       THEY want to come      
                                here. 
 
1. L:    Well.. I personally come here because   
                     I WANT to. 
2.        <<That's a shame we don't  meet as     
                     often as we used to>>. 
 
 
As illustrated by Table 1, L begins by generalizing about the character of her own and of the other 
participants‟ engagement with this interaction site. She states that normatively they participate in the 
society‟s events for the sake of their Danish husbands and not because they are interested in the 
interaction themselves. This generalization is confirmed in the next line by the other member, 
Masha, who agrees with L‟s statement by overlapping L with the affirmative “yes” at the point 
when she begins to mention the role of the “husbands” in their involvement with the D-R Society 
and by accentuating personal pronoun “they” that refer to the “husbands”. Later in the conversation 
L contradicts her own statement in the account of her individual experience of being engaged with 
the site of interaction in focus. In Line 1, she emphasizes (by accentuating the verb “want”) that she 
participates in the society‟s events solely because she chooses to do that. However, this account  
becomes quickly complemented by the other statement pronounced with an increased tempo that 
indicates the significance of this conversational insertion  and that expresses L‟ s regret about the 
decrease in the frequency of the interactional encounters within this site.  
Hence, despite the aforementioned discrepancy in the actors‟ accounts, this description of individual 
experience still supports my own observations and members‟ generalizations with regard to the 
withering of the interactional activity within the framework of the D-R Society, which I also 
detected by examining the website archive (see Figure 4) and which had been earlier reported by the 
board members during previous meeting with them. Thus, by moving ethnographically and 
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analytically between diverse types of data (members‟ generalizations, individual experiences and 
researcher observations) as well as between diverse scenes (both computer-mediated and co-
present), which are involved in the life of the community in focus and which I managed to identify 
and access, I began to triangulate the particulars of the social interaction that came into my view 
(this method of data triangulation as well as other methodological strategies are developed and 
discussed in the previous chapter of the thesis). Namely, that while the D-R Society in Aalborg 
might have figured at some point as an active node in the everyday criss-crossings of the actors in 
focus, those encounters, actions and activities, which were significant to them at that moment and 
which they continuously made relevant in the conversations that I was observing, were happening 
somewhere else. 
Even more importantly, the discursive descriptions produced by the actors in the course of the 
conversations, in which I participated during the summer lunch, also pointed towards the reason for 
the aforementioned shift in the circumference and for the relocation of the interaction in focus. 
Below, I shall illustrate the preliminary analytical work, through which I arrived at the 
aforementioned observations. This work is carried out in relation to the segment of the 
conversational in which I participated and in which three other women present at the lunch 
discussed why there were so few people taking part in the events of the D-R Society. The segment 
in focus is represented in Transcript 1. In Chapter 5 of the thesis, I shall address in detail challenges 
of and solutions to representing multimodal translated data on which my investigation is based and 
which I begin to involve in the description and discussion of the ethnography of practice carried out 
in this chapter. For now, I shall merely refer to Appendix 1 for the convention, which I applied in 
transcribing this and other co-present conversational events.   
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Transcript 1: Conversation during the Summer Lunch of the Danish-Russian Society in 
Aalborg, June 30, 2007 
1. L:            The others they are just <too young>!  
2. Masha:        (laugh) YOUNG what do you <mean>? we are not old (laugh) no you   
3.                                 are right it is all about age...what would we talk about with these young  
4.                                 girls. 
5. L:               Right.. husbands and work permits this is all they are interested in. 
6. Masha:       They would just be interrupting us with all their questions. 
7. L:               You see we are passed this stage you know.. we have different interests. 
8.                                 They do not want to listen to us. 
9. Masha:       They do not want to hear about children and what they eat and how they   
10.                                 sleep.  
11. V:               <or about recipes>. 
12. Many: (laugh)  
13. L:               No it is about AGE but it is also about [social status]. 
14. V:                                                                                     [Yes]            [social status]. 
15. Masha:                                                                                    [And everybody]   
16.                                 thinks that thinks that social status is important. 
17. L:               And Ulrik‟s wife says the same the same with Chinese.. that is what   
18.                                 everybody thinks about when they meet.  
19.                   And then I have met this guy from Estonia and he says the same it is all  
20.    about WHO you are in life. 
21. RESEARCHER:  What do you mean? 
22. V:   It is education. 
23. L:   \Right\.. \Education\. 
24.                                 And WHERE you are from..village or city. 
25. RESEARCHER:  So are you talking about social status before coming to Denmark or          
26.                                 now? 
27. L:   <<Before it‟s mostly before>> 
28. MASHA:  But also now! 
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As illustrated by the transcript above, in the conversational sequence in focus, the actors enumerate 
those factors: concerns, life interests, occupations, values, i.e. identity dimensions and aspects of the 
historical body that become significant when the interaction orders (both the current one and those 
to which the actors had repeatedly referred to during previous conversations) are being formed. The 
discussion is initiated by L who in Line 1 brings up age as a relevant criterion in making the 
decisions about participating in or avoiding specific social events and interactional contexts and 
accepting or rejecting attempts of the newcomers to join these established social arrangements. In 
Lines 2, Masha confirms this claim (“no you are right it is all about age”) as well as beginning to 
open up discursively this concept, i.e. what being old or being young means. As Lines 3 and 4 
demonstrate being the same age means sharing experiences, narratives, knowledge, which form the 
basis for the interaction and the lack of which deprives this interaction of its content (“what would 
we talk about with these girls”). It also becomes clear that age as an identity dimension is closely 
intertwined with gender - in Line 3 and 4 being young becomes discursively paired up with being a 
“girl”. In the next conversational turn, L continues to develop this discursive linking of identity 
aspects. In Line 5, she begins by confirming Masha‟s statement with the affirmative “right” whose 
significance is emphasized by a subsequent short pause, thereby connecting what she is about to say 
with the previous utterance, so that enumeration of concerns “husbands and work permits” becomes 
linked to the same pair of identity categories – being young and being a woman. This discursive 
connecting reveals that age here is constructed not only as a physiological category but also as a 
specific positioning in the migrant career. As Line 5 demonstrates, being young means not only 
being young in terms of physiological age but also in terms of the migrant experience – references 
to both “husbands” and “work permits” represent those pragmatic and bureaucratic concerns with 
which the newcomers have to deal shortly after moving to a new country. In Lines 6 and 7, Masha 
and L confirm this discursive framing by saying that they are “passed this stage now” and do not 
share the aforementioned set of concerns and interests. In the next conversational pair (Lines 8-11), 
this already complex junction of identity categories constructed by the participants become 
developed even more. For instance, In Line 9, Masha adds parenting concerns to the account of 
what becomes significant when the interaction orders are formed, while in Line 11, V complements 
this account by referencing to food-related practices (“or about recipes”). Both the increased pitch 
tone with which the phrase “or about recipes” is pronounced and the laughter following this line 
indicates the recognition of the allusion to the stereotypical, clichéd notion of what doing being a 
mother means, produced by mentioning recipes immediately after child-caring practices were made 
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relevant. In Line 13, by initiating her turn with “No”, L both confirms this recognition of the 
stereotypical image of a housewife and dismisses it, immediately following this precise and short 
closing of the „off top‟ conversational turn by   steering the conversation to its original topic (“it is 
about AGE”) and introducing the next criterion relevant to the making of interaction withs  (“it is 
also about social status”).  The significance of this new identity category becomes strongly 
corroborated by the other participants (Lines 14-19). This corroboration takes place through both 
members‟ generalizations (“[And everybody] thinks that thinks that social status is important”, 
Lines 15, 16, “the same the same with Chinese”, Line 16, “that is what everybody thinks about 
when they meet”, Line 17, 18) and descriptions of individual experiences, such as the experiences 
of “Ulrik
7
‟s wife” (Line 17) who come from China and of “this guy from Estonia” (Line 19). These 
rapid shifts about the descriptions of what is normatively done and descriptions of individual, hence 
more concrete, experiences as well as overlaps and repeated words and phrases point out that the 
participants are eager to validate the relevance of this particular identity dimension and that making 
this validation is significant to them. It is this enthusiasm with which the aforementioned validation 
took place and which was visible already during the conversation that encouraged me to ask (Line 
21) what “social status” and “WHO you are in life” (Line 20) mean. As Line 24 demonstrates, 
among the factors, which define “WHO you are”, is “WHERE you are from”. The “where” here is 
constructed not in terms of national  belonging but in terms of belonging to a particular social class, 
with such markers of these belonging as an education, access to the cultural, economic, social 
resources of big cosmopolitan cities, etc. (Lines 22-24). As it becomes obvious in Lines 27, 28 the 
significance of sharing this particular aspect of identity for organising interaction has not emerged 
as a result of transnational mobility but is extended into the new living context.    
What the transcript above demonstrates is that social interaction in which the actors engage is 
formed around multiple and intersecting points of reference (such as age, parenting, food-related 
practices, social status, education, upbringing and life style (provincial or cosmopolitan), etc). 
Within the framework of the Danish-Russian Society, interaction is set up exclusively in terms of 
nationality. Therefore, as shown in the analysis above, while at some point of their migrational 
careers, the actors might form an attachment to this particular site through participating in the 
interaction orders and activities, which take place within it, visiting the website, using it as one of 
the resources in dealing with pragmatic and bureaucratic issues connected to their new living 
                                                          
7
 One of the board members of Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg also present at the summer lunch 
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situations as well as, and much like me, a source of information about other physical and social sites 
and interaction orders, it cannot possibly sustain the interaction which so visibly transgresses the 
boundaries of national categories. The Danish-Russian Society sets up the social and organisational 
framework for transnational practices. Meanwhile, the practices in which the actors engage are not 
transnational a priori.  The crossing of political, geographical and symbolic boundaries of 
nationalities takes place within and through multiplicity of everyday acts and banal engagements 
that involve categories and memberships that are not themselves national, and which inevitably lead 
the social interaction outside the boundaries of the society in focus (this becomes visible in the 
description of the events, which took place within the society over the last decade, and which is 
addressed earlier in this section).   
Moreover, what the scene survey in focus has shown is that transnational networking and the way 
the actors construct and formulate their memberships also exceed the dichotomized national axis 
that underpins how transnational living is being construed within the framework of the D-R Society 
and which is articulated so explicitly in the society‟s website (see Figure 3). While the descriptions 
of actors‟ experiences, life stories and encounters that I have collected involve many accounts of 
and references to transnational associations, the nodes across which these associations are formed 
go far beyond the Danish-Russian binary. For instance, the crisscrossing of national borders in 
which Ulrik and his wife engage in the course of their daily lives is to some extent influenced by 
their shared interest in Russia (where they have met), its culture, language and history, as well as it 
is shaped by other aspects of their historical bodies, other places and forms of belonging (such as 
the fact that Ulrik‟s wife is Chinese). Transnational associations significant to the way another 
participant
8
 in the summer lunch organizes her life across national and cultural borders are 
constructed not only along the Russian-Danish transnational vector, somewhat predictable due the 
fact that she is married to a Danish man; but they are also and very largely shaped by the fact that 
she is a descendant of German political or war prisoners sent to exile in Siberia in the beginning of 
the last century,  by the fact that that she has friends who are Finish and that her daughter lives in 
France and, etc.  
Thus, as a result of empirical and analytical work carried out within the framework of three 
ethnographic scenes (website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, board meeting and the 
summer lunch), by registering and collecting the aforementioned moments of transnational 
                                                          
8
 referred to as “V” in Transcript 1 
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networking, I have begun to work on approximating and mapping out its contours, i.e. those 
categories, points of reference, concerns and engagements that are involved in making the 
associations through which the actors cross and transgress national borders. Having established that 
the nodes across which the aforementioned networking takes place lead the interaction outside the 
organizational and interactional framework of the D-R Society, I have also began to identify the 
discourses that cycle through this interaction as well as the physical and social sites within which 
the interaction happens.   
One of the discourses that seemed to reoccur within multiple conversational contexts during the 
summer lunch as well as in the content of the D-R Society‟s website was prandial discourse. A large 
share of events that took place within the framework of the D-R Society was either organized 
around food (for instance, annual New Year and summer lunches) or involved food and food-
related practices. In addition, multiple visual and verbal elements of prandial discourse are 
employed in the website content to produce references to banal Russianness
9
: 
Image 14, Appendix III.1 
 
                                                          
9
 the role of prandial discourses and practices in the construction of national categories will be further discussed in the 
analytical chapter of the thesis 
”New Year lunch” 
”The Russian way” 
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Image 15, Appendix III.1 
   
Similarly, during the summer lunch of the D-R Society, food appeared to be one of the dominant 
themes, present both in its material form – in the variety of meals prepared by the participants, 
drinks that they have brought, containers in which the food was packed, as well in its discursive 
form – in the stories, narrations and descriptions which followed the participants‟ introduction of 
the prepared dishes. For instance, one of the participants, represented in Transcript 1 as “L”, 
referred to her meal as “fusion” or “international” food accompanying the introduction of her dishes 
by the stories of her trips to France, Finland etc. Another participant (“V”) described her meal as 
“traditional Russian” bringing into the conversation narratives about her childhood in Russia. 
Masha, who brought organic yogurt and fruit for her son, has initiated the discussion about child 
health and ecological products. While within all the aforementioned contexts, food becomes 
discursively constructed differently; all of the actors‟ descriptions presented above hold one 
essential aspect in common: they all take the concept of food beyond its original meaning, i.e. 
nourishment, linking it other discourses (discourse of health, discourse of nationality (references to 
“Russian food”) and of transnationality (references to “fusion” and “international” food), discourse 
of child-rearing, ecological discourse etc.), to other practices that mediate these discourses 
(travelling, parenting, shopping) and sites of engagement within which these practices take place.  
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Image 16: The Summer Lunch of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, June 30, 2007 
 
 
Image 17: The Summer Lunch of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, June 30, 2007 
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Another set of discourses that were strongly represented in the conversations that took place during 
the summer lunch are discourses connected to child-rearing. Being a mother, I found it quite easy to 
relate to the conversational themes that concerned child-care and upbringing. Whether such 
conversational topics emerged at the above-mentioned intersection of child-rearing and prandial 
discourses or whether they were discursively framed by the discussions of health, organic products, 
child-care institutions, etc. I could engage in these conversations as an equal participant. This 
legitimacy of my participation was also recognized by the other participants, marked by the fact that 
my daughter and I were invited to the next of meeting of the Russian musical playgroup in Aalborg. 
I had come across the announcements of this playgroup earlier, while browsing through the website 
of the D-R Society (see Image 18). 
Image 18, Appendix III.1 
 
 
 
In the conversations during the summer lunch this playgroup was made relevant by the actors on 
multiple occasions and referred to as “Rusmam”. These repeated references as well as the fact that 
all of the participants appeared to know exactly what interaction orders, types of activities and 
physical places lie behind this discursive label, had clearly demonstrated that Rusmam represents a 
recognized, shared, regular and significant site of actors engagement and therefore was bound to 
become the next scene of ethnographic work. Being encouraged to join this site by those actors who 
already held established memberships of it, made my task of entering it much easier.   
Another site, which I have managed to identify as a significant and active node in the nexus of 
actors‟ everyday interactions and engagements, figured in the actors‟ descriptions that I have 
registered during the summer lunch as “the site”. Such generic naming form points out at the 
”Musical playgroup for young children and their parents” 
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established and shared knowledge, in relation to the social, medial and semiotic place in focus, that 
the actors hold in common and that makes unnecessary any additional, more specific forms of 
address. It also indicates that the aforementioned discursive inscription has been used frequently 
enough prior to the current conversational context and outside the present interaction order to make 
this mode of reference routine and recognizable. It is only because I had asked what “the site” 
stands for that the participants began to clarify that this particular social place is a computer-
mediated discussion forum, the so-called “Rusforum” (after the hostname in its web address) for 
Russian-speaking people who live, have lived or stayed in Denmark or are planning to do so.   
During the conversations at the summer lunch, this Internet-powered social place was mentioned a 
number of times, for instance, in relation to V‟s account of how her daughter living in France 
sustain her connections to Denmark (how she communicates with her Russian-speaking friends who 
live or lived at some point and for different periods of time in Denmark, how she gets updates on 
the political and cultural news both in Russia and in Denmark, how she shares and exchanges her 
experiences of living in France with other Rusforum participants, etc.). The discursive elements of 
actors‟ descriptions addressed above demonstrate that Rusforum represent another site regular and 
meaningful to the participants, and therefore relevant to my investigation.  
Thus, the ethnographic and analytical activities involved in entering and establishing my zone of 
identification with the nexus of practices within which I carried out the examination of transnational 
networking took place across three ethnographic scenes (both computer-mediated and co-present): 
website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, a board meeting of the society in focus and the 
annual summer lunch for its members. In the course of the first six months of my PhD project, I had 
been empirically and analytically moving between the aforementioned social, physical and semiotic 
places approaching, identifying, describing, unpacking and engaging with those interaction orders, 
discourses and practices, both inside and outside the organizational and social framework of the D-
R Society, which represented significant and regular nodes of actors‟ interactions and engagements. 
In this process, my research activities had gradually shifted from the first probing contacts to the 
people involved in the social arrangements, which I had became aware of while establishing the 
issues of my study (see previous section), to increasingly concrete and interconnected ethnographic, 
participatory and analytical acts that came together in the form of intertwined scene surveys. These 
surveys were carried out through a set of methodological strategies, delineated earlier in the thesis, 
and included such ethnographic and analytical tools as participation, observation, unstructured 
interviewing, taking fieldnotes, a few short and subtle video-recording segments (using photo 
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camera) as well as the analysis of social interaction conducted by using multimodal, socio-semiotic, 
discourse approach developed in Chapter 3. Through this research work, I had began to map out the 
discourses, social and physical sites and arrangements that were significant to the way the actors 
organized their everyday lives, i.e. that they made relevant, recognized and reproduced so that these 
discourses, sites and orders became regular and established nodes across which their daily actions 
and interactions were produced. In doing so, I had also identified the contours of my further 
ethnographic work, i.e. the sites within and across which I continued to navigate the nexus of 
transnational networking practices and discourses, whose circulation through this nexus I began to 
follow. As mentioned above and as illustrated in Figure 5, this included the computer-mediated 
social place “Rusforum” and musical playgroup in Aalborg “Rusmam” as well as discourses 
connected to food and child-rearing. 
Figure 5: Recognising the Nexus of Practices - Becoming Recognized within the Nexus of 
Practices 
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III. NAVIGATING THE NEXUS OF PRACTICE – CIRCUMFERENCING THE ANALYSIS 
 
I began to engage with the identified sites and interaction by contacting Nadja, one of the members 
of Rusmam pointed out as a contact person in the playgroup announcement on the D-R Society‟s 
website, and telling her about my personal and research interests in participating in the Rusmam 
meetings. In contrast to my first contacts to the D-R Society in Aalborg, while trying to establish 
my zone of identification with this site of actors‟ engagement, I acted not as a complete outsider. 
Knowing Masha, one of the members of the D-R Society present at the summer lunch who was also 
an active member of Rusmam, and being able to mention that she had encouraged me join Rusmam 
meetings afforded me a certain level of familiarity with the social order in focus and have certainly 
assisted me in establishing my zone of identification with this site. In addition, my genuine interest 
in joining Rusmam meetings and becoming its active participant, grounded in my personal life 
situation (being a mother of two bilingual children and constantly looking for the ways to activate 
and support my children‟s competences in Russian language), did not only legitimize my 
involvement with Rusmam but it also helped me to become recognized by the other members as the 
full-fledged participant of this site.  
At the same time I engaged with another site identified in the previous section – a computer-
mediated social space “Rusforum”
10
. Having registered as a user of the website, I began to carry out 
the analysis of its content and functioning  focusing on multisemiotic elements  of hypertext 
construction in a way outlined in Chapter 3 of the thesis. As well as this, I became involved in a 
number of forum‟s discussions, in which I found myself personally interested and which I felt 
competent enough to participate in. Below I shall describe the participatory and research activities 
through which I proceeded with my ethnography of transnational networking practices navigating 
between and beyond the identified sites of actors‟ engagement, following semiotic and discursive 
traversals through which they organize their everyday practices and which mediate transnational 
networking. In addition, I shall account for how in this process I continued to circumference my 
analysis building up the data archive and triangulating those elements of it on which I would focus 
in the main analytical round presented in Chapter 7 of this thesis. 
 
                                                          
10
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?> 
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III.1.  Rusforum 
 
Rusforum represents a computer-mediated social space with an open access. This implies that 
absolute majority of the forum‟s functions are available to any Internet user without any registration 
requirements, i.e. reading, publishing (commenting, creating of topics, replying and quoting), 
search, etc. can be accomplished without login and password information. Acquiring registration 
provides the user with a few additional operational options, such as: auto-comment (generating an 
automatic reply by using the function buttons, e.g.:  “complain”, “thank”), access to a “private box” 
for private one-to-one communication, access to a chat room “fludilka
11
”, access to a floating 
window of an advanced help function “helper”, etc. As mentioned above, to become a full-fledged 
participant of the site in focus, I chose to acquire a registration on the forum (i.e. a nickname, a 
login and a password), however, due to the ethical considerations, I shall limit my analysis to those 
elements of the forum that are open for unregistered access (this and other aspects of realising 
ethical responsibilities and ensuring participants privacy in relation to research of computer-
mediated interaction will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6 of the thesis).  
Rusforum emerged on the web six years ago. As current statistics of the forum report, there are 
9.421 registered users and 291.045 posts generated across 5 main forums -  “Information”, “Serious 
Forums”, “Free Forums”, “Thematic Forums” and “Service Forums” - encompassing the total of 26 
sub-forums, within which approximately 40.000 discussion topics have been created since 
Rusforum was launched. The forum is governed by five administration members: one administrator 
and four moderators – the users of the forum volunteered, encouraged by the other users or 
appointed by the administrator.  The interaction on Rusforum is thus monitored, controlled and 
regulated by the moderators, each of them responsible for particular subforums, and disciplined 
through a behavioural code that includes a set of rules, which for instance, prohibit flame, flood and 
spam, and a set of corrective measures applied to the users who break the rules, such as system of 
warnings and bans. Actions of the forum‟s administration can be discussed, negotiated and objected 
to in the allocated interaction space referred to as “The Centre of Users‟ Support”. Users‟ profiles 
include the following options: nickname, avatar, gender, date of birth, country, place of living, 
interests, registration date, number of comments, e-mail address and other contact information, out 
of which only a nickname is required, while the rest is optional information, which can also be 
                                                          
11
 “Fludilka” – “флудилка” (Russian), from the English “flood” 
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hidden in the „open access‟ mode. Other resources of identity construction within the social space of 
Rusforum include a signature line, which becomes attached to all of the posts generated by a 
particular user and, therefore, together with a nickname can serve as an identity marker, as well as 
the “mood” option, which signals a particular attitude and emotional state and which functions as a 
discursive equivalent of non-verbal behaviour, such as facial expression, gestures, gaze, etc., 
unavailable in computer-mediated interaction.  In addition, the users of Rusforum are assigned 
markers of their status within the social space in focus (such as “guest”, “VIP”, “user”, “inhabitant”, 
etc.) generated automatically on the basis of two criteria of their participation – the time during 
which they have been registered on the forum and their interactional activity (measured by the 
number of generated posts). Image 19 represents an example of the user‟s profile field as it appears 
in a post frame of a discussion topic (personal information, such as a nickname and registration date 
is blocked in the image due to the concerns for the participant‟s privacy). 
Figure 6 
 
As discussed in the previous chapter of the thesis, Hypermedia affords exceptionally rich and 
increasingly evolving resources for meaning production and for organizing social interaction in 
ways that both link together established semiotic means and forms or modality and generate new 
”Guest” 
”Mood:  Loving” 
 
”Group: VIP 
  Country 
  Registration: 
Messages: 1.544 
Place of registration: Denmark 
Thank you was said: 51 time(s)” 
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semiotic fields and formats of social interaction. Rusforum, as one of the social spaces powered by 
Internet and supported by Hypermedia, represent the site of actors‟ engagement, within which 
social interaction becomes organized through traversing which the actors carry out across multiple 
conversational sequences, discourses and modalities, back and forward in time and in space. This 
matrilineal, non-sequential, inter-semiotic mode of social interaction is enabled within the 
framework of the site in focus by a number of organizational functions and layout features. These 
features include, for instance, citation function realized through the “cite” button in the commenting 
field of each post and post number marking each post both numerically and through automatically 
generated direct hyperlink. The aforementioned functions allow the forum‟s participants to navigate 
through, construct and maintain numerous conversational sequences (see Figure 7) generating 
conversational pairs that are dispersed both in time (often for weeks and months) and in space 
(interrupted by and intertwined with other conversational sequences within the same discussion 
topic or/and across multiple topics and subforums).  
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Figure 7: Multi-sequential Conversational Organization in Computer-Mediated Interaction on 
Rusforum12, Appendix III.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
12
  
CP – Conversational Pair 
CP 1: CITATION 1 ( PARTICIPANT 1) 
CP 1: CITATION 2 (PARTICIPANT 2) 
 
CP 2: CITATION 1 (PARTICIPANT 3) 
 
CP 3: CITATION 1 (PARTICIPANT 4) 
 
CP 4: CITATION 1 (PARTICIPANT 3) 
 
CP 3: REPLY 1 
 
CP 2: REPLY 1 
 
CP 1: REPLY 1 
 
CP 4: REPLY 1 
 
CP 5: CITATION 1 (PARTICIPANT 3) 
 
CP 5: REPLY 1 
 
CP 6: CITATION 1 
(PARTICIPANT 5) 
 
CP 6: REPLY 1 
 
CP 7: CITATION 1 
(PARTICIPANT 6) 
 
CP 7: REPLY 1 
 
CP 5: CITATION 2 (PARTICIPANT 4) 
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As Figure 7 illustrates, participants of Rusforum extensively employ these functions to produce 
compound messages that allow them to be engaged simultaneously with multiple conversational 
events and multiple interaction withs (the post above includes 9 citations, through which the authors 
produces seven conversational turns distributed across six interaction orders). The making of these 
interaction orders is also supported by other functions of the forum, such as “lichka
13
” or “private 
box” and a possibility to become friends with other participants, which fixes particular interaction 
orders by providing its members with an opportunity to leave personal comments on each other‟s 
profile, notifying them about each other‟s presence in the forum, etc.  
Whether the aforementioned interaction orders are marked and made durable through such 
“friendship” function or whether the interaction withs emerge in the context of a particular 
discussion topic or only for as long as a particular conversational sequence lasts, they are not 
limited to the social space of Rusforum. The on-going traversing between diverse computer-
mediated and co-present sites of engagement through which the actors organize their interaction is 
visible both in explicit elements of the functioning of the forum, such as sub-forum “Meeting and 
Hanging Out” with the fluctuating number of topics (10-15) devoted to the planning and discussion 
of various face-to-face social events (parties, religious events, sport events, playgroups for children, 
etc.). As well as this, it is made evident through more subtle discursive references that regularly 
emerge in the actors‟ interaction, such as sudden shifts in the form of address – when in the course 
of a conversation the usage of a nickname, as a normative form of address, becomes substituted by 
the usage of a first name (unavailable in the participant‟s profile) indicating that the participants 
involved share experiences outside the current interactional context, or numerous allusions to these 
experiences, for instance reminders to upload the photographs from the “last get-together”,  
exchange of opinions about the concerts, religious services, sport events, which have been attended 
together, etc.  Similarly, the actions that circulate through this site of actors‟ engagement as well as 
the practices that these actions mediate are neither unique formats of engagement exclusive to “on-
line” spaces nor mere extensions of “off-line” acts and activities. The ways in which the actors 
organize their lives are not split by the on-line/off-line divide but are carried out at the interface 
between multiple sites of engagements that rely on multiple meditational resources some of them 
involving technology others not. By organizing their practices across these sites, the actors link 
                                                          
13
 Lichka” - “личка” (Russian), from Russian “личный” – “private” (English) 
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them in a way that makes the on-line/off-line distinction inadequate. This becomes evident in 
relation to the nexus of practice that is the focus of my investigation.  
Already in the first superficial browsing through Rusforum, I came across a number of references to 
the other site of actors‟ engagement that I identified through the earlier steps of my ethnographic 
work - Rusmam. Discussion themes related to children dominate the majority of forum‟s topics. 
Besides the sub-forum “Home and Family” specifically allocated to the conversations about 
“parents and children”, the issues of child-rearing penetrate the interaction in each and every other 
discussion room, whether it is thematically marked as “Linguistic”, “Spiritual”, “Sport” or 
“Automobile”. It is in the course of these numerous conversations that I could trace the emergence 
of Rusmam – first, as single remarks made by different participants in different topics about the 
everyday challenges (linguistic, pedagogical, bureaucratic, etc.), which they tackle in raising their 
children, later, as conversational sequences within which the actors articulated the need in what they 
referred to as “groups” and “meetings” for the “Russian-Danish”, “Russian-speaking” or “Russian-
understanding” children and their parents. Having searched the forum for these discussions and 
having traced their developments across diverse topics, I have detected that in the course of three-
four months the aforementioned abstract remarks and short conversational exchanges had turned 
into the discussion topics within which the possibility of constructing a social place or social places 
for such “meetings” became more and more concrete. This is visible not only in the fact that the 
conversations began to involve suggestions about temporal, placial and organizational arrangements 
through which these meetings could be realized and made regular but also in the shift in the 
discursive labels, which the participants used to refer to the meetings: the references to “the idea” 
and “the initiative” became gradually substituted by the allusions to “the group”, which in 2007 was 
specified as “Russian-speaking mothers group in Aalborg and places nearby”.  
Thus, the sites, which in the actors‟ descriptions registered during the previous scene surveys 
(Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 157) appeared to be separated both placially and meditationally, turned 
out to be closely intertwined through the nexus of actors‟ practices: discursive and social acts and 
actions that enable these practices and concerns, which drive and bring these practices into being. 
As identified above, the practices and discourses, which form and sustain the link between the 
Rusforum and Rusmam to a large extent involve the matters of child-care and child-upbringing. By 
following analytically how these matters are being discursively approached by the actors in the 
course of diverse discussions (such as “Our babies”, “Mothers to be”, “And again about 
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kindergardens., Please tell all the details!”, “What are you having for dinner/supper?”, etc.) I have 
identified that for the actors, doing being a parent very much involves ongoing movement between 
diverse categories and memberships, which they carry out as they engage in the routine and banal 
acts of which everyday live is composed (such as feeding and dressing their children, choosing a 
school or a child-care institution, celebrating holidays, etc.).  
Moreover, I have established that while these memberships frequently become discursively 
positioned as “our” and “their” (which implies presence of two fixed sets of meanings, norms and 
modes of doing), those practices, aspects of realities, discourses and materialities of which these 
categories are made up and how the actors shift between and intertwine them transgress this binary 
national distinction.  As the excerpts below demonstrate, the categories, which the actors make 
relevant are not solid, fixed and impenetrable. Rather, they are compound “lists of items that 
persons know in common” (Sacks, 1992, p. 82) and that are being constantly negotiated and re-
negotiated.  The excerpts illustrate how this is done in the course of one conversational sequence 
devoted to the discussion of kindergartens in Denmark
14
. The discussion is originated in the topic 
“And again about kindergartens., Please tell all the details!”. The author of the topic asks the other 
participants: 
Excerpt 1 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
14
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=16476&st=40>, see Appendix III.3 
How are the things there, in the kindergartens? Are there children-foreigners?  How are 
children getting used to the language and stuff? 
How are the kindergartens different from ours? How are children being taken care of? 
How much time do they spend outside? What are they being taught? Where do they go? 
Do they sleep? How many children are there in the group? 
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In the message above the author introduces three categories significant to the aforementioned aspect 
of doing being a parent: the category „our‟ (“How are the kindergartens different from ours”), the 
category of „they‟ or „their‟, which is not directly named in the post but which is implied through 
listing of all the points on which (their) system of institutional child-care could be different from the 
“ours” (such as language, daily routines, social and physical conditions, pedagogical approach and 
those knowledges that  children would acquire) as well as the category of „foreigners‟ (“children-
foreigners”), which is made relevant but which remains ambiguous with regard to how the author 
relates to this category.  
This ambiguity is picked up by another participant who in the next conversational turn confronts the 
author of the previous comment regarding this ambiguity by inserting into the utterance (somewhat 
sarcastically) “by the way” and then assigning both him/herself and the other participant to the 
category of „foreigners‟ (“There are many foreigners, we, by the way, are also foreigners”). 
Excerpt 2 
 
 
 
 
 
Thus, in the conversational pair above the actors negotiate what the category of „our‟ means – 
whether it implies being different from „their‟ in a way that is unique to the Danish-Russian 
transnational context („our‟) or being different from „their‟ in multiple ways („foreign”). The next 
conversational turn (Excerpt 3) keeps nuanciating this binary distinction adding another category- 
„bilingual‟ (“my bilingual children”, “there are five bilingual children in our group”), which is 
grounded not in the notion of nationality but in belonging to  a particular linguistic system and 
which, as opposed to previously discussed discursive construction of „our‟ and „foreign,‟ is not 
My two oldest children have been going to the kindergarten for two months now. Like it 
very much. Learning the language, in general no problems somehow. 
Went to the zoo for instance not long time ago, somewhere else. 
There are many foreigners, we, by the way, are also foreigners.  
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defined as completely „different from their‟ (meaning Danish) but as an intermediate category 
positioned between „foreigner‟ and „pure Danish‟. As the participant‟s inscription demonstrates, this 
positioning takes places not only through discursive production that happens in the conversational 
context in focus but also in the interaction outside the current computer-mediated site – during the 
authors conversations with the kindergarten‟s teachers.  
Excerpt 3 
 
 
 
 
 
While the aforementioned discursive descriptions (Excerpts 1-3) operate with the essentialized 
notion of “pure” and fixed nationalities from which one can be more and less in one or in many 
ways different, the comments below illustrate how the actors make visible and address the 
arbitrariness and ambivalence of these categories. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There were no problems with language, until we started in the kindergarten, we spoke and 
understood Russian better than Danish, during one month  both language competences 
became the same, then Danish came clearly to dominate, now both languages are 
approximately the same, in the kindergarten there was language testing and the teacher 
said that my bilingual children are no worse than “pure Danish”, there are five bilingual 
children in our group, there receive some extra teaching from time to time, learning poems, 
etc.  
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Excerpt 4 
 
 
 
Excerpt 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Excerpt 4 (representing the comment posted within the same discussion topic
15
), one of the 
forum‟s participants links the concerns in relation to child-upbringing that are shared within the 
framework of this conversational context to the diversity and difference of the normative regimes 
with which the actors deal in the course of their lives. While in Excerpt 5 (also in the same 
discussion), the participants highlight that the multiplicity of these regimes and possible 
discrepancies between them are grounded not only in the national memberships but also in the 
                                                          
15
 “And again about kindergartens., Please tell all the details!”, see Appendix III.3 
Nobody is panicking, it‟s just that we came out of a different system, with different 
understanding about what is right.  
Regarding what the ladies of the post-Soviet space are used…personally I haven‟t 
spent a day in the Soviet kindergarten and wouldn‟t have sent my child there (even) 
if it was in Moscow. […] 
And how do you know about the myths of kindergarten in RF, if you haven‟t been 
there yourself and haven‟t‟ sent your children there? I was there and my younger 
brother was there and my own…and whole bunch of friends there, so I have 
something to compare with… 
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diversity of other aspects of life-time experiences. For instance, what categorisations the pronoun 
„our‟ implies in relation to such aspect of child-rearing as kindergarten system is not identical 
across the actors‟ accounts because the actors‟ experiences of this system vary in time (Soviet, Post-
Soviet or RF
16
) and in character (whether they are acquired through narratives or “myths” or first-
hand, whether they are made of one perspective and one form of practice, such as attending 
kindergarten, or of multiple perspectives and practices, such as attending kindergarten, taking your 
younger brother and your children there, hearing accounts of friends and family members, etc.). 
That is – the complexity of categorizations made by the participants is anchored in the diversity of 
category-bound activities (Sacks, 1992), which they invoke and involve in the production of these 
categorizations. Moreover, at it becomes visible in Excerpt 5 the lists of experiences and segments 
of realities, which become negotiated in relation to the making of seemingly national categories of 
„our‟, „foreigner‟, Danish, etc., involve the aspects of identity, which are not nationality-bound, 
such as social status, which one of the participants makes relevant through the discursive reference 
to Moscow “(even) if it was in Moscow” as a token of higher economic and social position (see 
Excerpt 5).   
Similarly Excerpts 6-8 demonstrate how the actors construct and traverse across these loose 
categories and how in the process of negotiating the meanings assigned to these categories they 
challenge each other making transparent their shifting, arbitrary character. In Excerpt 6, one of the 
participants moves away from the „our –their‟ binary framed in terms of Russianness and 
Danishness by extending one of the sides of this dichotomy from national „Danish‟ to transnational 
„Scandinavian‟(“Scandinavian youngsters”).  
Excerpt 6 
 
 
 
                                                          
16
 Russian Federation 
[…] Scandinavian youngsters  have some of the highest reports of ”satisfaction” 
with kindergarten/school in general, you can look at the statistic on the internet – 
so … and yes, it all depends on the parents of course – to develop and to 
entertain, which I believe to be rather logical, IMHO 
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In the following comments this category becomes confirmed by being transferred onto the 
description of another experience, attributed to another identity dimension – doing being a mother 
(“Scandinavian maman”) – where usage of the discursive label “maman” conveyed through 
transliteration of the French equivalent produces a sarcastic effect. 
Excerpt 7 
 
 
 
 
 
However, already in the next post (Excerpt 8), this brief stabilization of the category becomes 
disrupted (by the demands made by one of the participants not to “generalize about Scandinavian 
children”) and the category itself becomes split up again into national memberships (ironically, it 
also happens through the construction of a generalization, now involving Swedish children: 
“Swedish children in fact don‟t throw tantrums in public”).  
 
 
 
 
 
[Citation]: …Scandinavian maman, as a rule, reminds of a general secretary, in her 
calmness, consistency and ability to switch off child‟s screams 
Particularly satisfied smile ”Scandinavian maman” has when she is watching her 
child having a tantrum, it is as disturbing as horror movies 
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Excerpt 8 
 
 
 
 
 
The categorical work, illustrated in the analysis above, is also visible in relation to another set of 
discourses, which circulate across a large share of Rusforum‟s discussion and which I also 
indentified in the course of the previous scene surveys – prandial discourses. Just at the issues of 
child-care, matters related to food and the acts and routines that are associated with it are debated 
across numerous topics, both explicitly allocated for food-related discussions (such as “What are 
you having for dinner/supper?”, “Tea, coffee, wanna dance”, “Danish sandwiches”, “Red caviar”, 
“Tableware”, etc.”) and within conversational frameworks, which are not thematically marked as 
prandial and within which food-related discourses become intertwined with the discourses of child-
care, health, economic relations, travel, etc. Just as in the case of child-care discourses, the 
construction of prandial discourses involves on-going and dynamic categorizing of realities 
connected to food-related practices.  
One of the participants in the discussion topic “What are you having for dinner/supper?”
17
 
commented: “ “In our family the national border goes through the refrigerator". This analytical 
observation made by the participant both summons and confirms the argument, which I make both 
theoretically and analytically throughout the research project and which resides in fact that 
                                                          
17
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=4795>, Appendix III.4 
[Citation]: […] And please don‟t generalize about Scandinavian children, Swedish 
children in fact don‟t through tantrums in public. 
And I don‟t generalize Scandinavian children, I have said a word about Swedish by 
the way… 
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transnational living is organized not through an independent set of practices disattached from the 
other aspects of actors‟ engagement but through banal acts and activities anchored in the concerns 
of their everyday lives. As discussed in Chapter 2 of the thesis, in making this argument, I challenge 
the early, conventional conceptualizations of transnationality as “trans-statal” (Kearney, 1995, p. 
548) abstractly-defined flows of humans, materialities and capital that take place at the segregated 
scales of political and personal, global and local, macro and micro or as a perpetual movement 
between two sets of „national‟ – „home‟ and „host‟, „here‟ and „there‟ (Basch, Schiller, & Blanc, 
1994; King A. , 1997; Portes, Guarnizo, & Landolt, 1999; Guarnizo & Smith, 2006). In contrast to 
the aforementioned perception on transnational mobility preoccupied with isolating and splitting up 
transnational experiences, within the framework of my project, I introduce the concepts of 
transnational networking and transdiscursivity to highlight conceptually and to examine analytically 
complex, dense and dynamic interconnecting between multiple categories, memberships and 
practices that mediate transnational living.    
As I followed multiple conversational sequences focusing on the food-related matters and the 
construction of prandial discourse within these conversations, I came across many critical insights 
into the logics of transnational living produced by the actors. Similarly to the comment mentioned 
above, these insights generate multiple and diverse discursive associations between prandial 
practices and transnational mobility. The excerpts below illustrate one of such association, which 
have been made and made relevant so frequently that it became recognizable and reproducible. This 
association involves tvorog
18
 - a dairy product popular in Russia. From the very first days of 
Rusforum‟s existence, its discussions were flooded with the inquiries about this product, advices 
about the places where it could be bought, discussions of its Danish, German, French, Italian and 
Greek equivalents, suggestion with regard to how it could be produced, etc. By the time I entered 
the forum, the aforementioned conversational themes had been circulating across its topics long 
enough to stabilize „tovorog‟ as a recognizable discursive token of migrational experiences in 
general and the concerns of the “newcomers” in particular (and, possibly, as an act of “trolling”
19
 
producing a disruption in the site).  
Excerpts below are extracted from one of the conversational contexts within which this 
aforementioned discursive role of the food product becomes visible. The topic is initiated by one of 
                                                          
18
 “Tvorog” (from Russian “творог”) – Russian dairy product, somewhat similar to cottage cheese 
19
 “trolling” (Internet jargon) – a provocative act (such as posting off-topic,  inflammatory  or spam-containing 
messages), which disrupts interaction in computer-mediated social spaces (such as forums, chat rooms, blogs, etc.) 
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the Rusforum‟s participants who, as she puts it, “Being with a child began to crave” tvorog and who 
inquires in the topic title: “Were can I buy tvorog in Copenhagen?”, Those who know, please, 
answer me”
20
. Some of the responses generated by this call are presented below: 
Excerpt 9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Excerpt 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
20
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=21170&hl>, Appendix.III.5 
You can buy it in any Russian/Polish shop or make it yourself 
[NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT], forum is down in convulsions, you can‟t even imagine 
how bad the convulsions are.  
Countless topics are devoted to tvorog. Moreover, those topics not devoted to tvorog come 
down to it anyway. 
 Try to search the forum for this word    
[…] whatever you, don‟t search to forum for the word  “tvorog”!!! 
You may not read ALL that in your condition! 
But to be serious, you really need to eat tvorog!!! 
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Excerpt 11 
 
Excerpt 12 
 
 
 
The excerpts above demonstrate the actors‟ awareness in the aforementioned association between 
prandial practices and mobile living, i.e. in fact that organizing transnational living often involves 
re-organizing the established and familiar connections between material agencies (food products, 
raw ingredients), acts and actions associated with these materialities and cultural, social and 
ideational regimes that regulate how these associations become enacted. Furthermore, these 
excerpts make visible the knowledge that the actors share with regard to the discursive role assigned 
to „tvorog‟ in the construction of the associations in focus. The sharing of this knowledge becomes 
conveyed in the interactional segments presented above through a number of humorous and 
sarcastic remarks that exaggerate the commonality of the inquiry that topic‟s author is making and 
commonsensical character of the knowledge, which is sought by this inquiry. For instance, in the 
Excerpts 9 and 10, the participants of the discussion in focus make two successive humorous 
comments in response to the author‟s initiation of the conversational theme about tvorog. The first 
comment (Excerpt 9) anticipates the intense reaction from the other participants of the forum 
(“forum is down in convulsions, you can‟t even imagine how bad the convulsions are”) whose 
engagement in the interaction site in focus is routinized enough to enable them to know that 
“countless topics are devoted to tvorog. Moreover, those topics not devoted to tvorog come down to 
Somebody shoot me, quick ))))))))))))) 
I have been suggesting for a long time to move the topics about 
tvorog, buckwheat, etc up, to the permanent ones  ))))). 
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it anyway”. In the Excerpt 10, another participant follows the humorous tone set up by the previous 
conversational line by alluding to the commonsensical understanding that pregnant women should 
avoid disturbing, intense experiences, such as “ALL that” written about tvorog on Rusforum. The 
extreme character of whatever is written becomes emphasized through capitalization of the 
collective pronoun “all”, which within the framework of computer-mediated interaction is 
equivalent to the accentuation achieved in co-present interactional contexts, e.g. through the 
increased or rising pitch tone.  In excerpt 11, the aforementioned overstatement of the banality and 
predictability of inquiries about tvorog acquires sarcastic undertones realized through the 
combination of verbal (”somebody shoot me, quick”) and visual semiotic resources (usage of 
multiple closing parenthesis to accomplish graphically the act of smiling or laughing). Similarly, in 
the Excerpt 12, the participant relies on both written and visual modalities in her suggestion “to 
move the topics about tvorog, buckwheat, etc up, to the permanent ones”. In making this suggestion 
the author of the post refers to such an aspect of forum‟s organization as the possibility to place the 
topics discussing the most frequently addressed issues (often containing practical information about 
immigration laws, guidelines to doing the necessary paperwork, regulations regarding financial 
support, etc) on top of the list of sub-forums, graphically separated in the webpage layout by a 
horizontal bar. Topics that are placed in this frame are not deleted, archived or moved up and down 
the list in accordance with the current number of visits and posts as the rest of the topics but saved 
as an informational resource. The positioning of the conversations about tvorog as a permanent 
informational resource would equalize them in terms of their significance with such matters as 
contact information to the legal offices, lists of documents necessary for visa and residency 
applications, references to the laws concerning employment, etc. It is the realization that something 
as trivial as a dairy product appears to be at least as significant to the organization of migrant and 
transnational living as legislative systems generated to regulate this living, is what adds a humorous 
note to the suggestion made in the conversational line in focus and marked by the usage of 
“smiling” emoticon combined with multiple closing parenthesis.  
While the analysis above demonstrates the actors‟ awareness of the association between prandial 
practices and transnational living (also emphasized by multiple automatic “thank you” replies to 
each of the aforementioned comments as a way of asserting the argument made in the comments), 
what seems to remain unexamined in the actors‟ interaction are the categorizations produced along 
with the discursive construction of the association in focus. In making relevant a particular aspect of 
prandial practices the actors often assign this aspect (a product, place, meaning or action) to a 
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certain category. Just as in the construction of child-rearing discourses, interactional categorization 
practices carried out through the associations with food-related discourses rely on the usage of 
linguistic pro-forms, such as personal pronouns (for instance, “our shop” “our food” “our products” 
“our civilization”, “our thematics” (“the shop department with our thematics”). While the 
continuous and unchallenged use of this particular categorization format implies the shared 
understanding of what “our” means, the preliminary analysis of actors‟ interaction on Rusforum 
demonstrated that categorizations discursively marked through the use of “our” become assigned a 
wide range of meanings that rely on both national and transnational attachments.  For instance, such 
categorization as “our shop” in the topic titles becomes discursively constructed is explicitly 
national terms (“Russian shops in Denmark, addresses”). However, those experiences, which the 
actors describe and those places that they list within the framework of these topics transgress the 
binary Danish-Russian associations. For instance, the suggestion of one of the forum‟s participants 
to collect all the information about “Russian shops” in Denmark in one topic, has produced such a 
response
21
: 
Excerpt 13 
 
 
 
This conversational exchange illustrates the extensiveness and diversity of the connections through 
which the categories are constructed as well as demonstrating how in the course of discursive 
practices the actors employ one set of transnational connections (Polish or Serbian-Yugoslavian 
shops in Denmark or in Germany) to construct another transnational association (“Russian shop in 
Denmark”) or to maintain national attachment at a distance (doing being Russian outside Russian 
state borders by reproducing familiar prandial practices).    
As the above analytical segments demonstrate, in articulation of the concerns around which the 
actors‟ everyday lives are organized (such as matters of child-upbringing and food-related issues) 
                                                          
21
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=11495&st=20&p=256839&#entry256839, Appendix III.6> 
I like Polish shop on Åbulevarden, they have both salted cucumbers, and tvorog, and so 
on. Plus, Serbian-Yugoslavian in Jagtvej! Very good dough! 
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and in discursive construction and negotiation of the normative regimes (sets of meanings and 
formats of doings) involved in this organization, the actors engage in ongoing movement between 
and across multiple categorizations of those aspects of realities with which these concerns are 
associated (such as institutional child-care systems or commercial and economic arrangements). 
However, this movement is carried out not between segregated and fixed national binaries in 
relation to which transnational living is conventionally construed, but between and across numerous 
meanings, symbols, discursive constructions, materialities, experiences and accounts, which are 
listed under these categories and which involve points of references, actions and aspects of realities 
that might or might not be connected to national memberships. Moreover, in the course of social 
interaction the actors constantly negotiate and re-negotiate these lists, thereby, formulating and re-
formulating the aforementioned national categories as well as constructing new ways of 
categorizing realities and new ways of relating to these categories, which transgress paradigms of 
banal nationalism and transnationalism.  
Ethnographic and analytical work through which I arrived at the aforementioned preliminary 
inferences and through which I was registering interaction produced by the actors within the 
computer-mediated site in focus, was carried out in close connection with my research and 
participatory activity within other sites of actors‟ engagement, such as Rusmam.  As the next 
section illustrates, many of the analytical observations made in relation to Rusforum refer to the 
social and discursive mechanisms of actors‟ practices and to the aspects of transnational networking 
mediated by these practices, which were also identifiable in the descriptions and materials that I was 
registering within the other sites. It is by following the actors and their discursive and social 
engagements across these semiotically diverse sties and by moving between multiple analytical 
segments based on the data collected within these sites that I was triangulating the analytical focus 
of my examination. That is, I was identifying those aspects of actors‟ interaction (such as 
categorizational work, construction of prandial and child-care discourses, interdiscursivity, etc.) and 
selecting those data segments (discussion topics on Rusforum, conversational sequences that took 
place within Rusmam events, etc.), which later in my research project I began to pull out from my 
data archive (which I was assembling while navigating the nexus of practice in a way described in 
this chapter), for further analytical exploration carried out in Chapter 7 of this thesis.  
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III.2.  Rusmam/the Russian School 
 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, during the previous ethnographic steps, I have laid the 
groundwork for the process of establishing my zone identification with another site of actors‟ 
engagement, Rusmam. Prior to my participation in Rusmam activities I had met some of its 
members and many of the actors who took part in Rusmam meetings at that time were aware of 
both my personal and research interests in this network. Due to this groundwork, even during my 
first participation in a Rusmam meeting, I was able to use all the variety of recording means for 
registering the interaction that took place within the framework of this meeting: such as a digital 
audio-recorder, video- and photo-cameras as well as the taking of fieldnotes. Having said that, I 
should also emphasize that while entering the site of engagement in focus and acquiring an informal 
oral consent from the network members present at the meetings was a relatively short and largely 
unproblematic process, achieving recognition of my personal and research engagement with the 
network and becoming its full-fledged participant was the task that required a large time 
investment, commitment and reflexivity on my part. During the first two-three months, my 
participation in the weekly Rusmam meeting very much involved discussing with the other 
members the scope of my project – my personal and academic motivations behind this project, 
concrete details of those actions and activities that I would be undertaking in relation to it, the 
possible effects of these activities on each and every participant involved, parameters and formats 
of this involvement, etc. Through such systematic attention to these multiple aspects of my 
participation in the network in focus and through on-going revisiting and re-negotiation of the 
boundaries and modes of this participation and its impact on the other members, in the course of the 
first six months of my ethnographic work within the site, I had acquired the formal consent form the 
actors involved in my ethnography and had become a knowledgeable and confident participant in a 
number of interaction orders that form this site (see Chapter 6 for the detailed discussion of the 
ethical concerns and considerations in relation to the aforementioned aspect of my ethnographic 
work).  
In addition, In the course of these six months, my engagement in Rusmam events, formed by 
merging ethnographic and participatory activities, became regular and routinized in a way that 
seemed to be accepted by the other participants and that soon stabilized as a normalized, “invisible” 
aspect of interaction that took place in these events (in Chapter 6 of the thesis I address further this 
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change in the character of my participatory and research presence at the site and the ethical aspect 
of this change). In the course of the next two years, I proceeded with this ethnographic and 
participatory routine, which involved planning, organizing and participation in such events that took 
place within this site, such as:  
 meetings of the play group and, later, of the “Russian school” (approx. every second 
weekend) 
Image 19: Rusmam, September 7, 2008 
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 “without children get-togethers” 
Image 20: Rusmam, September 6, 2008 
 
 
 holiday celebrations (Christmas, Easter, New Year parties) 
Image 21: The Russian School, “Winter Concert”, January 1, 2010 
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 picnics and fieldtrips (to the Zoo, to the local farms, to the playground, etc.) 
 
Image 22: Rusmam, August 23, 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  concerts and performances (for instance, the performances of the “Paramon” theater-group 
from St. Petersburg, which stage children plays acted in Danish and rooted in both Russian 
and Danish literature and music cultural tradition). 
 
As the images above illustrate, the interaction, which took place within the framework of these 
Image 23: “Paramon”, March 29, 2009 
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events, was framed by diverse practices, private and public spaces, multiple interaction orders, all of 
which effected how I recorded this interaction in the context of each event (i.e. the choice of 
technological means, semiotic formats, etc.). For instance the majority of the Rusmam and the 
Russian school meetings took place in the building of one of the public schools in Aalborg 
(Vejgaard school) or in the building of Vejgaard church (Aalborg). As a rule, on both locations the 
network activities took place in different rooms simultaneously (classrooms, playrooms, a 
gymnasium, a changing room, etc.), which meant that interaction taking place within the framework 
of these spaces was formed by orders, conversational contexts and actions that were often 
physically segregated. This obviously posed certain challenges in relation to registering such 
dispersed interaction moments. Striving to grasp as many of these moments as possible in order to 
capture as fully as possible the actors‟ practices constructed in and through these moments, shortly 
after I became engaged with the site in focus, I had settled into the routine of placing a video 
camera and an audio recorder in two different rooms or sides of the rooms where I could observe 
the interaction unfolding at that moment, while participating in and registering the third interaction 
context with the help of fieldnotes and video camera. In the course of each meeting, I usually 
redistributed this recording arrangement several times in order to follow the dynamics of interaction 
orders and conversational sequences.  
In the context of different events, I applied different tactics for registering my observations and 
actors‟ doings, suitable for a particular physical and social setting. For instance, at the concerts and 
plays, my ethnographic activities had to be more static, meaning that I was using only one recording 
device, such as a video camera, in a way that would not be disturbing to the actors and the rest of 
the audience. In contrast, in outside, public spaces, where I could distribute recording devices and 
where the quality of audio-recording was bound to be low, I had to follow the actors‟ interaction by 
moving across multiple interaction orders and physical places. In private spaces, on the other hand, 
my choice of recording tactics was affected, first and foremost, by the considerations with regard to 
the participants‟ privacy and acute realization that gaining the actors‟ trust and being let in into their 
personal lives entails a great responsibility to respect this trust and the privacy of these lives. For the 
organization of my ethnographic work this meant that at the interaction events, which took place, 
e.g. in the participants‟ homes, I refrained from using video-camera and some cases limited myself 
to taking fieldnotes and photos.      
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All the aforementioned ethical and pragmatic facets of the highly participant, long-term 
ethnography, which I have carried out within the framework of the site in focus, obviously had 
implications in relation to the data archive, which I was accumulating in the course of this 
ethnography. What this very concretely entails, is that not all of the acts and interaction events, in 
which I have participated and which I have observed in the course of the last two years were 
registered. It also means that those interaction moments, which were recorded, were documented 
and preserved through different technological means and different forms of modalities and, 
consequently with different level of detail and from different perspectives. Moreover, those 
conversational sequences and interaction orders, which I have observed or in which I have 
participated personally, might be also those, which I experienced more intensely and distinctly and 
which, therefore, I might be more predisposed to explore analytically than those of which I learnt 
after the interaction took place, e.g. by listening to the audio-recordings.  
Having said that, I believe it to be imperative to stress that while the critical account of the 
implications, which such pragmatic, technical or ethical moments of ethnography might have on the 
analytical aspect of the research, is crucial for building up the argument regarding its reliability, the 
aforementioned pragmatic, technological and ethical matters themselves are inevitable and inherent 
when the analysis relies on naturally occurring data, captured through the researcher‟s personal and 
active engagement with the data‟s sites of production.  Moreover, when, as in the case of my 
project, collecting this data involves following situated, mediated actions as they are being 
accomplished by the actors, the multiplicity of physical and semiotic fields is bound to create an 
archive, which is uneven, in terms of level of detail and semiotic format of the data segments of 
which it is comprised. However and as argued earlier, when made transparent, the implications 
discussed above do not undermine the validity or reliability of the research (this discussion will be 
continued in the next chapter of the thesis in relation to the formulating the strategies to 
representing multimodal, translated data).  
By carrying out ethnographic and participatory work outlined above, I was circumferencing the site 
of actors‟ engagement in focus, i.e. getting to know people that were involved with this site, 
mapping out those social attachments that they formed to it and those discursive constructions 
through which they articulated these attachments, learning about their historical bodies (life stories, 
values, concerns, etc.) and following their actions. What began to emerge out of these numerous 
and multimodal bits of material was a dynamic network formed by constantly shifting memberships 
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that varied greatly, in time, in intensity, in character and in motivations behind the engagement 
through which the actors sustained these memberships. As indicated by the discursive description, 
which the actors regularly used to refer to the network in focus, Rusmam (abbreviation from 
“Russian mamas”), most of the regular participants of this network‟s activities are women with 
children between the ages of 0-12. However, both men and women without children are also 
engaged with this site. Over the past two years, the number of members participating in 
Rusmam/the Russian school events has been fluctuating between 10 and 30 people. However, as it 
will be addressed below, the connections, which the actors construct to this site, are being 
constantly extended and compressed through the shifts in meditational and semiotic means that 
enable these connections, which entails that more precise quantitative description of the network‟s 
circumference is neither possible nor interesting within the framework of my examination. Much 
more significant, however, is to describe the quality of the aforementioned connections and their 
resemiotization that I followed in the course of my investigation.  
In the course of the two years during which I have proceeded with the active and close ethnographic 
and participatory involvement with the site in focus, I had a unique opportunity to follow how its 
social, physical, discursive and semiotic parameters were changing and how irregular and 
seemingly unconnected actions and activities of the actors, by which it was composed at fist, 
became assembled and networked together in a durable yet dynamic nexus of relations, which 
currently sustains this site. These transformations took place through multiple shifts in the semiotic 
regimes and mediational means enabling the interaction events and orders participating in the 
construction of the site in focus and the connections between them. Earlier in this section, I have 
already described the computer-mediated interaction within which Rusmam have emerged and the 
discursive shifts through which it began to transform from a few comments, dispersed over diverse 
discussion topics, into a growing assemblage of activities taking place across multiple co-present 
and computer-mediated contexts. Since I became involved with these activities and interaction 
orders in which they occurred, I observed and participated in another set of transformations, which 
have extended, intertwined and stabilized these social acts and contexts into what the actors refer to 
in their descriptions as the Russian school.  
As I was following the actors‟ interactions and actions, I was also tracing the making of this site of 
actors‟ engagement which started in the conversations of parents participating in Rusmam meetings. 
Within the framework of these conversations, the Russian school originated as an idea to add to the 
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playgroup meetings classes in Russian, music, theatre, gymnastics, etc. This initiative became 
relevant due the fact that many of the families that were joining Rusmam meetings at that time had 
children of school-age and were, therefore, interested in another set of activities than those, which 
had become regular in a playgroup and which mostly targeted toddlers. Shortly after the Russian 
school emerged as  a discursive subject in the aforementioned co-present interaction settings, it 
began to undergo multiple resemiotizations, first, by extending from the face-to-face semiotic space 
onto the technology-mediated temporarily and spatially dispersed telephone conversations and e-
mail exchanges (between Rusmam members, potential teachers, etc.) within which the actors 
proceeded with the discussions of physical, organizational, economic, pedagogical, etc. aspects of 
the Russian school in making., later, by a acquiring a material form of a hand-written announcement 
pinned-down on the wall of the “Russian” shop in Aalborg, by becoming recontextualized as on-
line announcement on the website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg
22
 and as a discussion 
topic on Rusforum
23
.  
The later shifts of modality moved the site in focus outside the limits of immediate proximity of the 
actors that have initiated it, opening up possibilities for new, dynamic, long-distance formats of 
relating to it and resemiotizing it as tangible and lasting inscriptions (computer-mediated 
discussions and announcements) that could be referred to, found through the search engines, stored 
in the archives of Rusforum etc. Thus, even prior to being registered at Aalborg Municipality, the 
Russian school in Aalborg had come to represent a complex network of connections that linked 
together a large number of human agencies (interested parents, curious participants of Rusforum, 
potential teachers etc.), whose attachments to the network were formed by semiotically diverse 
constantly changing connections, inscription devices (computer technologies, telephone etc.) as 
well as physical, social and discursive places (the “Russian” shop in Aalborg, Rusforum, Rusmam). 
Registration at the local municipality triggered another semiotic transformation of the Russian 
school turning it into a geo-political space with a new set of inscriptions now even more durable, 
tangible and accessible: such as, identification labels (name and registration number), address, 
telephone number etc. This transformation complicated once again the nexus of practices through 
which this specific site of actors‟ engagement was becoming assembled by adding to this nexus new 
material agencies (school, books, equipment), new sets of relations, such as institutional relations 
(with different municipal departments), new practices, such as economic practices (money 
                                                          
22
 <http://www.dkrus-aalborg.dk>, Appendix III.1 
23
< http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=14802>, Appendix III.7 
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exchange, payment of rental fee, payment of salaries to the teachers, paying taxes, etc), legal 
practices (registration of the Russian school as an organization) as well as new physical (Vejgaard 
school) and temporal (schedule, time-table) facets.  
All the aforementioned resemiotizations enabled the shifts in the interaction orders and actions, 
which were circulating through and sustaining the site in focus. One of the most remarkable shifts 
involved the change in the character of events and activities, which took place within this site. On 
the one hand these activities became more diverse, including, as described earlier in this section, 
cultural events (concerts, theatre plays), excursions, celebrations of religious holidays, etc. On the 
other hand, these activities as well as social interaction taking place within them became 
increasingly framed as a pedagogical and educational practice. This shift was explicitly marked in 
the discursive repertoire, which the actors employed in their descriptions in relation to the Russian 
school and which borrowed heavily into educational discourse (for instance, usage of such terms as 
“classes”, “homework”, “school break”, etc.). Another shift in the circumference of the site in focus 
involved the change in the interaction orders in which the actions circulating through the site took 
place. As the range of network activities was growing more diverse and as the connections between 
social and semiotic places involved in the network were growing more complicated and extended, 
the memberships enabling it were also becoming more extensive and varied. For instance, it became 
more and more customary for whole families (including extended families, such as visiting 
grandparents, etc.) to participate in the networks events rather than only mothers or, more rarely, 
fathers (as I observed it at the beginning of my engagement with the site). Moreover, more members 
without children became engaged with the site (tutors or potential teachers, Rusforum participants 
interested in the cultural events organized within the Russian school, etc.) 
The diversity of formats through which the aforementioned memberships are formed and sustained 
is anchored in the diversity of semiotic and meditational means on which the network in focus relies 
and which I have addressed above.  How each of the network‟s members construct their 
attachments to this site and how these attachments change over time depends on multiple details of 
their historical bodies, in the changes in living situations. As well as this, it reflects the shifts 
between diverse categories, which the actors enact as they engage in their everyday practices. These 
shifts, which I have already begun to mark in relation to actors‟ interaction on Rusforum, also 
become visible in the discursive descriptions collected within Rusmam/the Russian school. For 
instance, during one of the Rusmam meetings, while discussing where the next meeting should take 
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place, the participants describe how they experience the changes in the significance of doing being 
Russian at a distance: 
Transcript 2: Rusmam, September 7, 2008 
1. Nadia:             In the beginning people are ready to go and to travel far to get Russian     
2.                         food or to talk to people in a Russian cafe and then they visit the               
3.                         Russian shop often. Then you buy something only if you are there anyway.  
4. Z:                    In the beginning I was ready to travel to FREDERIKSHAVN to talk to  
5.                         Russians.. now I wouldn‟t go to Vrå.. it is too far away. 
6. T:                     I would go there if it was on my way to work..let‟s say instead of  
7.                            buying kiks24 I would buy sushki25. 
The transcript above demonstrates that enacting national belonging at a distance takes place though 
forming connections to the places, material products and discursive constructions that are explicitly 
marked as national , such as the “Russian” shop, the “Russian” cafe, “Russian” food. By shifting 
between generalizations (Lines 1-3) and descriptions of individual experiences (Lines 4-7), the 
actors produce a discursive account of how the ways in which these connections are formed change: 
become more or less significant (“I was ready to travel to FREDERIKSHAVN to talk to 
Russians..now I wouldn‟t go to Vrå it is too far away”, Lines 4-5), more or less intense and repeated 
(which in the interaction above becomes described as the shift between going to “Russian” shop on 
purpose and often “to get Russian food or to talk to people”, Lines 1-2, and going there because it is 
on the way, Lines 6-7). Interestingly, in the conversational context represented above, both 
intensification of associations to the national category of being Russian and disentanglement from 
this category is marked though the discursive references to prandial practices (see Figure 8).  
 
 
 
                                                          
24
 “kiks” – biscuits  (Danish) 
25
 “sushki” – type of hard biscuits (Russian) 
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Figure 8: Rusmam, September 7, 2008 
 
 
 
 
The significant role of prandial practices and prandial discourses for the ways in which the actors 
organize their everyday lives and their memberships, which I mapped out in the preliminary 
analytical examination of one of the conversational events captured in the course of my 
ethnographic work within Rusmam/the Russian school, illustrates the circulation of food-related 
discourses that I have already began to identify across diverse interaction events registered within 
Rusforum. Later in the thesis (Chapter 7), I shall continue to map out and unpack this circulation as 
well as the construction of interdiscursive and intersemiotic connections, which enables it. 
Apart from allowing me to mark the role of the prandial and child-rearing discourses in the actions 
and interactions, which the actors enacted within the site in focus, preliminary analysis of the 
materials that I was gathering also allowed me to map how these actions and interactions unfolded 
across this and other sites of the nexus of practice, which I was navigating. Earlier in this chapter, in 
relation to the making and re-making of Rusmam/the Russian school, I have already described how 
both the actions, which the actors carry out, and the interaction orders within which these actions 
(Lines 1-3) Nadia: In the beginning people are 
ready to go and to travel far to get Russian food 
or to talk to people in a "Russian" cafe and they 
visit "Russian" shop often.
(LInes 6-7) T: I would go there if it was on my 
way to work..let's say instead of buying kiks I 
would buy sushki
Members’ generalizations (constructed trough 
the usage of a collective pronoun “they” and 
pro-form word “people”):  
The significance of national belonging is 
emphasized through the significance (going 
“far”, visiting “often”) of prandial practices 
discursively marked as Russian (“Russian food”, 
“Russian cafe”, “Russian shop” . 
Individual experience (constructed from the 
first person perspective):   
Disattachment from a particular national 
category (doing being Russian) is discursively 
constructed through marking the practice of 
going to the “Russian” shop as solely the 
matter of practicality (“if it is on my way”) and 
through downgrading the significance of 
buying “Russian” food (“let’s say instead of 
buying kiks I would buy sushki”) 
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are being accomplished stretch across this co-present social space and computer-mediated site, 
Rusforum, thereby producing and reproducing the web of dense connections between the 
aforementioned sites. The discursive construction of these connections is visible in the registered 
conversational events in the multiple references to “the site”, which the actors make in describing 
the ways through which they organize multiple aspects of their everyday practices: such as finding 
the information about “Russian-Polish-all-sorts-of-different shops”
26
 in Denmark or in Germany or, 
when asked by the kindergarten teacher to cook a “national dish”
27
 for the children, attacking the 
questions of what dishes  are “national”, what “nationality” these dishes should be invoking (the 
one defined by the citizenship – Russian, place of birth – e.g. Kazahstan, or familial routines and 
customs – such as cooking Uzbek plov
28
 ) and more importantly, which of these “national dishes” 
would be apt for serving in one‟s child‟s kindergarten – i.e. “different” from the default nationality 
(Danish) enough to be considered “national” by not conflicting with what is considered “healthy”, 
“appropriate”, “not strange”, “normal” and “convenient” for serving small children in the child-care 
institutions in Denmark. I Chapter 7, I shall pick up and continue to examine this intersection of 
variously defined national and non-national categories and normative regimes and the ways in 
which the actors conflate and reproduce them in the course of their everyday practices and 
interactions, which I identified in navigating ethnographically and analytically the nexus of practice 
in focus. 
Another site of actors‟ engagement repeatedly made relevant in the course of interaction that I 
observed and participated within Rusforum and Rusmam/the Russian school is the so-called 
“Russian” shop in Aalborg. Many of the actors‟ actions and engagements‟ that I was able to trace in 
following this interaction involved this site, such as for instance, the making of the Russian school 
which I already addressed, in relation to which Rusmam participants placed the hand-written 
announcements of the Russian school meetings thereby mobilizing the “Russian” shop as the social 
place for organizing a particular aspect of their everyday lives and interactions. Furthermore, much 
of the categorizational work that I was able to mark was carried out in relation to this physical and 
symbolic site.  Transcript 2, discussed earlier in this section represents one of the examples of the 
ways in which this particular site becomes invoked by the actors in constructing such categories as 
being Russian and in orienting towards or/and away from this category. It is based on these 
                                                          
26
< http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=20555&hl>, Appendix III.8 
27
 < http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=14777&hl>, Appendix III.9 
28
 “plov” – “плов” (Russian) – a dish made of rice, vegetables and lamb.  
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ethnographic and analytical observations that I, in the summer of 2008, extended my research and 
participatory activities onto this site of actors‟ engagement.  
 
 III.3.  The “Russian” shop in Aalborg 
 
I began to engage with the site in focus in summer 2008 by browsing through many of the 
Rusforum‟s topics devoted to the discussion of “our”, “Russian”, “national” food and non-food 
products, the places where they could be bought, ways in which they could be produced, etc. as well 
as by talking to the Rusmam/the Russian school members about the shop, its owner, the products 
which could be bought there, etc and by searching the Internet for the contact information about the 
shop. In September 2008, I visited the shop and introduced myself to its owner. Just as in relation to 
Rusmam, in entering the site in focus I drew on the moments of my life history, such as my Russian 
background, as well as on my participation in the other sites significant to the actors‟ interaction, 
such as on my active engagement with Rusmam and Rusforum and the fact that I was familiar with 
many of the shop‟s customers. Framed by this personal context, my research interests in relation to 
this shop were met positively and even enthusiastically by its owner. In the course of the first 
meeting she took initiative in telling me about how the idea of the shop emerged and what it took to 
follow it through, about the products sold in the shop and people that buy them, etc., seeing my 
research activities as an opportunity to put into words, to share one of the important narratives of 
her life.  
My ethnographic work within this site was organized through three scene surveys conducted with, 
respectively, one and three weeks in between them and lasting between one and three hours. These 
surveys included a series of unstructured audio-recorded interviews with the owner of the shop, 
observations of her interaction with the customers and descriptions that she made in relation to the 
products sold in the shop recorded by taking fieldnotes, video-recording (video-camera and photo-
camera) of the physical space of the shop and of its assortment, collection of material items, such as 
a menu card and product labels. Through these surveys, I came to know many details of life history 
of Fatima who owns the shop and many stories connected to the social, communicative, financial, 
pragmatic, etc. aspects of the day-to-day actions and practices involved in running it.  It is through 
these details, minor and trivial, and these narratives, mundane and unremarkable, intertwined with 
my own observations that I was able to map the circumference of this site.  
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One of aspects of this circumference involved multiple and diverse categorizations through which 
this site was constructed in the discursive descriptions produced in relation to it, such as its name, 
“Sadko
29
”, a printed newspaper article published in one of the local newspapers in response to the 
opening of the shop  (“Smagen af Østeuropa” (Danish) – “The taste of Eastern Europe” (English), 
“Nordjyske Stiftiderne”, January 2007
30
) and the discussion on  Rusforum
31
. While some of these 
descriptions categorize the shop in strictly and explicitly national terms, such as the label “Russian 
shop” in the Rusforum discussion and the name of the shop, which alludes to Russian mythology, 
other descriptions invoke different formats of classing the contemporary realities. For instance, 
throughout the newspaper article, the shop is consistently referred to as Eastern European – a 
discursive label that draws on the membership paradigm that undermines national borders in favour 
of a new form of belonging and a new set of political and symbolic divides (European-Non-
European, Western European-Eastern European. Fatima‟s own accounts in relation to the shop 
involve even broader spectrum of categories and memberships. For instance, as a way of explaining 
her decision to open what she describes as the “Russian shop” or the “Russian cafe” and selling 
“Russian products” she refers to such aspects of her life story as being born in Turkmenistan, being 
raised in a family of an Iranian father and Uzbek mother and being an Estonian citizen, thereby 
constructing what doing being Russian is at the intersection between diverse points of reference, 
such as citizenship, place of birth, upbringing. None of which, taken separately and out of their 
historical context, justify the association to this particular national category that the actor seeks to 
produce, but which yet are made discursively to construct this category in a way that crosses the 
boundaries of national and cultural belonging. 
These ambivalence, density and dynamic character of categorizations, which the actors produce and 
on which the rely in constructing the social, physical and symbolic sites of their engagement and in 
organizing their associations with these sites and which I have now marked in relation to all the 
three sites across which my ethnography was organized, represents one of the aspects of the 
position from which I begin my analytical examination. In the following section, I shall go over the 
main points of this position, the way it was triangulated and the data archive on which it relies. 
 
                                                          
29
 “Sadko” – “Садко” (Russian) – the title and the character of Russian medieval epic.  
30
Link to the web version of the article:  
<http://www.aalborg.dk/dansk/shopping/Default.aspx?ctrl=1689&data=141%2C2212242%2C3194&count=1> (Danish 
version), Appendix III.10 
31
< http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=6046&hl>, Appendix III.11 
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IV. DATA ARCHIVE 
 
As described in the chapter and as illustrated in Figure 9, the ethnography of practice, which I have 
carried out within the framework of my research project, was organized around three sites of actors‟ 
engagement: the computer-mediated social place Rusforum, Rusmam/the Russian school and the 
“Russian” shop in Aalborg, Sadko. Through diverse, systematic and closely intertwined 
participatory and research activities, in the course of two years I have been following the actors and 
their engagements  across the aforementioned social, semiotic and physical sites circumferencing 
the nexus of interaction orders, discourses and actions, which enable those seemingly unremarkable 
and mundane practices that mediate transnational networking with which my research is concerned. 
As I was working at recognizing these social and interactional parameters of actors‟ engagements 
and discursive and semiotic connecting produced through them and as I was working at becoming 
recognized as the fully-fledged participant of these engagements, I was also identifying and 
following the circulation of the discourses, which the actors invoked in their interaction in relation 
to describing diverse aspects of their everyday lives and concerns.  As Figure 9 illustrates, these 
discourses include discourses of child-care and prandial discourses.   
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Figure 9 
 
 
 
As was discussed in Chapter 3 of the thesis, this work was carried out through the ongoing and 
multiple movements between ethnographic activities (such as observations, taking fieldnotes, audio-
recording, video-recording (video-camera, photo-camera), website analysis, unstructured 
interviewing) and preliminary analytical examinations of extensive, multisemiotic assemblage of 
materials that I was collecting through these ethnographic activities (such as oral co-present 
spontaneous group and one-on-one conversations; researcher‟s observations; goods, books, posters, 
menus and other objects displayed in the “Russian” shop, “Sadko”; food and non-food products 
brought by the members of Rusmam and the Russian school to their meetings; unstructured 
individual and group interviews with the members; written computer-mediated discussions on 
Rusforum; e-mail exchange between the members of the Russian school and Rusmam; images and 
icons on the website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, on Rusforum, on the products 
handled by the actors during the meetings in which I have participated, on the menu, books, posters 
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displayed in the “Russian” shop, “Sadko”, etc). These first probing analytical examinations, in 
which I employed the strategies of multimodal, socio-semiotic approach to analyzing social 
interaction developed in Chapter 3, such as membership-categorization device (Sacks, 1992; 
Silverman, 1998), conversational organization (members‟ generalizations and individual 
descriptions) (Scollon & Scollon, 2004), multimodal analysis (Kress, 2010), etc., allowed me to 
triangulate the analytical position of my investigation. That is, while I was navigating and 
circumferencing the nexus of practice, with which I became engaged, I was also marking the 
moments of social interaction (such as the construction of prandial and child-rearing discourses, 
categorical work, interdiscursivity), which the actors continuously mobilized in relation to diverse  
aspects of their everyday lives. It is these analytical observations that form the position from which 
I carry out the examination presented in Chapter 7 of the thesis, both by building up upon the 
analytical segments (and  data on which this analysis relies) illustrated in this chapter and by 
extending this analytical work onto new segments of the generated data archive and onto new 
analytical threads. Figure 10 encapsulates and illustrates the process of data archiving and data 
selecting addressed above.  
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Figure 10: Ethnography of Practice: Data Archiving – Data Selecting 
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DATA SELECTING 
Oral co-present spontaneous group and one-on-one conversations; researcher’s observations; goods, books, posters, menus and other objects displayed in 
the  “Russian” shop “Sadko”; food and non-food products brought by the members of Rusmam and the Russian School to their meetings; unstructured 
individual and group interviews with the members; written computer-mediated discussions on Rusforum; e-mail exchange between the members of the 
Russian school and Rusmam; images and icons on the website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, on Rusforum, on the products handled by the actors 
during the meetings in which I have participated, on the menu, books, posters displayed in the “Russian” shop, “Sadko”, etc. 
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V. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
As is obvious in the account above, the current chapter of my thesis is not an entirely 
methodological narrative. Nor is it a result of analytical work spilling out unintentionally into what 
was supposed to be an exclusively methodological report. Instead, this chapter represents a 
conscious product of the methodological approach to organizing the ethnography of practice, which 
relies on the on-going hermeneutic movement between ethnographic, participatory and analytical 
activities and which is carefully devised on the basis of theoretical, ontological and epistemological 
reflections delineated earlier in the thesis. Furthermore, this chapter is a testimony to the fact that 
this way of viewing and knowing the making of realities is in fact applicable and apt for following 
the methods, which the members mobilize in this making, and that it rewards the researcher with 
rich, semiotically diverse assemblage of naturally-occurring materials. Within the framework of my 
project, I treat this assemblage as a data archive, meaning that I do not force upon the materials, 
registered in the course of ethnographic and analytical work described in the current chapter, the 
distinction between raw and processed data leaving open for revisiting and further discussion the 
whole spectrum of the collected data, including those segments, which have already been touched 
analytically in generating the archive.   
In this chapter, through shifting between ethnographic accounts, analytical segments, examples of 
the captured co-present and computer-mediated interaction encounters and of elements of visual and 
verbal discourse, graphic representations, etc. I illustrate how the aforementioned archive was 
assembled and show the scope of the ethnography through which it was assembled.  In addition, I 
make tangible the materials of which the archive is comprised and the people, places and actions 
involved in the production of these materials.  
I begin by outlining and discussing those personal and academic concerns and experiences through 
which I arrived at the set of issues addressed in my project. That is, I describe how aspects of my 
historical body such as moving to another country, being a mother, being interested academically in 
the matters of discourse and identity construction, multimodality and intercultural communication, 
etc. have made me aware of the increasingly relevant issues and problematic aspects of 
transnational mobility and its role in re-shaping of identifcational processes and how this 
intersection of personal and research interests and moments of my life story have led me to the 
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Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg as a point at which I entered the nexus of actors‟ practices 
where my ethnography became placed.  
Further in the chapter, I account for how in the course of the three scene surveys (website of the 
Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg, meeting of the society board and the summer lunch of the 
society members) and the first analytical glances into the discursive descriptions that I followed and 
collected within and across these scenes, I engaged with the nexus of practice in focus and began to 
identify the sites and orders relevant to the actors‟ interaction (such as computer-mediated social 
space Rusforum and Rusmam a network of Russian-speaking parents and their children) and the 
discourses, which circulated across and sustained these sites of actors engagement (such as prandial 
discourses and discourses connected to child-care).  
It is by navigating ethnographically, across these sites and interaction orders, and analytically, 
across multisemiotic materials connected within these sites, that I continued to circumference the 
nexus of practice that I became engaged with, following and mapping out the circulation of the 
already identified discourses (discourses related to food and child-upbringing) and actions involved 
in their construction. In illustrating these ethnographic and analytical movements, I was adding to 
the narrative produced in this chapter more and more details about the people involved in my 
ethnography, their life stories, experiences, concerns, about social and symbolic associations, which 
they make significant in their actions and discursive descriptions, about physical places and 
semiotic resources, which enable these actions and descriptions, etc. In doing so I was building up 
more and more detailed picture of the sites with which I was engaged in the course of my 
ethnographic work and of the connections between and outside them. One of the sites that I 
identified through following these discursive connections (in the course of preliminary analysis of 
the actors‟ interaction) is the “Russian” shop in Aalborg onto which I extended my further 
ethnographic work. 
As I proceeded with the description of the aforementioned work organized around the three sites of 
actors‟ engagement (Rusforum, Rusmam/the Russian school, the “Russian” shop in Aalborg), I was 
also accounting for the ways through which I triangulated the analytical focus of my investigation 
and those materials on which this investigation would rely. A few analytical segments presented in 
this chapter illustrate how through the preliminary examination of the registered moments of actors‟ 
interaction with focus on the membership categorizations, visual and verbal elements of social 
semiosis, etc. I marked the significance to the construction of transnational networking of such 
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aspects of meaning making carried out by the actors in the course of this interaction as categorical 
work, prandial and child-rearing discourses and interdiscursivity. I also marked the complexity of 
transnational memberships and of associations mediating them, which I have anticipated 
theoretically earlier in this thesis and which I explore analytically in Chapter 7. However, before I 
embark on this exploration, I shall attain to two more facets of doing the ethnography of practice 
that are imperative to the way this ethnography is organized within the framework of my research – 
the matters of representing multimodal, translated data and the issues of realizing ethical researcher 
responsibility, which are addressed in the thesis in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.  
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CHAPTER 5: MAKING DATA TALK:  PROBLEMS OF AND 
SOLUTIONS TO REPRESENTING MULTIMODAL TRANSLATED 
DATA   
 
"I started to play around with tape recorded conversations, for the single virtue that 
I could replay them; that I could type them out somewhat, and study them 
extendedly, who knew how long it might take... *…+ 
I could get my hands on it, and I could study it again and again. And also, 
consequently, others could look at what I had studied, and make of it what they 
could, if they wanted to disagree with me” (Sacks, 1992, p. 622). 
 
"I hope to have made the transcripts so valuable to you that we can examine their 
flaws sympathetically. They are ugly to look at and clumsy to handle and refer to. 
Their splatterings of “ I I “ and “ (
.) “ and “ ::: “ would try anyone’s patience and 
aesthetic sensibilities. But the study of conversation progressively reveals it to be 
built to very fine metric and scale”  (Moerman, 1988, p. 13). 
 
In the previous chapter I have presented an account of those approaches and methodological tools 
that I employ in locating, recording, preserving and subsequently analysing interactional events that 
form the data archive of my investigation. I have described the hermeneutic reflective and 
experiential processes and activities through which I have assembled and substantiated a set of 
concepts and methodologies that allowed me to trace, circumference, collect and analytically 
process this data making visible and available for a discussion symbiotically diverse, placially and 
temporarily dispersed, multivocal experiences, interactions and activities, which comprise it. 
However, there is yet another essential aspect connected to the collection of my research data, 
which I need to address before I can fully engage in its analytical treatment. This aspect refers to the 
task of “distilling and freezing in time the complex […] fleeting event of an interaction” (Edwards, 
1993, p. 3) in order to prepare it - that is to preserve and visualize interaction and its dynamics, for 
the hermeneutic interpretive process “leading to an increasing understanding with successive passes 
through the data” by the analyst, research participants, members of academic community, etc. 
(Ehlich, 1993, p. 124).  
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According to Jane Edwards (1993, p. 4), it is exactly this methodological task that receives very 
little attention in the scholarly work on interaction outside experimental settings. This attention is 
usually limited to the appended list of the used transcription codes stripped of explanation or 
argumentation regarding the criteria behind the choice of these particular conventions and their 
implications for the research. In the meantime, preserving and presenting data is much more than 
“just „something to begin with‟” (Silverman, 1998, p. 61), much more than a peripheral, technical 
element of handling the data. Instead, it is the matter of “data accountability” (Edwards, 1993, p. 3), 
a meaningful aspect of research directed at turning evanescent moments of social life and human 
interaction into “a public record available for scientific community” (Silverman, 1998, p. 61), into a 
record of “the actual detail of actual events” without which “you can‟t have a science of social life” 
(Sacks, 1992, p. 26).  
The ways in which this aspect is realized by the researchers obviously differs in accordance with the 
theoretical and analytical objectives of each investigation and its presuppositions as well as 
depending on the character of the data, which is to be presented. As a result, disciplines such as 
conversation analysis, ethnomethodology, discourse analysis, ethnography, etc. currently employ a 
wide range of transcription techniques and data presentation conventions among which there is very 
little uniformity (Ehlich, 1993, p. 123). All of these approaches, however, have one imperative in 
common – “providing good visualization of interaction” in a clear, readable manner (Ehlich, 1993, 
p. 124) and “with a minimum of irrelevant and distracting detail” (Edwards, 1993, p. 3) to facilitate 
increasing understanding of data through its multiple analytical revisiting. This shared imperative 
entails commonality of the challenges that need to be tackled on the way of achieving it, such as: 
finding an approach “well-suited to the theoretical orientation and research question” (Edwards, 
1993, p. 3), choosing the level of transcriptional detail that would meet the analytical needs of the 
project and selecting semiotic and spatial mode of presentation that would adequately reflect 
inferences and impressions that the researcher derives from it (Edwards, 1993, p. 3). Within the 
framework of this chapter I shall address these concerns, which are shared by the majority of the 
research community. In addition, I shall discuss the challenges connected to data representation that 
are specific to the theoretical and analytical context of my project.  
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I. FROM MULTIMODAL INTERACTION TO MULTIMODAL DATA: MATTERS OF DATA 
RECORDING, PRESERVING, STORING AND VISUALIZING   
 
One of the aforementioned challenges is associated with the highly multimodal character of my 
research data, which is a result of conducting the research within the tradition of social semiotic 
analysis, discourse analysis and nexus analysis, all of which are equally concerned with linguistic, 
paralinguistic and actional occurrences of social life and interaction as they unfold across multiple 
semiotic and physical spaces. Such theoretical and methodological premises entail that the 
materials, which I have collected in course of the fieldwork range widely in modality as well as in 
the form of medium through which it has been generated by the actors and through which I 
recorded and preserved it. More exactly, my data archive includes: 
 Verbal and visual discourse in the form of  
- oral co-present spontaneous group and one-on-one conversations of the members of 
Rusmam, the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg and the Russian school; 
- unstructured individual and group interviews with the members of Rusmam, the 
Danish-Russian Society, the Russian school and the owner of the shop “Sadko” in 
Aalborg; 
- written computer-mediated discussions on Rusforum
32
; 
- e-mail exchange between the members of the Russian school and Rusmam; 
- Website of the Danish-Russian Society in Aalborg
33
; 
- Images and icons that figure on the website of the Danish-Russian Society in 
Aalborg and on Rusforum; 
- Images and icons that figure on the products sold in the “Russian” shop, “Sadko”, 
and on the products bought, displayed and consumed by the actors during the 
meetings in which I have participated; 
- Images and icons that figure on the menu, books, posters displayed in “Russian” 
shop, “Sadko”;  
 Material objects in the form of: 
- Goods, books, posters, menus and other objects displayed in “Russian” shop 
“Sadko”;   
                                                          
32
 http://rusforum.dk/ 
33
 http://www.dkrus-aalborg.dk/ 
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- Food and non-food products brought by the members of Rusmam and the Russian 
school to their meetings; 
- Photographs, drawings, websites‟s screenshots of food and non-food products 
displayed on Rusforum; 
 Participants‟ actions, activities and behaviour in the form of: 
- Discursive descriptions of the actors in co-present and computer-mediated 
interaction; 
- My own observations. 
Thus, in the process of long-term ethnographic work, I have gained access to the material generated 
by the actors in the variety of semiotic modes: discursive (written and oral), visual (photographs, 
icons, drawings, screenshots, etc.) material, behavioural (actions, practices and their descriptions) 
and through a variety of medium: computer-mediated interaction (on-line forums and websites, e-
mails), co-present interaction. At this point, I believe it to be significant to emphasise that the 
differentiation between the forms and the modes of data and types of media, which I have made 
above, is done solely to make as transparent, as full and as illustrative as possible account of the 
complexity of my data archive. The aforementioned distinctions are thus made to assist the 
development (carried out further in this chapter) of the disciplined approach to collecting, 
reproducing and representing each of the multiple and diverse modes and forms of data. This 
distinction therefore has merely a descriptive purpose and should not be confused with an attempt to 
establish one-to-one relationship between genre of social action and modality and form of media 
through which it becomes enacted. Nor should it be mistaken for an act of theoretical or analytical 
disentangling and segregating of the multiple, heterogeneous, fluid and intersecting semiotic spaces 
and representations, which the actors produce and in which they engage in the course of their 
everyday practices. 
Having said that, I shall continue by emphasising that recording and preserving these multimodal 
and multimedial interactional events and social occurrences – i.e. converting them into research 
data -  has taken the aforementioned material through a series of semiotic transformations. For 
instance, oral co-present interactions have been recorded in the form of field notes, which have been 
subsequently transferred into the Evernote (a software designed for optimising the process of 
taking, systematising and visualising of notes), by means of a video-camera, a digital recorder and a 
digital photo camera and then transferred and stored on cd-roms, files on the hard disc of my home 
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computer, on home directory at the university and on a USB device. Segments of computer-
mediated interaction on Rusforum has been captured by the website capture software and 
screenshot software and stored as files on the hard disc of my home computer, on home directory at 
the university and on a USB device and sometimes printed out. Some of the relevant material 
objects have been saved in their original from (such as menus, labels, packages of the food 
products), others photographed, recorded on video tape and then transferred onto the cd-roms, files 
on the hard disc of my home computer, on home directory at the university and on a USB device. 
Actional material has been captured by video camera, through the video function of a digital photo-
camera and/or by the notes in the ethnographic field journal, which have been subsequently 
transferred into the Evernote.  
While these research activities were carried out to insure preservation of the “actual happenings” 
and thereby to facilitate “genuine analysis” of interaction, advocated so strongly by such scholars as 
Harvey Sacks (Sacks, 1992, p. 26), David Silverman (Silverman, 1998), Konrad Ehlich (Ehlich, 
1993, p. 124), they also vividly demonstrate that despite all of the efforts of the researcher to record 
and preserve data in the manner as close to the original as possible and despite all of the 
technological recourses that are currently available for this task, and perhaps even more so because 
of them, recontextualisation and semiotic transformation of data begins already from the first steps 
of the empirical work. These inevitable semiotic shifts entail that neither complete preservation and 
identical replication of the original material can be guaranteed or achieved in the process of data 
collection and representation, nor can they be singled out as the criteria by which we measure the 
„neutrality‟, „objectivity‟ or „genuinity‟ of the subsequent analysis.  Instead, I believe it to be much 
more significant to focus on the explicit and exhaustive description and discussion of the techniques 
and technologies that we use for collecting and handling interactional material and the ways in 
which we use them as well as of the implications of that for the research project. 
In the case of my investigation, placially and temporarily extensive ethnography, which I have 
conducted, as well as its participant character entails that the recording techniques that I have used 
have not been, and could not possibly have been, uniform and consistent throughout the fieldwork. 
That means, for instance, that some co-present conversations have been recorded both on an audio 
and video recorder, some only on one of those media, others were collected in the form of the field 
notes. The most obvious reason for this fact is that absolute majority of the meetings of Rusmam 
and the Russian school have taken place in the physical location with multiple rooms. For example, 
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in Vejgaard school in Aalborg, where the Russian school meetings, and hence conversational 
occurrences, took place simultaneously in two classrooms, a gymnasium and a changing room. 
Moreover, even in the same room interaction has usually stretched across in multiple conversational 
groups, which required from me some form of omnipresence that I have achieved to some extent by 
placing different recording devices at different interactional locations and then attempting to 
participate myself in as many conversational events as possible. As a result some of the semiotically 
analogous forms of interaction were recorded on different forms of media and with different level 
of detail.  
Another highly significant facet of my research that led to the heterogeneity of the modes and 
techniques of data collection is linked to the complexity of my ethical obligations to the participants 
of the research (these obligations are extensively described and discussed in Chapter 6 of my 
thesis). My determination to respect individual and diverse needs and demands of the people 
involved regarding their privacy, anonymity, personal reservations in connection with being 
photographed, etc. has demanded from me to be very selective and very cautious with regard to 
what form of recording I use in each interactional context. The same ethical considerations cause 
certain inconsistency in the level of detail of the context that I present for each data excerpt as well 
as in the amount and character of information, which I exclude from the analysis in the case of 
some interactional occasions in order to guard participants‟ privacy.  
The aforementioned circumstantial, technical and ethical aspects of my research led to the fact that 
not all of the interactional events, actors‟ experiences and actions, to which I had an access in the 
course of my ethnographic work, have been recorded and preserved and not all of those, which have 
been collected, were collected in a manner that was optimal for the subsequent analysis and 
discussion. The process of selection and dismissal of material, which were to become my research 
data, has sometimes been conscious and reflective, guided by the methodological and theoretical 
principles described in the previous chapter or by ethical concerns. Sometimes, it has been 
unconscious or even unwanted result of technical or pragmatic circumstances or biases of my own 
personal and research interests. However, I find it crucial to emphasise that none of these intended 
or unwanted, thought-through or unconscious divergences from the phantomic ideal of neutrally 
and impartially collected and authentically preserved data undermine my ability to conduct 
meaningful, critical and profound analytical examination of highly important matters of 
transnational living and identity construction, which I strive to address in my research.  A certain 
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degree of partiality and randomness, the so called „subjectivity‟, is present in every research activity 
of every project. Neither silencing this fact nor engaging in fruitless attempts to rectify it can bring 
us closer to the illusive standard of „research objectivity‟. Meanwhile, placing the moments of 
empirical work, which are vulnerable in terms of research subjectivity, into the critical and 
analytical spotlight, does not only compensate for the inevitable biases of the research but also 
makes its design more transparent and strengthens both the analytical process and the inferences 
drawn on the basis of it.   
Challenges connected to dealing with multimodal data are not limited to the process of its 
collection. Preparing the recorded and stored multimodal data for the analysis involves finding an 
appropriate and optimal way of visualising, spatially arranging and encoding for each of the earlier 
enumerated semiotic modes present in the collected material. All of these forms of data 
presentation, despite their obvious diversity, have to be manageable, readable, systematic and 
consistent yet easily extended and modified to adapt to the demands of the multiple interpretive 
cycles. Moreover, and more importantly, representing multimodal data requires designing the apt 
way to reflect those shifts of modality and links between semiotically diverse inscriptions and 
recourses, which the actors have generated and formed through their participation in various 
interaction orders and their engagement in everyday practices and which are captured in my data. 
Interaction does not occur divided into segregated, clear-cut semiotic formats.  
Neither oral speech, written language nor visual images or gestures are accomplished by the actors 
in the easily distinguishable, sequential manner. Instead, all of these forms of modality become 
constantly and closely intertwined, modified and recontextualised as people utilise them in their 
complex, multi- linear interactional practices. Therefore, the task of representing and analysing 
these practices cannot and should not be approached as a sum of separate transcription techniques 
and individual analytical treatments. As Gunther Kress (Kress, 2010, pp. 96,97) stresses, every 
transcriptional technology and every form of literacy, which allows us to apply this transcription 
and retrieve information from it,   has its potentials and limitations. Every transcriptional resource 
covers a certain semiotic spectrum and leaves other semiotic spectrums behind. Interaction, which 
is produced and performed through the interjunction of semiotic formats and medial modes can be 
represented only through the interjunction of transcriptional techniques and technologies. Therefore, 
within the framework of my research, I employ the principle of multimodal representation (Kress, 
2010, p. 97). This implies that to ensure that in each segment of the represented data I show “a 
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many-dimensioned picture of human realities” (Powdermaker, 1966, p. 283, as cited in Moerman, 
1988, p. 13) captured by my empirical material, I employ a variety of the presentational modes, 
such as written text, punctuation signs, colour, layout, images, graphics, etc., available through a 
variety of technological tools, for instance, graphic computer programmes, image software, digital 
photo camera.  As a result, I transform multiple, semiotically diverse segments of data and their 
dynamics into diagrams, tables and schemes that project complex, non-linear transformations of 
modality, spatial and medial dispersion and on-going connecting, which are involved in 
transnational practices and which I trace, map out and examine within the framework of my 
project
34
. Having said that, I shall now begin to account more specifically for those methodological 
and analytical considerations as well as technical, graphic and coding choices that I have made in 
generating the  system of data representation, which meets general and research-specific demands 
highlighted earlier in this chapter: such as readability, visual clarity, aptness for hermeneutic 
interpretational process,  sensitivity to the ethical requirements, optimality for the theoretical and 
methodological presuppositions of the project and multimodality. 
 
II. REPRESENTING ORAL DISCOURSE:  AN APPROACH TO TRANSCRIPTION AND 
TRANSLATION  
 
Oral discourse, which represents one of the aspects of my data archive, is a form of linguistic data, 
which has traditionally received the largest attention in the studies on interaction. Scholars occupied 
with these studies unanimously agree that one of the most essential aspects of the analysis of this 
data involves the production of transcripts (Edwards, 1993; Ehlich, 1993; Sacks, 1992; Silverman, 
Harvey Sacks: Social Science and Conversation Analysis, 1998; Gumperz, 1993).  This process 
refers to the task of designing or/and choosing and applying a coding system that would allow the 
researcher to convey the recorded spoken data from the audial into the textual format, which can be 
accessed and managed through conventional printed paper medium or/and with the computer 
technology and which would visualize and make available for the analysis those discursive 
elements that the researcher finds significant on each specific stage of the interpretive cycle.  While 
                                                          
34
 See, e.g.:  Transcript 9: Conversation during Rusmam Playgroup Meeting, September 21, 2008; 
                      Figure 20: Transnational Connecting in the Construction of National Category: Transcript 9 
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such directions of interactional research as discourse analysis, conversation analysis and 
ethnography have over the past decades generated several alternatives to the aforementioned coding 
systems, which range in the level of detail, layout and symbolic choices, they all strive to represent 
data in a manner that is: 
 Exhaustive (covering as many speech categories and linguistic phenomena as possible) 
 Contrastive (including categories devised as mutually exclusive alternatives) 
 Drawing upon readers‟ expectations and the competences, which they have already acquired 
in dealing with the conventional written materials  
 Selective and clear (not overburdening the researcher with the details and information that is 
not directly relevant to a particular analytical moment) (Edwards, 1993, pp. 5,6)    
Within the framework of my research I shall realise the aforementioned imperatives by drawing on 
the approach to transcribing of conversational exchanges developed by John J. Gumperz (Gumperz, 
1993). Developed in the course of participatory ethnographic work, this transcriptional system is 
based on the principle of situated interpretation, that is,  it “focuses on speaker‟s and listener‟s use 
of verbal and nonverbal signs both to convey or understand information and to maintain what 
Goffman calls „conversational involvement‟” (Gumperz, 1993, p. 92). In treating transcriptional 
process from a “basically functional perspective”, Gumperz advocates concentrating only on those 
conversational features “that can be shown to affect situated interpretation at the interactive or 
relational level as well as at the level of content”  (Gumperz, 1993, p. 92). Such an interpretive 
rather than absolute  (Gumperz, 1993, p. 92) view on representation of interactional data is very 
much apt to the empirical and analytical premises of my research, which involves an exceptionally 
heterogeneous and extensive data archive. Highly dynamic, participatory, long-term, multisemiotic, 
empirical work that lies at the basis of nexus analysis, which I carry out in the course of my project, 
implies that I can neither “record everything that can be heard” (Gumperz, 1993, p. 119) or, in the 
case of my examination - observed, read, tasted, participated in, browsed, downloaded, etc. - nor to 
transcribe it and provide exact measures to it.  Moreover, such an all-inclusive, relentlessly detailed, 
presenting of data would not be beneficial to my research. This is not because I do not realise the 
significance of paying attention to “the fine metric and scale” (Moerman, 1988, p. 13) of 
conversational organization, but because within the limits of my analysis I am interested not in the 
absolute but in the interpretive evaluation  (Gumperz, 1993, p. 92) of their role and functioning, that 
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is in relation to other features of a specific interactional event and matters of a specific analytical 
context.  
However, in the context of my project, the task of data presentation cannot be resolved through 
merely finding an applying an appropriate system of transcription conventions. The previously-
addressed challenging aspects of my research related to data managing become even more 
complicated by the fact that interaction, which forms the empirical basis of the project, takes place 
in Russian. While using translated data in interactional research is neither a novel nor rare 
phenomenon, it certainly requires an additional discussion, which is inseparable from the 
previously-addressed matters of data visualisation and transcription.  
In dealing with multilingual challenges posed by culturally contexted conversation analysis, 
Michael Moorman (1988) emphasises that “translation remains an „indirectly controlled guess‟  
(Richards 1932:7), not mechanically determined process whose products are straightforward 
correct/incorrect” (p. 6). In the context of western research practice, non-English data “does not 
speak for itself”. In making it talk English “every practitioner of conversation analysis, like every 
conversant, every ethnographer (e.g., Haviland 1977; Rosaldo 1980:20, f.), every social thinker and 
investigator trades on his knowledge of language” (Moerman, 1988, pp. 5, 36, 37). Within the 
framework of my research I shall also be relying on this arbitrary and imperfect knowledge to 
produce English equivalents of oral and written Russian-speaking conversational segments. In the 
tradition of conversation analysis the adequacy of such work is evaluated through two criteria: 
sequential and interactional (Moerman, 1988, p. 6). Such scholars as Moerman (1988), Gumpers 
(1993), Paoletti (1998), Du Bois (1993), Schuetze-Cobum (1993), Cumming (1993) and Paolino 
(1993) realize the aforementioned criteria through a complex multi-level transcription, which 
includes text-line in the language of the original data, phonemic orthography of the non-English 
text-line, word-for-word glosses and English translation line. Such a detailed translation of 
phonemic, morphemic and semantic levels of each utterance does not only convey interactional 
value of data but also the way it is realised sequentially and functionally in the language of its 
production.   
However, rather than being concerned with the functional linguistic matters of interaction, my 
investigation focuses on the mechanisms of discursive and social networking that occurs within this 
interaction and that enables and mediates transnational practices. Therefore, in producing the 
English equivalent of Russian conversational data, I hold as the main “relevant unit of meaning” in 
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my translations not the word or functional sequence of a specific text-line but the message (Nida, 
1959, p. 190, as cited in Moerman, 1988, p. 6). Following researchers such as Michal Krzyżanowski 
(2008) and Dennis Day (1998), to represent discursive segments of my data I shall be using “a 
simplified transcription convention” (Krzyżanowski, 2008, p. 170) applied on the English 
translation of the Russian speech. It should be emphasised that this criss-cross between transcription 
and translation should in no way be interpreted as an attempt to generate “ „transcription-like‟ 
English translations”, which might give “a false impression of authenticity (Day, 1998, p. 154)” of 
the translated data excerpts and their complete and uncontested equivalency to the original speech. 
Instead, this mode of data presentation is a way of conveying, converting into English and 
visualising discourse through  
 translation of oral and written speech,  
 presentation of para-verbal and non-verbal behaviour  
 production in English of “rough approximation” (Day, 1998, p. 153) of those elements of 
speech behaviour (for instance increase or decrease in the speech tempo, overlap, etc.) that 
are significant to a specific interactional context and to the interpretative purposes of a 
specific analytical segment. This goes in line with the functional, situated, interpretation-
oriented form to data presentation (Gumperz, 1993) whose significance to my research was 
emphasised earlier in this chapter.  
Below I shall describe the graphic, symbolic and spatial features through which I realize the 
aforementioned approach to handling translated data.  
In the course of the analysis each data excerpt will be introduced with a header consisting of a short 
description of a conversational event, its place and date. To differentiate between segments of data 
in the form of oral discourse and excerpts of the computer-mediated conversations as well as to 
make clearer their indexing and cross-referencing, the former will be labelled as Transcripts, while 
the latter will be addressed to as Excerpts. All the transcripts that appear in the analysis are 
collected in the Appendices section of the thesis (Appendices III.20-28). As outlined in Chapter 3, 
while the methodological approach, which I developed in order to examine the actors‟ interaction, 
does borrow certain analytical tools emerged within the tradition of conversation analysis (e.g. 
membership categorization device), it does not focus on the interaction from the CA perspective, 
i.e. by looking for particular outcomes (a repair, a request, laughter) in every “hearable level of 
detail” in talk (Sacks, 1995, p. 580, as  cited in Silverman, 2000, p.222; Silverman, 2000, p. 235). 
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Therefore, the transcripts are included in the appendices not to provide an additional and very 
detailed presentation of the structure of the conversations examined in the analysis (which is a 
common practice with CA analysis) but to facilitate the navigation through the dissertation and to 
clarify the temporal and placial context within which these conversations were recorded in the 
course of the ethnographic work.  
Transcripts of the translated co-present interaction will be framed to insure that they stand out 
visually in the body of the written text. Each new speaker‟s turn will be entered on a separate line 
with a participant identifier. A new line will be also used to enter a speech unit produced by the 
same speaker but after a pause, which is considerably longer than other pauses of a conversational 
event in focus and which therefore can indicate a missed turn. In this case the line will have no 
participant identifier. Depending on the anonymity demands expressed by each actor, participant 
identifiers will take the form of a capitalized short first name
35
 or a capitalized first latter of a short 
first name followed by a colon mark. I have chosen this practice as I believe it respects participants‟ 
contribution to the research, their presence in it as well as bringing ethnographic context into the 
analysis much more strongly than some other common ways of indicating speakers (for instance, 
“A:”, “B:”, “C:”... or “S1:”, “S2:”, “S3:”... formats). When the speaker cannot be identified, a 
capital “U” (“unidentifiable”) with the followed by a successive number and a colon mark will be 
used (for instance, “U1:”). To indicate several speakers (particularly in case of para-verbal or non-
verbal behaviour, such as laughter) I shall use a participant identifier “MANY”. To facilitate data 
referencing in the course of the analysis and to make it easier for the reader to navigate around it the 
lines within each transcript will be numbered. Because correlation between prosody and 
interactional purpose of an utterance in Russian language is different from English, indicating rising 
or falling intonation in the end of a speech turn would be meaningless and confusing. Instead, I 
shall be using syntactic punctuation marks “.”; “?” and “!” to indicate declarative, interrogative and 
exclamatory utterances respectively. Using the aforementioned marks, recognisable to the speakers 
of English and common to both English and Russian languages, allows me to convey intonational 
and interactional values of Russian speech in an English transcription in way, which is clear and 
easily decodable. When it is significant for the analysis to keep a certain element of Russian speech 
in an English translation or when a particular word is difficult to translate, they will be placed in 
square parenthesises and conveyed through what Konrad Ehlich refers to as literary transcription – 
                                                          
35
 If a particular participant is commonly addressed in the recorded interaction by a long first name, correspondently, a 
capitalized long first name will be used as a participant identifier. 
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using written orthography (in this case, written orthography of English language) to transcribe 
“departures from standard orthographic rendering of an item” (in this case, elements of Russian 
speech) “in a manner that is meaningful to someone familiar with the orthographic system as a 
whole” (Ehlich, 1993, p. 126). I believe that in the context of social semiotic analysis, which I 
conduct within the framework of my research and which is not concerned with the phonetic system 
and phonemic practices in Russian language, the aforementioned way of transcribing Russian 
phonetic units is quite sufficient and using an alternative transcription system, such as the 
International Phonetic Alphabet for instance, would merely overburden the analysis with the 
unnecessary information. In addition the first time a particular Russian word is used in the 
transcription it will be provided with a footnote explaining the meaning and origin of this word in 
English. Footnotes will also be used for my own remarks in order not to disrupt a transcription.  
The following table lists the aforementioned symbols and their functions as well as other 
transcription symbols used to present para-verbal and non-verbal interactional behaviour when it is 
significant. These transcription conventions are based on HIAT (Heuristic Interpretative Audio-
video Transcription) system (Ehlich, 1993) and its use by Michal Krzyżanowski (Krzyżanowski, 
2008): 
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Table 2:  Transcription Convention Used for Presentation of Co-present Interaction
 
•Transcript Header
Transcript 2:  Conversation 
during Rusmam “without 
children get-together”, 
September 6, 2008
•Particpant Idenitfier Tanja:
•Participant Identifier (anonymized)Z:
•Unidenitfied SpeakerU1:
•Multiple SpeakersMany:
•Declarative Utterance.
•Interogative Utterance?
•Exclamatary Utterance!
•Short Pause (not absolute but relative to the other within a specific conversational event)..
•Long Pause (not absolute but relative to the other within a specific conversational event)...
•Russian Speech[tvorog]
•Incomprehensible speech(incomp.)
•Accentuated/Stressed Element of Speech (because of the grammatic and idiomatic differences 
between Russian and English languages morphemes marked as stressed in English transcription may 
or may not correspond directly to the morphemes in  of the original Russian speech unit)
WHEN
•Overlap (overlapping elements of speech will be positioned  underneath each other)                                           //Baltic countries//
•Increased Tempo (when significant and relatively to the tempo of the rest of the conversation)<<Polish of course>>
•Decreased Tempo (when significant and relatively to the tempo of the rest of the conversation)>>  <<
•Increased loudness (when significant and relatively to the loudness of the rest of the conversation)<   >
•Decreased loudness (when significant and relatively to the loudness of the rest of the conversation)>   < 
•Non-verbal beahviour(laugh)
•Para-verbal elementsOh
•Rising Tone (when significant)/
•Falling Tone (when siginficant)\
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III. MANAGING COMPUTER-MEDIATED DATA 
 
As opposed to audio and video data, computer-mediated interaction is self-transcribed, which 
obviously reduces the work load connected to its preparation for the analysis. Using website and 
screen capture software has allowed me to save and store large segments of the on-line forum 
conversations on Rusforum in a way that completely preserves the original discursive, linguistic, 
iconic, symbolic, graphic, layout and hypermedial elements through which these conversations have 
occurred. This certainly places this type of my research data rather high on the “scale” of 
authenticity. Nevertheless, it poses a number of challenges associated with its visualisation and 
presentation in the course of the analysis. Some of the aforementioned challenges, such as the 
demands and problematics of working with translated data, have already been addressed earlier in 
this chapter; others are specific to computer-mediated interaction. Below I shall discuss these issues 
as well as the ways in which I have chosen to tackle them. 
Computer-mediated data carries enormous potential for numerous research areas. This potential lies 
in the multiplicity and complexity of semiotic forms and connections between them engaged in the 
production and reproduction of meaning that takes place within computer-mediated interaction. It is 
by registering and describing this richness and fluidity of modal presentations that researchers are 
able to access and address the complexity of discursive and social mechanisms and diversity of 
material, medial and ideational recourses involved in people‟s practices. In the context of my 
research, which strives to capture and discuss transnational practices as they are being accomplished 
across medial and semiotic borders within and through the on-going discursive construction and 
articulation of meaning, representing the aforementioned modal complexity, making it visible and 
accessible for analytical processing is imperative. To insure this, in the course of the analysis I 
display the relevant segments of computer-mediated data in their original form with the exception 
of those elements exposing which would jeopardize privacy of the participants. In handling 
computer-mediated data, I follow the same general principles regarding presentation of research 
data as I have delineated earlier in this chapter. One of those principles refers to the significance of 
conducting ethically mindful research considerate of and considering the matters of participants‟ 
anonymity and privacy. An extensive and profound discussion of the ethical aspect of my 
investigation in general and in relation to compute-mediated interaction in particular is carried out 
in Chapter 6 of my thesis. In relation to the current discussion, I shall merely note that, due to the 
ethical considerations, in visualising computer-mediated data I shall remove all of its features that 
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might put at risk the anonymity of the participants. Thus, in representing segments of the original 
data I shall graphically block such elements as participants‟ names and nicknames, avatars, icons, e-
mail addresses, nationality and residency indicators and date of registering on the forum. In 
addition, the aforementioned features will not be covered by the translation or omitted from it and 
substituted by a description of the type of information excluded placed in square brackets (for 
instance, “[NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]”).  
Square brackets will be also used mark that a part of the interaction is excluded from a translation 
(“[…]”). This symbol will be used in those few cases when the relevant to the analysis 
conversational material emerges in a context of a large conversational event with multiple 
interactants participating and with multiple quotations from the preceding conversations added to 
each speech segment. In such cases interaction data is generated through a complex frame-in-frame 
layout of multiple conversational lines, translating each of which completely would overload a 
translated data excerpt with the interactional material making it hard to single out relevant to the 
analysis material both for the analyst and for reader.   
My approach to translation of computer-mediated elements of the data archive into English largely 
rests on the same line of reasoning that I have presented in relation to my treatment of oral 
discourse data. That is - while realizing the arbitrary character of translation practice, which relies 
on the individual, contestable linguistic competences of the researcher and is inevitably influenced 
by his or her personal biased understanding and interpretation of a message, I strive to produce 
English equivalents of Russian interaction, which conveys both: the content, the context and the 
semiotic form of the message. Below I shall describe and discuss those graphic, linguistic and 
symbolic solutions through which I realize the aforementioned imperative. 
One of the difficulties of translation data generated on-line is associated with the complexity of the 
layout and multiplicity of messages, which are present in each interactional segment. In connection 
to that it is important to notice that my translation of data produced on Rusforum will not cover 
technical, statistical and functional information, such as a message and page numbers, route lines, 
reply, option and other navigation and functional fans, dates, visual and written signatures of the 
participants, etc., unless this aspects of data segments are directly relevant to a specific interactional 
and analytical context. By choosing to present in English only those elements of data, which are 
directly involved in the current conversational event I meet such significant criteria of data 
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presentation, put forward and discussed earlier in this chapter, as clarity and readability, absence of 
informational overload and situatedness of the represented material.  
In addition, to deal with graphically, spatially and functionally complicated layout of data and to 
make the link between the original data excerpts and their translation as visible and explicit as 
possible, I have chosen to place English equivalent of each conversation turn in a separate caption 
box connected by a line to the exact line of the original data, which is being translated. This graphic 
solution does not only make transcription process more transparent to the reader but it also insures 
that data excerpts are manageable and easy to navigate through in the course of the analysis (see 
Figure 11 )   
Figure 11: Spatial and graphic solutions to the presentation of multimodal, translated computer-
mediated data 
 
 
 
 
 
Furthermore, in presenting the excerpts of computer-mediated data in the analysis, I refer the reader 
to the web-addresses of the sites within which a particular data segment was recorded. This is 
accompanied by the references to the Appendices section of the thesis (Appendices III.1-19) where 
I include the screenshots of the interactional events within which the conversational exchanges 
under examination occurred and of the websites whose elements I examine in the analysis. While I 
strive to provide as much context as possible to the computer-mediated data examined in this 
From childhood, who remembers what 
Here in the neighbouring topic [NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT] started talking about ice-
cream. And everybody started recollecting what they ate when they were children. Join us. 
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project, including complete interactional encounters (and complete websites) in this thesis was not 
possible as they very often stretch across hundreds of web-pages and/or multiple discussion topics. 
Therefore, the screenshots included in the appendices represent the interactional context adjacent to 
the conversational exchange (or an element of a website) captured in a particular data excerpt, i.e. 
those turn-at-talks that are produced within the same page of the discussion topic as the forum 
messages analyzed and those web-pages which are involved in the analysis. 
As emphasised earlier in this section, conveying and visualising, in both original and translated 
versions of data, the rich and meaningful interplay between multiple semiotic recourses, which the 
participants routinely and skilfully employ in their discursive practices on-line, is a necessary 
condition for conducting the analysis, which I carry out within the framework of my research. This 
analysis strives to understand current mechanisms of the identity construction and of social 
practices that are increasingly taking place across national, ethnic, cultural and linguistic borders 
and across multiple off-line and computer-mediated sites. Therefore, in converting elements of 
Russian, computer-mediated interaction into English I aim at conveying diverse semiotic resources 
as well as diverse uses of these resources in way, which is as close to the original as possible. Thus 
for instance, in the translated data excerpts I employ emoticons used in the original conversation not 
by converting them into the symbols available from the keyboard and in the text programmes (for 
instance, “” or “:-)”) but by transferring them with the help of the snapshot software (for instance,  
“ ”).Based on the same considerations, I keep in the translated data excerpts the original use of 
punctuation. This is due to the fact that in the context of computer-mediated communication, 
punctuation marks are not only used to convey interactional values of utterances, such as 
declarative, interrogative, etc., but they also serve as powerful cues of prosody, phonology, rhythm, 
tone, modulation and non-verbal behaviour, which play a significant role in organization of 
conversation and in the discourse construction strategies on-line. For instance, usage of a dash in 
“А--н-нет”
36
 indicates decrease in tempo, multiple question marks, “???????”, might be interpreted 
as a rising tone and a stressed speech element, while multiple brackets “))))” convey laughter and so 
on.  
For the same reason I keep unconventional capitalizations that are meaningful to the conversation, 
which sometimes indicate a stressed speech element as, for instance, when capitalisation of 
                                                          
36
< http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=20369&st=0&#entry299954>, Appendix III.12 
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“СРАЗУ”
37
 - “RIGHT AWAY” (English), clearly suggests speaker‟s desire to accentuate this word 
(which in the case of co-present interaction might have been accomplished by an increase in 
loudness). Other times unconventional uses of capitalized letters denote phonemic deviations that 
add, for instance, a sarcastic tone to the conversation. For example, in the phrase “даЦкие жѐны”
38
 
– “daNish wives”, a capitalised middle letter in the word “даЦкие” - “daNish” (English), puts an 
usual phonemic emphasis on a fricative consonant “Ц”, which in oral speech would have been 
fulfilled by a longer and louder pronunciation of this sound producing a mocking or sarcastic effect.  
The same discursive function is often fulfilled by deviations from the standard Russian orthography. 
In the process of translation I aim at transferring the aforementioned departures by using the same 
modifying strategy as was employed by the participants in the original interaction. Such strategies, 
for example, might consist in substituting voicing consonants with their fricative pairs or/and 
repeating them, like in the following example: “любофффф”39 (from “любовь”), which I translate in 
to English as “loffffe”, or “xто”
40
 (from the Russian “что”), which I have chose to translate as “zat” 
(from the English “that”).  
The same approach is applied to project into English translations the discursive effects produced by 
departures from the standard Russian grammar, for instance, when I reproduce in the English 
versions the omissions of the subjects or predicates that might be interpreted as a shift from a 
formal conversational tone to more personal one or from a serious conversational topic to more 
trivial. Clearly, the aforementioned meaningful deviations from the standard use of grammatical and 
orthographic resources should not be confused with the typos and with those departures from the 
standard written language that have become normalised within computer-mediated communication 
(such as abbreviations, simplified spelling, etc.) to fit the high-tempo, multi-linear character of on-
line interaction. While the latter features of computer-mediated discourse are very interesting, they 
are not directly relevant to my analytical goals and, therefore, will not be conveyed in the 
translation.      
Similarly to the oral discourse segments of my data, translating certain elements of computer-
mediated speech from Russian into English sometimes requires keeping the Russian original. This 
                                                          
37
<http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=20369&st=0&#entry299954>, Appendix III.12 
38
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=18902&st=20>, Appendix III.13 
39
 <Http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=18902&st=20>, Appendix III.13 
40
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=14855>, Appendix III.14 
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is particularly relevant to the names of the food products (“Moskovskije” sweets) and dishes 
(“pelmeni”, “shaverma”, “tvorog”, etc.). As these elements are either not translatable or difficult to 
translate and as they often play an iconic role in the process of discourse construction, I have chosen 
to reproduce them in English translations by using transliteration also applied in transcribing oral 
conversational data. Such a transcription will be accompanied by a footnote including the original 
Russian speech element, the English equivalent, which I have generated in the course of the 
translation, and explanation of the meaning and origin of the word. Because Microsoft Word 
document application does not support attaching footnotes to the text within graphic items, such 
footnotes will be attached to the headline of the data segment (For instance, “ Excerpt 1
41
”).  Para-
verbal speech elements such as “mmm” and “aaa” will also be kept in their original form in the 
translation segments as in the context of computer-mediated communication they are articulated 
through unconventional orthography, which makes it very hard to identify, which of the English 
equivalents is applicable in each case.  
Transliteration will also be used in connection to the transcription of code switching, that is of those 
conversational moments when the participants use the so-called translit
42
 to express elements of 
Danish, English or other Latin alphabet languages through Cyrillic letters.  On these occasions, I 
use transliteration to convert the language item in focus once again into the symbols of Latin 
alphabet making it readable to the English-speaking readers. For instance, when in the course of one 
of the conversations on Rusforum, a participant mentions ”картофлекеа”
43
 (A translit from Danish 
“kartoffelkage”) I convey it the English translation not in its standard orthographic Danish form but 
as “kartoflekea”, which better reflects code-switching practices and their outcome.   
In the process of translation I shall also strive to transfer into English equivalents idiomatic 
expressions, parts of the colloquial speech, usages of slang and of social vernacular. For example, 
when one of the forum‟s participants refers to St. Petersburg as “Питер”
44
 I translate it into English 
as “Peter” thereby projecting the informal character of the conversation and marking the shared by 
the participants vernacular. 
                                                          
41
 “Vatrushki” (from Russian “Ватрушки”) – Russian pastry with cottage cheese  
    “Shaverma” (from Russian “Шаверма”)  – Shawarma 
    “Pelmeni” (from Russian “Пельмени”) – dumplings made of various types of meat filling wrapped in dough then     
     frozen, boiled or fried 
42
 This transliteration method is specific to the Russian- speaking users of Internet and has emerged in the beginning of 
computerisation when soft- and hardware supporting Cyrillic alphabet was nonexistent or hard to obtain  
43
   <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=14855>, Appendix III.14 
44
  <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=14855>, Appendix III.14 
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The enumerated above graphic, spatial, transcriptional and translational strategies of visualising and 
preparing for the analysis computer-mediated data are anchored in the situated, interpretative, 
ethically-mindful approach to data presentation, which I have developed earlier in this chapter. 
However, as it was made vivid in the course of the discussion carried out with the framework of this 
section, semiotic, medial, functional and graphic richness of this type of data sets specific 
requirements in relation to its presentation and translation. Meeting these requirements is 
particularly significant in the context of my research as it aims at mapping out and discussing the 
aforementioned multimodal complexity and its role in mediating and enabling transnational living.  
   
IV. VISUAL DATA: ITS TYPES, FUNCTIONS AND MODES OF PRESENTATION IN THE 
ANALYSIS 
 
Another significant aspect of my data archive, whose role and presentation modes in the analysis 
yet remain to be discussed, is visual data. Within the framework of my research this form of data is 
represented by several types of images: 
 Photographs 
 Snapshots of video recordings 
 Screenshots of websites and various elements of their layout relevant to the analysis. 
Each of the aforementioned forms of visual discourse will serve multiple analytical purposes. Some 
of the images, such as photographs of goods sold in the “Russian” shop, “Sadko”, images of food 
products exhibited by the participants on Rusforum, snapshots from video recordings of Rusmam 
and the Russian school meetings depicting the dishes, which the actors prepare for their children or 
for the parties, etc., will emerge in the analysis as independent data segments. These fragments of 
reality, frozen in time and place, preserved and displayed for analytical purposes, record and 
visualize diversity and multiplicity of ways in which materiality and discursivity come together 
within the mundane practices of the actors and which I shall be able to map out and discuss through 
analysing the aforementioned visual elements of my data archive.   
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In other cases, the images will serve as visual anchorage in the analysis of oral discourse, for 
instance, the photographs and snapshots from video recordings of Rusmam and the Russian school 
meetings, which will be used to illustrate a particular conversation transcript. On some occasions, 
such visual captions to the transcripts of verbal discourse will portray the actual conversational 
event, and its participants, represented in a transcript. When such visual data is not available due to 
the pragmatic and ethical reasons described earlier in this chapter, presentations of oral discourse 
might be anchored in the images that were not recorded at the same time when the conversation in 
focus occurred but which, however, illustrate similar conversational setting, or other participants 
engaged in the same activity. To differentiate between these data functions as well as to facilitate 
readability, clarity and manageability  in data presentation, emphasised earlier in this chapter, each 
image will be accompanied by a header including a consecutive number of an image, date of its 
recording and a short description of the material depicted by it.   
All of the aforementioned uses of visual data are crucial for conducting multimodal analysis of 
complex, stretching across various semiotic modes and discursive and social sites of people 
engagement, networking practices that I carry out within the framework of my investigation. In 
addition, such extensive and diverse usage of visual data serves as a powerful mechanism for 
bringing into the analysis the ethnographic context, within which the analytical material is 
produced. Such contextualisation of analytical process once again realises the situated, multimodal 
perspective to data presentation developed in this chapter. Even more importantly, it goes in line 
with the theoretical and methodological premises of my research, which in all of its aspects keeps 
the spotlight of theoretical and analytical discussion on the actors, their acts, actions and their 
participation in the research. 
V. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
Michael Moerman writes that “ethnography‟s central and sacred data” is what people say and do 
“as part of socially organized scenes” (Moerman, 1988, p. 8). The nexus analysis, which I conduct 
within the framework of my research, focuses on such data – on the “droppings of talk” (Moerman, 
1988, p. 8), of acts, actions and activities that I have collected in the course of several years of 
multi-sited participant ethnography that represent an empirical aspect of my project.  
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Some scholars insist that such a collection and the way it is being handled in the course of the 
analysis should necessarily embody the “authentic” (Ehlich, 1993, p. 124) reproduction of the 
“‟actual details‟” (Silverman, 1998, p. 61) “as close to the original as possible” (Ehlich, 1993, p. 
124). However, in line with Jane Edwards‟ argument (Edwards, 1993, pp. 3,4), I believe that no 
data presentation can be claimed to be neutral, identical replication of the original material free of 
the bias inflicted by the theoretical, technical, circumstantial and personal contexts within which it 
has been recorded, preserved and presented. Yet, by explicitly considering and systematically 
enumerating the underlying assumptions of the chosen representational mode and their implications 
for the research, we can arrive at the methods of data handling, which are optimally apt for the 
specific research project, and what is more important, compensate for the “unwanted biases” 
(Edwards, 1993, p. 4) that are inevitably at work whenever we attempt to access, freeze in time and 
space and interpret “actual occurrences in their actual sequence”(Sacks, 1984, p. 25, as cited in 
Silverman, 1998, p. 61).  
It is exactly this task that I have undertaken within the framework of this chapter. As is obvious in 
the discussion above, in the context of my research, accomplishing this task has required much 
more than a simple act of choosing and faithfully applying a particular transcription convention. 
The multimodal character of my data archive, the complexity of ethical requirements connected to 
the participant form of ethnographic work, through which I have collected the aforementioned data, 
the diversity of technologies and the multiplicity of techniques involved in recording, preserving, 
storing and representing of the collected material combined with the translational process, which 
each of the data segments should undergo before they gain voice in the English-speaking 
community – all of the aforementioned aspects have made considerations and decisions regarding 
data presentation formats rather complex and demanding. However, I believe that by systematically 
and attentively addressing graphic, symbolic, spatial and linguistic demands of each semiotic and 
medial format represented in my data archive and discussing these demands in relation to the 
analytical and interpretative purposes and contexts of my research, I have managed to arrive at an 
approach to data presentation, which is most adequate to my investigation. I believe that this 
approach, which stresses the significance of situated, interpretative, interaction-oriented, 
multimodal format of data presentation, has allowed me to visualize my research data in a way that 
is clear, readable and manageable, thereby preparing it for the analytical work, which I carry out 
further in my thesis. As mentioned earlier, before engaging in this work, I attend to yet another 
crucial aspect of doing ethnography of practice – ethical concerns and researcher‟s responsibility.  
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CHAPTER 6: ETHICAL CONCERNS: THEORETICAL AND 
PRAGMATIC FACETS OF RESEARCHER’S RESPONSIBLITY 
 
The ethnography of transnational networking practices, which I conducted within the framework of 
my project and which draws on the strategies of Nexus Analysis (Scollon & Scollon, 2004), 
provided me with the exceptionally extensive, and semiotically diverse data archive on which I 
shall rely in the description and discussion of the complexity of the contemporary transnational 
mobility that I carry out further in the thesis. However, the deep involvement with the actors and 
their engagements and active, long-term participation in the social arrangements relevant to them, 
which this approach to organizing ethnographic work required, posed in front of me a number of 
ethical challenges. Within the framework of this chapter, I address these challenges by discussing 
some of existing scholarly treatments of the ethical facets of ethnographic work and by re-
evaluating and re-formulating them in relation to my own research experiences and the demands of 
my project. 
One of the main ethical concerns that arises in relation to conducting participatory forms of 
ethnography (such as the ethnography of practice in which I am engaged in my project) is 
associated with multiple roles that are partaken by the researcher in relation to his/her participants. 
Within the framework of my study the complexity of ethical decisions is anchored in the 
multiplicity of my involvement with the nexus of practice in focus as well as in the multiplicity of 
the sites of actors‟ engagement across which this involvement stretched (computer-mediated site 
Rusforum, Rusmam/the Russian school and the “Russian” shop in Aalborg). This implies that in the 
course of my ethnographic work I figured simultaneously in different roles: e.g. as a researcher, as a 
co-organizer of the Russian school, as a member of Rusmam through which and within which this 
school has come into being, as a participant of Rusforum, etc. My attachment to the social 
arrangements that enable the nexus of practice around which my ethnography was organized has 
therefore been shaped not only through my research activities but also through sharing with the 
actors‟ involved their concerns (such as parental concerns), their experiences (e.g. migrant 
experiences) and in some cases…through becoming their friend. The ways in which I began to act 
in these multiple positionings and became perceived by the participants in these roles had not been 
pre-defined prior to the beginning of my fieldwork. Instead, these diverse memberships were 
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constructed during the three years of my engagement with the network via dynamic negotiation of 
shifting boundaries of belonging to the network and constant restructuring of my attachment to it.  
Over the years as I became more and more involved with the nexus of practice in focus, I was also 
accumulating more and more knowledge regarding the people engaged in such of the nexus as 
Rusmam/the Russian school and the “Russian” shop - their life stories, personal details of their 
daily lives, their worries and their hopes, their values and their beleifs, etc. It is this knowledge that 
allowed me in time to become the fully-fledged participant of the social arrangements, discursive 
orders and actions circulating through the sites with which I became engaged, thereby providing me 
with the possibility to collect a unique, rich and extensive data archive on which I rely in my 
examination. It is also this knowledge, with which the actors entrusted me, and the way I 
accumulate and handle this knowledge throughout my project that represents the central ethical 
challenges that I address within the framework of this chapter.  
One of these challenges involves the task of determining what information, narratives and 
experiences I was able to access as a result of the conscious consent of the actors to their 
participation in the research and what information and experiences I was able to witness, participate 
in and record because the actors had forgotten about my researcher status and had seen me solely as 
the member of the Russian school, Rusmam or as their friend. In the beginning of my fieldwork, the 
boundaries between these two types of data were clear due to the actors‟ acute awareness of my 
researcher presence. This awareness was obvious in the glances that they directed at me or my 
recording equipment in the middle of a conversation with somebody else, in the questions about my 
research project, its purposes and design that they asked me as well as in the direct requests to stop 
recording or “it is off the record”-remarks when the conversation started to turn towards particularly 
sensitive and personal topics. However, the more I was getting involved with the network, the more 
salient  my role as a member of the network, as a mother and as a friend was becoming and the 
more “blind” the actors seemed to be turning to the signs of my research activities, such as my 
digital recorder, field journal, video and photo camera, laptop, etc. While I never made any attempts 
to hide my research activities, they very quickly became integral and invisible aspects of the actors‟ 
get-togethers. 
In contrast, I never lost a sight of the impact that my research could potentially have on the various 
aspects of participants‟ lives. Despite the previously-described fluidity between the borders of my 
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belonging to the nexus in focus (anchored in the approach to organizing ethnography of practice 
that I developed in Chapter 3 of the thesis and within which the merging of ethnographic and 
participatory activities figures as one of the focal elements and despite the multivalency of my 
participation in it, I remained acutely aware of responsibility that I as a researcher bore for the 
material with which the participants entrusted me. This awareness goes hand in hand with the firm 
belief that, in relation to participatory forms of ethnography, implementing this responsibility 
neither starts nor ends with the achievement of the consent form, which according to Baarts (2010, 
p. 425), serves as the main focus in the majority of writings on the research ethics.  
I argue that doing ethically responsible, or what I would like to term ethically mindful ethnographic 
research, entails an ongoing, reflexive, imaginative and contextual recognition and assessment of 
“ethically important moments” (Guillemin & Gillam, 2004) as well as systematic and explicit 
discussion of “changing responsibilities towards the people about whom we conduct research” 
(Baarts, 2010, p. 425). Below I shall continue to account for the ways through which I have arrived 
at and put into practice the aforementioned ethical criteria within the framework of my research 
project.   
I. IRRESPONSIBILITY OF DOING OBJECTIVE RESEARCH AND SUBJECTIVITY OF BEING 
ETHICALLY RESPONSIBLE  
 
“Multiplicity and partial connection.  
There is no gold standard.  
No single reality.  
Realities may be made and remade.  
They are made and remade.  
This is a vision of ontological politics”  (Law, 2004, p. 69) 
 
Many debates around research ethics are anchored in the demands for the research objectivity 
defined as an ability of a researcher to maintain through a project the so-called analytical distance 
or neutrality, which “has always been upheld as an ideal in science” (Baarts, 2010, p. 434). The 
ethical stand, which is associated with such an ideal, puts on a pedestal impartiality and detachment 
in research practice. However, a broad stream of academic writings that have appeared over the past 
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several decades from various directions of socially-sensitive scholarly work, have not merely 
questioned the sanity of the aforementioned ontological politics but have engaged in profound and 
extensive reformulation of it. In the works of such authors as Bruno Latour (2005), John Law 
(2004), Charlotte Baarts (2010), Lorraine Daston (1999), Donna Haraway (1991) etc. the escape 
from the place, perspective and subjects of the research articulated by the conventional 
understandings of objective and ethically appropriate scientific practice has been described as “at 
best a self-delusion” and more often as “a form of irresponsibility” (Law, 2004, p. 68).  
The shift in political, moral and ethical framing of research described above has substituted the 
attempts to see “everything from nowhere” (Haraway, 1991b, p. 189, as cited in Law, 2004, p. 68) 
with the widely suppoted realisation that “science is neither value-free nor impartial” (Baarts, 2010, 
p. 434)” and that objectivity “is only possible if we acknowledge and take responsibility both for 
our necessary situatedness, and for the recognition that we are located in and produced by sets of 
partial connections” (Law, 2004, p. 69). Thus, rather than encouraging researchers to flee from the 
material, social and semiotic relations that they form with the subjects of their inquiries, the 
aforementioned perspective highlights as the main criterion of responsible research practice 
accountability of researchers for both “promising and destructive monsters” of their explorations 
(Haraway, 1991b, p. 193, as cited in Law, 2004, p. 68). 
Ethical inquiries that adopt this vision of ontological poltics are preoccupied with the specifying of 
the ways in which the aforementioned accountability can and should be put into practice. One of the 
perspectives, which strives to formultating such ethical guidelines is “relational ethics” (Ellis, 
2007), which encourages “epistemological shift from a knower-known relationship to a relationship 
between „two knowing subjects‟ (Gunzenhauser, 2006, p. 627)”. Such reframing of the relationship 
between a researcher and his/her collaborators is highly in sympathy with the theoretical-
methodological premises of my investigation based on the conceptual and methodological claims of 
Actor Network Theory (Latour, 2005; Law, 2004) and Nexus Analysis (Scollon & Scollon, 2004). 
Both perspectives insist on deep involvement of the researcher with the actors and practices that 
shape the nexus in focus as well as on replacing the researcher‟s monopoly on „knowing‟ with the 
recognition of the analytical abilities of the actors, which should be acknowledged and voiced on all 
of the research stages. In this sense, relational ethics are harmonious with the theoretical and 
methodological demands of my project, right up to the point when this new relational disposition 
becomes defined within the aforementioned ethical perspective through “a desire for consensus” 
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(Baarts, 2010, p. 426). Such an ethical ideal presumes that a research project can be defined by a set 
of fixed, stabilized meanings, which can be communicated by a researcher to his/her participants in 
a way that would allow them to reach an identical understanding of these meanings and on the basis 
of this shared understanding arrive at an agreement or consensus that would define their further 
relationship. In my view, such consensus is largely unachievable as it treats a research project as “a 
single reality” as opposed to realities that may be and will be made and remade and that are built 
through multiplicity of partial connections (Law, 2004, p. 69), which cannot possibly be defined 
and fixed through a single and complete agreement between all of the actors involved.  
Therefore, rather than engage in a search for such a consensus, within the framework of my 
investigation, I realise the demands for the new form of researcher-participant relationship put 
forward by relational ethics through the principles of authenticity and imaginative reflexivity, 
emphasised earlier in this chapter. According to Charlotte Baarts (2010), behaving ethically implies, 
first and foremost, recognising and explicitly articulating one‟s partiality in a research and 
exercising reflexively “strong imaginative powers” (p. 434) to predict political and relational 
consequences of one‟s own involvement. Such an imaginative work can be only carried out by a 
researcher who is being “authentic” (Baarts, 2010, p. 436), i.e. is honest with him/herself and 
his/her research collaborators about political and scientific values of the research project in focus, 
its goals, motivation behind it and so on. The above-mentioned principles reframe ethical decision 
making from being a solely rational process driven by the researcher‟s expert knowledge of 
political, practical and scientific consequences of his/her actions, to a process, which is also guided 
by such ambiguous and illusive factors as the researcher‟s belief in the validity of his/her 
investigation, his/her commitment to it as well as the researcher‟s moral convictions. Thus, 
reflexivity that underpins the ethical dimension of research practice becomes a result of the 
researcher‟s ability to apply his/her life experiences to a specific research context and moral 
awareness of the impact of her/his actions as well as an on-going formulation and discussion of the 
values, aims and consequences of a specific research project, which is being carried out between all 
of the research participants. Such a discussion inevitably requires from a researcher multiple 
reformulations of his/her inquiry, for instance, by elaborating on a specific aspect of the project in 
response to participants‟ questions or in connection to moving into the next phase of the project 
work. That is, it requires from a researcher the aptitude to account for his/actions contextually – 
another criterion of ethically responsible research behaviour, which I have emphasised earlier in this 
chapter.  
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II. DOING BEING ETHICALLY MINDFUL  
  
This acute understanding of the significance of reflexivity, imaginativeness and contextuality in 
relation to ethical decision making is not only a result of theoretical reflections on the basis of the 
existing work in ontological politics but is, first and foremost, an outcome of my research 
experiences connected with doing a long, extensive and highly-participatory form of ethnography. 
In many ethnographic approaches, the fieldwork, and hence forming of the relations between a 
researcher and his/her collaborators, begins with a more or less clearly-defined set of sites and 
actors. The empirical focus of my investigation, however, became formed through doing multi-sited 
fieldwork, which involved deep engagement with the actors, interaction orders and practices before 
I could say with any certainty whether they would participate in the further project or not or what 
would be the format of this participation. This means that my relations with the participants began 
to shape, and therefore, ethical decisions had to be made, long before the scope of the project and of 
the actors‟ participation in it could be defined and, hence, before an informed consent, which is 
often seen as the researcher‟s main ethical obligation, could be designed and gained.  
Therefore, instead of attempting to pin down the formal parameters of my investigation and to fix it 
within the framework of “a single reality” (Law, 2004, p. 69), which would inevitably compromise 
the empirical outset of the research, I began to deal with its ethical requirements by establishing a 
dialogic zone between myself and people with whom I came in contact. In engaging the nexus of 
practice (described in discussed in Chapter 4 of the thesis), while I was introducing myself and my 
project in the course of face-to-face and technology-mediated (e-mails, telephone calls etc.) 
conversations with the actors, I openly and honestly, described the academic and personal interests 
that drove me in this project, academic, practical, societal and personal values and goals of my 
investigation as well as values, impacts and returns, which I could imagine the project producing for 
the actors, their families, networks etc. For instance, as mentioned earlier in the thesis, I suggested 
functioning as a photographer at the Rusmam/the Russian school events (parties, meetings and get-
togethers) to video-record these and share these records with the other members, to help with 
writing of the advertisements for Rusmam, with posting on the website of the Danish-Russian 
Society, etc.  
It is only through these repeated, systematic, reflexive and contextual dialogs intertwined with my 
rapidly increasing participation in the activities of the network in focus that I was able to become 
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engaged with the network of practice and to map out the goals and potential impacts of my research. 
Only by sharing my concerns, both academic and personal, in relation to the project and staying 
tuned to the concerns, needs, questions and interests of the participants, which they revealed in our 
conversations, I began to understand my own expectations with regard to the roles, which the 
people involved would have in my research and how these expectations were or might become 
different from their expectations. Such ethical work was both complex and time-consuming; it 
required sensitivity, sincere interest in the needs, worries and hopes of the people involved in the 
network and high degree of commitment, both to my research and to my engagement in the 
network.  
Such work could have never been carried out within the conventional researcher-participants 
disposition that presumes maintenance of analytical distance, disconnection from the relational and 
material locations of the research and researcher-monopolised knowing framed as scientific 
objectivity. Only the above-described intensive and multifaceted connecting with the actors and 
sites of their engagement and informal negotiation and re-negotiations of the lines along which our 
relationship were formed enabled me to secure participation in the project, which was respectful 
and respected in accordance with my own moral evaluation and the moral judgment of the other 
actors involved.  
This work has also equipped me with the personal and relational knowledge about the participants, 
their concerns and expectations regarding the project, which allowed me to make decisions in 
relation to many “ethically important moments” (Guillemin & Gillam, 2004) that occurred 
throughout my fieldwork, for instance, the decisions regarding the type of data, which should be 
considered confidential, described earlier in the paper. Furthermore, it is on the basis of this 
dialogic, relational and reflexive ethical work that I developed an informed consent form. Thus, as 
opposed to asking the participants to consent to a set of meanings and understandings about the 
project, which I had fixed for them and about which I was informing them from the height of my 
knowing and knowledgeable self, I presented them with what both I and the actors saw as a product 
of our joint work, designed to reflect issues and concerns that we found mutually significant. Some 
of the important features of the consent were a detailed description of the forms of material, which I 
was recording and the ways in which recording took place, possibility for a fully or partially 
anonymous participation and for re-negotiation of this participation, etc. (see Appendix II: 
„Informed Consent‟ Form).  
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Within the framework of my project I respect the participants‟ choices with regard to the 
anonymity, secured in the design of the „Informed Consent‟ form, by taking a differentiating 
approach to representing data, more specifically, to revealing or concealing personal information 
regarding the participants represented in a specific data segment. What this very concretely means 
is that, for instance, in relation to representation of co-present interaction in the form of transcript, I 
use full short or long first names to refer to those participants who did not choose anonymous 
participation, while I use the first letter of the fist name to refer to those participants who made the 
decision to participate in the project anonymously.  Similarly, in the visual presentations of the co-
present interaction, i.e. in photographic images and snap shots of video-recordings, I cover 
graphically the faces of those actors who chose anonymity while leaving the faces of those who did 
not uncovered. This way of discriminating between the participants in representing data segments in 
which they are involved is a result of a conscious ethical decision that I have made as I believe that 
respecting the actors‟ choice to mark their involvement in the project is as imperative as respecting 
the choice of the other actors to anonymize their participation. Moreover, respecting the actors‟ 
decisions to reveal their names and other personal information in relation to the project serves as a 
way of recognizing and acknowledging the enthusiasm, encouragement and support of my project, 
which is what underpins these decisions.  
As I have emphasised earlier, researcher‟s accountability does not stop after gaining the consent of 
the participants. This realisation is particularly relevant to my research project, which focuses on the 
practices of transnational networking, mechanism of social, discursive and material relating that 
implies the flux in membership, connections, acts and actions involved in networking. In relation to 
ethical aspects of research, this entails that even many years into the project I was constantly 
confronted with the necessity to step back and engage in the same sensitive and complex job of 
informal negotiation of my relationship with the new or long-absent members of the network, with 
which I was pre-occupied in the earlier stages of my investigation. These blurring of the boundaries 
between various phases of ethical work was extremely beneficial as it provided other members of 
the network with a „naturally‟ occurring opportunity to voice their possible concerns in relation to 
their role in the project, to ask questions about my research. It also gave me a chance to 
communicate back to the participants current results of my investigation and to verify my 
observations and interpretations, thereby triangulating my data and adding new layers to my 
descriptions. Such “member checks” (Bhattacharya, 2007, p. 1098), might not be as detailed as 
asking all of the participants to read the transcripts of their conversations, which would be utterly 
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impossible in the case of multi-sited, multisemiotic, long-term ethnography of networking practices, 
in which I am engaged. However, they proved to be much more meaningful both to me and to the 
participants in terms of exercising my ethical responsibilities as a researcher and in terms of doing 
the ethnography of practice and generating the data archive. 
The impossibility of conducting conventional member checks is far from being the only ethical 
challenge connected to multimodal character of my inquiry. Activities, through which I realise the 
above-described dialogic and reflexive principles of researcher‟s responsibility in relation to the co-
present moments of participants‟ interaction, could not be applied to computer-mediated 
communication. The main computer-mediated site of ethnographic work carried out within the 
limits of my project is Rusforum. In Chapter 4 of the thesis, I have described the circumference of 
this site – e.g. the highly large and varying number of the participants engaged in the interaction 
within this site and highly extensive amount of the diverse, compound and interlinked topics and 
discussion forums across which this interaction takes place.  Obviously, attaining an informed 
consent from such a large number of participants is not possible, especially taking into 
consideration an open, flexible and fluid form of participating in and belonging to this on-line 
network, which entails that many of the posts that figure at some point in my analysis and 
discussion were published by people who had not visited the forum for years and whom I, therefore, 
cannot reach.  
For the same reason, an on-going and honest discussion of the scope and impact of my research, 
which serves as the basis of my relationship with the participants in the co-present settings, 
becomes impossible in relation to the computer-mediated aspects of my ethnography. Moreover, I 
believe that any upfront exposure of my research presence on the forum would create a 
confrontation between the participants, thereby compromising and probably making completely 
impossible any form of ethnographic work on this site. More importantly, I am convinced that such 
an act, even done with the best intensions, would be inevitably perceived by the users of the forum 
as an unwanted disruption of their interaction. At worst, it would be considered as an attempt to 
execute surveillance and control over the participants‟ lives and would trigger fears and anxieties 
connected to the decades of state-inflicted violence and human rights violations in Soviet Russia, 
which are deeply imprinted in their collective and personal memories. That is, it would interrupt, 
disturb and negatively affect the lives of the participants – which is exactly the opposite of what 
ethically mindful research is supposed to do. I was able to imagine these negative consequences of 
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applying an explicit, pro-active, dialogic form of ethical work to the ethnography of computer-
mediated interaction because I share some aspects of the actors‟ historical bodies, i.e. of their 
cultural, national, linguistic background, collective memory etc. In addition, I have discussed the 
possibility and effects of such an act of research courtesy with those actors of the nexus in focus 
whom I knew through my participation in Rusmam, the Russian school etc. and who were open 
about being active and experienced users of Rusforum. Those participants explicitly and 
passionately advised me not to go ahead with exposing the research aspects of my involvement on 
Rusforum using the same argumentation, at which I have arrived myself and which I have described 
above.   
There is no way of knowing to what extent these negative consequences would prove to be true. 
However, being firmly committed to doing my best to prevent my project from becoming offensive, 
distressing or harmful to the actors and, obviously, not wanting to jeopardize my investigation, I 
could not afford taking a chance. Instead, I have undertaken a task of developing a set of ethical 
principles not merely applicable to computer-mediated ethnography but also contextual, that is 
specific to the goals of my research, to the cultural, historical, social factors that are relevant to the 
dynamics of interaction, in which people involved in the project are engaged, and that are decisive 
to what they would consider appropriate or out of place, respectful or offensive etc. The following 
segment of this chapter outlines these principles and discusses them in relation to the scholarly 
commentaries preoccupied with the similar ethical issues. 
 
III. “DOING RIGHT” IN  CYBERSPACE 
 
“Most of us prefer “doing right” to the opposite.  
But sometimes it is not easy to determine                                                                                     
either what constitutes right conduct or how to do it” (Thomas, 1996, p. 107). 
 
My concerns for the consequences of revealing or disguising research practices in computer-
mediated sites are shared by a number of scholars that recognize and make use of the unique, rich, 
multifaceted and extensive data afforded by computer-mediated communication (CMC). My line of 
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reasoning in relation to making my research presence known to the participants echoes the logic 
articulated by Storm King (1996, p. 120) who points out that “nonreactive research methods (where 
the subjects are unaware they are under study) do not necessarily involve deception. They do, 
however, involve “the lack of consent”, which can be necessary and justifiable as requesting such a 
consent would cause “a gross disruption of the very process of interest to social scientists” and 
disturbance of “the interpersonal process being displayed” (King, 1996, p. 120).    
“In Future Shock, Alvin Toffer observed that the future arrives too soon and in the wrong order. 
[…] One of the problems arising from the future-is-now expansion of computer technology is 
establishing the ethics by which scholars ought to proceed when venturing into cyberspace” 
(Thomas, 1996, p. 107). As pointed out by Jim Thomas in the quote above, on its early stages, 
CMC developed much too fast for the research to be able to spot, account for and address diverse 
consequences of examinations conducted based on the data collected in CM fields.  This entails the 
majority of the existing discussions on the ethics of doing CMC research being done retrospectively 
and is more corrective in their nature rather than prognostic, which makes it different from my own 
ethical work, which is based on both the on-going efforts to predict possible effects of my research 
practices as I am carrying them out as well as on the constant incorporation of and reflecting on my 
most recent research experiences.  
 Authors such as Jim Thomas (1996), Susan Herring (1996) and Dennis Waskul (1996) point out 
that the discussions of ethical research behavior in relation to CMC are preyed by acute 
disagreements. Scholars who are occupied with these discussions are torn by multiple dilemmas, 
such as whether to take a deontological (rule- and act-following) or teleological (consequentialist) 
position on the subject (Thomas, 1996, p. 109), whether CMC belongs to public or private spheres, 
whether securing participants anonymity is a way to guard their privacy or a failure to credit them 
for their participation, whether CMC is such a unique interactional mode and media that it requires 
the development of a completely new ethical perspective or whether it is, first and foremost, a 
resemiotisation of the conventional modes of communication and, therefore, its examinations can be 
guided by the traditional ethical standards and so on.  
In my quest for the ethical guidelines, I was confronted with a similar set of dilemmas, tackling 
which was particularly difficult in the absence of the agreement among the existing commentaries 
on the issues in focus. This lack of any clear guidance in relation to what fair or right CMC research 
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behaviour is has clearly made my ethnographic work more challenging. At the same time it has also 
allowed me to realize the importance of the development of such guidelines. However, I insist that 
these guidelines should figure in research practice not as a set of formal and firm rules (rule-
following deontological position) but rather as an assemblage of principles based on the 
conventional and broad moral and ethical criteria. These criteria should be then carefully weighed 
and valued by research practitioners against pragmatic, cultural, social etc. contexts of their research 
projects (act-following deontological position) and their consequences (act-following teleological 
position), thereby encouraging them to avoid formal and thoughtless adherence to the established 
and accepted ethical norms, engaging instead in situational and reflexive ethical work. 
It is this perspective that I assumed in building up the ethical foundation of my own research. I have 
started from what Belmort Report defines as “the ethical principles regarding all research involving 
humans as subject” (Thomas, 1996, p. 110), such as (a) “respect for persons” anchored in the 
convinction that “individuals should be treated as autonomous agents”, (b) “beneficence” – a 
principle that “extends the Hippocratic maxim of „do no harm‟” and (c) “justice […] placing an 
obligation on the researcher to assess the distribution of „fairness‟ toward the research subjects and 
social interests” (Thomas, 1996, pp. 110-111). Subsequently, I began to translate these general 
principles into the context of my investigation. One of the first issues, which I addressed in this 
process, was the public/private distinction in relation to CMC, generally, and on-line aspects of my 
ethnography, specifically.   
The reason for giving this discussion such a priority relates to the fact that scholarly writings on 
ethical decision making in connection to CMC research are dominated by the disputes around 
public or private nature of on-line interaction as a way of determining whether in conducting CM 
ethnographic work the researchers should feel obligated to make such ethical decisions as asking 
the permission to observe and record the interaction, anonymising the participants, revealing their 
research presence etc. As Dennis Waskul (1996) points out, in the majority of such discussions the 
private/public distinction and, therefore, identification of ethically important moments becomes the 
matter of accessibility. Whether the observed and recorded interaction belongs to a public or private 
domain and, consequently, whether the researchers can feel free or not to proceed with their 
practices without taking into consideration interests of the participants involved thus become 
reduced to determining if the CM space in focus can be entered and observed without registration, 
login and password information. Following this logic I could have dispensed with any ethical 
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concerns since as described in Chapter 4, the absolute majority of Rusforum‟s functions (connected 
to both reading and posting comments as well as forum‟s meta-functions, such as search function) 
can be accessed without any registration requirements. 
However, just as Dennis Waskul, I believe that such logic is “an ethically dangerous 
misconception” (Waskul, 1996, p. 132), which ignores the blurring of boundaries between the 
public and the private that characterizes social interaction in general and that becomes particularly 
acute in the case of CMC. As Dennis Waskul (1996) and Storm King (1996) emphasize, such 
features of CMC as a possibility of entering “public” spaces and discussions from the “private” 
places (such as home), an interaction dispersed both in time and space, a one-to-many 
communicational mode, which enables the participants to be engaged in multiple interactional 
sequences with various levels of intimacy and sensitivity of the themes discussed, can produce 
among the participants “a perceived sense of privacy” (Waskul, 1996, p. 132; King, 1996). This 
makes it largely impossible for the researcher to determine whether a particular interactional 
moment is regarded as private or as public by all of the actors involved in it. However, in the case 
of Rusforum, it could be argued that the CM space, which I have observed and examined, is public 
as in the forum‟s design, outlay, operational structure as well as in the participants‟ conversations 
this space often becomes juxtaposed to the so called “private box”
45
 or, in the forums vernacular, 
Lichka
46
. Lichka is a forum function, which allows the registered users to exchange private, one-to-
one messages, which can only be accessed by the receiver and the sender. This function secures a 
private communicational space for the users of the forum and is regularly used by most of them, 
when there is a need to discuss issues that they perceive as sensitive or private. This usually 
happens in the middle of a many-to-many discussion in the “public” section of the forum when two 
or more of the participants decide to continue a conversation in Lichka. In addition to Lichka, forum 
contains another private space, the so called Fludilka
47
 - a chat room, which can be accessed only 
by the registered users and entering of which either for reading or participation require a login and a 
password. The presence of these functions, as well as the fact that the users frequently make use of 
them, demonstrates that the forum‟s administrators as well as many of the forum‟s participants are 
aware of the public character of the discussions in which they participate outside Lichka and 
Fludilka. As emphasized in Chapter 4 of the thesis, the interaction taking place within the 
                                                          
45
 “Private box” - “личный ящик” (Russian) [http://rusforum.dk/index.php?act=Msg&CODE=02] 
46
 “Lichka” - “личка” (Russian), from Russian “личный” – “private” (English) 
47
 “Fludilka” – “флудилка” (Russian), from the English “flood” 
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framework of the aforementioned private spaces of Rusforum will not be included in the current 
examination.  
As my research practices focus solely on the “public” room of the forum I can argue that my 
ethnographic work in this CM space is ethically justified. Apart from that I can also evaluate the 
forum‟s level of privacy by following Dennis Waskul‟s (1996, p. 133) suggestion to look at the size 
of the forum and at the nature of themes that are being discussed on it. As Rusforum includes 
thousands of members interacting across numerous discussion rooms (plus two private rooms: 
Fludilka and Lichka) currently containing over 15000 discussion themes, I can argue that the size of 
the forum suggests a low degree of perceived privacy. Similarly, none of the forum‟s discussions, 
which become the source of my research data, contains themes with high degree of sensitivity and 
perceived privacy, such as “swinging, self-help, recreational drug use, and so on” (Waskul, 1996, p. 
133). 
Thus, by evaluating the forum‟s accessibility, its functional design and the character of the themes 
discussed as well as, and most importantly, by examining users‟ interaction and behaviour on the 
forum I can conclude that the CM space, within which I carry out my ethnographic work, is an 
open-access forum, which has a low degree of perceived privacy, and which, therefore, can be 
considered public. The question is - to what this conclusion entitles or obligates me in relation to 
fulfilling my ethical responsibilities towards the participants? Does it mean that CM interaction that 
takes place within this space is “public broadcasts, which are designed to reach a wide audience” 
(Herring S. , 1996, p. 159), thereby allowing me to treat the participants nicknames, avatars and 
other iconic and linguistic features pointing out at their identity as public and, therefore, permitting 
me to disclose them in my study? Or more than that – does it obligate me to do that because all of 
the data that I have collected on the forum is “published works” (Herring S. , 1996, p. 154) 
protected by copyright and, hence, falling under the same citation requirements as any other 
published materials?  
 According to Susan Herring (1996, pp. 154,159) following the later logic would presume that (1) I 
quote participants‟ messages for their content solely rather than with a purpose of examining and 
making sense of a broader social, discursive, cultural tendency, phenomenon etc. (which is, 
obviously, not the case), (2) the authors of the messages would want to be associated with it and 
have produced the messages with the intention of them becoming durable. While there are certainly 
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forums to which the aforementioned argument can be applied (for instance academically-oriented 
discussion places), there is no doubt that this is not the case in relation to Rusforum as the 
discussions that take place in this CM space contain no indication of that as well as the fact that 
they are much too immediate and everyday-life related to give reason to suspect that any of the 
people participating in these discussions perceive them as publications.  
In accordance with the former logic, on the other hand, interaction taking place within such an 
open-access CM space as Rusforum represents a broadcast material. While in the line of this 
argument the researcher is not required to indicate the source of this material, he or she can decide 
to do that based on the argument that “when individuals choose to broadcast their messages to 
public forums, their name become public information” (Herring S. , 1996, p. 159). However, I 
believe that researchers should exercise the ethical freedom granted by the aforementioned 
argument with great caution. Once again, I argue that in the absence of the established ethical 
requirements in relation to CMC research – requirements that are verified by time, assessed in 
diverse empirical examinations, and scrutinized in profound theoretical debates – in making ethical 
decisions scholars can and should be guided by those fundamental ethical principles, which I have 
outlined earlier in this section and which instruct the researcher to follow the Hippocratic doctrine 
of doing good or not harming. I claim that the only way for the researcher to insure that this ethical 
principle is met in connection to doing CMC research is by stripping the data of all the indications 
of the participants‟ identity, which are not relevant to the analysis, regardless of the access criteria 
and privacy degree of the examined CM space. In this sense my understanding of researcher‟s 
responsibility echoes the one put forward by Susan Herring (1996, p. 159), who encourage the 
researchers to “avoid using real names in their actual research practice”. However, while Susan 
Herring advocates this practice as an act of “courtesy”, which is “neither legal nor an ethical 
requirement”, I believe that it should be considered as one of the central aspects of ethical decision 
making. Which features of participants‟ identity are relevant to the research and should be disclosed 
and which are not and, therefore, can be anonymized depends, just as the majority of ethical 
decisions made in various scholarly fields, on the type of the research conducted and should be 
determined and substantiated by the individual researcher. 
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Within the framework of my inquiry I have applied the guidelines proposed above  
1. By removing, while representing data,  
a. participants nicknames, 
b.  avatars,  
c. registration information (such as registration date, user category, number of posted 
messages, nationality, place of living),  
d. icons pointing at their nationality and other identity references even though the 
participants have revealed them in the space open for public access.  
2. By making sure to store the generated data safely.  
This largely coincides with the suggestions with regard to participants anonymity made by Storm 
King (1996, p. 127). However, as opposed to Storm King, I have chosen to disclose all the 
information about the CM space in focus as I believe that withholding it is unnecessary, based on 
the previously-discussed considerations with regard to the forum‟s accessibility and nature, as well 
as the fact that it would be pointless, since the forum‟s linguistic and thematic features and context 
are so unique that it could be identified easily even without an exact URL. Moreover, I agree with 
Susan Herring in her recommendation for to the researchers to identify CM social spaces, which 
they examine, in order to make their studies available for independent assessment, thereby making 
their research more transparent and increasing its validity.  
I devoted this section of my thesis to an in-depth discussion of the way in which I conceive of and 
practice ethically mindful research in relation to the CM aspect of my ethnographic work. I believe 
that such a detailed account of ethical criteria of my research behavior was necessary as 
Cybermedia provides discursive, social and material spaces and interactional modes whose fluidity 
and complexity overpasses any conventional media, which makes it particularly “vulnerable to 
ethical breaches” (Thomas, 1996, p. 108) and which makes the task of defining ethical behaviour 
highly challenging. The relative novelty of CMC as a research field entails that just as many other 
scholars fascinated by the potential, which it opens up for examining and discussing some of the 
most relevant and complex issues of contemporary social life, and preoccupied with the “messy” 
and difficult task of exploiting this potential, I had to pave my own way in identifying what ethical 
research integrity is when research goes on-line. Ethical criteria, which I have formulated in this 
process, are harmonious with the principles of ethical mindfulness that I have established earlier in 
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this chapter as an overall strategy of exercising the researcher‟s responsibility that I apply 
throughout my examination. These criteria frame ethical aspect of my CM ethnography as a 
reflexive, contextual, nonreactive, act-following deontological and act-following teleological 
practice. This entails that my ethical decision making is rooted in the broad fundamental ethical 
doctrines that require from the researcher committed and extensive efforts directed at minimizing 
the risk of harming the participants and disrespecting their privacy. Taking up the aforementioned 
perspective, I have translated these general principles into guidelines for ethical behaviour, which 
are specific to the social, cultural and pragmatic context of my project and which consider its goals 
and its consequences. By examining the functional design of the CM site in focus, its size and 
thematic context as well as the behavior and interaction of people who are engaged in it I have 
evaluated and discussed such aspects of the site as its accessibility and degree of perceived privacy. 
On the basis of this discussion I have concluded that ethically responsible behaviour within the 
framework of my investigation involves nonintrusive research practice, which is not revealed to the 
participants, and anonymizing of participants‟ identity by removing from the generated data all the 
indicators of participants identity that are not relevant to the analysis or further discussion. 
I believe that the difficulties associated with articulating principles of ethically mindful behaviour 
for CM research that I have addressed should neither scare researchers off active examining CMC 
nor be used as an excuse to avoid dealing with the ethical facets of this examining. In line with Jim 
Thomas (1996, p. 108), I in no way think that we as researchers “are solely and wholly responsible 
for the burden of protecting subjects from every conceivable harm”. However, I am convinced that 
we have a responsibility to commit to persistent, systematic and reflexive work, which entails both 
defining what “fair” and “right” research practice is in the context of each project and doing our 
best to follow theses ethical criteria throughout our investigations. This section of my thesis 
represents an account of the way I understand and realize this commitment within the framework of 
my inquiry. 
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IV. CHAPTER SUMMARY: FROM ETHICAL CONCERNS TO ENGAGED AND ACTION-
BASED SCHOLARSHIP 
 
“In conducting multi-sited research, one finds oneself with all sorts of cross-cutting and 
contradictory personal commitments.These conflicts are resolved, perhaps ambivalently, 
not by refuge in being a detached anthropological scholar, but in being a sort of 
ethnographer-activist” (Marcus, 1995, p. 113). 
 
In this chapter, I have addressed the complexities and challenges of conducting ethically appropriate 
research, which involves doing participatory ethnography in general and multimodal nexus analysis 
in particular. Deep involvement of a researcher with the social and material sites of his/her 
exploration, which is necessary for gaining an access to and mapping out some of the most 
ambiguous and „messy‟ aspects of social practices, also entails blurring between personal, social 
and research sites of the fieldwork. This makes recognising and addressing “ethically important 
moments” (Guillemin & Gillam, 2004) the task, which requires an on-going and consistent exercise 
of reflexivity, imaginativeness and contexuality that I define as the main principles of ethically 
mindful research.  
I argue that such committed, explicit and dialogic practice of researcher‟s accountability is a way of 
beginning a long-needed reframing of the discussions of impact and value of our research activities 
and actions form the defensive rhetoric in response to the potential critique of our scientific 
subjectivity into the framework of discourse of the research activism. I see the latter as a powerful 
way of highlighting enormous potential for social change that research practices have or should 
have in the areas of our academic interest.  
Such scholars as Broome, Carey, De La Carza, Martin, & Morris (2005), Marcus (1995), Ron and 
Suize Scollon (2004) explicitly recognize transformative power of research practice and actively 
advocate applying this power for positive social change. These scholars see the shift from 
“informative to performative ethnography” (Fabian, 1990, as cited in Broome, Carey, De La Carza, 
Martin, & Morris, 2005, p. 158), visible in a number of recent ethnographic investigations, to be 
indicative of a larger “activist turn” in both theoretical and empirical scholarship. The research 
projects that trigger and implement such a turn exploit their potential for changing the world by 
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committing either to specific social outcomes of research practice (the so called “activist research” 
(Broome, Carey, De La Carza, Martin, & Morris, 2005, p. 146) ) or to the specific issue or issues at 
hand (“engaged scholarship” (Broome, Carey, De La Carza, Martin, & Morris, 2005, p. 146). 
The latter approach to the development of the engaged research, which I see myself contributing to 
by means of my project, does not imply or require starting out a scholarly investigation with a 
particular act of social change in mind as a necessary research outcome. However, it demands 
active personal involvement on the part of the researcher with the community in focus and applying 
his or her skills and abilities wherever and whenever it is possible in the course of the project to 
serve positively to this community.   
The engaged, action-oriented nature of my investigation is based on the dialogic, reflexive, 
ethically-mindful, systematic and “symbiotic” (Broome, Carey, De La Carza, Martin, & Morris, 
2005, p. 170) relationship with the actors involved. Throughout my project, I have been explicitly 
committed to establishing this relationship; and within the framework of this chapter I have 
accounted and critically discussed the ways in which it was shaped and re-shaped. The social 
impact and social engagement of my research practices lie in the high social and political relevance 
of the issues of transnational living and belongingness, which I examine in my investigation and in 
connection to which I voice the concerns of people engaged in this living.  Furthermore, it consists 
in the work, which I do while carrying out this examination and which involves using my personal, 
academic and professional skills and abilities to participate in the hard and truly inspirational efforts 
of the members of the community in focus to build and improve their lives, the lives of their 
families, of their friends and of those who will become networked into the community in the future.  
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CHAPTER 7: THE MAKING OF TRANSNATIONAL PRACTICES: 
MULTIMODAL, SOCIAL-SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL 
INTERACTION AND DISCURSIVE PRACTICES IN THE 
CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKING 
 
Earlier in the thesis I have outlined and critically discussed multiple, diverse and often contradictory 
scholarly treatments of transnationality and theoretical debates around political, communicational, 
social and cultural issues that are connected to transnational living. In the course of this theoretical 
discussion (see Chapter 2), I have suggested an approach to thinking of and conceptualising 
transnational processes that acknowledges the complexity of human and material agencies engaged 
in their enabling and of technological, mediational and interactional mechanisms involved in their 
production and reproduction. One of the main theoretical premises that underpin the 
aforementioned approach is based on an argument that transnational practices are not constituted by 
agency-deprived flows divided between segregated and unidentified scales of micro and macro, 
below and above, here and there, home and host. Nor are they formed by a set of  isolated activities 
in which people engage in order to cope with the predicaments of transnational existence, 
“estrangement from the „mother‟ culture, distantiation from the place of origin, process of 
splitting”, etc., which “have all by now become familiar (if not over-familiar)” themes (Aksoy & 
Robins, 2003, p. 92) through some globalization, diaspora and transnational migration studies 
discussed in Chapter 2 of the thesis.  The view on the concept of transnationality, which I put 
forward as one of the central theoretical pillars of my research, rests on the claim that transnational 
mobility is enabled by practices that are tightly networked into the web of actors‟ mundane acts and 
actions, in which material, technological and discursive recourses and agencies become linked, re-
contextualised and re-articulated to produce what I refer to as transnational networking.  
Thus, the main imperative of the analytical work represented in this chapter consists in tracing and 
making visible the construction of transnational networking, i.e. the making of practices that 
mediate it. As described earlier in the thesis, I realize this analytical task by mapping out and 
unpacking the aforementioned complex, multi-modal, material, discursive and social connecting 
through which familiar points of reference (such as nationality, culture, religion, etc.) and 
established, routinized practices (such as prandial and child-rearing practices) become appropriated 
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and transformed by the actors to mediate and enable living between, across and beyond nation as a 
political, geographic, cultural and discursive concept. In doing so, I identify and examine the 
discursive categories and material, cultural and ideational recourses associated with them and which 
the actors invoke in this process, as well as the ways in which they construct these categories as 
relevant or irrelevant to the multitude of their memberships and belongings. I carry out this 
analytical work by mobilizing the multimodal, social-semiotic, discourse approach to analyzing 
meaning-making and social interaction, which I have developed in Chapter 3 of the thesis and 
which invokes the methodological strategies of such analytical and theoretical perspectives as 
conversational and membership categorization analysis (Sacks, 1992; Silverman, 1998), socio-
semiotic analysis (Kress, 2010; Lemke, 2002; Iedema, 2001) and critical discourse analysis 
(Fairclough, 2003). 
As I have outlined earlier in the thesis, by applying the aforementioned methods of discourse and 
socio-semiotic analysis to diverse multimodal segments of data registered in my data archive 
(generation of which is addressed in Chapter 4), I examine how the three meta-functions of 
discourse (Halliday, 2004; Iedema, 2003; Fairclough, 2003) become realised in the making and re-
making of meaning as it takes place across multiple semiotic fields and multiple sites of actors‟ 
engagement. That is, I explore “the machinery” (Sacks, 1992) of the ways in which the actors 
“integrate language with non-language stuff” (Gee, 1999) to represent, orient towards and organize 
particular aspects of realities – such as transnational networking with which my project is 
concerned.  
This approach to organizing and realizing the examination of social interaction captured in the 
course of my ethnographic work is reflected in the way the current chapter is structured. Namely, 
the analytical work in which I engage within this chapter is arranged around three aforementioned 
meta-functions of discourse and the ways the actors employ these functions to represent and enact 
categories and practices that mediate transnational networking and to represent and enact the 
attachments to these categories and associations between these practices.  
Thus, I begin by examining the construction of categories, which the actors make relevant as they, 
in the course of their everyday lives, classify and represent meanings, knowledges, experiences and 
objects involved in the making of practices in focus. In doing so, I explore “how it is that something 
that‟s done is recognized for what it is” (Sacks, 1992, p. 236) as well as unpacking the categories 
and classes involved in making whatever is being done recognizable, repeatable and context-like. In 
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doing so I make visible and discuss the lists of items, of discursivities, materialities and actions of 
which these classes and categories are composed. 
This exploration of the representational function of discourse in the making of realities is closely 
intertwined with and followed by the analytical examination of the ways in which in representing 
the realities and producing categorizations through which they become recognizable, the actors 
necessarily engage in organizing the knowledges, sites, practices and regimes located by the 
categories and accounts that they mobilize to accomplish these acts. That is, I attend analytically to 
the organizational meta-function of discursive practices. More precisely, I explore how discursive 
mechanisms such as interdiscursivity and transdiscursivity (formulated and discussed in Chapter 3) 
become employed by the actors in organizing and reorganizing the aspects of realities associated 
with transnational living.   
As I uncover in the course of the analytical work outlined above the representing and organizing of 
the realities through making and making relevant of diverse categories I also map out how in 
enacting this categorical work the actors position themselves and the others in relation to the classes 
and meanings that they invoke and negotiate. This implies that I examine how the actors mobilize 
diverse discursive mechanisms to orient themselves and the others towards (or away from) 
represented accounts, experience, objects and symbols – i.e. I examine how identification, and the 
“action on the other” are organized and exercised to exercise the “control over things” (Fairclough, 
2003, p. 28).  
As it is emphasized above, I chose to structure the current chapter of my thesis in accordance with 
the aforementioned meta-functions of discourse to make transparent the analytical work represented 
in this chapter and to make as clear as possible how in doing this work I apply the methodological 
approach developed earlier in the thesis. However, as mentioned above and as highlighted in 
relation to the development of this approach, representing, relating to and organizing the realities 
are not isolated facets in the making of realities. Instead, these are closely intertwined mechanisms 
of constructing and governing out-thereness that rely and feed upon each other. That is why, while 
for the methodological purposes described above, the structure of the chapter, seems to somewhat 
segregate these processes, the actual analytical work seeks to show the interconnectivity between 
them, which is reflected in the continuous movements between diverse analytical segments that I 
carry out across the structural units outlined above.   
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I begin the analysis described above from the position at which I arrived as a result of the 
ethnographic work strategized in accordance with the principles and methods of organizing 
ethnography put forward by Nexus Analysis (Scollon, 2001; Scollon & Scollon, 2004). That is, I 
examine the representational, orientational and organizational power of discourse in the making of 
transnational networking practices by focusing on the social and semiotic sites, categories, 
discourses and actions, which I have identified as significant to the actors through the ethnographic 
activities and preliminary analysis described and discussed in Chapter 4 of the thesis.  The 
discourses, whose circulation I mapped out in the course of the aforementioned research work, 
include prandial discourses and discourses of child-care. The next section represents the analytical 
examination of the ways in which one of these identified discursive cycles - food-related discourses 
– as well as food-related practices mediated by these discourses participate in the categorization 
work in which the actors engage in the course of their daily interactions and which enables the 
construction of transnational networking and identity construction associated with transnational 
living.  
 
I. CATEGORIZING THE REALITIES: PRANDIAL DISCOURSE  AND THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE FAMILIAR 
 
“In our family, the national border goes through the refrigerator.  ” 
  (Posted on Rusforum, in discussion topic  
"What are you having for dinner/supper?, Share an idea with the neighbour))”  48 ) 
 
As I have demonstrated in Chapter 4 of the thesis, prandial discourses circulate across all the three 
sites of actors‟ engagement involved in the nexus of practice within which my ethnographic work 
took place: Rusforum, Rusmam/the Russian school and the “Russian” shop in Aalborg.  
Continuously re-emerging in computer-mediated discussions on Rusforum, in co-present 
conversations between parents during Rusmam, Aalborg Russian school meetings, in the selection 
of food products in the “Russian” shop in Aalborg, in the display of dishes prepared by members of 
                                                          
48
 ”Что у вас на обед\ужин?, Поделись идеей с ближним))” 
<http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=4795&st=3280&p=293686&#entry293686>, Appendix III.4 
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Rusmam for the “without-children get-togethers” and in collective road-trips to the “Russian 
supermarket” in Germany, etc. prandial practices become associated within various aspects of 
actors‟ everyday lives – child upbringing, health care, religious practices, etc. As identified earlier 
in the thesis, making sense of unfamiliar cultural, economic, social and political relations with 
which the actors become confronted as a result of their mobility, often takes place through the 
exploration of prandial practices connected to these relations (e.g. discussions of childcare 
institutions in Denmark invoke the prandial aspects of daily routines and normative regimes through 
which the functioning of these institutions is organized, see Chapter 4).   
At the same, as emphasized in Chapter 4, the familiar understandings and meanings associated with 
prandial practices are also continuously made relevant in the actors‟ interactions. Religious and 
cultural practices, raw ingredients, food products and dishes which the participants label as 
“Russian” or just “our” in the food-related descriptions become constructed as “real”, “authentic”, 
“healthy”, “wholesome” in the idealising nostalgic, often highly emotional, discursive trips to the 
“neverland” of childhood, past, “home”. Repeated referencing to the concept of “Russian food” and 
“our food” presupposes the presence of shared ground, of common understanding of these concepts 
and of seemingly uncontested totality of these experiences. In the following, I examine the 
supposedly shared categories, discursively marked as “our” or “Russian”, in order to unpack the 
lists of items – meanings, symbols, material objects, discursive references, social and physical 
places, experiences, historical moments, etc. – through which these categories become composed. 
In doing so, I uncover and make available for further discussion discursive and social mechanisms 
through which these lists are being formulated, negotiated, invoked in relation to and intertwined 
with the other new and/or unfamiliar sets of connections relevant to the actors.  
As illustrated by a few examples in Figure 12
49
, the actors‟ interaction captured in the course of my 
ethnographic work is pervaded with consistent, routinized and truly numerous referencing to our or 
Russian food products and food-related practices. 
                                                          
49
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?act=Search&CODE=simpleresults&sid=e95801ab52f4f263483721f0e90ccdb8&highlite=%ED%E0%F8> 
<http://rusforum.dk/index.php?&act=Search&CODE=simpleresults&sid=a685b89822bb0639334c4a43cd82e7d3&highlite=%F0%F3%F1%F1%EA%E8
%E9+%EC%E0%E3%E0%E7%E8%ED&st=50> 
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Figure 12: Examples of Uses of Discursive inscriptions “Our” and “Russian” in Relation to 
Prandial Practices:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
”Наш магазин” –  
Our  shop 
 
”Наши торты” – 
Our cakes 
”Наша сгущунка” – 
Our condensed milk 
”Наша морская 
капуста” – Our 
seaweed  
”Наша кухня” – Our 
cuisine 
”А ля наша горячая 
еда” – A la our 
warm food 
”Наш ’Провансаль’” 
– Our ”Provansal” 
”Наша полностью 
еда” – Our food 
completely 
”Русский магазин” – 
Russian shop 
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The aforementioned discursive references represent the way of invoking a specific identity category 
through its “legitimate plural replacements” (Sacks, 1992, p. 335). Even if the actors have no ability 
or intention whatsoever to actually name the category (for instance, when they use the so-called 
pro-form word (Sacks, 1992, p. 342) „our‟) and to “replace it with a list of those persons about 
whom it is true”  (Sacks, 1992, p. 335), when the category is made relevant across so many 
interactional contexts and on so many occasions, it becomes a reliable, disseminated into daily 
routines,  point of reference to which the actors orient in constructing their identities. Therefore, 
examining those knowledges, attributes and activities, which are associated with the categories 
marked discursively as “our” and “Russian”, as well as discursive and social work, which the actors 
accomplish to articulate or re-articulate their belonging to this category, is crucial for understanding 
the mechanisms of identity construction that the actors invoke in the course of their everyday 
practices. 
In “network” terms, prandial practices represent a complex mobile assemblage of physiological, 
discursive, economic, etc. relations that mediate on-going connecting between material human and 
technical agencies across numerous sites of engagement (see Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Prandial Practices 
 
 
 
“Russian” food or “our” food represents discursive inscriptions, labels that denote a specific 
prandial practice. Therefore, sharing of the understanding of this concept would presume sharing of 
the whole complex set of relations, having in common all of the numerous sites of engagement and, 
being familiar with and able to recognise material and human agencies that participate in the 
making of these relations. To examine how much of this commonality and sharing is actually 
present in the actors‟ experiences, I shall now look at one of the many discussions devoted to food-
related practices on Rusforum
50
.  
 
                                                          
50
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=14855>, Appendix III.14 
PRANDIAL PRACTICES
PRACTICES
Physiological 
(Digestion)
Economic (Buying 
and selling food)
Discursive 
(Representing food 
and food practices)
AGENCIES
Material Agencies 
(Raw products)
Technical Agencies 
(Machinary used in 
processing  of raw 
products) 
Human Agencies
 
          Sites of  
Engagement  
RELATIONS 
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Excerpt 14 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While the title of the discussion topic intends to become a discursive trip into a broad spectrum of 
childhood memories, the thematic description of the topic formulated by the Rusforum participant 
who starts the discussion firmly positions the concept of childhood within the framework of 
prandial practices in continuity with the conversation thread that emerged earlier (“the neighbouring 
topic”).  
The discursive inscriptions of these supposedly shared food-related practices, which the actors 
produced in the course of the discussion and which wrap up cultural and social experiences, 
relations and traversals that make up narratives of their identities, their historical bodies, are far 
from being identical. Sometimes these inscriptions remain completely unrecognized. In this case, 
the comment posted by one of the participants might be left without a reply or any reaction from the 
others, as illustrated by the Excerpt 15:  
From childhood, who remembers what 
Here in the neighbouring topic [NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT] started talking about ice-
cream. And everybody started recollecting what they ate when they were children. Join us 
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Excerpt 1551 
 
 
 
 
 
The post above consists of two lines, both of which encourage commenting. Both utterances are 
marked by the absence of closing punctuation, which indicates their openness for the subsequent 
discussion. In addition, the first line containing a short humorous narration of a childhood 
experience ends with a “smiley” inviting the other participants to laugh along with the author of the 
comment. However, all of the aforementioned syntactically and iconically realised invitations for 
the discussion of the experience described in the post remain unanswered. My long-term 
observation and examination of interaction within the social space of Rusforum show that such a 
complete ignoring of the comment is highly uncommon to the interactional practice at this site of 
the actors‟ engagement. As any talk-in-interaction (Schegloff, 2007) computer-mediated interaction 
is characterized by thick and “tremendously powerful structural regularities” (Antaki & 
Widdicombe, 1998, p. 5) that are normative to the actors behaviour within a specific social space. 
The missing response to the comment, which is as explicitly open to the interactional turn that 
would make it relevant as the example above, is not a random departure from the sequential 
                                                          
51
 “Vatrushki” (from Russian “Ватрушки”) – Russian pastry with cottage cheese  
    “Shaverma” (from Russian “Шаверма”)  – Shawarma 
    “Pelmeni” (from Russian “Пельмени”) – dumplings made of various types of meat filling wrapped in dough then     
     frozen, boiled or fried 
I remember, just like right now, have found a rouble at school – such luck! bought for all of the 
money vatrushki , 8 kopeks per piece, it was in 1886  
I remember all the before-crisis prices for some reason, that is of  year 98, for instance, 
shaverma  cost 6 roubles, half-a-kilo of pelmeni  – 4, packet of butter - 3.30   
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organization.  Instead, it is a meaningful to the interactional occasion failure to the expectations of 
the speaker, which Gunter Kress describes as “refusal to engage” (2010, p. 36) and which can only 
be indicative of the fact that the context of the experience, which the author chose to invoke as, a 
“knowable” (Antaki & Widdicombe, 1998, p. 3) to the other interactants, feature of their 
supposedly unarguably shared past, is in fact not familiar to them.  
Alternatively, when only one aspect of the described practice does not become immediately 
recognised by the actors (for example a particular discursive inscription, such as the name of the 
specific food product), it initiates a conversational exchange that aims at clarifying, explaining or 
introducing the broken or missing element of the description. Such an action (illustrated by the 
excerpts below) is accomplished through a sequence of turns-at-talk that repair troublesome aspect 
of the actors‟ experience.  
Excerpt 16 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[Citation]: Personally, what I could afford the most was Alaska Pollock caviar  
And whu is zat? What kind of animal is it?  
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: Well, frozen Alaska Pollack was usually 
bought for cats. Here it is itself on the picture and here is its caviar. 
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In the Excerpt16, a repair was initiated in relation to the material agency made relevant by one of 
the participants (“Alaska Pollock caviar”). The repair was initiated in a form of question with 
humorous undertones realized by transforming orthography of some of the words, so that if these 
words were pronounced in accordance with this orthography, it would produced a comic effect 
(“whu is zat”). The humorous effect is amplified by the second part of the utterance within which a 
food product becomes addressed as an “animal”. In addition the line ends with the insertion of the 
same emoticon   that was used by the previous author, which conveys playful, teasing 
mimicking.  
The next comment accomplishes the initiated repair and clarifies the troublesome element through 
verbal and visual resources: “Well, frozen Alaska Pollack was usually bought for cats. Here it is 
itself on the picture and here is its caviar.” The second part of the line serves as a caption to the 
images displayed below “Here it is itself on the picture and here is its caviar”.  
In the next excerpt, the repair of the initially unrecognised material attribute associated with the 
supposedly shared past is carried out along two conversational pairs.  
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Excerpt 1752 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
52
  “Peter” (from Russian “Питер”) – a colloquial (slang) reference to St Petersburg    
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: And do you remember wonderful Cuban 
 candies – orange and pink? [...] 
 Cuban candies.? Are you sure you are not confusing something? As far as I know the 
only Cuban things in Russia were cigars. Or are you from the kind of city where there 
were things like that.  
 
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: In Peter – they were always “on order”. 
Almost everybody whom I remember had them – in completely transparent wrapping […]  
 
ААААА. Well, they never got to us then. Everything from Cuba was eaten by those from 
Peter. […]  
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In the first pair, one of the participants makes a reference to “wonderful Cuban candies – orange 
and pink? [...]” emphasising his or her infatuation for them through using the attribute “wonderful” 
as well as by adding the following emoticon “ ”, which iconically signals passionate fondness, 
love. The comment following the aforementioned post shows that this emotional and prandial 
experience is not recognised by its author, who initiates a repair of the feature in focus. Firstly, by 
signalling his or her confusion with the previous statement and questioning its correctness:  “Are 
you sure you are not confusing something?”; then – by suggesting his own interpretation of the 
invoked experience: “As far as I know the only Cuban things in Russia were cigars”; and finally, by 
suggesting the possible reason for the confusion: “Or are you from the kind of city where there were 
things like that?”. The last element of the repair initiation is concluded with a smiley “ ”, which 
functions in the current conversational context as an interactional disclaimer signalling that the 
authors realises that he or she is asking another interactant to reveal on-line the details of his or her 
identity, which is a sensitive and private matter. In doing so the speaker attempts to downplay this 
invasion of the other participant‟s privacy. This use of the static emoticon illustrates what Susan 
Herring (Dresner & Herring, 2010) refers to as “illocutionary force” of this visual semiotic resource 
in computer-mediated communication. The realization of this particular discursive function of 
emoticons is an ever-conscious and intentional act of conveying “on a par with other aspects of 
written language” (Dresner & Herring, 2010, p. 14) the meaning of an utterance and is an 
equivalent of what in face-to-face interactional setting is “given off” (Goffman, 1959, as cited in 
Dresner & Herring, 2010, p. 14) through often non-intentional elements of non-verbal language 
such as e.g. facial expressions.  
The next pair in the conversational exchange in focus starts with the repair of description of the 
food product in question. The repair starts by elaboration on the context of the invoked experience: 
“In Peter – they were always „on order‟”. The elaborative line consists of two parts. The first part 
states the place in which the experience took place – “Peter” – a colloquial reference to St 
Petersburg. This informal, warm, homey way of referring to this city on the one hand stresses the 
author‟s belonging to this geographical, social and cultural place. On the other hand it subtly tests 
the other participant‟s knowing of the invoked membership. The second part of the line “they were 
always „on order‟” exhibits another detail, another tiny segment of the experience, which the author 
has chosen to make relevant in formulating his or her belonging to the shared past, to “our” food 
and food-related practices. This segment refers to the practice common in Soviet times of 
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distributing delicacies, products in short supply and/or foreign food products not through the public 
trading system but directly to the privileged organisations and institutions (party elite, 
administrative units, classified research institutions, etc.). The last line of the post: “Almost 
everybody whom I remember had them – in completely transparent wrapping […]” reaffirms and 
validates previously accounted experiences as well as it hints at another aspect of the author‟s 
belonging (to the aforementioned privileged groups).  
The second conversational pair, which concludes the repair event, accomplishes three actions. 
Firstly, it decodes a covert inquiry about belonging to Peter‟s elite produced within the previous line 
and disavows this membership by invoking binary categories US vs. THEM (see Figure 14). 
Figure 14: ‘Us’ Vs. “Them” Categorization, Excerpt 17 
Secondly, it uses a colloquial “Peter” to confirm it as a known feature, thereby indicating a 
possibility of shared belonging. Thirdly, by adding a „laughing-out-loud‟ “ ” smiley it produces a 
reaction on his own joke (“Everything from Cuba was eaten by those from Peter”), thereby 
completing all of the aspects of the conversational round.  In addition, the aforementioned emoticon 
mitigates somewhat unfavourable reference to “those from Peter”.   
The analysis of conversational organization made above unpacks the ways in which in course of 
categorical work (Sacks, 1992), i.e. in collecting features, attributes, activities and formulations of 
WELL THEY NEVER GOT TO   
EVERYTHING FROM CUBA WAS EATEN BY THOSE FROM PETER
US THEN
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knowledge into recognisable and knowable categories, the actors inevitably position themselves and 
each other in relation to these categories, thereby, formulating and negotiating the complex and 
dynamic memberships, which are involved in the construction of their identities and which I shall 
continue to explore further in this chapter. The data excerpts examined above also illustrate those 
interactional occasions in which the discursive form of a specific aspect of “our” prandial practice 
figures as a troublesome feature in membership construction that requires repair, clarification and 
that is being confirmed or rejected. In contrast, the next analytical segments focus on those 
interactional events within which a discursive inscription of a food product is what is familiar to 
most of the participants, while its material modality is unknown or in question:  
Excerpt 18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Glazed cottage-cheese bar  
Cottage-cheese bar “Friendship” 
So this is what cottage-cheese bar “Friendship”  looks like. Our math teacher at 
school used to say, like she is not a cottage-cheese bar “Friendship”” to be liked by 
everybody  
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Excerpt 18 represents a conversational pair composed by two posts. In the first post the participant 
makes relevant a particular material agency - a food product, glazed cottage-cheese bar – by 
mobilizing two semiotic resources: written (“cottage-cheese bar “Friendship””) and visual 
(photographic image of the product invoked). By introducing this product into the conversation in 
focus, the author of the post lists the particular intersection of material agency and discursive 
description (see Figure 13) under the category of familiar, shared prandial experiences negotiated 
within this conversation.  However, the next conversational line demonstrates that only the 
discursive aspect of the invoked item is familiar to the other participant while the material aspect is 
not recognized: “So this is what cottage-cheese bar “Friendship”  looks like”. This is conveyed 
through the use of written language on a pair with a sceptical expression given (as opposed to given 
off (Dresner & Herring, 2010, p. 14)) by an emoticon. This is followed by an account of the 
experience in relation to which the author of the post became aware of discursive description, which 
he/she did recognize – an anecdotic story about “math teacher”. 
Similarly, Excerpt 19 represents another conversational pair
53
 (that continues conversational 
exchange captured in Excerpt 16) within which the discursive description of the product invoked in 
formulating the category of shared and familiar is affirmed, while the material and visual aspects of 
the product remain unrecognized.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
53
 Here and in the other analytical segments that focus on computer-mediated interaction, I use the term „conversational 
pair‟ to address a short exchange between interlocutors. In the context of multi-part, non-linear, multi-semiotic 
interaction format of CMC, such conversational pairs might be adjacent or separated by several turns-at-talk or 
distributed across different discussion topics. The pairing might take place through and be indicated by the use of 
citation function, a direct address or a reference to the author of the message (or to its content and theme)  in response to 
which the comment is made.    
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Excerpt 19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As illustrated in the excerpt above, in the first post of the conversational pair in focus, one of the 
Rusforum‟s participants makes relevant product such as “frozen Alaska Pollack” in relation to the 
negotiation of the list of experiences, materialities and discursive constructs associated with “our”, 
“Russian”, shared and familiar prandial practices. The author of the post engages attention of the 
other participants in relation to this particular item verbally (through written language) and visually 
(by inserting the images of frozen Alaska Pollack itself and “its caviar”) thereby making relevant 
both discursive and visual format of the product in focus. In the next post produced in response to 
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: Well, frozen Alaska Pollack was usually 
bought for cats. Here it is itself on the picture and here is its caviar. 
ah, nau they must have started making some other cans, because I don‟t seem to 
recognize your can.  
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this act of conversational engaging the other participant in the conversation in focus addresses only 
the visual aspect of the item introduced in the previous line by emphasising his/her lack of 
familiarity with it (“ah, nau they must have started making some other cans, because I don‟t seem to 
recognize your can.”). The discursive description, on the other hand, becomes acknowledged by 
absence from this utterance. 
Excerpt 20 represents another example of actors‟ descriptions that foregrounds material form and 
visual modality of food-product as central to the recollected experiences in a way that confirms the 
complexity of relational nexus of which prandial practices are composed and which is illustrated in 
Figure 13 presented earlier in this chapter:  
Excerpt 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the first post of the conversational pair captured in the excerpt above, one of the interlocutors  
invokes yet another product into the recollection and reconstruction of the shared, “our” past (“I 
remember corn sticks”). The discursive account that follows this introduction spells out the nexus of 
relations that form the particular moment of the historical body of the author for which the 
introduced food product stands. This nexus is composed by: 
[Citation]: I remember corn sticks (N.S. Khrushchev, may he rest in peace ). Then 
they have stopped their production. Remember the taste, remember the box, there were 
two baby bears on it, yellow and red. I am now trying all different kinds, none of them 
resembles, not THAT taste. 
And I remember a can of condensed milk, not the modern blue one, but with a baby fox 
on the can. Well perhaps I don‟t remember the can itself, but my parents have saved the 
sticker and there was this label there. 
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- a particular historical and political context: Khrushchev‟s period in the Soviet regime 
marked among other things by the attention of the government to the development of an 
agricultural sphere with a particular and unjustified focus on the growth of corn, the 
irrationality of which is highlighted sarcastically in the message through the use of an 
emoticon giving the sceptical expression (“N.S. Khrushchev, may he rest in peace ”); 
- a physiological aspect of the accounted experience “THAT taste”, where the emphasis on 
“that” realized through irregular capitalization highlights the specificity of the sense with 
which the experience is associated; 
-  material and visual aspects of the experience: “the box, there were two baby bears on it, 
yellow and red” 
The significance of the latter element is what becomes asserted in the comment made in response to 
the previous post whose author stresses the role of visual and material form in relation to another 
product - “a can of condensed milk not the modern blue one, but with a baby fox on the can”. The 
conversational exchange in focus demonstrates that the aspects of prandial practices that become 
invoked by the participants to construct and negotiate familiar and recognizable points of reference 
are anchored in the unique and complex experiences which make the historical bodies of the actors 
and which involve a complex set of relations between material and discursive resources, political 
and personal contexts, etc.   
The next collection of conversational segments demonstrate this diversity of relations between 
geographical places, social arrangements, technologies and actions associated with a particular 
aspect of prandial practices made relevant by the participants in the discussion of the supposedly 
shared categories of “our” or/and “Russian”. The extracts below illustrate the multitude of category-
bound activities (Sacks, 1992) accounted by the actors in relation to two types of products 
(mineral/sparkling water and sausage/sausages) both of which, based on the numerous comments 
made in relation to them, appeared to be significant to the discussion in focus.  
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Mineral water/sparkling water:  
Excerpt 21 
 
 
 
 
 
Excerpt 22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Water in the siphon 
[…] Fanta brought from the excursion to Lvov, drank it one sip at a time  
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Excerpt 23 
 
 
 
 
Excerpt 24 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I haven‟t looked through the whole topic, has anybody written already about the 
mineral water machines? 3 kopecks – with the syrup, 1 kopeck – without syrup. And 
there were glasses there….  
 
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: Brezhnev times... mineral water – 1 
kopecks, with syrup 4 kopecks...  double syrup 7 kopecks. 
 
And we knew how to hit the machine slightly, so that to get for 1 kopeck with the syrup! 
 Saving the money. Also want to go back…  
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Sausage/Sausages:  
Excerpt 25 
 
 
 
 
 
Excerpt 26 
 
 
 
 
Excerpt 27 
 
 
Kilometre-long queues to get sausage (1kg sausage in one pair of hands) […] 
When we started going to Moscow to get some food (sausage mostly). Mother always 
brought us a cake “Moskovskij”  
 
I remember we went to Tallinn often on weekends – buying milk-sausage products  
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Excerpt 28 
 
 
 
 
Excerpts 21-28 demonstrate how in negotiating the “lists of items that persons know in common” 
(Sacks, 1992, p. 26) and that becomes invoked in classing and naming the realities (into such 
categories as “our” and “Russian”) the participants move discursively back and forth in time (e.g. 
“Brezhnev times”, Excerpt 24 and post-Soviet times, Excerpt 22
54
), between geographical and 
political places (e.g. references to Lvov, Excerpt 22; Moscow, Excerpt 26; Talinn, Excerpt 27), as 
well as between diverse practices and aspects of the societal organization (economic, e.g. buying 
mineral water, Excerpt 23, 24; familial rituals, “Mother always brought us a cake “Moskovskij””, 
Excerpt 26;  political, e.g. alluding to Brezhnev
55
, Excerpt 24).  
These excerpts, as well as all the analysis carried out so far, vividly illustrate that despite multiple 
references to the supposedly shared concept of “Russian” or “our” food and assumed commonality 
of the experiences and meanings assigned to this concept, there is no one single culture-specific 
nexus of connections that would assemble this practice and which would be fully shared by all of 
the actors. In fact, each of them has in the course of his or her life accumulated a unique set of 
recollectable and narratable experiences and has assembled a unique network of relations that form 
his/her understanding of this notion. What the actors share then is not these relational networks as a 
                                                          
54
 “Fanta” in relation to which the account in Excerpt 22 was made was not available in the regular stores until after the 
1980s.  
55
 Leonid Brezhnev – General Secretary, presiding over USSR from 1964-1982 often referred to as the most regressive 
period in Soviet history.  
And I loved eating “milk sausages” raw, just on the way from the shop, although they 
warned me that they were partially made of rats.  
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whole but the nodes at which they come in touch with each other. It is these intersections of actors‟ 
individual unique experiences – visual modalities (such as the colour of a condensed milk can) or 
routines and activities associated with a specific food-product (like going to Moscow to buy 
sausages), or discursive descriptions (the name of the cottage-cheese bar, which the actors have 
never seen or tasted but of which they heard from their schoolteacher) – that make “Russian” food a 
familiar and recognisable point of reference.  
What the analytical inferences made so far mean in relation to the examination of transnational 
networking is that they demonstrate that the categories of shared and familiar, which in the bulk of 
conventional studies on transnationality is regularly conceptualized as „home‟, „national‟, „original‟ 
- as a fixed set of experiences and meanings that serve as the outset from which the migrants enact 
their eternal „shuttling‟ or, as ultimate and endless, „disentanglement‟, are neither given nor 
homogenous, nor accomplished prior to the interactional act in which they are made relevant. 
Instead, these categories (and therefore the realities, which are classed through these categories) are 
complex and dynamic constructions, which the actors produce by formulating, moving along and 
across compound lists of experiences, accounts, meanings and symbols that they make relevant or 
refuse to become engaged with, recognize or disavow, challenge or affirm in the course of their 
everyday interaction examined in the analysis above. In the course of this analysis, I mapped out the 
aforementioned conversational actions by examining multi-semiotic resources through which they 
become accomplished and, in doing so, made visible the complexity and dynamics of the 
categories, which, both in the actors‟ interaction and in much of the conventional scholarly 
discourse, are commonly construed as solid and given.  
Thus, the acts of remembering, which mediate the categorical work explored in the analytical 
segments above, are undoubtedly more than the mere extraction and preservation of a “series of 
fragments” (Middleton & Brown, 2005, p. 2) from the passed and passing time.  As it is 
demonstrated in relation to Excerpt 17, memory work (Middleton & Brown, 2005) in which the 
actors engage as they negotiate the familiar and shared points of references (such as “our” prandial 
practices) participates in the construction and ascription of memberships to the categories invoked 
through these references (such as “US” vs. “THEM”). In addition, this active, dynamic and prolific 
remembering taking place “between the individual and the collective, between what is held in 
common and what is most intensely personal” (Middleton & Brown, 2005, p. 3) is involved in 
rediscovering “both familiar and novel currents” (Middleton & Brown, 2005, p. 44), i.e. in on-going 
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organizing of the concerns, social arrangements, actions and practices which are both temporally 
and geographically distant from the experiences brought back through the aforementioned memory 
work. Further on in this chapter, I examine the discursive and social mechanisms through which this 
organizing becomes enacted.  
 
II. INTER- AND TRANSDISCURSIVITY IN ORGANIZING THE REALITIES 
 
What I seek to learn through the examination outlined above and represented in this chapter is 
whether the familiar categories, meanings, established practices and social arrangements (made 
relevant and re-constructed in the discursive acts addressed in the previous analytical section) 
become incorporated into the current living contexts of the actors as fixed and static frames of 
reference splitting their lives into „past‟ and „present, „home‟ and „host‟ and thereby trigging the 
perpetual “shuttling” romanticized in the scholarly works discussed in Chapter 2 of the thesis.  Or 
whether transnational living is more complex than the aforementioned dichotomized model 
suggests and, in recollecting, categorizing and transferring familiar sets of relations into new living 
situations, the actors also stretch, transform and recontextualize these relations as well as the aspects 
of realities with which they become associated, as I have theoretically anticipated by introducing 
the notion of transnational networking. As explicated in Chapter 3 of the thesis, to answer these 
questions I trace and unpack the acts of interdiscursivity and transdiscursivity. That is, by moving 
analytically across diverse multimodal segments of data registered in my data archive, I follow and 
unpack the ways in which in the actors‟ interaction stretched across multiple semiotic, physical and 
social sites, diverse discursive frameworks become linked and incorporated within each other. In 
addition, I uncover how these interdiscursive constructs become mobilized to organize the aspects 
of realities, i.e. genres, regimes and arrangements, that are not in themselves or are not entirely 
discursive and that transgress the social and semiotic context within which these constructs were 
produced and invoked.  
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II.1. Memory Work  
“Cultural memory *...+ is only partially a mirror, cracked and encrusted, that 
sheds its light on the dark places of the present, waking a witness here, 
quickening a hidden fact there, bringing you face-to-face with that anxious and 
impossible temporality, the past-present. Other than playing on the planes of 
the past and the present, memory is also a movement of the mind that suddenly 
shifts between the scenes of conscious life, and the mise-en-scène of unconscious 
dreams and desires. Like a Moebius strip, memory does not merely transform the 
appearance of things but changes the very dimensions of our thinking and 
feeling, bending time into strange, yet semblant, shapes so that our past 
experiences that unexpected turns and twists and open up passages that lead to 
the present and the future...” (Bhabha 2008 :43) 
 
I begin the analytical investigation formulated above from the same computer-mediated 
interactional context in relation to which I unpacked the construction of familiar categories in the 
previous section. In the discussion topic on Rusforum “From childhood, who remembers what”
56
 
the articulation and negotiation of meanings, values, routines, which the actors list in constructing 
the categories of “our” and “Russian” the actors do not only conflate the accounts of individual 
experiences with the elements of shared, social habitus, the so called collective memory 
(Halbwachs, 1992) (see analysis of e.g. data excerpts 20-28) which, as emphasized earlier, represent 
one of the central mechanisms of memory work  (Middleton & Brown, 2005, p. 3). The participants 
of the interaction events in focus also continuously shift between nostalgic accounts of the 
supposedly shared past and the aspects of realities immediately and presently relevant to their lives.   
For instance, as Figure 15 illustrates, in the following many-to-many conversational sequence, the 
actors discursively move between narrative frames that invoke personal life stories and collective 
past. In juxtaposing, comparing and verifying these discursive descriptions against each other they 
do not only negotiate the categories of familiar and shared (as described earlier in this chapter) but 
also imagine and project the sets of relations invoked through these categories (discursively labelled 
as “our” and/or “Russian”)  onto their current living experiences.  
 
                                                          
56
< http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=14855>, Appendix III.14 
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Figure 15: Memory Work in the Construction of Transnational Identities  
Line 1 
 
[Citation:NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: 
My grandmother’s cake, vegetable stew, 
eggplant caviar, Long John cakes, birch juice 
 
That' right juice in three-liter jars :-) 
Line 2 
 
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: 
That' right juice in three-liter jars 
 
Also tomato juice  and milk cocktail for 3 
kopecks!  
Line 3 
 
 
 
Line 4 
 
 
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: 
Long John cakes  
 
There are profiteroles in Super Best 
sometimes, small in the box, they are lying 
next to ice-creams and sorbets. There are 250 
gr of them there, cost 15 kr))) 
 
In Netto there are sometimes på tilbud
57
 
seeeeldom,  after all it is a delicacy  in 
Denmark:-/    
                                                                           
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: 
Also Tomato juice 
 
There is absolutely the same juice here as 
well, just in slightly smaller jars   
Line 5 
 
 
 
Kvas
58
 in barrels! Imagine such a barrel in 
the Town Hall square in Copen
59
?  
 
                                                          
57
 “på tilbud” (Danish) – on special offer 
58
 “Kvas” (from Russian “Квас”)  - “bread drink”, popular Russian non-alcoholic fermented  beverage  
59
 Copen (Copenhagen) – from vernacular of Russian-speaking immigrants in Denmark  
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As Figure 15 demonstrates, the conversational event in focus is organized multi-sequentially 
through the use of “citation” function available within the computer-mediated social site Rusforum 
within which the captured interaction took place.  Line 1 represents a reply on the comment in 
which one of the forum‟s participants makes relevant a particular aspect of prandial practices 
through the discursive account of his/her personal experience associated with this aspect. The reply 
produced in Line 1 confirms the experience described in the previous comment and cited in the 
post, elaborating on one of its elements: “That' right juice in three-liter jars :-)”. Similarly, in Line 2, 
another participant continues the chain of associations, which is being constructed in relation to this 
particular product, by confirming the previously made account and adding to it a set of new 
experiences: “Also tomato juice  and milk cocktail for 3 kopecks! ”. The avowal is 
accomplished through both elements of verbal language (adverb “also” which acknowledges and 
verifies the proceeding utterance) and of visual language (graphic projection of smiling emoticon 
used in response to the smiling expression giving in the preceding comment). Thus, in the course of 
the two lines, through the discursive construction of the chain of associations that links together a 
number of personal experiences in relation to the invoked aspect of prandial practices, the actors 
negotiate  a category of familiar, “our” anchored in the shared past. 
What then happens in the next two lines (Line 3 and 4) is that their author picks up two of the links 
in the constructed associative chain (by citing two segments of the previous comment “Long John 
cakes ”, Line 3, and “Also Tomato juice”, Line 4) and incorporate them the accounts of three 
experiences situated in the current living context: 
- “There are profiteroles in Super Best sometimes, small in the box, they are lying next to 
ice-creams and sorbets. There are 250 gr of them there, cost 15 kr)))” 
- “In Netto there are sometimes på tilbud  seeeeldom,  after all it is a delicacy  in Denmark:-/” 
- “There is absolutely the same juice here as well, just in slightly smaller jars ” 
In doing so, the author links the discursive accounts of which the associative chain constructed in 
the previous lines is composed and, thereby the categories of “our” and familiar and the 
reconstruction of shared past, represented and invoked by these accounts to the current living 
context - to a different national, political and cultural “here” (Line 4) whose concrete national 
context is discursively indicated in Line 3 through naming (“Denmark”) as well as through the use 
of Russian transliteration of Danish expression “på tilbud” (“on special offer”) in the utterance.  
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In the next line, this discursive projection of „past‟ into „present‟ of „there‟ into „here‟, which takes 
place across national and linguistic borders and which compresses both time and distance, is 
continued through the “imagining” (Line 5) of a particular scenario: “Kvas
60
 in barrels! Imagine 
such a barrel in the Town Hall square in Copen
61
? ”. The use of “Copen” – a way of addressing 
Copenhagen common in vernacular of Russian-speaking immigrants in Denmark – alludes to the 
concrete details of what „here‟ means for the author of the post. The humorous effect of the 
utterance fulfils the closing function in the organization of the conversation in focus as well as 
confirming the articulation of difference between „here‟ and „there‟ initiated by the author of Line 3 
through the sarcastic remark “after all it is a delicacy in Denmark” reinforced by the use of graphic 
projection of the sceptical emoticon “:-/”. 
The analysis above makes visible how in negotiating the meanings and accounts associated with the 
categories of “our” and “Russian” and recontextualized within prandial discourses, the actors open 
for re-visiting and for the re-assessment collective and individual pasts. In addition, it demonstrates 
how in the course of this memory work, intertwined with categorical work, they discuss and make 
sense of matters and issues relevant to their immediate living contexts that are formed by different 
national and cultural attachments, thereby cutting across symbolic and political, national and 
geographic borders that frame these contexts. In doing so the actors shift between the emphasis on 
their similarities: “There is absolutely the same juice here as well, just in slightly smaller jars ” 
(Line 4) and differences: “after all it is a delicacy  in Denmark”:-/” (Line 3), Line 5, both of which 
become accomplished by the discursive networking of the categories through which these contexts 
become classed and represented, labeled and negotiated.  
What these analytical observations mean for the study of transnational living in which I am engaged 
is that transnationality is not some sort of point of no return, which is generated at the moment of 
physical and geographical movement and which splits the lives of individuals into past and present, 
home and host. On the contrary, transnational mobility is a way of living, interacting and acting, 
which feeds and strives on the constant connecting between temporally and physically distant points 
of references that I term transnational networking.  
Very often in the memory work addressed above, individual memories, these preferred personal 
truths, bounce off master truths that comprise history, “a privileged overview of the past that is 
                                                          
60
 “Kvas” (from Russian “Квас”)  - “bread drink”, popular Russian non-alcoholic fermented  beverage  
61
 Copen (Copenhagen) – from vernacular of Russian-speaking immigrants in Denmark  
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granted to the historian by virtue of unrivalled access to documents, evidence and matters of record” 
(Middleton & Brown, 2005, p. 3), creating a potential for revising and re-writing of both. Such 
negotiations might involve more or less remote historical narratives (within which are embedded 
personal narratives) such as the corruption of the Soviet government and the “mess” of perestroika 
times.  
Excerpt 2962 
 
 
 
 
In the comment above a nostalgic stream of recollections about “good old Soviet times” has been 
interrupted by a reminder made by one of the participants that while things might have been cheap 
at that time, most of them were accessible only to the leadership of the party, while in the next 
example participants discuss the time frame and the intensity of shared and personal experiences 
connected to the chaotic events of post-Soviet, perestroika period.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
62
 “Obkom” (from Russian “Обком”) - Province Party Committee, a regional administrative,  governing unit in USSR  
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: And cakes cost 22 kopeks. 
 
And how much did a caviar sandwich cost (in the obkom buffet  )? 
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Excerpt 3063,64 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Excerpt 30 illustrates “the tendency towards mythologisation” (Aksoy & Robins, 2003, p. 91) of the 
past experiences and images which evokes nostalgia “that most lyrical of feelings” that not only 
“crystallizes around these images like amber” (Hoffman, 1991, 115, as cited in Aksoy & Robins, 
2003, p. 91) but also dramatically romanticizes and idealizes the contexts with which they are 
associated.  So that even objectively unpleasant moments such as standing “Kilometre-long queues 
for sausages” or buying Fanta in Lvov in such modest amounts that it could only be drunk “one sip 
at a time” trigger, instead of negative emotions, nothing more than good-hearted laughter “ ” or 
become totally dismissed, distanced and re-ascribed from the concrete personal context: “Really in 
LT all that mess began later than in Russia”.   
Many of the actors‟ comments reveal their awareness of the place that nostalgia and the acts of 
remembering that are addressed above occupy in their lives as well as an awareness of the fact that 
a large part of this remembering is associated with food. For instance, in Excerpt 31, one of the 
                                                          
63
 “Po blatu” (from Russian “По блату” - By or via “blat” (from Russian “блат”),  informal connections to people in 
the position of power (Party leadership, black market dealers, mafia members etc.)  
64
 LT - abbreviation from Lithuania ( Rusforum jargon) 
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: Kilometre-long queues for sausages (1kg. 
Sausages in one pair of hands), green peas in a can and kippers po blatu  “Fanta” 
brought form the excursion to Lvov, drank it one sip at a time   
 
 Well, through this I went in my teenage years... Really in LT all that mess began later 
than in Russia 
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Rusforum‟s participants stops him/herself short in the middle of nostalgic recollection of such 
aspect of prandial practices as making and tasting home-made cheese by a self-reflective remark 
showing both the aforementioned awareness of the role that nostalgia plays in this concrete account 
(“I am preyed by nostalgia again, now I‟ll start whining about how I am unable to live with the 
Danish food assortment”) as well as indicating that the discursive scenario along which the 
nostalgia is played out in interaction has been repeated in the other accounts and is now 
recognizable: “I am preyed by nostalgia again, now I‟ll start whining [...]”. 
Excerpt 31 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: Go to Netto for a good price.  
As for the home-made cheese, it is home-made here as well – Hytteost  
 
[…] Nope this is not this kind of home-made cheese, I don‟t consider it to be cheese at all – 
lumpy tvorog. I am talking about home-made cheese, which is boiled, in my village I 
remember they used to boil it I liked it so much then, it was basically tasteless though in 
comparison to the one from a shop, but put some salt on it and it became so good m-m-m... I 
am preyed by nostalgia again, now I‟ll start whining about how I am unable to live with the 
Danish food assortment. [...] 
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What is remarkable in relation to the examination of categorization and memory work and their role 
in representing and organizing the aspects of realities relevant to the actors living is that the 
discursive mechanisms involved in this work, which I mapped out in relation to the actors‟ 
interaction within the computer-mediated place, Rusforum, are also traceable in the discursive 
descriptions, which I collected through the ethnographic work carried out in the other site of actors‟ 
engagement, the “Russian” shop in Aalborg.  
Namely, by examining the assortment of the products available in the shop, I identified that the 
marketing strategies of the food industry specifically targeted at the Russian-speaking migrants in 
Europe plays upon the same acute awareness of the connection between nostalgic re-imagining of 
such categories as “our” and “Russian” and food-related practices, which I mapped out in the 
analysis above. This becomes visible in the discursive inscriptions on the labels of “Russian Kvas” 
and salted tomatoes produced in Germany and sold in the “Russian” shop in Aalborg.  
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Image 24: Sadko, 24.09.2008       
 
Image 25: Sadko, 24.09.2008     
 
Image 26: Sadko 24.09.2008 
”A sip of childhood!!!” 
 
”Russian Kvas” 
”Let it always be 
tasty!” 
 
”The familiar taste 
from your childhood!” 
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Image 24 illustrates how by coupling the verbal message of the slogan, represented with graphics 
mimicking wobbly and faulty children‟s writing, with the physical attribute of national landscape - 
“the iconic image of urban (capital) heartland” (Jaworski & Thurlow, 2010, p. 7) – domes of Saint 
Basil‟s Cathedral, the German producers and distributors of “Russian” food discursively anchor 
their product in the construct of Russianness, as temporally and geographically distant „lost land‟ of 
the actors‟ childhood memories. The same rhetorical purpose is achieved through the discursive 
descriptions on the product packages represented in the Images 25 and 26 both of which appeal to 
the category of familiar and supposedly shared past. The message illustrated in the Image 25 
invokes this category through the transformed (most likely with the humorous intent) first line of a 
propagandistic child song famous in Soviet times: “Let it always be sun!”, while the discursive 
description illustrated in the Image 26 makes it relevant through the explicit reference to “the 
familiar taste of your childhood”. The above-described marketing strategy operates, firstly, through 
the articulation of temporal and spatial disentanglement from the familiar, reliable and shared 
experiences (“taste”, “sip” or a children‟s song) to trigger nostalgic emotions. Secondly, it 
encourages the potential customers to recollect and re-imagine these experiences, longing for which 
the market strategists cultivate in an attempt to influence their consumption patterns, by providing 
them with a tangible and an achievable product, which discursively and iconically represents the 
imagined Russianness.  
Such an immediate and direct incorporation into the trading and advertising mechanisms of the 
discursive constructions, acts of remembering, matters of belonging on which the actors rely in 
categorizing and organizing the more or less distant (temporally, geographically and symbolically) 
aspects of realities demonstrate that transnational living is not organised on the separate scales of 
the economic, the social and the personal. Instead, it takes place at the intersection of the diverse 
sets of relations, which is produced through the incorporation and hybridization of genres, which 
mediate these relations – what Norman Fairclough refers to as interdiscursivity (Fairclough, 2003, 
p. 33). The incorporation of categories and meanings that the actors construct in the course of their 
daily interaction (through such aspects of it as memory work) by the promotional genres that serve 
industrial and commercial structures represents one of the acts of interdiscursivity through which 
transnational networking (and transnational living enabled by it) are organized and which I continue 
to explore further in my analysis. 
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What I have demonstrated so far is that when the categorizations and meanings constructed in the 
actors‟ everyday practices and interactions are repeated and replicated in the multitude of 
microscopic details of which the actors‟ lives are composed, across multiple sites of their 
engagement and diverse semiotic fields that enable these engagement, then the categories generated 
in association with these unremarkable acts become disseminated into the various aspects of the 
realities relevant to the actors (economic, familial, cultural, etc.), linking in their circulation these 
diverse facets of living and, ultimately, participating in organizing this living. It is this organizing 
function of the categorizations (and of discursive mechanisms through which they are being 
constructed across national symbolic, cultural and political borders) that makes them significant and 
it is exactly what makes the examination of the mundane acts, which mediate their construction and 
enactment, imperative to the study of transnational mobility. In the next section of this chapter, I, 
thus, shall continue to examine the ways in which the circulation of discursive constructs and of the 
actors‟ actions across the social and physical sites involved in my ethnographic work participate in 
the networking of practices and aspects of realities that enable transnational living. 
 
II.2. Making Transnational Mobility Tangible  
 
In the previous section, I began to explore the networking of social, economic, familial and cultural 
relations through which transnational living is organized and which takes place across multiple sites 
of actors‟ engagement, such as Rusforum and the “Russian” shop in Aalborg.  
In the interview with Fatima, the owner of the shop “Sadko” 
65
, I have learnt that the shop‟s 
function transgresses its obvious commercial purposes. Besides being the site of mercantile 
practices and capitalist exchange, “Sadko” functions as an active social site – a meeting place for 
Russian-speaking people, for migrants from Poland and Rumania, their families, etc. This social 
facet of this site of actors‟ engagement is realized through diverse interaction orders and forms. 
Apart from casual and unplanned communication that accompanies shopping, this interaction 
includes: 
 
                                                          
65
 September 24, 2008, 
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 get-togethers and parties, which Fatima hosts in the café space of the shop (see image 27)  
 
Image 27: “Sadko” September 24, 2008 
  
 exchange of books and journals in Russian, Danish and English (see image 28 and 29)  
 
 
 as well as posting on the walls of the shop „selling‟ and „buying‟ notes and other 
announcements (for instance, as mentioned in Chapter 4, the openings of Rusmam and the 
Russian school were announced through both - posts on Rusforum and hand-written notes 
on the wall of “Sadko”). 
Thus, interaction, which takes place within this particular site of actors‟ engagement, involves 
multiple forms of media (and both co-present and distributed-in-time interaction orders) and links 
together a number of practices, such as shopping, socialising, raising children etc. In this process of 
Image 29: “Sadko” September 24, 2008 (books  
available for reading in the shop, for borrowing 
and exchange) 
 
 
Image 29: “Sadko” September 24, 2008  
(journals available for reading in the shop, 
for borrowing and exchange) 
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complex networking of people, semiotic fields, interaction orders and practices, the physical and 
geographic space of the “Russain” shop in Aalborg is being constantly made and re-made into a 
multifunctional place that enables the networking of these practices. Recontextualised through the 
actors‟ acts, actions and discursive descriptions as a market place, a library, a news board, a pub or 
a banqueting room, “Sadko” serves as the node in the matrix of actors‟ lives, which is connected to 
the other sites significant to their lives, such as Rusforum and Rusmam/the Russian school.  I argue 
that it is this multilayered involvement in the actors‟ practices that transforms this shop from the 
commercial site into the site of actors‟ engagement. It is not only the circulation of capital but, first 
and foremost, the circulation of actors‟ actions and interactions that sustain “Sadko” and similar 
shops and that vividly illustrates how economic, cultural and discursive practices are closely 
intertwined and feed into each other.  
One of the products, which is, according to Fatima, highly popular among the shop‟s customers and 
whose role in the actors‟ interaction I have already begun to identify in the course of preliminary 
analysis of actors‟ interaction (see Chapter 4), is tvorog. A popular curdled-milk-based food, and an 
essential product in small children‟s diets, tvorog is a part of many "traditional" Russian recipes 
especially those connected to the religious practices of the Russian Orthodox Church. For instance, 
tvorog is the main ingredient in pas´ha a – a dish, which has been part of Easter celebration rituals 
in the orthodox religion for centuries. The significance of the product to the actors is articulated 
through hundreds of pages on Rusforum devoted to the issue of its availability in Denmark. The 
examples below illustrate just some of the 109 topics (approx. 18 discussion pages and 360 
comments) initiated to discuss this specific product, namely, those in which „tvorog‟ was included 
in the title
66
:    
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
66
 This list is a result of a search conducted through a search function on Rusforum with the following criteria:                       
search word: “творог”; search area: names of the discussion topics.  
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Excerpt 3267,68 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
67
 
<http://rusforum.dk/index.php?act=Search&CODE=show&searchid=16702d7afa0318565de96d63a5543b53&search_in
=titles&result_type=topics&highlite=%2B%D2%E2%EE%F0%EE%E3>   
68
 “Kefir” (from Russian “кефир”) – Russian dairy product made of fermented milk 
Tvorog  
Is there tvorog in Denmark and protein?  
Selling tvorog  
A surprising one (about tvorog) ☺ and about wedding  
Is there tvorog in supermarkets?  
Tvorog. Please, tell me how to make it  
And one more time about tvorog :) well and about kefir too  
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According to the participants‟ own observations „tvorog‟ represents one of the most popular 
discussion themes which in the conversational segment captured in Excerpt 33 is articulated 
through the sarcastic remark “My favourite topic is about tvorog – if it doesn‟t re-emerge for a 
couple of months I start to worry”. The observational rather than evaluative character of the 
message conveyed by the utterance is emphasized by the use of double parenthesis “))” which 
graphically projects an accentuated smiling and which mitigates any resentment or bitterness, which 
might otherwise be read into the sarcastic comment.   
Excerpt 33 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Repeated topics 
In the course of two years one becomes just sick and tired of some of the topics…I admire 
the courage and patience of those, who keep answering one and the same questions…  
I suggest naming the topics, which come up again and again. I am mostly annoyed with the 
topic Where can an Immigrant find a job…What about you?  
 
 
 
My favourite topic is about tvorog – if it doesn‟t re-emerge for a couple of months I start 
to worry ))  
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The Excerpt 34 represents another conversational segment within which the autthor points out the 
significance of this specific aspect of prandial practices “The theme of tvorog must be the most 
important one in the lives of Russians in Denmark”. In addition, it highlights another discursive 
function of this specific theme – trolling - which I have also identified in the course of the 
preliminary analysis of actors‟ interaction on Rusforum (see Chapter 4): “Sorry about the offtop.”.  
Excerpt 34 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As emphasized in the conversational segments above, tvorog circulates across diverse discussions 
on Rusforum systematically emerging in the numerous topics devoted to the themes represented in 
Figure 16: 
69 
                                                          
69
 The following chart  is based on a search conducted with a search function on Rusforum with the criteria:           
search word: “творог”; search area: names of discussion topics, posts 
<http://rusforum.dk/index.php?act=Search&CODE=show&searchid=767856c6a9829d707f5793e2e2c8c081&search_in
=posts&result_type=topics&highlite=%2B%F2%E2%EE%F0%EE%E3> 
I have bought “cheeses” by President “Rondele” in Irma yesterday. There were 4 of 
those rondeles there, with flavour. 100% Byelorussian tvorog of good quality.  
Sorry about the offtop. The theme of tvorog must be the most important one in the 
lives of Russians in Denmark. I forgot the price...  125 gr. a packet. My daughter was 
ecstatic.   
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Figure 16: “Russian Food”, Tvorog 
 
In the interaction taking place within the discussions enumerated in Figure 16, tvorog becomes 
resemiotized from a material object and a commercial product to a highly complex discursive 
construct that transcends the limits of prandial discourse with which (being a food product) it is 
immediately associated. In the course of the multiple conversational events, which I examined and 
which occurred within the framework of the discussion topics illustrated above, tvorog, in its 
discursive format, serves as an organizing category that weaves together a number of discourses 
relevant to the immediate, everyday actions and concerns of the participants, such as medical, 
pedagogical and national discourses.  Within these interdiscursive constructions, tvorog serves as a 
boundary object – i.e. as a pragmatic discursive construction that does not represent universal and 
“transcendent truth” or meaning but that does “the job required” (Bowker & Star, 2000, p. 152). For 
instance, often in the course of the same discussion, it is assigned characteristics of a medical cure, 
a beauty product, a sport and a diet product, etc. and discursively positioned as a criterion of good 
mothering, of acceptable, approved child-care, as an expression of cultural difference as well as a 
• “Child diseases in the kindergarten” 
• “How to improve child’s immune system” 
Child upbringing/care 
• “And good health to you too!” 
Health 
• “Everything about loosing weight before summer” 
• “How to gain weight” 
Beauty/Wellness/ Sport 
•“Faroese people” 
•“Let’s be friends country to country! We are from Finland” 
•“National dish for the kindergarten” 
•“About the Russian size and more” 
•“Is anybody bothered by the nostalgia about Russia” 
•“What they don’t do. Ever.)) About Danes and about us. The differences.” 
•“Russian food, Danish food” 
Cultural/National difference 
• “Christmas supper” 
Religion
• “What is a Danish man to be fed with” 
Familial
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phase in migrant career. Transcript 3, which captures a conversational event that took place within 
another site of actors‟ engagement, Rusmam/the Russian school, illustrates this latter discursive 
function of tvorog. Or to be more exact, it demonstrates how practices, in which migrants tend to 
engage shortly after their arrival to a new place, in active and persistent attempts to rewire the 
familiar assemblage of connections networked around this material agency, become articulated in 
actors‟ descriptions as a threshold, a necessary and essential phase, through which a majority of 
newcomers go.  
Transcript 3: Rusmam Meeting, August 24, 2008 
1. U1:                       You must have more sheep milk there 70? 
2. Z:                     No we eat [tvorog] as well.. NORMAL [tvorog]. 
3. Nadja:                   (turning to the researcher) We are talking about ..  that there is a problem  
4.                               that the newcomers they come here and start .. ahh <<you know>>.. but  
5.                               we are who has been here already.. we are sick and tired of this topic  
6.                               that‟s why there is a border here.  
7. U2:                     <Yes>  
8. Nadja:                   (incomp.) Because naturally there is a stream of new people and the old  
9.                               ones they have already become friends <<you know>> have polished  
10.                               the sharp edges and this theme about [tvorog] and Danish men <<you  
11.                               know>> language, school, attaining of the permit all  this they have  
12.                               passed but the newcomers.. naturally.. are coming out with these  
13.                               problems but..we are not always are interested in hearing them.. already  
14.                               not..that‟s why.  
15. Marina:                 <Have you heard about this [odnoklassniky dot ru]>? 
16.                               you know there is a group there now Russian speaking in Denmark.. 
17.                               it is also about all these residence permits so I think it is going to be  
18.                               easier now because all the newcomers can be sent there now and they can  
19.                               read and talk about it THERE.  
The transcript above comprises a conversational event, which took place during one of the informal 
get-togethers between Rusmam members. The conversation took place while the table was being set 
                                                          
70
 in Kazakhstan   
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for coffee and tea in the garden of one of the network members, which implies that the members 
were moving around, in and out of the house. The first two lines of the transcript are a part of an 
earlier conversational exchange and were recorded, while I was walking out of the house. This 
explains why in Line 3 Nadja turns around to me and shortly summarizes for me the topic of the 
conversation, thereby inviting me to join it.  As demonstrated by Lines 3-6, this topic involves “new 
comers” and those “who has been here already” and a certain conflict between these two categories 
of migrants (“there is a problem”). Within the framework of this utterance the aforementioned two 
categories are being discursively juxtaposed to each other through being coupled with binary 
categories of „Us‟ (“but we are”) and „Them‟ (“they come here and start”).  The 
„NEWCOMERS/THEY‟ – „THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN HERE ALREADY/US‟ dichotomy and the integral 
difference between these categories are intensified at the end of Line 6: “there is a border here”. By 
means of this categorization strategy, the speaker ascribes participants of the conversation in focus 
to the category of „Us‟, who are the ones who suffer from the “problem” (“we are sick and tired”), 
while „They‟ remains a collective and undefined category of “newcomers” who are the source of 
the aforementioned problem (“they come here and start”).  
In the same conversational turn, the speaker – Nadja – identifies the problem. Firstly, by inserting 
into the speech stream “you know” pronounced in a fast tempo, she discursively constructs this 
problem as a commonly known and knowable feature to those who belong to the category of  „Us‟. 
Secondly, she indicates the core of the “problem” – “this topic”, where the demonstrative pronoun 
„this‟ indexes the link to the previous line. The topic of this line is tvorog or to be more exact 
“normal tvorog”. The attribute “normal” is assigned to tvorog by the speaker Z as a way of 
regaining and reaffirming her membership to the category made relevant earlier in the conversation 
by invoking this specific food product. As evident in Line 1 this membership was challenged by 
another participant who attempted to ascribe Z to a different (from the dominant within this 
interactional context) category. This is accomplished through discursive otherizing and distancing: 
“you [...] there” as well as through invoking a specific practice associated with this category: “you 
must have more sheep milk there”. Z responds to being ascribed to the category of „other‟ by 
resisting this ascription through production of a corrective repair, which consists of two parts: (1) 
rejection of what is being said, “no”, which initiates the repair, and (2) correction - “we eat tvorog 
as well”. Interestingly, in the same line the speaker accomplishes the aforementioned resistance to 
being otherized and reproduces the very same dichotomised categorisation that she strives to resist – 
“No we eat tvorog as well”.  The repair line is followed after a short pause by an elaborative 
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utterance: “normal tvorog”. By invoking this specific food product with the accentuation on 
“normal” the speaker regains and affirms her belonging to the category in focus.  
This particular mechanism of identity construction, which involves making relevant and operating 
with a membership category through discursive invoking and re-framing of the features associated 
with it, has already been described in the analysis in relation to Excerpt 17. Further in the chapter, I 
shall proceed to examine how the actors mobilize the orientational function of discursive practices 
to position themselves in relation to categories through which they class and represent the realities. 
In addition, I shall place the analytical focus on how the aforementioned discursive mechanisms are 
involved in the construction and negotiation of actors‟ identities and memberships that cross 
cultural and national borders.  
In the context of the current analytical segment, however, I, first and foremost, seek to emphasize 
that what the analysis of conversational and discursive organization made above demonstrates is the 
ways in which the actors invoke a particular aspect of prandial discourse – the consumption of 
tvorog – to produce a nuanced formulation of migrant membership category. Furthermore, this 
segment makes visible how the interdiscursive chain made up at the intersection of legal, 
educational, familial and prandial genres  (“language school, attaining of the permit”, “Danish 
men”, Line 10, 11) and invoked through the discursive reference to tvorog becomes mobilized by 
the actors to formulate the categories of “them” and “us” (Lines 3-6), “newcomers” and those “who 
has been here already” (Lines 3-6), “here” (Rusforum) and “there” (<odnoklassniky dot ru>, Lines 
15, 19 ) as well as to ascribe and re-ascribe their belonging to these categories associated with 
particular aspects of transnational living and stages of migrant career. It is exactly these acts of 
categorization, presentation and organization of realities and of memberships associated with these 
realities through recontextualization of discursive constructs and reproduction of discourses that I 
capture through the term transdiscursivity introduced in Chapter 3 of the thesis. While the notion of 
interdiscursivity (Fairclough, 2003) comes in handy in the examination of the mixing and 
hybridization of discourses, the concept of transdiscursivity grasps theoretically and analytically 
more complex mechanisms of discursive practices, which network these interdiscursive 
constructions into sets of relations outside the immediate interdiscursive chain and, thereby, enable 
the actors to organize these relational nexuses and their association with them.  
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The examination of the other interaction events, which took place within another site of actors‟ 
engagement, namely Rusforum, has shown that the aspect of prandial practices in focus (tvorog and 
the routines connected with acquiring and using this product) become woven into new economic, 
cultural and social sets of relations through multiple resemiotization of material and discursive 
agencies and actions of which it is composed.   For instance, the established habitual acts of going 
to the shop and buying a ready-made product, in a new living context, become substituted with 
going on-line and looking for a recipe for making this product at home via a search engine on 
Rusforum or creating a discussion topic asking for the necessary information, printing the 
instructions out, looking for the ingredients and technological equipment needed for the production 
of tvorog, buying these goods, following the instructions for making the product, etc. In this 
massively extended and complicated network of relations, actions, places and agencies associated 
with this particular element of food-related practices, „tvorog‟ undergoes multiple shifts of 
modalities being transformed from a discursive description in a search machine powered by the 
Internet, to a discussion topic in a computer-mediated social place, to printed on a piece of paper 
instructions for its production, to the selection of raw products displayed in the shop, to a sequence 
of actions that lead to its making, etc. These numerous resemiotizations are enabled by diverse 
semiotic fields, technologies and practices, which become networked together as the actors engage 
in, repeat and account for these practices in a recognizable and reproducible nexus of relations 
which stretches     across national and cultural borders linking together numerous geopolitical 
places. It is by examining one of the aspects of the aforementioned networking – discursive 
accounts that the actors make in relation to it – that I can track, map out and discuss the 
circumference and mechanisms of this networking. For instance Excerpts 35, 36 and 37
71
 represent 
segments of the participants‟ interaction on Rusforum which reveal that the networking associated 
with this particular food product (as well as resemiotization that enables this networking) are not 
specific to the particular interaction orders and sites of actors‟ engagement within which I identified 
and examined this networking within the framework of my project. 
 
  
 
                                                          
71
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?s=22b7973d4bddd07d7c7b774831f91d82&showtopic=2225&hl=??????&st=0>, 
Appendix III.15 
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Excerpt 35 
 
 
 
Excerpt 36 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You are welcome. I am happy that everything went well. I have now learned to make 
wonderful tvorog in Switzerland. I should get a patent on it. 
[...]  
And this is a link to the site about tvorog and making it yourself. 
http://nazdorovie.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?p=77265#77265  
This is a problem not only in Denmark – they just don‟t use it like we in the other 
countries.  
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Excerpt 3772 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
What the Excerpts 35-37 demonstrate  is that the rewiring and extending of relational nexuses 
which I described above represents one of the established practices and routines of transnational 
living stabilized in the form of websites with the instructions for making tvorog specific to a 
number of different national and cultural contexts (Excerpts 36, 37) and discursively reproduced in 
                                                          
72
 <http://nazdorovie.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?p=166413#p166413>Appendix III.16   
Tvorog in various countries and cities  
viewtopic.php?p=20351#p20351 Bucharest  
viewtopic.php?p=148904#p148904 Germany 
 viewtopic.php?p=158453#p158453 French tvorog Nicoleicht in Germany 
viewtopic.php?p=170803#p170803, Finland Ehrmann made in Germany 
viewtopic.php?p=99741#p99741 Israel viewtopic.php?p=99462#p99462 USA 
viewtopic.php?p=83781#p83781 - Magere kwark (opgeklopt, uit verse melk) - 
whipped from the fresh milk made in Belgium 
viewtopic.php?p=99517#p99517 - Franse magere kwark (Fris van smaak en licht 
verteerbaar) Made in: Melkan, Beesd NL  
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the actors‟ descriptions in relation to these diverse national and geographical places: “I have now 
learned to make wonderful tvorog in Switzerland. I should get patent on it” (Excerpt 35); “This is a 
problem not only in Denmark – they just don‟t use it like we in the other countries” (Excerpt 36). 
The latter utterance does not only make visible the fact that the networking, which the actors enact 
in weaving the familiar relational nexuses with the sets of practices relevant to their immediate 
living situations, is recognized and made recognizable by the actors outside the current interaction 
context. It also indicates that this networking is concerned not only with acquiring the lacking food 
product but, first and foremost with attaining, of the “real”, “authentic”, “wholesome” or “pure” 
quality in it: “they just don‟t use it like we in the other countries” (Excerpt 36)”. Ultimately, it is not 
the search for the product but the search for the illusive, undefined and distant authenticity that acts 
as the driving force behind the extensive relational rewiring in which actors engage across 
numerous and semiotically diverse sites. Earlier in the analysis, I have already pointed out the 
discursive articulation of this authenticity (“THAT taste”, Excerpt 20) in relation to the examination 
of the categorization work, which the actors carry out within the framework of prandial discourse 
and by invoking such discursive constructs as “our” and “Russian” food. Below, I shall continue to 
examine how the actors make and mobilize the discursive coupling between normative regimes, 
materialities and discursivities labelled as “real”, “wholesome”, etc. and diverse aspects of prandial 
and child-rearing practices to categorize and organize diverse aspects of realities and their position 
in relation to them.  
What the examination of actors‟ interaction shows is that the meanings and categories produced and 
made relevant through the aforementioned interdiscursive constructs are contested, arbitrary and 
ambiguous which becomes particularly visible in the selection of technological devices and 
ingredients that listed by the participants of Rusforum as mostly apt for the reproduction of tvorog 
with “THAT” taste, as opposed to “tvorog look-a-like”, such as “hytteost”
73,74
. Among the 
equipment named by the actors as appropriate or convenient for the establishment of the home 
production of tvorog are coffee filters, a microwave stove and “something called like fabric for 
cheese or something [...] from the „Stoff 2000”
75
 etc. The variety of the ingredients, which were 
reportedly used by the actors with a certain degree of success, is even broader, including such dairy 
products as “kvark” (“curd cheese”), “hytteost” (“Cottage cheese”), A38 (curdled-milk product), 
                                                          
73
< http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=2225&hl=??????&st=>,  Appendix III.15 
74
 “hytteost” (Danish) – Danish dairy product similar to cottage cheese (English) 
75
< http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=2225&hl=??????&st=20>,  Appendix III.15 
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“kærnemælk” (“buttermilk”), whole milk, sour-cream, mascarpone cheese, grill cheese, “rygeost” 
(smoked curdled-milked cheese), ricotta, “ymer” (curdled-milk product). Sometimes in an attempt 
to achieve the desired authenticity actors start the production of the “real” tvorog from the 
production of the “real” ingredients”
76
: 
Excerpt 38 
 
 
 
 
 
As the excerpt above illustrates, the author of the comment in focus constructs in association with 
this food product a complex interdiscursive chain that links normative regimes (“normal milk”) 
with discourses of health-care, organic farming and back-to-basics living (“the milk from under a 
cow, not from the pasteurized and low-fat one”), thereby weaving all of the aforementioned regimes 
and sets of practices and the ways of accounting for and making sense of these practices into the 
categories constructed as familiar (e.g. categories labelled as “our”) which become invoked through 
the references to this specific aspect of prandial discourse.    
Sometimes, the ambiguity of the meanings assigned to the experiences, practices and material 
agencies articulated by the participants as “real” becomes picked up and challenged by the actors, 
which can be seen in the two sarcastic comment exchanges below
77
: 
 
                                                          
76
< http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=2225&hl=??????&st=0>, Appendix III.15 
77
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=2225&hl=??????&st=40>, Appendix III.15 
 
What, it doesn‟t work with the milk, they must sell pasteurized in the shops (it doesn‟t get 
curdled too easily) I don‟t know how to make tvorog in detail, but my friend always made 
it (it‟s a shame she left), I gave her milk, she gave me tvorog, and cream I made myself ((( 
[...] Just buy some yogurt or this acidophilus-pampilus of yours and add it to normal milk, 
it would get curdled quickly (some Spanish guys I knew did it this way) just from the milk 
from under a cow, not from the pasteurized and low-fat one 
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Excerpt 39 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the excerpt 39 one of the Rusforum participants challenges another interactant‟s use of the word 
“real” earlier in the conversation. The comment begins with the question “What do you mean 
real?”, which is accentuated in four ways:  
1. by translitting78 the first two letters in the word “что” (“CHто”). As in the rest of the 
comment all of the sounds (including “ч”) are conveyed through Cyrillic symbols, the 
usage of translit clearly aims at indicating a specific prosody – putting stress on the word  
“что” (“what”). 
2. by capitalizing the first translitted letters in “what” 
3. by inserting an emoticon “ ”, conveying a shocked/surprised facial expression 
4. and, finally by adding a series of question marks. 
                                                          
78
 Using transliteration  to convey the sounds of Russian language and letters of Cyrillic alphabet through symbols of  
Latin alphabet on the keyboard. 
 
 
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: WHat do you mean real?   
???????????????? Her own or what ????????  
 
[Citation: NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]: My girlfriend has recently  
given me some real milk to taste, I shan‟t forget it for the rest of my life. 
Unpasteurized  
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Such a multiple and semiotically diverse way of emphasising the question indicates an exaggerated 
surprise and wondering of the author about the meaning assigned to the concept “real”. The 
questioning of this concept turns into an overt mocking of resolute, uncontested character of its use 
in the course of the conversation (“Her own or what?????”). Multiple question marks and a 
“laughing and teasing” emoticon “ ” stress humorous undertones of the line, softening to some 
extent its sarcastic content. The reply on this comment, however, does not uptake the implication 
made in it regarding the arbitrarily of the attribute “real” and closes down further humour with a 
concise and explicitly informative reply - “unpasteurised”. This reply alludes to an earlier 
discussion of the possibility of using processed milk from the shops for producing tvorog.  
Similarly, in the next excerpt from the discussion topic “Cheeses, will you help me with the names 
of the cheeses”
 79
, the speaker uses sarcasm to question other participants‟ “pain-and-suffering” 
connected to the quest for the cheese, which would have the “close to heart”, “normal, close to our” 
or at least “eatable not Russian of course” taste. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
79
< http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=19804&st=0>, Appendix III.17 
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Excerpt 40 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In answering the comment, whose author complains about not being able to find an acceptable 
alternative to Russian melted cheese with shrimps “Korall” in Denmark (“where allegedly „there is 
everything‟”), the commentator starts by drawing the participants‟ attention to the fact that Danish 
cheese Buko is produced in the same way as its Russian equivalent. This is followed by a direct, 
confrontational and sarcastic question: “Or are our leftovers closer to your heart than theirs
80
?”, 
which, as opposed to the previous conversational example, is not mitigated by any iconic or 
                                                          
80
 Danish 
+1 [NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT]:  
And what‟s wrong with Buko with shrimps – the same melted cheese leftovers... Or are our 
leftovers closer to your heart than theirs? 
http://www.arla.dk/produkter/Brands/BUKO/buko-rejeost-40/ 
 
Seriously? 
Tell me then where to buy melted cheese “Korall”? I love it very much, brought it the last time 
form Moscow, it‟s all gone a long time ago. And where do I find in Denmark where allegedly 
“there is everything”??  
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syntactical mechanisms. In doing so the speaker dismisses one of the rhetorical arguments common 
on Rusforum that discursively links Russianness to the physiological aspect of prandial practices – 
taste, allegedly achieved through a particular manufacturing process or recipe (“leftovers” are 
“leftovers”). In the comment, the visual element of the previous conversational line (image of the 
Russian cheese) is balanced by the link to the website of the manufacturer of the proposed Danish 
alternative, which displays the image of Buko cheese. Figure 17 illustrates - mediated by the 
hyperlink – the visual parallel through which the author of the comment discursively points out 
parallels in the material and visual form of the product in focus (its packaging), thereby stressing 
the arbitrary nature of the unique taste assigned to Russian food products. 
Figure 17: 
 
 
                                
 
 
 
 
81 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
81
< http://www.arla.dk/produkter/Brands/BUKO/buko-rejeost-40/>, Appendix III.18 
Similar serving 
suggestions depicted by 
the images on the 
packages 
Similar quality of 
packaging 
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The figure vividly illustrates how in the course of the actors‟ everyday interaction, meaning is being 
constructed across multiple sites and how the actors make use of hypermedial resources to mobilize 
in the meaning production discursive constructs and material objects outside the immediate 
interactional and semiotic context (such as product descriptions generated by the marketing 
department of “Arla” (Danish-Swedish dairy company) made available on its website). 
Apart from making visible the multi-semiotic character of meaning-making, the conversational 
segment in focus also demonstrates how by challenging the discursive coupling constructed by the 
other participants between particular food products and sets of normative regimes and meanings 
labelled “real”, “normal”, “wholesome”, etc., the author of the post challenges the membership 
categorizations (“our” and “their”) associated with these elements of prandial discourse and invoked 
through references to them as well as the features attributed to these memberships such as 
favourable attributions to “our” (“close to heart”, “normal”, etc.) and unfavourable attribution to 
“their” (“eatable not Russian of course”)
 82
. 
The negotiation of features ascribed to the memberships categorizations, discursively marked as 
“our” and “their”, mapped out in the analysis above takes place across numerous interactional 
events, which I have registered in the course of my ethnographic work, and across the sites of actors 
engagement around which this work was organized.  In this negotiation, the place of production 
seems to be one stable point of reference, which the actors mobilize to determine a degree of 
authenticity of a particular Russian product. Through examining the assortment of products in 
Sadko as well as from the interview with the owner of the shop and from the actors‟ conversations 
on Rusforum, in the Russian school and in Rusmam, I have learnt that the food advertised and sold 
as “Russian” in Denmark and in other European countries is produced, stored and sold outside 
Russia (in Germany, Poland, Moldova, Romania, Czechoslovakia and the Baltic countries).  This is 
illustrated by the images 30 and 31 below. 
 
                                                          
82
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=19804&st=0>, Appendix III.17 
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Image 31: Sadko, 24.09.2008       
 
The images above portray examples of the food products sold in what is being addressed by the 
Rusforum participants and by the members of Rusmam and the Russian school as the “Russian” 
shop. As emphasized in Chapter 4, this national association is also conveyed by the name of the 
shop – “Sadko” - the name of the character in one of the Russian ballads. However, as demonstrated 
by the images above, the products sold in the shop are produced in Germany by the so-called 
“Monolith gruppe”
83
, which unites such sale lines as ”Steinhauer” (see image 31), “Mix Markt”, 
etc. and which markets itself as a distributor of “East European specialties” to “Russian Germans as 
                                                          
83
< http://www.monolith-gruppe.eu/index.php/en/vertriebsmarken.html> 
Image 30: Sadko, 24.09.2008        
”Огурцы малосольные” – 
Salted Cucumbers, low on salt 
”http://www.monolith-gruppe.de” 
”Zakuska” – transliteration from Russian 
”Закуска” (Snack, appetizer) 
”Eingelegte würzige gurken”  
”Malsoslnie” – transliteration from 
Russian ”Малосольные” ( lightly salted 
products) 
 
”Томаты по-кавказски” – 
Tomatoes, Caucasian recipe   
”Eingelegte tomaten kawkasischer 
art” 
”Steinhauer” 
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well as emigrants from the Eastern Europe states”. Thus, what is being referred by the actors as 
“our” food sold in the “Russian” shop and what is advertised on the main website of Monolith 
Gruppe as “original Russian sweets and drinks [...] meat, sausage and fish” is in fact an outcome of 
complex and extensive transnational connecting: the products are produced in response to the 
consumer demand and target migrant communities; manufacturing and distributing of these 
products relies on and actively employs transnational ties between those companies, which provide 
raw materials, which process them and which market final products as well as between shop owners 
and their customers. 
Thus, the products, invoked in the construction and re-construction of national categories (through 
the references to the “Russian shop” and “Russian food”) become produced, distributed and 
consumed transnationally which is reflected in the discursive inscriptions included on the 
packaging of the products in focus. As illustrated by images 30 and 31, apart from the names of the 
products in Russian: ”Томаты по-кавказски” (“Tomatoes, Caucasian recipe”), ”Огурцы 
малосольные” (“Salted Cucumbers, low on salt”) the labels on the products also display translation 
of these names into German:  ”Eingelegte tomaten kawkasischer art”, ”Eingelegte würzige gurken” 
as well as transliteration of those names with the symbols of Latin alphabet:  ”Zakuska” – 
transliteration from Russian ”Закуска” (“Snack, appetizer”), ”Malsoslnie” – transliteration from 
Russian ”Малосольные” (“lightly salted products”).  
The variety of discursive inscriptions used to denote the same material agency are constructed 
through a variety of linguistic resources (Latin and Cyrillic alphabet, Russian and German 
languages) and at the intersection between multiple linguistic codes (transliteration). This illustrate 
how discursive components of the products, referred to by the producers, by the shop owner and by 
the consumers as “original” Russian and “our” food, incorporate different semiotic landscapes 
(Jaworski & Thurlow, 2010) – diverse sets of dialectically related symbolic systems of signifiers 
(the enumerated above linguistic resources), context of human actions (prandial practices) and of 
socio-political  activities (diverse national contexts with which the aforementioned linguistic 
repertoires are associated) - to target consumers across national borders. This also exhibits how 
transnational commercial, industrial and economic arrangements rely in their practices on national 
categories, how these categories become accomplished transnationally and how this complex and 
continuous networking of national and transnational points of reference, acts and arrangements has 
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disseminated into the established economic and trading practices producing new routines and 
methods, which have already settled as accepted and recognizable aspects of transnational living.  
The next analytical segment reveals the actors‟ awareness of the porous character of „national‟ – 
„transnational‟ frames of reference as well as demonstrating how the ambivalence of these frames 
makes the construction of such categories as “our” and “Russian” and the construction of 
belongingness to these categories even more complex and nuanced.  
Transcript 4:  Conversation during Rusmam “without children get-together”, 
September 6, 2008 
1. Z: I am asking her84 [tvorog] / is it Russian / ?  
2.                 WHICH Russian? 
3.                  or from WHERE? 
4.                 She says storage house. 
5.                 I want to know the address (laughs) where it is FROM. 
6. Nadja: OF COURSE it is produced in Germany. 
7.                  It has to be produced in the European Union I don‟t know why they  
8.                     stopped producing in the //Baltic countries// 
9. Tanja:          //  < in Poland>  // some of it is produced. 
10. Nadja: <<Yes in Poland>> I just don‟t understand why they don‟t produce more  
11.                     in the Baltic countries because it is allowed now they are in the EU now. 
12. Z:                 Fatima by the way is bringing some of the products from Poland..    
13.                      IT SAYS SO \  POLAND \ . 
 
The conversation represented in Transcript 4 revolves around the topic of tvorog and Z‟s recent 
experience connected to buying this food product in one of the “Russian” shops. The first line, 
therefore, comprises a quote of the question that Z posed to the owner of the shop: “I am asking her 
tvorog is it Russian?” As is visible in the cited utterance, the speaker‟s inquiry is aimed at clarifying 
whether tvorog that she intends to purchase is Russian. The significance of getting this information 
for Z is indicated by the rising tone with which she pronounces both elements of the question – 
                                                          
84
 The owner of the shop 
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„tvorog‟ and „Russian‟. The aforementioned line conveys the topic of the utterance and fulfils 
adequately its function – posing a question. However, after a short pause, this actionally and 
topically sufficient conversational unit becomes extended with two more lines each of them 
containing an accentuated specification of what meaning Z assigns to the discursive category of 
being Russian: “Which Russian?” (Line 2) and “From where” (Line 3), with vocal emphasis on 
„which‟ and „where‟.  The fact that the actor finds it necessary to spell out (in the “Russian” shop) 
what “Russian” means reveals her awareness of the ambiguity of the category of Russianness in the 
context of this specific practice and that she anticipates that the products referred to in association 
with this practice as “Russian”, originate in somewhere other than Russia (“where”, Line 3) and that 
there are multiple versions of them (“which”, Line 2). In Line 4, the speaker shifts again to the 
citation format – now of the shop owner‟s answer: “she says storage house”. The neutral, 
prosodically and tone-unmarked way in which the utterance is pronounced indicates that the owner 
of the shop or/and the speaker are familiar with this specific form of Russianness (something that 
comes from an unspecified storage house) and that they are neither surprised nor disturbed by this 
fact. The next line (5), containing a request to know where the storage house is situated, is 
interrupted by the speakers laughter, which acknowledges the somewhat irrational persistence of 
her attempts to pin down the “belonging” of the product.  
The rest of the conversation enacted by two other members present at Rusmam meeting in focus, 
confirms the account made by Z. Thus, in line 6 Nadja begins by stating: “Of course they are 
produced in Germany” with a particular emphasis on “of course”, which stresses the triviality of 
this knowledge. It is also thorough this that she positions herself as an expert on the subject. The 
latter conversational action is amplified in the next two lines (7 and 8) in which Nadja continues to 
speak from the position of having exclusive inside knowledge: “It has to be produced in EU”, “I 
don‟t know why they stopped producing in Baltic countries”. As demonstrated in the transcript at 
the end of this last line (8), Nadja‟s remark is interrupted by another interactant, Tanja (Line 9), 
who inserts: “In Poland some of it is produced” so that part of the line (“In Poland”) overlaps with a 
part of a previous turn “Baltic countries”. This interruption, accomplished in a high tempo and 
overlapping the part of the previous utterance, actionally aims at attempting to take over the expert 
position in the conversation which has been dominated by the previous speaker. Topically, Lines 6-
9 verify multiplicity of meanings, placial, political and economic frames that are involved in the 
production of “Russian” food as well as emphasizing the significance of these numerous and divers 
links to the actors‟ everyday experiences.  
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Further in the conversation, Nadja quickly regains the position of the leading and knowing speaker.  
In Line 10 she starts by inserting in a fast tempo and with flat intonation: “Yes in Poland”, which 
discursively frames this confirmation of the previous conversational line as a formal matter of 
conversational courtesy. With no distinguishable pause she then resumes and completes in the same 
conversational turn the utterance interrupted by Tanja. In Line 12, however, speaker Z picks up the 
conversational pair initiated by Tanja and responds to its topic (“Russian” products being produced 
in Poland) by confirming it through the reference to another site of actors‟ engagement involved in 
my ethnography, the “Russian” shop in Aalborg: “Fatima by the way is bringing some of the 
products from Poland”.  This casual (“by the way”) neutrally pronounced remark stands in contrast 
to the following line (13), in which Z clarifies with high accentuation intensified by falling after 
each element tone: “It says so Poland”.   
The action, which the participants of the conversation presented in the transcript above accomplish 
in Lines 6-13, consists in answering the question, which was introduced by speaker Z in the first 
line  and which remained unanswered by the original receiver of the question (the owner of the 
shop). More specifically, participants‟ reactions demonstrated in Lines 6-13 aim at clarifying one 
particular aspect of Russianness invoked and  contested by the speaker – „where‟. In answering the 
aforementioned question the actors name such national, geographical and political spaces as Poland, 
Germany, the Baltic countries and the EU. What is particularly interesting, however, is that in doing 
so they do not merely enumerate the aforementioned places associated with the transnationally 
accomplished category “Russian”, but they also produce subtle discursive evaluations in relation to 
them and implicitly rearrange them hierarchically. 
For instance, by repeatedly and insistently wondering across two conversational turns “I don‟t know 
why they stopped producing in the Baltic countries” (Lines 7, 8) and “I just don‟t understand why 
they don‟t produce more in the Baltic countries” (Line 10), Nadja expresses her regret regarding the 
lack of “Russian” products produced in Baltic countries. This regret is discursively constructed with 
the intensity progressing from one turn to another, emphasising Nadja‟s personal and emotional 
involvement in the issue (see Figure 18).  
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Figure 18: Intensification of Discursive Effect, Transcript 2   
 
 
In articulating her displease with the current situation, i.e. “Russian” food products being 
manufactured in Germany, EU and Poland, the speaker assigns the aforementioned wheres in the 
production of Russianness  to the position inferior to the favourable “Russian” products, i.e. “from 
the Baltic countries”. The data transcript examined below represents an interactional event which 
reproduces and verifies the evaluative work identified above. Transcript 5 captures a fragment of 
the conversation between the owner of the “Russian” shop, “Sadko”, in Aalborg, Fatima, and the 
researcher. In the fragment, Fatima describes the assortment of goods in her shop. 
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 Transcript 5: Interview with Fatima, the Owner of Sadko, September 24, 2008 
1. Fatima:                 I am largely buying such products..these goods are slightly more  
2.                              expensive but I am  buying..exactly not Polish [zephyr]85 but the one from  
3.                              [Lime]86.. the ones that we USED to eat.  
4.                              Some sweets are going to arrive soon hmm [Veche]..[Vechernaja Moskva]  
5.                              that is.. 
6.                              I am not taking the Polish ones. 
7. Researcher:          WHY? What are they worse? 
8. Fatima:                 <<There is more soya in the chocolate>>.. I am buying more  
9.                              expensive  products but more natural  
 
As illustrated in the transcript, categorizing particular transnational nexuses (e.g. “Russian food” 
produced in Poland purchased in Germany and distributed in Denmark, etc.) through assigning to 
them specific favourable or negative features identified in relation to the previous conversational 
event is continued in the interaction in focus already from its first lines.  In Lines 1-3, Fatima 
identifies which Russian products she is buying for her shop. In doing so she juxtaposes goods 
produced in Poland (for instance, zephyr, Line 2) to those which she buys and which are produced 
by Lime (Lithuanian food company). Within the framework of this dichotomy, goods manufactured 
by Lime become constructed as most authentic products that live up to the standard set by the 
experiences of the supposedly shared past “the ones that we used to eat” (Line 3). The significance 
of the aforementioned criterion is emphasized by the accentuation of “used to”. In addition, by 
emphasizing high monetary value of the products in focus (“slightly more expansive”, Line 1, 2), 
Fatima indicates their good quality by invoking the questionable yet common perception that high 
quality follows high prices. Lines 1-3 also illustrate that in classing transnational relations, Fatima 
mobilizes the same mechanisms of category and memory work that I have identified earlier in the 
analysis in relation to the examination of construction of familiar, shared categories. Namely, in her 
                                                          
85
 “Zephyr” (from Russian “зефир”) – Meringues  
86
 The name of the Lithuanian food company 
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account, Fatima articulates familiar points of reference and her belonging to them through the 
references to the shared past (“we used to eat”).   
The aforementioned favourable referencing to the goods produced in the Baltic countries is 
accomplished in explicit contrast to the ones, manufactured in Poland: “exactly not Polish [...] but 
[...]”. Through such categorical negation the speaker implicitly strips the latter type of goods of all 
the positive attributes assigned to the opposed category – i.e. “Russian” food produced in Poland is 
not expensive and not like the food “we used to eat”. The aforementioned evaluation of products 
from Poland becomes reaffirmed in Line 6: “I am not taking the Polish ones”, which also functions 
as an additional clarification made to eliminate any potential confusion with regard to which 
Russian goods Fatima buys for her shop, the confusion that might have undermined or put into 
question her business skills, standards and morals.  
The uncompromising character of the latter formulation has motivated me to ask about the reasons 
for such a firm decision (Line 7) and for the negative evaluation of Polish goods, which I have 
sensed in Fatima‟s description (“Why? “What are they worse”). Fatima‟s response on my questions 
is prompt and pronounced in a fast tempo, which marks what she says as certain and evident. 
Within her reply she attributes yet another feature to the set of transnational relations associated 
with the aspect of prandial practice in focus - “more natural” (Line 9) which positions these 
relations within the framework of the organic and health-care discourse also identified in the 
previous analytical segments. In relation to this attribution, the more expensive, “the ones we used 
to eat” products, manufactured in Baltic countries and selected by Fatima for her shop, are assigned 
the status of “more natural”, while “Russian” products that are placed lower in hierarchy of 
“original” and “authentic” Russianness are described as less wholesome: “There is more soya in the 
chocolate” (Line 8). As mentioned above, this is done from the interactional position of a knowing, 
confident insider, which constructs this disposition as given and self-evident.    
The analysis of Transcripts 4 and 5 demonstrates once again how in the course of everyday 
interaction, the actors construct complex interdiscursive chains that link together normative regimes 
(such as evaluations of particular food products), particular discourses (such as discourses of health-
care, organic, “natural”, back-to-basics living and prandial discourses) and sets of knowldeges (such 
as knowledge related to the process of industrial production of particular food products “there is 
more soya in the chocolate”, Transcript 5, Line 8, or expertise on European policies “of course it is 
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produced in Germany. It has to be produced in the European Union”, Transcript 4, Lines 6, 7, “it is 
allowed now they are in EU now”, Transcript 4, Line 11).  In addition, it makes visible how these 
interdiscursive constructions produced and negotiated through membership categorizations (e.g. 
“we”) and memory work (e.g. “the ones that we USED to eat”) and in relation to national 
associations (e.g. Russian, Polish, German, etc.) become mobilized to make sense of and to 
organize the relations that are transnational and that involve multiple aspects of realities - 
economic, social and political (such as European regulations concerning export and import of food 
products or exporting and importing these products in relation to running the “Russian” shop in 
Denmark). That is, the analytical segments in focus make visible the acts of transdiscursivity – 
mediated actions in which the actors produce and mobilize via diverse symbolic means complex 
discursive and interdiscursive constructions to organize and to make sense of associations which 
transgress the interaction orders, discursive frameworks and practices within which these 
constructions are produced.  
Thus, within the framework of this section, I continued to examine the use of semiotic resources 
and the elements of conversational organization through which the actors invoke, challenge, ascribe 
to, make relevant and make available for association with or disassociation from diverse accounts, 
experiences and meanings, i.e. the making of collections through which diverse membership 
categories (labelled “our”, “their”, “Russian”, etc.) are constructed and invoked.  Just as the analysis 
made earlier in this chapter, the analytical examinations carried out in this section demonstrate that 
the aforementioned categories, which represent and make recognizable familiar and shared points of 
reference, are not “protected against induction” (Sacks, 1992, p. 336). Moreover, by examining 
discursive mechanisms (such as attributing of favourable and negative features, ascribing to 
particular categories, memory work, etc.) through which the actors enact membership 
categorizations, I made it visible that in collecting and recollecting, ascribing to and re-ascribing 
from these categories, the actors associate the items of which they are composed (discursivities and 
materialities, experiences and accounts) with the sets of relations and practices relevant to their 
immediate living situations and current concerns, thereby not only compressing temporal and 
spatial distance between these nodes of their life stories but also crossing symbolically 
geographical, political and cultural borders of national belongingness.  
By moving analytically across multiple interactional events registered in my data archive and across 
multiple sites of actors‟ engagement involved in my ethnography, I was following intersemiotic and 
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interdiscursive connecting, which the actors accomplish in the course of their interaction. Moreover, 
in making visible and unpacking complex interdiscursive constructs produced in the course of this 
connecting and intertwining multiple normative regimes, sets of knowledges and discursive 
frameworks, I also demonstrated how these constructs become involved in the acts of 
transdiscursivity, i.e. mobilized to organize and make sense of realities outside interactional 
contexts and practices within which they were produced, and how these acts of transdiscursivity 
participate in the construction of transnational networking. That is - through the analytical 
examination described above, I demonstrated how the organizational function of discursive 
practices becomes realized in arranging and re-arranging transnational associations at the interface 
between social, cultural, economic and political aspects of realities and how this transnational 
networking affects the practices that mediate these realities (for instance, commercial practices) and 
genres on which these practices rely (for instance, promotional genres). 
As I was making tangible social and discursive aspects of transnational networking through the 
analytical work outlined above as well as throughout all the analysis carried out so far in this 
chapter, I was also tracking and examining the ways through which the actors position themselves 
and each other in relation to the categories that they construct and make relevant in the course of 
their everyday actions and interactions and in association with the numerous and trivial aspects of 
their daily routines and practices (such as prandial practices). In the next section of this chapter, I 
shall put the analytical focus on these acts of identification and “actions on the other” (Fairclough, 
2003, p. 28) by focusing on the discursive mechanisms through which these acts become 
accomplished. Moreover, I shall make visible how these methods of identity construction become 
enacted by the members in relation to transnational networking with which my project is concerned.  
 
III. TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKING AND IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION 
 
As pointed out above, one of the significant aspects of representing, categorizing and organizing the 
realities in which the actors engage in the course of their everyday practices and which I identified 
and described in the analysis carried out in this chapter involves the mechanisms of interdiscursivity 
and transdiscursivity. Within the framework of my investigation, I explore how the actors mobilize 
these mechanisms in association with those actions, social arrangements, discourses and practices 
that circulated across the nexus of practice, which I navigated in the course of my ethnographic 
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work described in Chapter 4, such as prandial discourse and food-related practises. One of the 
analytical observations that I made in the course of this examination concerns complex and dynamic 
interdiscursive chains which the actors construct and invoke to categorize and organize the realities 
and which tie up diverse aspects of prandial discourse and practices with the discourses of health-
care, organic and “natural” living and normative regimes. These interdiscursive constructs represent 
one of the nodes at which food-related discourse intersect with another discourse circulating 
through the sites of actors‟ engagement and interaction orders captured by my ethnography – 
discourse of child-care - linking the actions and routines which enable prandial and child-rearing 
practices.  
One of the most challenging aspects of parenting involves the responsibility of making decisions on 
behalf of one‟s child. Awareness of the impact and potential implications that each of many 
decisions, which we make every day for our children, might have on their health, emotional well-
being, educational and career opportunities, etc. makes the task of making these decisions mentally, 
emotionally and morally demanding. As I identified in following the actors‟ interaction, among 
these diverse parenting decisions, the decisions regarding the choice of food, eating routines are the 
ones with which the participants of this interaction appear to be preoccupied continuously and 
intensely.   
Some of the decisions regarding food are made subconsciously, unrecognised and unnoticed by the 
parents caught up in the high tempo of normalised daily routines; others are the result of a mindful, 
acknowledged and rational process. All of them, however, are rooted in knowledge, or rather – in 
culturally inherited, socially acquired, disseminated and constructed through various forms of 
media, sets of knowledges, which parents appropriate and develop in the course of their lives. The 
already complex process of translating these sets of knowledges into numerous, daily choices 
regarding children‟s‟ food practices becomes even more complicated when the knowledge, with 
which parents operate in this process, is embedded within multiple and diverse cultural, national 
and linguistic contexts. As the analysis carried out earlier in this chapter in relation to the 
examination of categorical work as well the preliminary analysis represented in Chapter 4 
demonstrates, the familiar, normalised sets of knowledges and practices, on which the actors would 
most likely fall back in the context of their home countries, at least in making some of the decisions, 
become challenged, in their new living situations, by a mere presence of the visible and default 
cultural alternative to which the otherized familiar becomes juxtaposed.  As a result, diverse aspects 
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of prandial practices as well as children‟s eating routines and other choices in relation to raising 
children become revisited and scrutinized by the actors themselves as well as by those people with 
whom they interact in the course of their daily lives.  
As demonstrated earlier in this chapter, the actors are constantly engaged in evaluating and 
justifying their food-related choices, for instance, the attribution of favourable or negative features 
to diverse aspects of prandial practices addressed above (accounts, experiences, discursive 
descriptions, etc.) through which these practices become categorized as less or more “real”, “pure”, 
“wholesome”, “natural”, etc and through which the actors articulate their attachments to or 
disattachments from the categories wrapped up by these accounts and experiences. However, these 
negotiations and, thereby representing and relating to the diverse memberships invoked in these 
negotiations, are not always initiated by the actors. Often they are forced to account for their 
decisions and actions challenged by the family, friends or the gate-keepers and representatives of 
national and statal institutions. As illustrated by an example below, such confrontations can be 
particularly tense when the choices made by the actors diverge from the culturally accepted norms 
and especially when these choices involve children.  
 
Transcript 6: Conversation during Rusmam Playgroup Meeting, September 21, 2008  
1. Katja:               She87  says to me with such CONTEMPT.. like how can it be that he88   
2.                          doesn‟t   eat bread?.. 
3.                          THIS IS \ how it is I say..  
4.                          he eats NORMAL food. 
5.                          She is like FOR EXAMPLE? 
6.                          SALMON I say .. 
7.                          red caviar with big spoons. 
8. Many:              (laughing, nodding)   
The extract above comprises an account made by Katja, one of the 
members of Rusmam, regarding the experience at her son‟s day-
                                                          
87
 Danish day-carer 
88
 Katja‟s son 
Image 32:Rusmam Playgroup Meeting: 
Katja and her son getting ready for 
lunch, September 21, 2008 
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care centre. The day-carer has confronted Katja about her son‟s eating habits, more specifically, the 
fact that he, at the age of 7 months, does not eat rye bread, which is the most essential product in 
children‟s diet in Danish day-care institutions. The source of the tension resides in fact that like any 
other aspects of child-rearing practices, at what age, with what products and in what form children 
are introduced to solid food is culturally-relative. Katja, who had moved to Denmark from Russia 
just a couple of years before she had her first child, had started her son on solid food by introducing 
him to different kinds of porridge, soups, vegetables as well as chicken and fish avoiding rye bread, 
wheat products and pork until her son turns one year. This feeding regime is what is considered 
both “normal” (as Katja expresses it herself in the excerpt above, Line 4) and the most well-
balanced nutritional diet (that is why Katja brings up caviar and salmon as an example of vitamin-
rich food that her son is eating at home) in the context of her home country, among many of her 
Russian-speaking friends in Denmark, by her parents and family in Russia whom she consults 
regularly regarding her parenting practices, etc. That is why the choice of the eating routine for her 
son had been both obvious and unproblematic for Katja until it clashed with the prandial practices 
in the institutional child-care system in Denmark.  
Katja‟s experience exemplifies what Dennis Day terms “subtle ethnification” – a discursive 
mechanism of an “everyday nature”, through which one‟s ethnic or national membership is picket 
out in contrast to the others‟ to cast doubt on one‟s capacities to pursue the activity at hand (Day, 
1998, pp. 151, 167) (in this case – parenting). As Katja accounts in the first line of the conversation 
in focus, such an implicit ethnification was initiated by her son‟s day-carer through the following 
question: “How can it be that he doesn‟t eat bread?”. As Emanuel Schegloff points out (2007), there 
are two ways of analysing an utterance. One is through examining its topicality, i.e. what it is about; 
another – by looking at it with respect to an action, i.e. what it is doing (p. 1). Now, if we look at 
the question cited by Katja in Line 1 in terms of its topic, then what the day-carer inquires is why 
Katja‟s son does not eat bread. However, this is not how the question was allegedly asked.  If we 
assume that the only message that the day-carer intended to get through is her own interest in the 
reason for the absence of bread in the boy‟s diet, then the most communicatively effective way of 
conveying this message (the quickest, shortest, requiring minimum linguistic resources mode) 
would be to ask: “Why does he not eat bread?”.  Yet, the day-carer‟s formulation (as it was 
reproduced by Katja) is more complex than this. The question is comprised of two parts. The first 
part “How can it be that” and the following part “he doesn‟t eat bread”. The interactional purpose of 
the message – the content of the inquiry, its topic – is conveyed by the second part. However, it is 
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the first part of the question which conveys the implicit, covert message of the utterance. It is the 
first part of the question, through which the action of the conversational line is accomplished. This 
action consists in  making Katja‟s membership (being a migrant) and the lack of membership (not 
being Danish) relevant for the task at hand – providing her child with the “right”, “healthy”, 
“normal” food, i.e. the task of doing being a good parent. “How can it be” placed by the speaker in 
the first, accentuated, part of the utterance changes the message of the conversational line 
tremendously. It signals an excessive, over-emphasised wondering, which in relation to the triviality 
of the topic (an inquiry about child‟s eating habits) can be interpreted by the receiver of the message 
as a provocation, initiation of a confrontation. This is intensified by what Katja describes as “such 
contempt”, which in the described conversational event could have been realized through 
accentuated tone or prosody or through non-verbal behaviour, such as gaze or gestures.  
It should be noted that I am perfectly aware of the fact that what I am dealing with in the current 
analysis is not the interaction between Katja and the day-carer itself, but Katja‟s personal, probably 
biased and mostly likely subjective interpretation of this interaction. Both the citation of the day-
carer‟s question and what Katja perceived as contempt in the way this question was pronounced are 
elements of this interpretation. However, it is exactly this perception of the interactional encounter, 
which is being both represented and constructed in the conversational event above, and not the 
illusive “objective” reality of what has happened, that forms Katja‟s everyday actions, her 
understanding of a new living context and her memberships within it.  Moreover, it is not the 
encounter itself but its discursive representation that is made available through the conversation to 
the other members of Rusmam and the Russian school, becoming a resource on which they would 
draw in the construction of their memberships.  
Katja‟s perception of the accounted experience is indicated not only through the evaluative 
discursive element present in the first line: “with such contempt”, which is stressed by accentuation 
of the word „contempt‟ as well as by the following short pause that separates this evaluation from 
its account. It is also conveyed through a repeated usage of a pro-form word - pronoun „she‟ – in 
referring to the day-carer (line1, line 5). Functionally, the use of the pronoun in substitution for a 
personal name or a work title is legitimate, as the interactional context of the narrated encounter (its 
place, time and people involved) was presented earlier in the conversation, making it clear to the 
other participants who the „she” is. Nevertheless, such a persistent neglect to address the main 
character of the narrated story by name (or for instance job function) defies the unspoken norms of 
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politeness in Russian language, signalling a dismissive attitude towards the invoked person. This 
discursive effect is also produced in Line 3 when after a short pause separating Katja‟s account of 
the day-carer‟s question from her response to it, Katja quotes herself: “This is how it is I say”. The 
line contains both the description of what was said (the topic) and of how it was said (the action). 
Both elements of the utterance convey a resolute and displeased reaction. In the first part of the line: 
“This is how it is” this reaction is discursively expressed through the accentuation and downfalling 
intonation of “this is”. While in the second part of the line it is realised through the firmness and 
directness of “I say” followed by a short pause emphasising the significance of Katja‟s answer to 
the day-carer and giving the other participants a chance to evaluate this answer. This line is a 
symmetrical pair to the first part of the day-carer‟s question carrying out the provoking action, 
which is illustrated by Figure 19:  
Figure 19: Symmetrical Organisation of a Conversational Pair in Transcript 4  
 
Topically, Katja‟s reply is completely non-informative. It carries no facts or information that might 
be considered an answer to the day-carer‟s question. In terms of action, however, this line conveys 
an important message – through its obvious symmetry with the previous utterance (demonstrated in 
the diagram above) it signals that Katja‟s is not going to shy away from the initiated confrontation.  
Katja‟s aggravation visible in the conversational features described above clearly indicates that she 
HOW CAN IT BE
THIS IS HOW IT IS
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has picked up on the subtle ethnification initiated by the day-carer, which was wrapped up in the 
prandial aspect of child-rearing practices. It also demonstrates that she is ready to resist being 
constructed as a parent through covert invoking of her migrant status. 
This resistance is directed against both being categorised as a parent through orientation to 
nationality as well as against questioning her ability to fulfil adequately the activity bound to this 
category (that is feeding her child) on the basis of the national belonging.  Lines 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the 
transcript demonstrate how such resistance becomes accomplished discursively. As illustrated in 
Line 1, the day-carer never actually labels the category in relation to which she positions Katja as an 
outsider or the other. Instead, the membership category is indicated through an associated with it 
normalized collection of discursive features and activities, which are framed by the intersection of 
child-rearing and prandial practices. This categorizational strategy has already been made visible 
earlier in this chapter in relation to the negotiation of category „our‟ belonging to which in the 
course of computer-mediated interaction on Rusforum is constructed through ascribing to or 
resisting particular food-related practices, avowing or disavowing to material and discursive 
attributes, such as food products, their names and material form and visual presentation, etc (see for 
instance, Figure 14).  Katja‟s resistance to the fact that her national identity or migrant status are 
being made relevant in relation to her parenting competences matches the aforementioned 
categorizational strategy employed by the day-carer – that is instead of undermining the category, 
she undermines those prandial practices and discourses that the day-carer puts forward in 
association with it (rye-bread being most suitable food for children). This is carried out by 
emphasising the ambiguity of what „normal‟ food is - firstly, by stating that there is alternative 
understanding of it in Line 4, where the emphasis on “normal” puts it in contrast to the references to 
food made earlier in the conversation. Thereby eating bread (Line 1) becomes juxtaposed to eating 
“normal food”, which challenges the dominant-deviant disposition in relation to prandial and child-
rearing practices. This provocative discursive action is followed by a sarcastic specification of what 
“normal food” is. The aforementioned sarcastic effect is achieved through the allusion to the 
reductive, stereotyped formulations of Russianness that often operate with the discursive and 
iconographic images of caviar, matryoshkas, vodka etc. By naming salmon and “red caviar with big 
spoons” (Lines 6, 7) in answering the day-carer‟s request to give an example of “normal food” 
(Line 5) Katja confirms to the aforementioned national stereotype amplifying it to the degree when 
it becomes grotesque (feeding a small child with big spoons of red caviar). In doing so she picks up 
the subtle, covert ascription to national category initiated by the day-carer and continues this 
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categorization in such an exaggerated and provocative manner that it subverts the ascriptional 
process.   
The analytical segment in focus unpacks and makes available for discussion the discursive and 
social mechanisms that are at work in accomplishing both the acts of identification and ethnification 
and the resistance to these acts. These mechanisms, in their subtlety, in their everyday nature and in 
the microscopic details of semiotic and conversational organization on which they rely, might not 
have been visible in a different analytical prism or might not have been remarkable enough for it. 
However, the current examination, which mobilizes the multimodal, social-semiotic approach to 
discourse analysis specifically designed to capture these minuscule and trivial interactional details 
and their involvement in meaning and realities making, reveals how identities are being constructed 
and resisted through the associating with and de-associating from membership categories that both 
takes place across national borders and transgresses the matters of national belonging by being 
networked with other aspects of identity construction, such as doing being a parent. Moreover, 
further analysis demonstrates that the identified mechanisms of identity construction are both 
recognized and reproduced by the actors, i.e. that they are durable aspects of identity making and 
re-making in relation to transnational living.    
For instance, at the end of the examined conversational event, Katja‟s account becomes awarded by 
the other participants with the laughter of recognition and the nodes of approval. Through the 
aforementioned elements of non-verbal behaviour the other participants affirm Katja‟s narration 
concurring with both her interpretation of it and her reaction. Similarly, the transcripts below 
demonstrate that the actors are familiar with the discursive mechanism, displayed and examined 
above, through which national category, migrant identities and otherness are made implicitly 
relevant in everyday practices and in relation to transnational living. Moreover, these interactional 
excerpts vividly show that the actors are not only aware of this mechanism but also skilfully employ 
it in discursive articulation of the way they organise their transnational lives.  
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Transcript 7: Conversation during Rusmam Playgroup 
Meeting, October 5, 2008   
1. Researcher: And what are YOU eating?         
2.  T: Mackerel of course.. 
3.    GOOD \ HEALTHY \  mackerel 
 
 
 
 
 
Transcript 8: Conversation during Rusmam playgroup meeting, October 5, 2008   
1. Nadja: < Is anybody hungry > ?.. 
2.                           < Here is liver pâté >.. 
3.                            Good liver pâté the secret is to put it in a THICK layer 
4. Many:  (laugh)   
 
The transcripts above comprise the situation that is reverse of the one discussed in the previously 
conversational extract. As opposed to the interaction between Katja and her son‟s day-carer, where 
a specific set of prandial practices is invoked to make relevant a category of the migrant other, food-
related discursive descriptions produced by the actors in the course of interaction presented by 
Transcripts 7 and 8 wrap up covert references to the default national category, i.e. Danish. 
Transcript 7 represents a short conversational exchange between the researcher and one of the 
members of Rusmam during the lunch break. While getting lunch ready for my own daughter, I 
noticed that T‟s son who sat near me had already started eating his lunch. My question to T about 
the food, which her son ate, derived from the aforementioned interactional context and was a part of 
one of those multiple spontaneous, informal and trivial conversations that took place around the 
table at lunch time. As illustrated by the transcript, T‟s reply consists of two lines separated by a 
short pause. Line 2 (“Mackerel of course”) answers my question and in terms of topicality of the 
Image 33: Rusmam Playgroup Meeting: T and 
her son having lunch, October 5, 2008 
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conversational exchange is informatively sufficient.  However, after a short pause that closes the 
„answer-question‟ conversational pair, T extends her response with “Good, healthy mackerel” (Line 
3). In this line, T elaborates on her answer by adding two evaluative attributes to the described food 
product. These attributes are accentuated in the speech by the downfall intonation. This 
accentuation of “good” and “healthy” in Line 3 combined with the addition of “of course” in Line 2 
are discursive mechanisms through which T produces an ironic and subtle reference to doing being 
Danish. This reference is made by invoking the normative standards of the so-called “lunch 
culture”
89
 dominating both private and institutional food-related practices in Denmark, within which 
mackerel figures as a popular product. Just as in the previously-addressed conversational event, 
what is being made visible and challenged through the aforementioned ironic references is the 
arbitrary nature of such features as “healthy”, “good” assigned to particular categories and aspects 
of realities (such as particular prandial and child-rearing practices) as wells as prescriptive 
normativity, which these practices acquire when they become categorized through the repeated 
associations with the aforementioned features.  
The interaction represented in Transcript 8 embodies a similar discursive strategy. Another member 
of Rusmam, Nadja, while preparing lunch for her son turns around and invites the other members 
present at the table to help themselves to some of the extra sandwiches that she brought to the 
meeting (Lines 1 and 2 “Is anybody hungry?”, “Here is liver pâté”). These first two lines 
pronounced in a loud tone accomplish the action of the utterance – invitation to share the food. 
However, just as in the previous conversational extract, another line is added to the already 
functionally adequate utterance. This line (3) contains an elaborating discursive description of the 
invoked food product “Good liver pâté the secret is to put it in a THICK layer”. Similarly to the 
interactional segment discussed above, this description has powerful ironic undertones realised 
through adding an attribute “good” and  a mocking “serving suggestion” – “the secret is to put it in 
a thick layer” with a stress on the attribute “thick”. The aforementioned line is produced in relation 
to the first utterance, however, with a different actional aim, which consists in making relevant the 
category of being Danish in relation to child-rearing practices through invoking associated with this 
category material, (“liver pâté”) and discursive (“good liver pâté”) features and category-bound 
activities (such as preparing liver pâté sandwiches for children‟s‟ lunch boxes).  
                                                          
89
From Danish  “madpakke kultur”  
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The analysis of the encounters represented in Transcripts 6,7 and 8 demonstrates how food-related 
practices become accentuated in the actors‟ interaction as one of the central aspects of parenting, 
how in the context of transnational living this aspect becomes defined in terms of multiple national 
and cultural loyalties, both conflicting and complementing, and how in doing so it ceases to be 
solely the matter of private choice or personal convictions and becomes exposed to public, 
institutional and statal scrutinizing, monitoring and evaluating. Moreover, the examination of the 
conversational sequences in focus uncovers how in relation to the aforementioned everyday 
practices (such as feeding children) these packed and involved national and cultural attachments are 
being formulated, ascribed to and resisted beyond points of references conventionally thought of as 
comprising these categories and accomplishing belongingness to them (such as citizenship, 
geographical living place, place of birth, etc.). These analytical segments make visible how national 
and cultural dimensions of identity become invoked and their symbolic borders are being crossed 
through the acts of associating with and disassociating from other identity categories (such as doing 
being a parent). In addition, they reveal how through and within this identity work particular aspects 
of realities, particular public and institutional regimes (such as feeding routines in the day-care 
institutions) are being organized by the actors, i.e. how particular sets of actions and methods of 
acting become prescribed as “normal”, “healthy”, etc. and how this prescriptive normativity is being 
highlighted, contested and re-negotiated.     
What the identity work, which I made visible and examined in this chapter, shows no evidence of is 
the actors being „lost‟ nomads stuck in between two sets of pre-formulated, complete and closed 
cultural meanings and points of references, as it is construed in the writings which “seek to 
understand transnational developments through what are essentially categories of the national 
imaginary” (Aksoy & Robins, 2003, pp. 89,90) . The analysis, however, does show how the actors 
are being positioned as „lost‟ outsiders as well as it shows how this positioning is resisted by them.  
In enacting and resisting the social and discursive mechanisms of making and relating to diverse 
identity categories and aspects of realities, which I mapped out in the course of the analysis (such as 
inter- and trans-discursivity, memory work, subtle ethnification (Day, 1998), ascription of 
favourable and negative features and category-bound activities, etc.) the actors figure as an active, 
reflective and critical agency who through an on-going and complex construction of discursive, 
social, material, semiotic and placial ties, rearrange and reframe the established meanings to 
produce new discursive, interactional, normative and societal orders.  
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The further analysis demonstrates that this transnational connecting and its mechanisms has already 
settled in as a routine element of the actors‟ daily lives and as an established part of their 
transnational conduct, in which they engage in a habitual manner and which they discursively 
construct as a natural and accepted aspect of their lives. This is illustrated by the transcript below, 
which represents a segment of a conversation that took place during one of the Rusmam meetings.  
The segment features Z, a Rusmam member who came to Denmark from Kazakhstan, telling the 
rest of the group about her most recent successful attempt to acquire for her son a “real” Russian 
food product.  
Transcript 9: Conversation during Rusmam Playgroup Meeting, November 16, 2008 
1. Z:  <<Listen listen>> I bought this Russian soup for children yesterday  
2.                             you KNOW with chicken <red> hen its name is.. 
3. Researcher: Where did you buy it? 
4. Z:              In the Asian shop OF COURSE << it is owned by  an  Afghan couple       
5.                             she speaks Russian a little>>.. 
6.                             << the soup is Polish of course>> but it tastes like in my childhood. 
 
 
 
The account of the experience begins in the first line of the data 
segment and is introduced by a repeated in fast tempo “listen”, which 
immediately marks the upcoming conversational unit as the one having a high novelty and interest 
factor to the listeners, which summons their attention to the following information and which 
reveals the speaker‟s excitement in relation to it. This emotionally-charged introduction is followed 
by the actual topic of the conversation, which involves the speaker buying “Russian soup” for her 
son Line 1). Before the other participants get a chance to use their conversational turn to react to the 
introduced information, the speaker extends this topical line by an elaborating utterance related to 
the food product invoked before (Line 2). Clarification made by the speaker in this line is connected 
Image 34: Rusmam Playgroup 
Meeting, November 16, 2008 
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to both the material aspect of the product (“with chicken”) and its discursive form (“red hen its 
name is”). The emphasis on “red” signals that it is the latter, discursive, form of the food product in 
focus that is particularly significant in identifying this product correctly. This elaborating line 
begins with the assertive “you know”, where “know” is accentuated emphasising the speaker‟s 
confidence in the known character of the feature that she makes relevant in her discursive account.  
After a short pause signalling that speaker Z has completed her turn, curious about the product that 
has brought up such an obvious excitement with the speaker, I ask a question regarding the place 
where this soup was bought. The next three lines of the conversational event comprise Z‟s answer 
to this question, which is illustrated in the Figure 20 below. 
Figure 20: Transnational Connecting in the Construction of National Category: Transcript 9 
 
 
As illustrated in Figure 20, the answer represents a summary of transnational connecting that has 
generated the product, which Z assigns to the known and knowable category of “Russian” food and 
which she attributes a symbolic value being a carrier of her childhood memories: “but tastes like in 
my childhood” (Line 6). As visible in the aforementioned line all these attributes and functions of 
the product in focus is accomplished and realised not due to but despite the aforementioned 
transnational ties – “but it takes like in my childhood” (emphasis is mine). Geographical, national, 
cultural and discursive crossings involved in the construction of the aforementioned ties are 
remarkable in themselves. The discursive description “Russian” soup is produced by Z to denote a 
material product produced in Poland, bought in the Asian shop, which is owned by an Afghan 
In the Asian shop OF 
COURSE  (line 4)
<< it is owned by  an  Afghan 
couple she speaks Russian a 
little>>  (line 4,5)   
<< the soup is Polish of 
course>> (line 6)
but it tastes like in my 
childhood (line 6)
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couple and where one of the owners “speaks Russian a little”. All of the aforementioned border 
crossings (made in relation to national, ethnic and linguistic aspects of belonging), which would 
seem to be disturbing rather than generating the links to the national category “Russian” and 
making it more distant than tangible or accessible, do not disrupt the experience of buying 
“Russian” soup and serving to her son. Nor do they disable the mechanism of construction and 
sustaining attachment to the familiar, shared categories by invoking an associated with it discursive 
description, material feature or practice (extensively examined in relation to categorical and 
memory work earlier in the chapter). Moreover, as is visible in the interactional event in focus such 
intense and involved transnational connecting is recognised and accepted by the speaker as a 
routine, known mechanism that she exploits and employs in the course of her daily life. This is 
indicated by the multiple adding of “of course” – “in the Asian shop of course” (Line 4), “the soup 
is Polish of course” (Line 6). It is also conveyed by an increased tempo through Lines 4, 5, and 6, 
which signals the habitual, regular, normalised character of the described practice and of the making 
of the description itself.  
What the aforementioned analysis demonstrates is that the practices of transnational networking 
neither erase nationality as a point of reference in the process of identity construction nor make it 
completely insignificant to the people involved in transnational living. However, it does transform 
the ways through which both nationality and transnationality become accomplished discursively 
and socially by dissociating it from the fixed political, statal and linguistic borders and by 
distributing it across multiple discourses and sites of engagement along with the actors‟ practices 
into which matters of identity and national belonging become embedded. The examination of 
actors‟ interaction represented in the current segment of the thesis (as well as in the earlier 
analytical segments) reveal that national memberships are being constructed and sustained through 
complex, dynamic and extensive transnational connecting, that this connecting, in its turn, often 
relies on national and ethnic attachments and that both national and transnational associations are 
formed through and at the intersection between discourses, practices and frames of reference that 
exceed “the national mentality and its fundamental categories” (Aksoy & Robins, 2003, p. 90).  
Moreover, the analysis carried out in this chapter makes visible the fact that this hybridization of 
national and transnational methods of organizing and representing the realities and of practices and 
regimes on which these realities rely as well as the merging of them with other identity repertoires 
(such as doing being a parent), other practices (such as prandial practice), other genres (such as 
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promotional genres)  and other arrangements (political, economic, pedagogical) – all that 
complexity of the members‟ methods which within the framework of my investigation I grasp 
conceptually through the notion of transnational networking and analytically with the concepts of 
inter- and transdiscursivity – is in fact recognizable and durable  aspect of transnational mobility.  
Like any moment of the social and its making, transnational networking mapped out and examined 
in this analysis and identity work enacted in relation to and through this networking is pervasive, 
i.e. when it is significant - it is observable in the most banal of the members‟ actions (see Chapter 4 
for the theoretical and methodological underpinnings of this claim and its role in my investigation). 
The shifting, washed out, porous divide between symbolic, actional and material realizations of 
banal nationalism and banal transnationalism highlighted and unpacked in the analysis above is 
observable in the numerous details of actors‟ living registered in my data archive. It is visible in the 
way the physical and social place of the “Russian” shop in Aalborg is made, where discursive 
manifestations of banal transnationalism observable in the assortment of the available products 
(addressed earlier in the analysis and illustrated in Image 35 below) adjoin banal tokens of 
nationality: such as Russian and Ukrainian flags, vodka in a bottle that features Matryoshka, 
samovar or a doll in a Rumanian folk costume (Images 36, 37, 38).    
 
 
 
”Огурцы малосольные” – 
Salted Cucumbers, low on salt 
”http://www.monolith-gruppe.de” 
”Zakuska” – transliteration from Russian 
”Закуска” (Snack, appetizer) 
”Eingelegte würzige gurken”  
”Malsoslnie” – transliteration from 
Russian ”Малосольные” ( lightly salted 
products) 
 
Image 35: Sadko, 24.09.2008        
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Image 36: Sadko, 24.09.2008        
 
 
 
Image 37: Sadko, 24.09.2008        
 
 
 
Image 38: Sadko, 24.09.2008        
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It is also visible within the framework of another site of actors‟ engagement, computer-mediated 
social place Rusforum, where belongingness to diverse membership categories is constructed 
through the elements of layout and through the hypertext functions, which both re-enforce and 
undermine national belonging. For instance, the identity work illustrated in Figure 17 that is enacted 
trough associating and contesting associations with the membership categories “our” and “their” 
across national borders is enabled through the hyperlinking function available in the organization of 
the forum. The same organization encourages the members to articulate their national loyalties in 
relation to such established frames of national belongingness as a place of birth, place of living, 
citizenship and residency through a set of options available in the layout frame designated for the 
expressions of the users‟ identities, for instance, through the iconic flagging (Billig, 1995) (see 
Images  39, 40).   
                                         Image 39                                                               Image 40 
 
 
 
 
 
Thus, where the hybridization and destabilization of the dichotomized „national-transnational‟ 
paradigm in describing and knowing social complexity and mobile living becomes particularly 
remarkable is in the multitude of unremarkable details of actors‟ acting and interacting and of the 
”Country” ”Residency” 
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physical, semiotic and social arrangements mediating these acts. It is across these details and acts, 
across these semiotic and social sites that, in the analysis presented in this chapter, I traced, mapped 
out and examined discursive and social mechanisms of transnational networking practices through 
which symbolic and political, discursive and cultural borders of nationality are being crossed and 
transgressed. It is also on these details, banal and yet imperative to the making of realities and 
therefore fundamental to my investigation, that I draw when in the next chapter of the thesis I begin 
to gather the conceptual and analytical claims and observations made in this chapter and throughout 
the thesis to propose and discuss the alternative ways of knowing and talking about transnational 
mobility that would grasp the methods of meaning and reality making uncovered by the present 
analysis.  
IV. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
This chapter of my thesis represents an analytical inquiry into the methods of transnational 
networking. Starting from the analytical position triangulated in the course of the preliminary 
analysis (Chapter 4) and by moving across diverse segments of data registered in my data archive 
and associated with the discourses and actions circulating across and sustaining the nexus of 
practice in focus, significant to the actors involved in my ethnography and, therefore, included in 
the aforementioned position, I followed the interdiscursive and intersemiotic connectivity 
constructed by the actors in the course of their everyday actions and interactions and across multiple 
physical and social sites of their engagement. In examining semiotic and organizational details of 
multiple computer-mediated and co-present interactional  conversational events and elements of 
visual and verbal discourse using the methods and strategies of multimodal, social semiotic 
discourse analysis of social interaction developed in Chapter 3 of the thesis, I unpacked and 
explored those social and discursive mechanisms, which the actors mobilize to account for and class 
diverse aspects of realities relevant to their immediate concerns and everyday engagements.  
By mapping out the ways in which the actors actively and skilfully employ rich affordances of 
various media and semiotic resources, i.e. the uses of hypertext functions, of illocutionary force of 
visual discourse, of the prosodic, vocal and verbal aspects of co-present conversational 
organization, etc., in meaning-making across diverse semiotic fields, I uncovered the regularities 
and irregularities, the competences and the routines through which the actors enact discursive 
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construction of the categories invoked to represent and organize the realities and to represent and 
organize complex and dynamic memberships and associations with these realities.  
 It is through this analysis of categorical work that I demonstrated that the meanings and classes, 
which are mobilized by the actors to identify the familiar and supposedly shared points of reference  
labelled within the framework of prandial discourse through the references to “our” or “Russian” 
food and which in the conventional transnational rhetoric are addressed as fixed and closed national 
“container units” (Pries, 2008, p. 6) such as “home” and “original culture”, are in fact neither fixed 
nor closed. Moreover, these categories are not exclusively made up of national attachments as the 
aforementioned rhetoric presupposes. Instead, memberships are constructed and invoked through 
the negotiation of complex and dynamic lists of accounts, experiences, discursive descriptions 
associated with diverse aspects of identity (such as doing being a parent) and with diverse everyday 
practices (such as prandial practices).  
Furthermore, by focusing on the mundane details of actors‟ interaction, I demonstrated in the course 
of the analysis that through such discursive mechanisms as memory work the actors mobilize 
familiar categories and points of references negotiated across the aforementioned lists of items to 
make sense of and to account for the aspects of realities relevant to their current living situations, 
thereby, stretching the discursive, material and social connections involved in the construction of 
these categories not only across temporal divide between past and present but also across symbolic, 
political and geographical borders of national, ethnic and cultural belongingness.    
Later in the chapter, I proceeded with the analytical examination of actors‟ interaction to uncover 
the making of the aforementioned connectivity, which within the framework of my investigation is 
described as transnational networking.  By unpacking the complex interdiscursive constructs 
produced through such elements of membership categorization device (Sacks, 1992) as attribution 
of favourable and negative features to particular categories and category-bound activities, etc., I 
make visible how diverse aspects of realities: practices, social and physical places, normative 
regimes and memberships become intertwined in the actors‟ interaction. Moreover, I demonstrate 
how these interdiscursive chains become affirmed, contested and  reproduced across multiple sites 
of actors‟ engagement captured in my ethnography as well as how they become incorporated within 
the genres outside the discursive and interactional contexts within which these chains are produced 
and invoked (such as promotional and pedagogical genres), thereby linking, challenging and 
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organizing the practices and arrangements that rely on these genres (such as commercial and child-
rearing practices and routines in child-care institutions).  
It is through mapping out these acts of inter- and transdiscursivity that within the framework of this 
chapter I identified and described the methods of transnational networking – i.e. the ways in which 
transnational associations are enacted and articulated, sustained and re-organized in the mundane 
actions and interactions of which the actors‟ everyday lives are composed and across diverse 
aspects of realities (economic, political and social arrangements and praxes). In addition, I 
demonstrated how transnational networking is involved in the ways the actors construct and 
negotiate their identities across diverse membership categories and how this identity work is 
instrumental in organizing and accounting for the conduct through which all the numerous and 
banal details of everyday practices are being arranged.  
In the next chapter of the thesis, I embark on the critical discussion of the analytical inferences 
outlined in this section in order to account for and make sense of the scholarly (conceptual, 
philosophical, methodological) and public (political, governmental, pragmatic) implications of the 
mechanisms of transnational networking uncovered through the analysis represented in this chapter.  
That is, while in the course of the analytical work described above I rely on and provide evidence 
for the pervasiveness of the social matters by both observing analytically and making observable the 
methods of transnational networking in the actions and practices that in themselves are not 
remarkably or visibly transnational.  In the next chapter, I draw on the research criterion anchored 
in the aforementioned observability of the social arrangements and formulated in Chapter 3 of the 
thesis – the generalizability of the analytical findings. In more concrete terms, I engage in the 
discussion of social and discursive aspects transnational networking and of its scholarly and public 
implications based on the argument that because I arrived at the aforementioned findings through 
the systematic and careful use of the methodological strategies developed specifically for capturing 
and unpacking discursive, semiotic and social constructions and acts within which I examine the 
aspect of realities in focus, these findings are generalizable - i.e. applicable for the assessment, 
understanding and prediction of the sets of relations and practices outside the empirical context 
(social orders, physical settings, temporal frameworks, etc.) of this investigation. 
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CHAPTER 8: FROM STUDYING TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKING TO 
UNDERSTANDING TRANSNATIONAL GOVERNMENTALITY:             
THE DISCUSSION 
 
 
“The problems are rather far-fetched, forced. Ours are both more simple and more 
complex. A psychiatrist won’t help us.” 
  (Posted on Rusforum90, see Appendices III.19, III.20) 
 
As I set out on writing this chapter, which will comprise the critical discussion of those analytical 
threads and conceptual arguments that I have developed and put forward in the course of my 
investigation and throughout this thesis and that concern the matters and the methods of 
transnational mobility and identity construction, another discussion, equally critical and featuring 
the same concerns – the problematics of transnational living - has just emerged in one of the sites of 
actors‟ interaction within which my investigation took place, Rusforum
91
. The discussion topic is 
opened by a Russian-speaking psychiatrist from Ireland or as he eloquently defines himself and “all 
the rest of us” in the topic description: “Anglo-Russian”, “Ire-Russisch”, “Afro-Ukrainian”, “just 
European” or “just doctor”.   The topic contains the announcement of a conference for psychiatrists 
and social-workers on the “Immigration Syndrome” (or the so-called “Ulysses Syndrome”) and of 
the “European medical immigrant and diaspora support programme”. As the topic description 
states, the syndrome, and the programme launched to counter its spreading and its consequences, 
relates to the diverse forms of social and psychosomatic inabilities as a result of the state of “loss”, 
“discomfort”, “displacement”, “disentanglement”, “disattachments”, “distancing” and the whole 
array of other „dis-‟s  listed in the description of the syndrome presented in or hyperlinked to the 
topic description and generally associated with migrant living both inside and outside academia. So 
far the comments posted in response to the announcement are all more or less ironically and 
sceptically coloured: 
- “Who needs a psychiatrist? ”: 
                                                          
90
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=21936&st=0&#entry330733> 
91
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=21936&st=0&#entry330733> [Accessed : January 2, 2011],  See 
Appendix III.19, Appendix III.20 
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- “And what sort of syndrome is that exactly – immigration?”; 
- “Haven‟t heard of one single case, and what is only going on in this Ireland of yours, ah?”; 
- “Autthhor, keep writing, please”; 
- “Like reading”; 
and perhaps the most insightful and powerful of them: 
- “The problems are rather far-fetched, forced. Ours are both more simple and more 
complex. A psychiatrist won’t help us.” 
The analytical and critical character of this insight into and observation on what doing being 
transnational entails is particularly visible because it is not downplayed with any graphic of written 
markers of humour or irony as the rest of the comments in the topic. Completely stripped of any 
grammatical, punctuational or orthographic „irregularities‟ which as the analysis in the previous 
chapter demonstrates the forum‟s participants regularly and generously use to produce meaning, 
this post is an honest and serious look into the perplexity and complexity of transnational living.  
Very much as my own investigation, this comment neither dismisses nor denies the challenging  
and problematic character of arranging and enacting lives across borders. Very much as with my 
own investigation, the comment is, however, a precise and knowledgeable articulation of the failure 
of the established voices within academic, public, media and political genres to address 
transnational living and to capture its concerns and its methods, which are “both more simple and 
more complex” than these conventional, routine regimes of knowing and regulating transnational 
mobility presuppose. In addition, this comment is an expression of frustration with and resistance to 
the consistent attempts to pin down, to diagnose and to stamp transnational ways of lives and 
transnational belonging as deviant, as a “state”, a “syndrome” or a condition that is necessarily 
accompanied by social and psychosomatic inabilities and that requires medical and psychiatric 
attention.             
It is this acute awareness of the fact that the master discourse on transnationality, which shifts 
between glorifying and otherizing, romanticising and diagnosticising of transnational living, does 
not capture the complexity of its politics and its pedagogy is exactly what motivated and drove my 
investigation. It is not the intent to de-problematize the doing being transnational that underpinned 
my conceptual search and empirical exploration but the intent to contest the set of problems that is 
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being regularly “fetched” when transnational mobility is made relevant in media, academic, 
political (and now medical) discourses and “forced” onto the descriptions and discussions 
associated with the matters of transnationality.  
To realize this intent, within the framework of my research I worked on moving beyond the 
mentality and conceptual apparatus of methodological nationalism, which is invoked and 
reproduced every time transnational living is articulated solely as the construction of nationality-at-
a-distance (e.g. in diaspora studies) or as shuttling between fixed cultural repertoires anchored to the 
geo-political national territories (transnational shuttling theories). The significance of this task, at 
which I arrived as a result of personal and academic engagements and work (described in Chapter 4 
of the thesis), is repeatedly articulated in more recent studies of transnationality (Al-Ali & Koser, 
2001; Kennedy & Roudometof, 2002; Clavin, 2005; Dahinden, 2005; Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007; 
Khagram & Levitt, 2008; Pries, 2008; Gielis, 2009; Aksoy & Robins, 2003). Moreover, the 
importance and the urgency of revisiting the established conceptual apparatus with which 
transnational rhetoric operates and of redefining it through a focused and profound theoretical 
discussion becomes obvious when we see how the aforementioned way of addressing 
transnationality and its terminology become increasingly and broadly appropriated by those 
political and institutional genres with which transnational living is governed.  
The computer-mediated discussion to which I refer in the beginning of this chapter vividly 
illustrates this stabilization and institutionalization of the conventional transnational discourse and 
its conceptual repertoire. In addition, this demonstrates that because this repertoire, formed around 
the national “container units” (Pries, 2008, p. 6) (such as nation-state or diaspora) and associating 
transnational living with crisis, with “borderline state between health and disease”
92
, does not 
capture the variety of transnational experiences, the people who live transnational lives and enact 
these experiences do not recognize and, furthermore, resist governing strategies that rely on this 
discursive and conceptual framework (such as European immigrant support programme and the EU-
funded medical conference announced in the discussion topic). That is, when the genres of 
transnational governance operate with the theoretical apparatus unequipped to capture transnational 
complexity, the governing strategies anchored in this limited theorizations of transnationality fail to 
translate into the strategies of governmentality – the art of governance that regulate society through 
                                                          
92
 <http://www.iguana.ws/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=295:sindromimm&catid=14:2009-12-09-
14-26-11&Itemid=173> [accessed December 2010 through hyperlink available on  
 < http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=21936&st=0&#entry330733>] 
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directing the conduct of individuals (Foucault, 1980; Rose, O'Malley, & Valverde, 2006). This 
entails that the task of finding the “alternative possibilities” (Aksoy & Robins, 2003, p. 90) for 
theorizing transnationality is not only an academic concern but is also crucial for assessing the 
active political decisions and programmes and thinking of new ways of regulating, supporting and 
facilitating the increasingly rich transnational relations.    
 
I. FROM STUDYING TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKING TO UNDERSTANDING 
TRANSNATIONAL GOVERNMENTALITY  
 
It is also therefore I began my investigation by revising the existing theorizations of transnationality 
and their terminology and developing through this critical revision the conceptualization of 
transnationality which I claim is apt for grasping the complexity of transnational methods. This 
conceptualization grasped by the term transnational networking leans on a number of theoretical 
arguments recently emerged within the framework of such directions of transnational studies as 
„network‟ perspective (Vertovec, 1999; Clavin, 2005; Dahinden, 2005; McIlvenny & Raudaskoski, 
2005; Wilding, 2006; Van den Bos & Nell, 2006),  „placial‟ approach (Appadurai, 1996; Wimmer 
& Schiller, 2002; Gielis, 2009; Hannerz, 1996) and transnational identity studies (Rushdie, 1991; 
Radhakrishnan, 2007; Bhabha H. K., 2007; Krzyżanowski & Wodak, 2008; Visweswaran, 2008; 
Bhattacharya, 2009). Furthermore, this rests on the ontological and epistemological premises put 
forward in the scholarly writings that deal with the matters of social complexities and the praxes of 
their knowing from more general perspectives such as mobility studies (Urry, 2003), 
ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 2002; Rawls, 2002) and Actor Network Theory (Law, 2003; 2004; 
Latour, 2005).  
The former array of the studies provided me with the theoretical grounds for moving the 
conceptualization of transnationality from the realm of “problematic dualisms” (McIlvenny & 
Raudaskoski, 2005, p. 60) of micro and macro, global and local,‟ home‟ and „host‟, societal and 
technological  into the domain of the studies of individuals and their activities through the prism of 
a multi-sited, “open and relational” (Gielis, 2009, p. 273) organizational form for human action – 
network (Castells, 2002, p. 1). The ontological claims made within the latter array of research 
enabled me to recognize the philosophical underpinnings and to predict the epistemological 
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consequences of theorizing transnationality as sociality made up of and sustained through the 
intersection of placial associations and individuals‟ actions. It is by building the theoretical bridge 
between the two aforementioned directions of scholarly work that  I was able to identify the 
theoretical arguments of transnational research outlined above as a part of a more general and still 
emergent tendency of social studies to highlight the ontological multiplicity of the social realities, 
i.e. “the many contradictory ways in which social aggregates are constantly evoked, erased, 
distributed, and reallocated” in the acts of the human actors (Latour, 2005, p. 41). 
Moreover, by bringing together and putting to work the above-delineated lines of theoretical, 
ontological and epistemological reasoning I proposed the theorization of transnationality that 
approaches transnational living as one of the complexities through which the many messy, mobile 
“circumstantial and overwhelming details” of realities are arranged (Garfinkel, 2002, p. 95). While 
the range of the recent transnational studies highlighted earlier succeeded in escaping the 
formulations of transnationality that operate with a „scale‟, „flow‟ or „context‟ as the main models 
of transnational order, I both build upon the arguments put forward within the aforementioned 
writings on transnationality and take a step further by claiming that „network‟ or „place‟ are not the 
“building blocks” (Latour, 2005, p. 41) of transnational living either. Or rather, I argue that 
transnational living does not takes place in either networks or places, either „on-line‟ or „off-line‟ 
(as emphasized in the studies of transnationality focusing on computer-mediated interaction as 
either representative of or segregated from “physical places”  (Gielis, 2009; Appadurai, 1996; Van 
den Bos & Nell, 2006) , either through moorings (e.g. national moorings emphasized by diaspora 
studies) or through “violent shuttling between two or more worlds” (Visweswaran, 2008, p. 302) 
(as argued by „transnational shuttling‟ theories). Instead, I claim that transnational accounts and 
experiences are enacted through complex and on-going connecting between the aforementioned 
sites of human engagement as well as between many other “surprising sets of agencies” and through 
many other associations (Latour, 2005, pp. 42, 5) which the actors invoke and construct as they 
engage in the multitude of their everyday actions and interactions.  
Therefore, within this investigation, the preferred term for addressing transnational relations is 
nether „transnationality‟, which alludes to the sustainability and regularity of transnational 
movements, nor „transnationalism‟, which promotes this regularity to the degree of a self-evident 
condition, but „transnational mobility‟, the term which puts an emphasis on the shifting character 
and diversity of transnational associations. It is also therefore that the central metaphor employed in 
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this monograph for grasping the mechanisms and routines through which transnational mobility is 
enacted is neither a „network‟, which evokes a one-to-one relationship between place and sociality 
and does not account for the linkages leading outside these singular constructs , nor „actor network‟, 
which, on its own, does not grasp the acts of crossing and transgressing the borders of national 
belonging with which my investigation is concerned, but networking as a multitude of actors‟ 
actions, activities and practices through which the associations between materialities and 
discursivities, between computer-mediated and co-present sites of actors‟ engagement, between 
social orders and semiotic fields are being constructed and contested, sustained and re-organized.  
By incorporating this metaphor into the study of transnational mobility and introducing the notion 
of transnational networking, I capture conceptually the construction of those associations that cut 
across and move beyond the symbolic, discursive, political, geographical and cultural borders of 
nationalities. In doing so, I coin a particular approach to theorizing transnational living that both 
makes use of and develops the existing conceptualizations of transnationality in a way that does not 
prescribe a specific pre-conceived transnational ordering but allows for the exploration of 
transnational dialectics as it is being formulated and re-formulated, enacted and resisted by the 
actors in the course of their everyday lives and associations with the engagements and arrangements 
that are not essentially transnational and not necessarily anchored in the matters and manifestations 
of national and ethnic belonging.  
This theoretical revision and conceptual highlighting of the complexity in the making of 
transnational associations is significant for describing and making sense of transnational 
experiences. However, it is not enough to carry out the exploration of these experiences, unless it is 
accompanied by a methodological framework, which enables identifying and tracing these 
associations in a way that grasps “the distinct and the slippery”, the stability and the rupture 
intrinsic to the production of the social without holding it tight (Law, 2004, p. 3). Therefore, within 
the framework of my research the search for theoretical alternatives for capturing transnational 
mobility was inseparable from the methodological quest for the ways to strategize the investigation 
of the methods and mechanisms through which this mobility becomes enacted. In the writings of 
such scholars as Marcus (1995), Burawoy (2003, as cited in Levitt & Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143), 
Clavin (2005),  Fitzgerald (2004), Levitt & Jaworsky (2007), Mazzucato (2007b, as cited in Levitt 
& Jaworsky, 2007, p. 143), Khagram & Levitt (2008), Pries (2008) the aforementioned task is 
unequivocally articulated as one of the most crucial matters on the agenda of contemporary 
transnational research. The same writings repeatedly emphasize that despite the recent 
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developments of “mobile ethnography” (Marcus, 1995), within which the majority of transnational 
studies seek their methodological foundation, “an adequate methodology and satisfactory methods 
for transnational research” still remain one of its desiderata (Pries, 2008, p. 4) and those scholars 
who have opened up the conceptual complexity of transnational living in their theoretical debates 
are often held back in their empirical attempts to deal with the matters of this complexity by the 
absence of a methodological framework that would allow them to grasp the density and thickness of 
transnational experiences.  
Within the framework of my investigation the methodological search  started in the same 
ethnographic paradigm that pays attention to the modes of and follows the actions through which 
meanings, objects and identities circulate “between the social worlds” and “in diffuse time-space” 
(Marcus, 1995, p. 96; Atkinson, 2008, p. 29). Where I part from many of the existing 
methodological discussions is with the understanding of which analytical tools and strategies 
available within this paradigm are in fact “adequate” and “satisfactory” (Pries, 2008, p. 4) for 
transnational research and why. Because the majority of studies of transnational relations are pre-
occupied with the definition and examination of “transnational societal units  (Pries, 2008)” as 
particular social spaces and processes within which and through which transnationality is 
accomplished,  the appropriate methodology for exploration of such spaces is seen as the one 
enabling the researcher to identify and study “transnational units of analysis”  (Pries, 2008). That is, 
“transnational approach” is construed as a specific set of tools apt for knowing a specific facet of 
out-thereness by locating and focusing on the units and spaces within which the construction of this 
facet takes place.   
It is this assumption that transnational practices should be studied through transnational methods 
that I had to abandon when I proposed the theorization, which construes transnational mobility not 
in terms of units, structures and other pre-conceived and prescribed social “building blocks” 
(Latour, 2005, p. 41) but in terms of connecting enacted through numerous mediated actions 
(Scollon, 2001). These mediated actions cut across and intertwine diverse semiotic fields, physical 
sites, social orders, practices and identity categories, which are not transnational until the actors 
invoke and involve them in the aforementioned mundane actions in a way that crosses or/and 
transgresses the symbolic, discursive, legal, political matters and markers of national belongingness. 
This entails that within the framework of the theoretical-methodological argument that I make in 
this dissertation, adequate and prolific methods of knowing (describing and analysing) transnational 
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associations lie not with the essentialized  „transnational methods‟ but with the so-called members’ 
methods (Rawls, 2002; Garfinkel, 2002; Latour, 2005) – “the embodied, endogenous, witnessable 
practices” in which human actors engage in producing these associations and the competencies 
required to recognize and repeat this production (Rawls, 2002, p. 7).   
In building up the aforementioned argument I proposed to follow these methods through examining 
the ways in which they are represented, accounted for and enacted in the discursive practices in 
which the actors‟ engage in the course of their everyday lives. The inquiry into the methods and 
mechanisms, which the actors‟ mobilize in organizing transnational networking and in making 
sense of the relations and arrangements enabled through this networking, carried out within my 
research is, first and foremost, a “situated inquiry” (Law, 2004, pp. 2, 3). This entails that in the 
course of my investigation, I examined thinking, acting, interacting, valuing, feeling, believing, and 
using symbols, tools, and objects, of which the methods of transnational living and identity 
construction are made up, by mapping out and unpacking the mechanisms through which this non-
language “stuff” becomes integrated with language  (Gee, 1999) – i.e. by studying discursive 
aspects of transnational networking as they become enacted in particular moments of actors‟ social 
interaction.  
The way this methodological position is designed to work for tracing the associations that mediate 
transnational networking and that are constructed by the actors across multiple physical, semiotic 
and social sites of their engagements is through two analytical linkages. The first link relies on the 
meta-functionality (Halliday, 2004) or  dialectics (Fairclough, 2003) of discourse and allows for the 
examination of particular aspects of realities through the exploration of the ways in which the actors 
represent, categorize and orient towards these aspects in the course of their interaction. That is, the 
first analytical junction connects discursive practices with the matters and regimes of social 
organization and the matters and routines of identity construction. Another analytical link mobilizes 
the concept of semiosis to enable the examination of the ways in which the aforementioned 
functions of discourse become realized in the acts of co-presented and computer-mediated 
interaction (and in the discursive inscriptions produced and invoked in this interaction) through the 
exploration of the diverse modes of meaning-making and of multiple resemiotizations through 
which the meanings shift “from context to context, from practice to practice, or from one stage of 
practice to the next” (Iedema, 2001, pp. 40, 41). That is, the second analytical junction links the 
discursive practices to the numerous microscopic and trivial details of discursive and conversational 
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organization and to numerous semiotic resources enabling these discursive acts and conversational 
events, which are observable and accessible for registering and analytical processing.  
This entails that the methodological perspective that I developed within the framework of my 
project makes it possible to trace and address the imperative and durable but elusive and 
inconspicuous relations and arrangements of the social realities through the examination of 
unremarkable and minute but observable and accessible details and moments of social interaction 
without unaccounted analytical leaping between these frames of reference. The methodological 
approach delineated above is supported through a number of analytical tools and ethnographic 
strategies, which are originated within such research perspectives as Conversation Analysis (Sacks, 
1992; Silverman, 1998), Social-Semiotics Analysis (Iedema, 2001; Kress, 2010; Prior & Hengst, 
2010), Critical Discourse Analysis (Gee, 1999; Fairclough, 2003; Rapley, 2007), Website and 
Hypermedia Analysis (Herring S. , 1996; 1996; 2008; Lemke, 2002) and Nexus Analysis (Scollon, 
2001; 2004) and which I brought together to tailor what I term multimodal, social-semiotic, 
discourse approach to analyzing social interaction (described and discussed in Chapter 3 of the 
thesis). This interdisciplinary approach is what enabled me to identify the sites and interaction 
orders across which the actions and discourses significant to the actors circulate and also to map out 
and unpack, while moving back and forth along the analytical channel described above, the ways in 
which meanings and categories involved in representing, categorizing and relating to particular 
aspects of transnational networking are being made recognizable and recognized.  
The methodological work discussed above has two implications. One of these is that as the 
ethnographic and analytical framework developed in the course of my investigation is designed for 
following and unpacking the members‟  rather than „transnational‟ methods, this framework is 
applicable outside the empirical context of the current project, i.e. it is apt for ethnographic 
circumferencing (Scollon & Scollon, 2004) and analytical disentangling of not only transnational 
ties but of any set of connections constructed by human actors and, hence, any aspect of social 
complexities. I see this reproducible quality and broad applicability of the proposed methodological 
perspective as one of the central contributions of this research. The analysis represented in Chapter 
7 of this thesis is an illustration of how the aforementioned perspective can be applied and a 
testimony to the fact that it does bring rich analytical results about the matters of social complexities 
and motilities, which might have remained unnoticed within or inaccessible to the analytical prism 
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less attentive to the details and moments of discursive, semiotic and categorization work highlighted 
above or less tuned for capturing them.  
Another implication concerns the fact that both conceptually and analytically, I am as much 
concerned with the construction and organization of transnational living as with its instruction, i.e. 
the ways in which the actors account for, describe, contest and position themselves in relation to 
diverse aspects of this organization (meanings, normative regimes, practices as well as inter- and 
transdiscursive constructions and acts in which these meanings, regimes and routines become 
mobilized). In fact, the examination of transnational networking practices represented in this 
dissertation was organized theoretically and methodologically so that it did not only allow me to 
identify the building blocks of transnational mobility, i.e. things, resources, symbols, memberships 
etc. that become mobilized across national, ethnical and cultural borders, but it also enabled me to 
know the human actors that enact and administrate this mobility as well as the “procedures, analysis 
and reflections, the calculation and tactics” (Foucault, 1991, p. 102)  - i.e. the mentality -  behind 
this administration. 
This is why I position this discussion of my research findings within the framework of 
governmental rationale exposed and debated by such thinkers as Michel Foucault (Foucault, 1991; 
1980) and Nikolas Rose (Rose, 1999; Rose, O'Malley, & Valverde, 2006). By means of this 
rationale I argue that the discursive and social mechanisms (e.g. categorization and memory work, 
interdiscursivity), which the actors employ to organize and make sense of the dispersed-in-time and 
-space memberships, everyday arrangements and practices and which I uncovered in the course of 
the analysis presented in the previous chapter, are the elements of transnational conduct,  
represented, constructed and negotiated through the moments of social interaction that I examined.  
Whereas those analytical findings, which make visible how the discursive and ideational constructs 
(categories, normative regimes and interdiscursive chains)  identified in the course of the analysis 
and produced through the aforementioned mechanisms become mobilized in the acts of 
transdiscursivity to arrange and regulate diverse genres and practices of the social (such as 
marketing strategies, food-related practices in the child-care institutions, commercial decisions, 
etc.), all contribute to understanding of how in the course of the actors‟ mundane actions and 
activities this transnational conduct is directed by and how it, in turn, directs economic, familial, 
etc. societal enterprises across and beyond the established symbolic, political and physical 
territories (such as nation, state, ethnicity) – i.e. to knowing transnational governmentality.  
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The concept of transnational mobility was coined by James Ferguson and Akhil Gupta (2002) to 
highlight the tension between the logics of governmentality that grasps the ways in which the 
nation-state manages to connect itself to the forces and groups shaping and administrating the lives 
of individuals in pursuit of various goals (Rose, O'Malley, & Valverde, 2006, p. 87), and those 
forms of government and arts of governance that crosscut national territories and jurisdictions. In 
introducing this concept, Ferguson and Gupta encourage the re-thinking of “spatiality of 
governmentality” and open up “a new line of inquiry into the study of governmentality in 
contemporary world” (2002, p. 996). It is this line of inquiry, still very sparsely marked in scholarly 
writings, that I contribute to with my examination of discursive and social aspects of transnational 
networking.  Below I shall begin to draw together the analytical inferences at which I arrived within 
the framework of this examination and to discuss the facets of transnational living, transnational 
belongingness and transnational conduct, which these inferences and observations regarding the 
methods and the mechanism of transnational networking make visible.  
 
II. FORMULATING TRANSNATIONAL DIALECTICS  
 
The first set of analytical inferences that I would like to discuss concerns the psychoanalytical 
rhetoric that, as highlighted in the theoretical review and revision carried out in Chapter 2 of the 
thesis and as pointed out by Askoy and Robins (2003), is strongly represented in the current 
transnational scholarship.  What I aimed to challenge in this rhetoric through my research is the 
equating of transnational living with the spatial, temporal and cultural dislocation that leads the 
people engaged in this living to discomfort, anxiety, alienation and to almost inevitable and eternal 
splitting between the essentially antinomic  “mother culture” and “new culture” (Aksoy & Robins, 
2003). As the analysis of multiple and multimodal interactional events accomplished in Chapter 7 
demonstrates, both the nostalgic longing for the familiar points of reference and active recollection 
and reconstruction of these points are significant moments of the discursive practices in which the 
actors engage in the course of their daily lives. However, the memory work, which I traced and 
made visible through my examination is not even nearly as epic and preyed by “the drama of 
separation and the pathos of distance” as the narrative of exile and loss presupposes (Aksoy & 
Robins, 2003, p. 90). More importantly, the memory work through which the actors construct and 
negotiate familiar categories (marked within the framework of prandial discourse through the 
references to “our”, “Russian” food, etc.) is not nearly as simple as this narrative allows for by 
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viewing the acts invoking “familiar tastes, smells, tunes and gestures” as uses of  “teddy bear during 
the mother‟s absence” (Seda Sengün, 2001, p. 68, as cited in Aksoy & Robins, 2003, p. 91) which 
might redeem the sense of separation but which would never prevent the shuttling, the splitting and 
“the failure to fully inhabit the present or present space” (Ahmed, 1999, p. 343). Below I shall 
address these discrepancies between the established rationale on which some scholars of 
migrational, diaspora and „transnational shuttling‟ studies rely and the rationale behind the actions 
and interactions of people engaged in transnational living, which I made visible in following and 
unpacking these actions and interactions.  
First of all, any line of thinking about transnational mobility that operates with the dichotomized 
vision of mobile living insinuates that  there are two more or less stable, fixed, shared and known 
entities between which actors‟ living contexts are divided and which serve as the starting and 
destination points of their shuttling. Whether these binary pairs are addressed as „mother‟ culture 
and „new‟ culture, „home‟ and „host, „original‟ society and „receiving‟ society, „here‟ and „there‟, 
etc. and whether the human actors are seen as commuting between them, separated completely from 
one of them, or transferring them as closed packages into the “substitute communities” (Ahmed, 
1999), the underlying assumption of this binary rhetoric is that there are some containers of 
knowledge, meanings, symbols and feelings that are accomplished, more or less homogenous and 
anchored in the nation-state territories, which the actors can move and move away from and move 
back to.  
My analysis of the actors‟ interaction uncovers a different performance of transnational realities.  In 
mapping out and examining the categorization work, which the actors carry out across diverse 
semiotic fields, social orders and physical sites, I demonstrated that those aspects of realities, those 
memberships, those temporal and spatial points of reference that they class as familiar and shared 
are not homogenous and not at all accomplished.  When analytically unpacked, the categories 
marked and invoked as common and known (e.g. through the use of pro-form words “our” and 
“us”, through the attribution to the recognizable interdiscursive constructions that link normative 
regimes and particular aspects of prandial practices such as “normal”, “good”, “healthy” or 
“wholesome” food, etc.) emerge as dynamic and compound collections of accounts, experiences, 
knowledges, meanings and symbols that the actors construct and continuously re-negotiate in the 
course of their interaction and in association with their everyday concerns and engagements, such as 
child-rearing and food-related practices.  
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Moreover, the items that the actors list under these familiar categories are not clustered in one 
geographic-political territory and not all anchored in the matters of national belongingness. Instead, 
those actions, activities and routines that the actors make relevant in assembling and representing 
such categories are in themselves dispersed in time and in space and across numerous practices  and 
doings through which these practices are enacted (such as feeding children).  This entails that while 
certain aspects of realities are made recognizable and recognized by the actors as familiar and while 
the familiar is sometimes associated with more or less distant past (e.g. through the references to 
“childhood”) it is neither fixed nor accomplished prior to the interaction, nor entirely national. This 
also means that the memberships and transnational attachments are being constructed not from one 
closed and complete national or cultural category to another but across compound lists of accounts, 
experiences and meanings, which are mobilized in the construction of these categories and to which 
the actors relate through the discursive acts of disavowing or recognizing, challenging or affirming 
that I made visible and described in the course of the analysis. Some of these accounts have strong 
associations with political, symbolic and placial manifestations of nationality, some do not. 
Nevertheless, all of them however are wrapped up in and intertwined with multitude of personal and 
familial routines, social arrangements, and daily concerns that continue to be relevant in the actors‟ 
immediate living situations. 
 This brings me to the next insight of my analytical examination. Some writings on the matters of 
transnational living presume that transnationality occurs at the moment of movement from one 
national territory to another and that it takes place when the people engaged in this movement 
become separated from the cultural, experiential and social container attached to this territory and 
because they stay separated from them. In examining the methods and mechanisms of discursive 
and conversational organisation and the competences that the participants employ in realizing these 
mechanisms I put these assumptions to test. By following and unpacking the construction of 
membership categories that the actors enact across multiple and multimodal interactional 
encounters, I was able to not only identify those moments of the actors‟  historical bodies, elements 
of daily practices, normative regimes and routines that they assemble in categorizing particular 
aspects of reality as shared, familiar, known and reliable, but also to demonstrate that the discursive 
and social connections, through which the aforementioned items are linked to form the categories in 
focus and through which these categories are sustained and made recognizable, become stretched, 
transformed and intertwined with the other sets of relations, social arrangements and concerns, 
which are relevant to the actors‟ immediate living situations.  
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In tracing diverse semiotic recourses and discursive mechanisms through which the acts of 
recollecting involved in the construction of membership categories take place I was able to see 
beyond their easily observable nostalgic undertones and to uncover within these acts numerous 
moments of the active and prolific remembering, which exceeds the melancholic longing that has 
become “something of a conventional stance” in transnational and diasporic agenda (Aksoy & 
Robins, 2003, p. 92). As the analysis demonstrates, in the course of this memory work and by 
employing the discursive mechanisms of inter- and transdiscursivity the actors do not only 
categorize and negotiate the familiar and shared points of reference but also continuously and 
skilfully mobilize these points (e.g. by invoking their discursive labels, category-bound activities or 
features attributed to them) to make sense of their current arrangements and engagements and to 
organize the actions and activities that are immediately relevant to their living. This networking of 
relational nexuses, taking place in association with diverse actions and practices in which the actors 
engage in the course of their lives and within the framework of discourses that mediate these 
practices, does not only compress the time-space divide but it also interlinks the “familiar and novel 
currents” (Middleton & Brown, 2005, p. 44) of meanings, sensory experiences, cultural resources, 
etc. across this divide so that the collections of accounts, experiences, feelings, values and norms 
that make up and mark particular membership categories become incorporated and embedded 
within each other.  
This complex and dynamic networking destabilizes the „national-transnational‟ frames of reference 
with which the matters of identity and belongingness are addressed. When the members 
continuously organize and account for their conduct through the methods of transnational 
networking revealed in the analysis and highlighted above (such as category and memory work, 
inter- and transdiscursivity) they do not only cut across the borders of national belonging (for 
instance, when they invoke particular aspects of prandial practices categorized as familiar, 
temporarily and spatially distant to arrange their current food-related routines associated with a 
different national and cultural context) but they also blur the boundaries between what „national‟ 
and „transnational‟ mean. By following and analytically examining the discursive and social aspects 
of this conduct, in the course of my investigation, I have repeatedly made visible how national 
memberships are being constructed and/or re-enforced through transnational associations and how 
transnational relations are organized by invoking the matters of national belongingness.  
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For instance, the analysis of Transcript 9 demonstrates how doing being Russian is enacted by one 
of the Rusmam members, who came to Denmark from Kazakhstan, through buying “Russian soup 
for children” that tastes “like in my childhood”, which is produced in Poland and which is sold in 
the "Asian shop” driven by “an Afghan couple” (see Transcript 9). That is, the national attachment 
is constructed through invoking a particular aspect of prandial practices attributed to the category of 
familiar and distant past, which in itself is a product of a complex set of transnational associations 
(such as the import-export system, international trading and European policies that allow for and 
regulate the movement of food-products across borders, migrational flows that create the demand 
for the “ethnic” shops and as a result of which the “Afghan couple” opened the “Asian shop” in 
Denmark, code-switching practices that enabled the actors involved to communicate across multiple 
linguistic systems, etc.). In networking this nexus of transnational relations into another set of 
connections through which she construct her national belongingness (such as particular moments in 
her historical body, e.g. “childhood”, particular experiences, e.g. “taste”, particular physical places 
and cultural contexts), incorporating them into her daily practices and routines (such as feeding her 
child, attending Rusmam meetings, etc.) and then reproducing it discursively with the emphasis on 
the commonality of this experience (e.g. through multiple insertions of “of course”), the actor 
establishes and normalizes a particular way of acting  – a particular conduct. This conduct is not 
organized in the gap between two nationalities, cultures or societies but through the networking of 
multiple relational nexuses all of which can be stretched to articulate and enact attachments to 
diverse national memberships and territories (in the context of the Transcript 9, Russian, Kazakh, 
Polish, Afghan, Danish; Asian, etc.) as much as they can be stretched across these memberships and 
territories (such as, when a product produced in Poland, sold in the “Asian shop” by an “Afghan 
couple” is referred to as “Russian” and invoked to describe an experience that took place in 
Kazakhstan, etc.).  
What I argue based on the analytical observations discussed above is that there are no practices that 
are essentially national or transnational. Any practice, i.e. any collection of discourses, cultural 
resources and material objects, routines and actions through which the objects are handled, 
normative regimes and meanings attributed to the cultural repertoires, etc., can be enacted and 
articulated nationally, i.e. through more or less implicit associations with categories that represent 
and invoke national belonging, as much as it can be accomplished and accounted for 
transnationally, i.e. by  cutting across symbolic and political borders of national belongingness. 
There is, however, a particular way of organizing everyday practices through which the actors 
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administer diverse aspects of their lives (such as food-related and child-rearing practices), diverse 
aspects of their identities (such as doing being a parent) and which operates through the continuous 
linking and hybridization, stretching and compressing of  nationally- and transnationally-assembled 
relational nexuses – what I refer to as transnational networking whose discursive and social 
mechanisms I examined and discussed in this dissertation.  
As I was tracing the methods of transnational networking in the course of the analysis I was also 
making visible how the actors rationalize and analyze its diverse aspects, thereby calculating and 
reflecting on their transnational conduct that relies on these moments and acts of transnational 
connecting. For instance, the analysis of Excerpts 29, 30 and 31 demonstrates that the 
mythologisation of particular aspects of realities, which is seen in many transnational studies as the 
evidence of “discontinuities of personal biographies” between past and present between home and 
exile, between the two environments (Ahmed, 1999, p. 16), is in fact the subject of sharp, analytical 
and critical revision from the very same participants who are engaged in the production of these 
“mythic pasts” (Ahmed, 1999, p. 15). While the established transnational rhetoric claims that 
migrant and transnational experiences are “always about the failure of memory to fully make sense 
of the place one comes to inhibit”, on the one hand, and about “the impossibility to return”, on the 
other hand  (Ahmed, 1999, p. 16), my analytical examination reveals that memory work and the acts 
of inter- and transdiscursivity involved in this memory work is exactly how the aspects of realities 
categorized as the temporally and spatially distant familiar become opened up, revisited, re-
negotiated and employed to anticipate, organize and rationalize the current, less distant social 
orders, arrangements and activities. The expressions of nostalgic and melancholic longing involved 
in this networking of the familiar and novel points of references, accounts and routines are not just 
manifestations of “the discomfort of inhabiting a migrant body, a body which feels out of place, 
which feels uncomfortable in this place”  (Ahmed, 1999, p. 16), but an element of transnational 
conduct that is recognizable and known by the actors which they sometimes play along with in 
constructing a particular category or their belonging to a particular membership (Excerpt 30), and 
sometimes pick it up, make it conspicuous and take it a part to resist a particular categorization 
(Excerpts 29, 31). 
Similarly, when some transnational and migrational writings discussing the construction of 
transnational identities deny the analytical facet of the collective acts of identity construction and 
the ability of the actors to reflect on the products of these acts, such as “the „we‟”  (Ahmed, 1999, p. 
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16), my analysis uncovers that the construction of membership categories and the acts of orientation 
towards or away from these categories are closely intertwined with active and profound reflecting 
on the methods of transnational networking and on the social and discursive arrangements that 
underpin this construction. For instance, the analysis of Excerpt 40 demonstrates how one of the 
Rusforum‟s participants skilfully employs hypermedia resources to contest the intersection of 
normative regimes (e.g. “normal”, “real”), features (“wholesome”, “healthy”) and discursive 
frameworks (e.g. prandial discourses, discourses of organic living and health-care, etc.) through 
which the categories marked as „our‟ and „their‟ are being assembled and to show the arbitrary and 
ambiguous character of these interdiscursive constructs (see Figure 17).   
In the same way, the analysis of Transcripts 7 and 8 capturing the interaction events, which took 
place in another site of actors‟ engagement included in my ethnography, Rusmam, demonstrates 
that the participants do not just fall into the regimes of being and doing inherent to the „host culture‟ 
or „receiving society‟ but they rationalize the ways in which they incorporate particular actions and 
routines (such as serving open sandwiches with mackerel and liver pâté to their children for lunch) 
into their everyday practices by unpacking those categories through which these actions and 
routines are being classed and represented and challenging the normative regimes and discursive 
attributions  through of which these categories are composed (e.g. “good, healthy mackerel”, “good  
liver pâté”). 
The analysis of Transcript 4 shows how the same analytical assessment is carried out in relation to 
another aspect of transnational networking and another facet of transnational conduct already 
addressed in this discussion – the construction of national attachments through transnational 
associations. In following and examining the details of discursive and conversational organization 
through which this interactional event was accomplished I demonstrated that the on-going 
stretching and compressing of relational nexuses to, beyond and across particular national (Russian, 
German, Polish, etc.), meta-national (European, Baltic) territories and memberships, which I 
identified as one of the aspects of transnational networking, is recognized by the actors as one of 
their quotidian living tactics.  
I argue that it is through this enacting of diverse social and discursive strategies of transnational 
networking intertwined with reflecting upon these methods of making and categorizing practices, 
social arrangements and belongingness, that transnational conduct is being established, routinized 
and negotiated and transnational mentality is being rationalized and reproduced. As demonstrated in 
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the course of the analysis and as highlighted in the discussion carried out in this chapter this 
transnational rationale is not a way of acting, interacting and  making sense of everyday, concerns, 
actions and orders, which is independent of other methods of making and thinking about the 
realities. As my analysis unequivocally shows, the networking on which transnational conduct and 
mentality rely is mediated by a multitude of banal actions, interactions and routines involved in the 
everyday practices of which the actors‟ lives are made up. It is intertwined as well with diverse 
genres that represent and govern these practices (promotional, institutional, commercial, legislative) 
and diverse aspects of identity which are enacted through these practices (such as doing being a 
migrant, or doing being a parent).   
What this entails is that when transnational networking is being carried out by the actors through the 
multitude of their everyday actions and interactions, transnational rationale (conduct and mentality) 
established, negotiated and reproduced through the discursive and social mechanisms of 
transnational networking, become disseminated within and begin to administrate  the genres on 
which the mundane practices mediating transnational networking rely and of the aspects of identity 
that are constructed through these practices. That is, when transnational networking is stabilized in 
the actors‟ everyday practices into particular ways of acting and strategizing diverse social 
arrangements and doings (transnational conduct) and when it is rationalized in the actors‟ daily 
interaction into a particular mentality (transnational mentality) it becomes one of those complex 
techniques and procedures through which the actors exercise knowing and directing diverse aspects 
of realities (things, meanings and resources) and through which they regulate diverse aspects of 
their  identities – i.e. it begins to figure as transnational governmentality.  
The examination of actors‟ interaction carried out in the previous chapter shows this 
governmentality at work. For instance, in relation to the analysis of Transcript 3 I make visible how 
in the course of their interaction the actors invoke the interdiscursive chain made up at the 
intersection of legal, educational, familial and prandial genres  (“language school, attainment of the 
permit”, “Danish men”) through making relevant a particular aspect of prandial practice -tvorog - to 
formulate the categories of “them” and “us”, “newcomers” and those “who has been here already”, 
“here” and “there” as well as to ascribe and re-ascribe their belonging to these categories. That is, I 
demonstrate the ways in which complex discursive and interdiscursive constructions are mobilized 
to organize and to make sense of associations which transgress the interaction orders, discursive 
frameworks and practices within which these constructions are produced – the mechanism of 
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transnational networking, which I describe as transdiscursivity and which the participants of the 
interaction event in focus employ in the construction of nuanced formulation of migrant 
membership category and of a particular stage of migrant career and in the enactment of their 
identification with or from these aspects of migrant identities.    
Similarly, the analysis of Transcript 6 uncovers how doing being a parent is being enacted and 
articulated across national memberships. By unpacking the use of membership categorization 
device by the participants of the conversation represented in the transcript, I display and examine 
the ways in which subtle ethnification (Day, 1998) is accomplished and resisted in relation to the 
identity negotiation and through the discursive mechanisms of transnational networking identified 
earlier. More precisely, I make visible how doing being a parent is constructed and assessed through 
ascriptions to membership categories such as nationality, ethnicity, migrant status and otherness and 
how these ascriptions are resisted and subverted by invoking the associated with these categories 
and normalized collections of discursive features and activities assembled at the intersection of 
child-rearing and prandial discourses (e.g. “NORMAL food”, feeding a child “red caviar with big 
spoons” or not feeding a child with bread). Apart from demonstrating how the mechanisms of 
transnational networking are at work when the actors act and are acted upon in the construction of 
their identities, i.e. how transnational governmentality is involved in regulating identities of the 
social members, the analytical segment in focus also makes visible how diverse praxes of societal 
enterprises (such as food-related routines in child-care institutions) become contested by and 
negotiated with the transnational rationale.   
In the same way, the analysis of the discursive descriptions on the labels of the products available in 
the “Russian” shop in Aalborg (see Images 24, 25, 26), another site of actors‟ engagement around 
which my ethnographic work of organized, exhibits how another discursive mechanism of 
transnational networking, interdiscursivity, is involved in the organizing of another aspect of 
societal functioning – commercial relations. By examining how within the framework of these 
descriptions the meaning is constructed across multiple forms of modality (written and visual 
language), I made visible the incorporation of the discursive constructions and acts of nostalgic re-
imagining (e.g. “the familiar taste from your childhood”), which the actors mobilize to produce and 
to invoke the categories representing familiar, shared temporally and spatially distant aspects of 
realities, within the promotional genres that serve industrial and commercial structures. What this 
analytical segment demonstrates is that transnational living is not organised on the separate scales 
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of economic, social and personal but through the networking of genres on which these aspects of 
realities rely (such as promotional genres, hypermedia genre, genres of social interaction) mediated 
by the circulation of meanings, categories and discursive constructs across these genres.  
Thus, based on the analytical inferences presented in the previous chapter, I proposed to address 
transnational living as dialectics of transnational networking and of transnational logics and conduct 
that are negotiated, stabilized and rationalized through the mechanisms of this networking and that 
are involved in regulating the everyday practices by which it is mediated.  In the next section, I 
continue to discuss the findings of my research and the aspects of transnational dynamics that I 
claim these findings to indicate.  
 
III. TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKING AND TRANSNATIONAL SEMIOTIC LANDSCAPE  
 
I believe that the dissemination of the discursive repertoire with which transnational mentality 
operates across diverse sites of societal organization and its embeddedness in the marketing 
strategies, demonstrated above, is symptomatic of another transnational tendency – the branding of 
transnational living. I argue that this branding takes place through the patterning of a new semiotic 
landscape, i.e. a new order of indexicality and modes of its activation (Jaworski & Thurlow, 2010) 
surfacing with the intensifying clarity in the contemporary map of sociolinguistic reality – 
transnational semiotic landscape. Multiple analytical findings at which I arrived in the course of the 
examination carried out in the previous chapter point at the emergence of this landscape by 
uncovering the ways in which its diverse elements come together in mediating transnational 
networking and organizing and sustaining transnational associations.  
For instance, the analysis of the discursive descriptions on the products available in the “Russian” 
shop (see Images 30 and 31) demonstrate how the transnational semiotic landscape is formed within 
the physical framework of the trading environment (the “Russian” shop) at the intersection of  a 
context of human actions such as prandial practices, of socio-political activities such as cross-border 
commercial relations and of symbolic systems of signifiers such as linguistic systems (Latin and 
Cyrillic alphabet, Russian and German languages), which are associated with diverse national and 
meta-national (Western European, Eastern European, the Baltics, etc.) contexts, transliteration code, 
which affords meaning production across these linguistic systems through the mutual incorporation 
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of their resources (such as reproduction of phonetic combinations of one language with the alphabet 
and morphology of another), and visual resources (lay out, use of graphics and colour), through 
which the discursive constructs produced through the aforementioned signifiers and their diverse 
affordances become linked and anchored within each other. This mode of meaning making, which 
cuts across not only diverse semiotic fields (visual, written, verbal languages) but also across 
diverse linguistic systems and related to them national, meta-national and cultural terrains and 
which I describe as transnational semiotic landscape, is a re-occurring and recognizable feature that 
sets apart the products specifically designed to imagine particular national, cultural, religious, 
historical frames of belonging beyond the political, linguistic and temporal contexts with which 
they are associated marking them as a distinct merchandise brand.  
Apart from the aforementioned commercial signs, how the socio-economic place in focus is made 
through the resources of transnational semiotic landscape becomes visible in the numerous “private 
signs” (Jaworski & Thurlow, 2010) with which the actors claim this place their own, such as 
material tokens of national memberships (Russian and Ukrainian flags, vodka in a bottle that 
features Matryoshka, samovar or a doll in a Rumanian folk costume (see Images 36, 37, 38)), the 
shop sign displaying its name, “Sadko”, that alludes to the Russian folk epics. This use of the 
iconography of banal nationalism is a way of stretching particular national, ethnic and cultural 
attachments into new spatialities outside the geographic-political borders of these memberships. 
The analysis of discursive mechanisms of transnational networking that focuses on the actors‟ 
interaction within another site of their engagement – the computer-mediated social place Rusforum 
– reveals the same orders of indexicality and their uses that I highlighted and discussed above. 
These orders are formed at the intersection between the signs that implicitly mark the place in terms 
of national loyalties, such as the iconic flagging (Billig, 1995) illustrated in the Images 39, 40, and 
those symbolic systems and their uses that cut across socio-political contexts, such as hyperlinking 
(see Figure 17) and transliteration code (e.g. “маман”, Excerpt 7, “по тильбуду”, Figure 15).   
It is this re-occurring orders of indexicality is what  puts the signs, linguistic and symbolic systems 
associated with different, national, cultural and historical terrains “in aggregate”, i.e. in interaction 
with each other (Scollon & Scollon, 2003, p. 23). It is also these re-occurring semiotic orders and 
their uses, which I refer to as the transnational semiotic landscape, which put transnational 
networking “in place” (Scollon & Scollon, 2003). That is, I argue that the transnational semiotic 
landscape impregnates the products of transnational networking (discursive constructs, 
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interdiscursive, intersemiotic and transdiscursive connectivities that I identified through my 
investigation) into the physical spatiality and into materiality of places (shops signs, labelling of 
merchandise, website layout, etc.) of our living environments, making transnational networking 
(and transnational conduct and mentality that this networking mediates and sustains) durable and 
context-like. This transnational dialectics (transnational networking, transnational semiotic 
landscape, transnational governmentality and the dialogical relationship between them „in 
discourse‟ and „in place‟) is established and sustained across numerous semiotic fields, physical 
places and social sites around which the actors‟ lives are organized. Tracing, mapping out and 
discussing this dialectics which I accomplished in course of this research project would not have 
been possible without the on-going ethnographic and analytical movement between these “lived 
spaces” (Jaworski & Thurlow, 2010, p. 7). 
 
IV. THE ROLE OF HYPERMEDIA IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSNATIONAL 
NETWORKING  
 
One of the spaces encompassed in this movement (strategized through the methods of ethnography 
of practice and of multimodal socio-semiotic discourse analysis developed in Chapter 3 of the thesis 
and discussed earlier in the current chapter) is a computer-mediated social place, Rusforum. The 
overwhelming majority of the recent social and socio-linguistic studies exhibit theoretical, 
methodological and empirical attention to the “the enabling or supportive technology” (Scollon & 
Scollon, 2004, p. 2) and materiality of the social orders and practices that they seek to examine. The 
rise and the rapid development of digital technologies in general, and computer-mediated 
communication technologies powered by the Internet in particular, awakens extensive and 
growingly sophisticated and profound interest within diverse scholarly schools of thought in the 
“outlines of the complicated changes in social interactions” and of social change brought about 
through the interactions and actions mediated by these new forms of media (Scollon & Scollon, 
2004, p. 139). This interest is particularly strongly reflected in the works of such authors as Carey 
Jewitt (Jewitt, 2004), Susan Herring (1996; 1996; 2008), Rick Iedema (2001; 2003), Jay Lemke 
(2002; 2008), Paul McIlvenny and Pirkko Raudaskoski (2005), Sigrid Norris (2005), Ron and Suzie 
Scollon (2004) on which I rely in my investigation. 
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As the theoretical review of transnational research presented in Chapter 2 of the thesis 
demonstrates, in line with the other perspectives of social studies, transnational scholarship 
increasingly begins to include in its empirical scope “an emerging „network sociality‟” (McIlvenny 
& Raudaskoski, 2005, p. 60) supported by Internet technologies ( (Appadurai, 1996, De Mul, 2002, 
as cited in Gielis, 2009, Vertovec, 1999; Van den Bos & Nell, 2006; Wilding, 2006) which 
broadens the range of transnational experiences and forms of transnational connections that become 
captured analytically and theoretically. However, as this review also demonstrates, some of the 
aforementioned studies are carried out within the diasporic communities perspective and either view 
transnational “virtual neighbourhoods” (Appadurai, 1996) as representing or mirroring the “offline 
communal patterns” (Van Den Bos & Nell, 2006, p. 216; De Mul, 2002, as cited in Gielis, 2009,p. 
281) or as disembedded, sovereign or “partially sovereign” (Van den Bos & Nell, 2006) spaces 
disconnected from their physical counterparts. Both clusters of analytical inferences are grounded in 
and reproduce the vision of social geographies as split along the on-line/off-line divide, thereby, 
overlooking the intense, dense and continuous connecting between computer-mediated and face-to-
face social interactions mediated by the circulation of meanings, discourses and actions which the 
human actors generate and maintain in the course of their everyday practices and engagements.     
One of the contributions of my research consists in taking the studies of computer-mediated 
transnational arrangements and relations beyond the conceptual confines of „community‟ and 
„place‟ defined as closed social localities, in tracing ethnographically the above-highlighted 
discursive, semiotic and experiential connecting that interlinks places and interactions made and 
enacted digitally and through other forms of media and of materiality as well as in making visible 
analytically how the actors employ this connecting and its enormous potential for meaning-making 
in organizing and re-organizing of transnational living. This was achieved, firstly, by introducing 
the concept of transnational networking, which as discussed earlier in this chapter re-thinks and 
opens up the theorization of transnationality to take in the variety and complexity of practices and 
places through which and across which transnational associations are assembled and sustained, 
destabilized and re-arranged. Secondly,  I strategized the way of tracking and registering the 
aforementioned connecting, i.e. the circulation of interaction orders, discourses and actions by 
which it is mediated, that I describe as the ethnography of practice and that enabled me to identify 
and circumference the loose and shifting ties that the actors construct across diverse computer-
mediated and co-present sites of their engagement and that sustain the nexus of practice within 
which my examination of transnational mobility took place.  Finally, I approached the analytical 
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examination of computer-mediated interaction events accessed and registered in the course of the 
aforementioned ethnographic following through the notion of hypermodality.  
To be more exact, while the general tactics of transnational research, whose empirical attention is 
directed at computer-mediated social spaces, resides in showing the making of transnational 
communities – the task that presupposes the inward analytical focus and that seeks to trace how 
transnational relations are being socially enfolded, my analytical focus consists in uncovering the 
making of meaning – the research strategy that embraces numerous, multi-sequential, intersecting 
traversals (Lemke, 2002, p. 300) along which transnational associations are unfolded by the actors 
and which I capture through examining multiple, potential and explicit links between word-, image- 
and sound-based semiotic artefacts that organise meaning construction practices as complex webs 
(Lemke, 2002, p. 300) – i.e. through examining the functioning of hypermedia. I see this 
mobilization of the analytical affordances of the notion of hypermedia for the study of transnational 
mobility and the theoretical-methodological developments supporting this mobilization as one of 
the innovative moments of this study that enabled me to make visible that, contrary to what seems 
to be becoming a somewhat common-place assumption in transnational research, transnational 
arrangements, activities and relations that are supported by hypermedia are neither unique formats 
of social engagement exclusive to “on-line” spaces nor mere reproductions or extensions of “off-
line” communities (Van den Bos & Nell, 2006). In fact, a number of analytical findings, at which I 
arrived as a result of the examination carried out in the previous chapter, demonstrate that whatever 
actions, interaction orders and practices are involved in the construction and reproduction of a 
particular set of transnational connections take place at the interface between computer-mediated 
and face-to-face sites of interaction and between multiple semiotic fields and forms of media as 
opposed to merely either on-line or off-line.    
For instance, in Chapter 4 of the thesis I demonstrated how the actors‟ actions and interaction orders 
stretch across face-to-face (Rusmam/the Russian school, the “Russian” shop in Aalborg) and 
computer-mediated (Rusforum) social and physical sites forming and sustaining the nexus of 
practice within which my examination of transnational networking took place. This becomes 
particularly visible in relation to the making of Rusmam/the Russian school. In the account of the 
ethnographic and analytical work through which I identified and navigated the nexus of practice in 
focus, I mapped out the traversals made up by the actors‟ actions, interaction events and orders 
through which the interactions and activities of Rusmam and the Russian school are brought about 
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and sustained. These socially-made trajectories are linked to numerous interaction events that took 
place on Rusforum in relation to the discussion of diverse everyday concerns and challenges 
(linguistic, pedagogical, bureaucratic, etc.) and within which Rusmam emerged as an “idea” or 
“initiative” about the possibility of making “the group” for the “Russian-Danish”, “Russian-
speaking” or “Russian-understanding” children and their parents. As I proceeded in tracing and 
making tangible the circumference (Scollon & Scollon, 2004) of this site of actors‟ interaction, I 
was making increasingly visible the thick and dynamic connecting between the computer-mediated 
and co-present sites across which the nexus of practice is formed. This connecting is enabled by 
multiple resemiotizations and remediations of the actions and inscriptions that the actors enact and 
produce as they engage in these sites. One of these resemiotizational chains is related to the making 
of the Russian school that involved multiple shifts of modalities: from the discursive subject in the 
actors‟ co-present conversations to the topic of technology-mediated temporarily and spatially 
dispersed telephone conversations and e-mail exchanges (between Rusmam members, potential 
teachers, etc.), to a material format of a hand-written announcement pinned on the wall of the 
“Russian” shop in Aalborg, to an on-line announcement on the website of the Danish-Russian 
Society in Aalborg
93
 and a discussion topic on Rusforum
94
, etc.  
Furthermore, the preliminary analysis of actors‟ interaction carried out in Chapter 4 makes visible 
how diverse aspects of realities are being represented and made sense of at the intersection between 
computer-mediated and co-present interaction contexts by mapping out the circulation of discourses 
across these contexts (prandial discourses and discourses of child-care). Later in the thesis, in the 
course of the main analytical examination represented in Chapter 7, I continued tracking and 
unpacking the aforementioned discursive interconnecting by demonstrating the circulation of more 
subtle discursive and interdiscursive constructs – the membership categories that the actors 
construct and invoke in representing and organizing diverse aspects of realities and of their 
identities. Such membership categories assembled and reproduced across diverse sites of actors‟ 
engagement, computer-mediated and co-present, and through different forms of modalities and 
materialities, include, for instance, the categories representing and classing the familiar, temporally 
and spatially distant points of reference. The analysis of discursive descriptions illustrated in images 
24, 25 and 26 and of the interaction which took place within the framework of Rusforum‟s 
                                                          
93
 <http://www.dkrus-aalborg.dk> 
94
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=14802> 
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discussion topics
95
 (Excerpts 14-28, Figure 15) demonstrate how the collection and reproduction of 
complex and dynamics lists of meanings, symbols, accounts and experiences through which these 
categories are made unfolds across interactions and inscriptions generated and supported by Internet 
and through other forms of technologies, media and materialities.   
Similarly, the construction of interdiscursive chains, which link cultural, linguistic and national 
contexts and membership categories, invoked through the associated with them elements of prandial 
practices (such as “our”, “Russian food”), with the normative regimes (“good”, “normal”, “real”) 
and with the category-bound activities and features framed by diverse discourses (“wholesome”, 
“healthy”, “natural”) and which I mapped out in relation to the analysis of Excerpts 38, 39 and 
Transcripts 3, 4, 5, uncovers that the making of meanings and the making of transnational 
connections categorized and evaluated with these meanings are not confined to specific spaces, 
whether digital or physical, but are carried out at the interface between them. Another collection of 
analytical segments that point out at this dispersed and semiotically diverse spatiality on which 
meaning-making practices rely are related to the examination of the role of such aspect of prandial 
practices as tvorog.   As demonstrated in the course of the examination of multiple face-to-face (e.g. 
Transcript 3, 4) and computer-mediated (e.g. Excerpt 32-37) conversational events, within the 
framework of the actors‟ interaction, tvorog figures as a boundary object – i.e. as a pragmatic 
discursive construction that does not represent a specific “transcendent truth” but that does “the job 
required” (Bowker & Star, 2000, p. 152).  In circulating across diverse conversational events, this 
discursive object shifts between taking on the characteristics of a medical cure, beauty product, 
sport and diet product and between being positioned as a criterion of good mothering, of acceptable, 
approved child-care, as an expression of cultural difference as well as a phase in migrant career. In 
doing so, it also serves as the node that links together multiple discursive framework, interactional 
contexts and those semiotic and physical spaces (computer-mediated or not) within and across 
which these interactions take place.  
Writing this topography of spatial and semiotic connections and making it progressively more 
detailed and thick became possible through the analysis of the ways in which the actors employ the 
immense and rich array of meaning-making resources afforded by hypermedia. Apart from making 
visible how transnational networking is enacted and sustained by the actors across diverse semiotic, 
physical and social sites of their engagement, this examination also contributed to knowing those 
                                                          
95
 <http://rusforum.dk/index.php?showtopic=14855> 
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“tremendously powerful structural regularities” (Antaki & Widdicombe, 1998, p. 5) through which 
computer-mediated interaction is carried out and which are produced and re-produced through the 
linkages between multiple and distributed textual units and sequences, hypertextuality, through the 
linkages between diverse forms of modality (written, visual, audial), hypermodality, as well as 
through powerful organizational devices that enable this ongoing, multisequential and interactive  
linking (hyperlinks, action buttons, search engines, elements of lay out, etc.) (Lemke, 2002). In 
tracing and discussing this multimodal and hypertextual connecting, I demonstrated how the aspects 
of the meaning-making practices supported by hypermedia such as the use of static, animated and 
graphic emoticons and their illocutionary function (Excerpt 17), transliteration (illustrated earlier in 
this chapter), orthographic and grammatical deviations from the standard use of written language 
(Excerpts 20, 39), syntactic signs (Excerpt 39) and hyperlinks (Excerpts 36, 37, 40, Figure 17) 
participate in the construction of meaning that both crosses and transgresses the ideational and 
symbolic borders of national and cultural belongingness.   
The analysis of Excerpt 40 and Figure 17 make visible how powerful hypermedial resources are in 
their ability to subvert the discursive monologism (such as categorizations and subtle evaluations of 
particular aspects of realities (prandial practices) as familiar, shared, normal etc.) and turn it into “a 
field of heteroglossia” (Lemke, 2002) (by associating these practices with a different sets of 
connections and different memberships) in a way that is instant and economical, and potentially 
infinitely reproducible and incessant (a hyperlink).  Moreover, this analytical segment illustrates 
how skilfully and routinely the actors make use of this ability in the construction of transnational 
networking. As Ron Scollon repeatedly highlighted in his writings, discourse and technology are 
inseparable (Scollon & Levine, 2004; 2004). Furthermore, he emphasized by quoting Nietzsche that 
“our writing tools are also working on our thoughts” (Scollon & Levine, 2004, p. 1) and that how 
discourses are technologized, materialized and mediated affects both their construction  and the 
social change triggered and brought about by these discourses (2004). This dialectical relationship 
between the confluence of discourse and technology and the making of the social allows me to 
reason that while, as argued above, the acts of transnational networking mediated by hypermedia 
are neither unique nor confined to the computer-mediated interactional contexts and places, the rich 
and continuously and rapidly evolving capacity of hypermodal genres and computer-mediated 
communication for stretching, potentially infinitely, any meaning and any relational nexus beyond 
the discursive, symbolic, national and cultural spatialities with which they are associated make 
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these genres and this media format particularly suitable for constructing, sustaining and 
administrating transnational connections.  
Moreover, while in chronological terms and in common perception, hypermedia still holds the 
status of novelty, the frequency with which it is used and the multitude of practices in which it is 
used rapidly turns it into an everyday phenomenon. This entails that the particulars such as where it 
was first invented and implemented, how we learn to use it and what are the exact scope and 
repercussions of this use are gradually beginning to “sink into invisibility” and become naturalized 
through “phylogenesis amnesia” – “collective loss of memory” of having learned practice (Scollon 
& Scollon, 2004, p. 3). What I believe to be one of the implications of this naturalization of the 
computer-mediated practices is that as hypermedia use and technologies become more and more 
“embedded into the matrix of our societies”  (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 3), so do their 
affordances, in-built potentialities and the modes and patterns of thinking, acting and interacting to 
which these affordances and potentialities predispose. That is, I argue that as hypermedia genres are 
particularly suitable for the construction and sustaining of transnational connections and 
arrangements, the naturalization of these genres and their increasing embededness in the social life 
and societal functioning leads to the naturalization and embeddedness of transnational ways of life.    
 
V. ETHICAL AND PRAGMATIC ASPECTS OF EPISTEMOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
As this chapter demonstrates, the empirical and analytical scope of the investigation presented in 
this dissertation is both extensive and varied. This investigation captures actions and agencies, 
places and materials, genres and technologies that are diverse, dispersed and diffused both spatially, 
temporally, and semiotically. In following and mapping out the linkages between these numerous 
empirical and analytical nodes, the research discussed in this chapter “invents new kinds of 
information and evidence, applies existing investigative approaches in novel ways, and designs 
novel research  tools and approaches with which to analyze, explain, and interpret transnational 
phenomena and dynamics” (Khagram & Levitt, 2008, p. 28). This investigation and this research 
praxis required from me a great deal of commitment – personal involvement, genuine engagement 
and time. More than anything, it required from me, as well as being an academic, to also be a 
practitioner.  Organizing and carrying out the research practice of the aforementioned empirical and 
analytical scope was, not surprisingly, accompanied by a hard set of ethical and pragmatic issues. In 
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line with Khagram & Levitt‟s appeal to transnational studies to reject “the false neutrality 
characterizing much scholarship” (2008, p. 32), within the framework of my investigation, I chose 
to embrace rather than to shy away from these matters by means of a systematic, explicit and 
reflective discussion throughout the project of the existing scholarly praxes in relation to them as 
well as, and even more importantly, of my own choices  made with regard to these problematic 
questions, the theoretical and meta-theoretical reasoning behind these decisions and their  
implications for diverse aspects of my research and for people involved in it.  
One set of such concerns is related to the challenges of registering and representing multimodal 
translated data of which my archive is composed.  As emphasized in Chapter 5, some scholars insist 
that collecting, preserving and representing “what people say and do”  (Moerman, 1988, p. 8) 
consists in the “authentic” (Ehlich, 1993, p. 124) reproduction of the “‟actual details‟” (Silverman, 
1998, p. 61) “as close to the original as possible” (Ehlich, 1993, p. 124). In contrast to this 
perspective and, in line with Jane Edwards‟ argument (1993), within the framework of my research 
I argued that no data presentation can be claimed to be neutral, identical replication of the original 
material free of the bias inflicted by the theoretical, technical, circumstantial and personal contexts 
within which it has been recorded, preserved and presented. However, explicit consideration and 
systematic account of the underlying assumptions of the chosen representational mode and their 
implications for the research do compensate for the “unwanted biases” (Edwards, 1993, p. 4) that 
are inevitably at work whenever we attempt to access, freeze in time and space and interpret “actual 
occurrences in their actual sequence” (Sacks, 1984, p. 25, as cited in Silverman, 1998, p. 61).  
It is through this detailed account and discussion of the challenges of and solutions to giving voice 
to the non-English data in the context of the English-speaking research and to capturing in 
ethnographic work and transferring into the analytical work the semiotic and modal richness of this 
data that I developed the situated, interpretative, interaction-oriented, multimodal approach to data 
presentation that allowed me to handle, to represent and to visualize the research materials in a way 
that is clear, readable and manageable and that is apt for the analytical framework of my 
investigation and its objectives.  While I neither claim this approach to be universally applicable nor 
flawless I believe that it contributes to the collective scholarly accumulation of an epistemological 
toolbox and of analytical experiences on which the future research with the similar (multimodal and 
multilingual) empirical focus can draw.  
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Another set of issues that I had to confront in the course of my investigation involves the matters  of 
researcher responsibilities and ethical considerations – i.e. the tasks and challenges connected to 
recognizing and addressing “ethically important moments” (Guillemin & Gillam, 2004) and 
commitment to “doing right”  (Thomas, 1996, p. 107) in these moments and by those people who 
let me into their lives and entrusted me with the personal and intimate details of these lives. There 
are two aspects of my research that proved to be most challenging in ethical terms. One is related to 
the highly participant-centred and long-term character of my ethnographic work, strategizing and 
carrying out which was accompanied by a number of ethical questions connected with the 
researcher-participant relationship and extensively addressed in Chapter 6 of this dissertation. The 
multi-sited character of my field work, the loose and fluid circumference of these sites and of the 
interaction orders that sustain them, the rejection of the analytical distance between the researcher 
and the participants and of the researcher-monopolised format of knowing, the assumption of the 
impossibility of the research objectivity defined as researcher‟s impartiality and neutrality and of 
the assumption of the possibility of multiple social realities and, thus, different ways of 
understanding and describing  the scope of my project and different expectations with regard to it, 
etc. – all these aspects of the ontological and empirical framework of my research raised numerous 
ethical questions which I had to tackle long before the „Informed Consent‟ form (often viewed as 
the central, if not the single,  method of realizing researcher responsibility) was devised and long 
after it was signed by the participants. 
Another ethically-challenging element of my investigation concerns the computer-mediated site of 
my ethnographic work, Rusforum. The relatively novel character of computer-mediated 
communication research and the complex and rapidly shifting character of the technologies, genres 
and practices within which this research is engaged result in the fact that, as such authors as Jim 
Thomas (1996), Susan Herring (1996) and Dennis Waskul (1996) point out, the discussions of 
ethical research behavior in relation to CMC are preyed by acute disagreements. In concrete terms, 
it means, that there are simply no clear-cut, established, more or less harmonized guidelines for 
researcher behavior in the computer-mediated social spaces.  This entails that in deciding how to 
realize universal ethical requirements for research practice such as “do no harm”, “beneficence” 
“respect for persons” (Thomas, 1996, pp. 110-111), in deciding what is “right” and what is “fair”, 
whether I should treat the social place in focus as a public or as a private space, whether I should 
maintain the anonymity of my identity as a researcher on Rusforum and whether and how I should 
ensure the anonymity of its participants, etc., I could not draw on the established and verified set of 
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formal rules. Instead, to handle both arrays of ethical concerns delineated above I developed an 
approach to realizing ethical and researcher responsibility based on the principles of what I describe 
in Chapter 6 as ethical mindfulness.  
As demonstrated in this Chapter, these principles include authenticity, imaginative reflexivity and 
contexuality and involve recognising and making systematically transparent one‟s partiality in a 
research, exercising reflexively “strong imaginative powers” (Baarts, p. 434) to predict political and 
relational consequences of one‟s own involvement, being honest with oneself and with the research 
collaborators about political and scientific values of the research project in focus, its goals, 
motivation behind it, etc. and addressing all of the aforementioned ethical aspects through an on-
going dialog with the research participants. I believe that in formulating and exercising this 
approach to realizing ethical and researcher responsibility I contribute to the shift from “informative 
to performative ethnography” (Fabian, 1990, as cited in Broome, Carey, De La Carza, Martin, & 
Morris, 2005, p. 158) and to the development of the engaged and action-oriented scholarhip. 
Through the active personal involvement with the activities, engagements and communities of the 
people participating in my research, through establishing a dialogic relationship with them, through 
committing to applying my personal and academic skills and abilities to do no harm and to serve 
positively to these communities, through genuine and profound interest in the issues of my study 
and attention to the political and public implications of these issues, I exploit the potential of my 
research for knowing the social in a way that encourages the positive social change.   
 
VI. CHAPTER SUMMARY AND  CONCLUDING REMARKS  
 
I started this chapter with a short illustration of how the conceptualization of transnational living, 
which falls behind and outside the ways in which the people engaged in this living experience it and 
how they rationalize these experiences, prevent the initiatives and arrangements supporting and 
administrating transnational relations that draw on this conceptualization from becoming a part of 
the conduct and mentality of the social members whom these initiatives and governing strategies 
target.  
Later in the chapter, I delineated and discussed the theoretical and methodological framework 
which I build up in the course of my investigation around the concept of transnational networking 
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and which allowed me to organize and to accomplish the knowing of the methods through which 
the actors enact and make sense of transnational experiences and which, as highlighted in this 
thesis, are not captured by the established transnational rhetoric.    
Finally, I have gathered and discussed the analytical findings at which I arrived through the 
examination of the social and discursive aspects of the aforementioned methods and mechanisms 
through which transnational networking becomes organised and represented. Moreover, I 
formulated and critically reflected on the elements and tendencies of transnational dynamics which 
I claim are indicated in these findings. In doing so, I proposed the view on transnational dialectics 
that is built around and that highlights the dialogical relationship between transnational networking, 
whose conceptual boundaries and mechanisms I examined and discussed in this project, 
transnational conduct and mentality, which rely on these mechanisms and which are rationalized in 
the actors‟ accounts and descriptions, and transnational governmentality, which  captures the ways 
in which transnational networking  participates in organizing and administering diverse aspects of 
social realities and diverse aspects of actors‟ identities. Finally, I argued that the transnational 
networking is put „in place‟, made durable and context-like part of our living environments through 
transnational semiotic landscape. I believe that this way of understanding transnational dialectics 
and of organizing its knowing represents a sophisticated alternative to addressing and studying 
transnational living and transnational governmentality which uncovers and makes comprehensible 
the transnational ways of life, allows to predict how they evolve and which is, therefore, suitable for 
assessing the existing strategies and for developing new strategies and approaches to transnational 
governance.  
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this chapter I want to look back on the personal and scholarly journey which led to this thesis. As 
with many current scholarly explorations of transnational phenomena, through this journey I sought 
to push forward the frontiers of the transnational field of research. This is certainly not because the 
existing approaches within this field are unqualified for dealing with transnational matters, and even 
more certainly not because the human and societal problematics and dynamics made visible by 
these directions are no more relevant or observable in the social matrix, but simply because 
transnational ways of life are far too complex, too dynamic and too messy to be captured by any 
single ready-made set of concepts and analytical strategies. If academic thought and inquiry is to 
keep up with the density of transnational encounters and associations and with the intensity with 
which they evolve and expand, there is a need in a constant and continuous search for new 
possibilities of knowing, understanding and talking about transnational mobility, transnational 
living and transnational modes of constructing and enacting human identities. Moreover, if 
scholarly explorations are to grasp yet unknown (emerging or established but undiscovered) sites 
and facets of transnational dynamics, these alternatives ideally should be able not only to spot and 
examine the already identified building-blocks of transnational realities but, first and foremost, stay 
receptive both theoretically and analytically to the multitude and diversity of yet uncovered 
articulations, meanings and mechanisms involved in the making of these realities. These aspects of 
transnational dynamics, which still remain to be examined and discussed, might not necessarily fit 
with and within the established conceptualizations of transnationality.     
It is therefore, within the framework of this investigation, that I work at expanding transnational 
inquiry in the direction of everyday social practice and interaction in which transnational living and 
transnational attachments are organized and sustained. It is also, therefore, both the conceptual and 
the methodological framework developed in this investigation that are fined-tuned to trace, map out 
and unpack transnational associations as they are being made and re-made, enacted and challenged, 
categorized and oriented towards or away from by the social actors as they engage in their everyday 
actions and interactions. Theoretically this is achieved through the notion of transnational 
networking around which my investigation of transnational complexities is organized. With this 
notion I articulate transnational dynamics not as a collection of essentially transnational units, 
structures and spaces but as a type of social and discursive connecting through which places, 
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practices, aspects of identities and societal arrangements (that are not transnational in themselves 
and not necessarily associated with national belongingness) become performed transnationally -
represented, categorized and enacted across and beyond  symbolic and geo-political national 
terrains.  
Methodologically, I develop an approach to following and analysing this multifaceted and 
multimodal connecting that is apt for capturing the finest and most unremarkable details of the 
social and discursive mechanisms and methods through which it is enabled, enacted and accounted. 
By focusing on the different types of linking that are involved in transnational networking and that 
intertwine into complex knots and nodes diverse technologies, semiotic fields, forms of modality 
and media, discursive frameworks, physical places, social orders, materialities, normative regimes, 
genres, societal enterprises, etc., this multimodal, social-semiotic, discourse approach makes it 
possible to uncover how the transnational phenomena, which appear to be accomplished, context-
like, and agency-deprived, in fact, undergo continuous and active construction in the actors‟ 
practices and interactions.  
As the discussion presented in the previous chapter demonstrates, the proposed way of 
conceptualizing and examining transnational living and transnational memberships does provide 
fresh and interesting insights into transnational dynamics, which are potentially useful for both 
scholarly and public initiatives interested in understanding, assisting and administrating 
transnational ways of life. For example, based on the analytical findings of the research I 
demonstrated that the categories and memberships through which social members organize their 
lives and their belongingness and which within the framework of conventional transnational 
rhetoric are thought of as closed, complete and solid national or cultural containers („home‟ and 
„host‟, „original‟ and „receiving‟ societies), are in fact neither fixed, nor accomplished prior to the 
actors‟ interactions and actions, nor entirely national. In my examination I established that 
transnational attachments are constructed and sustained not from one national terrain (whether 
symbolic or geo-political) to another, but across the dynamic and compound collections of 
accounts, experiences, knowledges, meanings and symbols that the actors construct and 
continuously re-negotiate in the course of their interaction and in relation to their everyday concerns 
and engagements. The items listed under these collections are wrapped up in and intertwined with a 
multitude of personal and familial routines, social arrangements, daily concerns and actions that in 
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themselves dispersed in time and in space and across numerous practices and doings, which are 
performed through these actions and routines.  
What this means for the understanding of how the actors‟ identities and lives are organized 
transnationally is that it uncovers the acts of remembering and elements of nostalgic rhetoric, 
commonly viewed as manifestations of and evidences to the loss or disentanglement from particular 
points of reference, particular cultural routines and regimes of acting, as being a part of active and 
prolific categorization and memory work through which these points, routines and regimes are 
constructed (and not just transported into the new living contexts as neat, closed packages) and 
mobilized to make sense of and to organize the arrangements and engagements immediately 
relevant to the actors‟ lives. Moreover it makes visible that the collections of accounts, experiences, 
feelings, values and norms that make up and mark particular membership categories become 
incorporated and embedded within each other, networking the actions and practices across the time-
space divide. This entails that transnational mobility does not break or split but rather stretches and 
complicates the attachments to whatever meanings, sensory experiences, cultural resources, etc. the 
actors categorize as familiar and shared and that transnational living and belongingness are 
organized through the on-going networking  of these categories with new relational nexuses. 
Furthermore, in the course of my investigation I demonstrated that this networking takes place in 
association with diverse practices in which the actors engage in the course of their everyday lives 
and in association with doings through which they negotiate and enact diverse aspects of their 
identities and that these practices and identity dimensions are neither national nor transnational until 
the social members articulate, perform and administer them as such. This realization allowed me to 
question the legitimacy of addressing social conduct and realities through the „national – 
transnational‟ binary. Having provided strong analytical evidence of how national memberships are 
being constructed and/or re-enforced through transnational associations and how transnational 
relations are organized by invoking the matters of national belongingness, I argued that there are no 
practices or places that are essentially national or transnational. Any nexus of relations through 
which a particular practice is organized and sustained and which intertwines discourses, cultural 
resources and material objects, routines and actions, normative regimes and meanings, etc., can be 
enacted and articulated nationally and transnationally. That is, it can be accomplished and 
accounted for through more or less implicit associations with categories that represent and invoke 
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national belonging, as much as through cutting across symbolic and political borders of 
nationalities.  
Moreover, in the discussion presented in the previous chapter I proposed an alternative vision of 
transnational dynamics. This vision encourages thinking about transnational living not in terms of 
dichotomized relationships („national-transnational‟, „here-there‟, „micro-macro‟, „home-host‟) but 
as dialectics that feature a particular way of organizing everyday practices, and which operate 
through the continuous linking and hybridization, stretching and compressing of nationally- and 
transnationally-assembled relational nexuses - transnational networking, whose discursive and 
social mechanisms I examined and discussed in this dissertation. I argue that this transnational 
dialectics represents one of the complex techniques and procedures through which the actors 
exercise their knowing and directing diverse aspects of realities (things, meanings and resources) 
and through which they regulate diverse aspects of their identities. I also claim that this dialectics is 
put to work when discursive and social mechanisms of transnational networking examined in this 
investigation become intertwined with other methods of making and thinking about the realities. 
That is, when transnational networking becomes disseminated within banal actions, interactions and 
routines involved in the everyday practices of which the actors‟ lives are made up as well within 
diverse genres that represent and govern these practices and diverse aspects of identity which are 
enacted through them, transnational networking becomes stabilized into particular ways of acting 
and strategizing diverse social arrangements and doings - transnational conduct and rationalized 
into a particular logics – logics of transnational living.   
In addition to articulating how through the dialogic relationship highlighted above the parts of 
transnational dialectics begin to figure as transnational governmentality, I also uncover how this 
transnational dialectics is put „in place‟. That is, based on my research findings I argue that 
currently we are witnessing the emergence and rapid expansion of what I term as transnational 
semiotic landscape. With this notion I describe the re-occurring orders of indexicality that put the 
signs, linguistic and symbolic systems associated with different, national, cultural and historical 
terrains „in aggregate‟ and „in place‟ (Scollon & Scollon, 2003). I argue that through transnational 
semiotic landscape, the products of transnational networking (discursive constructs, interdiscursive, 
intersemiotic and transdiscursive connectivities that I identified through my investigation) become 
impregnated into the spatiality and materiality of places and of our living environments (both 
computer-mediated and co-present) making transnational networking durable and context-like. 
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I believe that by formulating this transnational dialectics and demonstrating how this dialectics is at 
work in the concrete interactional acts and actions of the actors who produce the matrix of social 
life, in the places and objects, arrangements and activities that are relevant to these actors and that 
are associated with diverse societal enterprises I contribute to the accumulation of an intellectual 
foundation for knowing and understanding transnational realities and complexity of these realities, 
which is highly sought in the contemporary writings on transnationality and on which future 
examinations can draw in developing further the transnational scholarly field. As anticipated, this 
contribution became possible by virtue of inter- and cross-disciplinarity that underpin this 
investigation. This becomes visible in its methodological framework developed at the intersection 
between strategies and methods, which are originated within diverse scholarly disciplines (such as 
ethnomethodology, actor network theory, conversational analysis, discourse analysis, computer-
mediated communication theories, critical discourse analysis, website analysis, socio-semiotic 
analysis) and which I take outside the analytical contexts and practices, for which they were 
originally intended, in order to bring them together and utilize in a way that gets the analytical work 
at hand done. 
When I weave the analytical findings into a set of claims and arguments later in the dissertation, I 
also actively and repeatedly explain the aspects and the problematics of transnational discipline 
with the conceptual and terminological repertoire of other research perspectives, such as 
infrastructure studies (Bowker & Star, 2000) from which I borrow the notion of boundary object to 
explain how transnational networking takes place across computer-mediated and co-present sites of 
actors‟ engagement. Similarly, the concept of transnational semiotic landscape highlighted earlier in 
this chapter is formulated within the cross-disciplinary paradigm – by explaining a particular aspect 
of transnational dialectics with the conceptual repertoire traditionally used by such disciplines as 
geography, urban studies and social-semiotics.  
While such inter- and cross-disciplinary approach has granted me both valuable analytical findings 
and the possibility to discuss these findings in rich and imaginative ways, it also created certain 
methodological tensions that are inevitable whenever different terminologies and epistemologies are 
brought in close, head-on contact.  One of such tensions arose from intertwining the methods of 
social-semiotic, conversation and membership categorization analysis with the views on the 
function of discourse articulated within critical discourse analysis and from recontextualizing this 
methodological assemblage within ontological postulates of actor network theory. When I 
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employed the methods of analysing social interaction, which have the power of bringing the analyst 
to the numerous and to the most minuscule details of this interaction, together with the idea of 
discourse meta-functionality, which allows the analytical linking of all these details to an almost 
infinite amount of discursive frameworks, and when I placed them within the ANT vision of social 
realities, which sees any aspect of the social as a conglomerate of connections that can be stretched 
and complicated ceaselessly, I created a methodological framework with a capability for potentially 
never-ending deepening and extending of the analysis.  This means that based on the same data 
archive - even staying within the same selection of data segment on which I relied in my 
examination, I could have proceeded with more and more analytical rounds, adding more and more 
details to the existing analysis as well as expanding this analysis to stretch further the identified 
intersemiotic and interdiscursive chains to include new interpretations of the same interaction 
events and inscriptions.        
In her work on virtual ethnography, Christine Hine (2000) had to deal with the problem of knowing 
when to stop the ethnography, which has abandoned the idea of an ethnographic object having 
natural boundaries. I too had to deal with the problem of knowing when to stop the analysis. Just as 
for the aforementioned scholar, for me it became a pragmatic as much as methodological decision. 
That is, apart from the fact that the circumference of my analysis was to some extent shaped by the 
discourses and categorizations whose circulation I identified in the course of ethnographic work and 
preliminary analysis, in deciding when to stop the analysis I was also guided by the spatial limits of 
this monograph and temporal limits of the project. While every research has to tackle such issues, I 
certainly see the methodological conflict between introducing the conceptual and analytical 
framework for examining transnational complexity and then cutting off some of this complexity 
(e.g. not taking in the analysis or stopping to follow particular connections or actions) – a conflict 
which remains to be fully conceptualized and addressed.  
Apart from such methodological tensions, there are other aspects of my research that did not fully 
live up to the expectations and objectives that I envisaged for it. For instance, in formulating the 
objectives of my investigation and its place in the heterogeneous field of transnational studies I 
have strongly positioned it within the post-national paradigm of thinking that seeks to break away 
from the territorial, nation-centred ways of addressing societal organization and functioning and 
nationality-centred ways of talking about mobility and social realities. This task proved to be more 
difficult than I expected.  While, as discussed earlier in this chapter, both its theoretical and 
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methodological framework are fine-tuned to capture how transnational connections transgress 
national terrains, how they become de-centred away from nation-states and from cultures thought of 
as territories, throughout the analysis I felt being pulled back to this national rhetoric.         
Partially this is due to what Hannerz (1996) describes as the irony of the term „transnational‟ in its 
tendency “to draw attention to what it negates” (p. 6). As I launched this project I expected to be 
able to overcome this tendency by introducing the concept of transnational networking that places 
focus on how the borders are made porous and transcended and how national attachments are 
complicated and stretched across and away from these borders. Still, in demonstrating analytically 
how national terrains are being transgressed, I sometimes ended up showing how they are made 
because this was how particular aspects of social realities and particular doings were categorized 
and represented, and enacted by the social actors whose actions and interactions I followed. So that 
when, in the beginning of my investigation, I anticipated theoretically, transnational networking to 
operate through the connecting that cuts across national borders, I concluded this investigation with 
formulating transnational networking as a way of organizing social practices and memberships 
through the continuous linking and hybridization, stretching and compressing of nationally- and 
transnationally-assembled relational nexuses.  
On the one hand, this shows the strength of my research - that it is able to capture the messiness and 
the complexity of the social and that there is a place in both the theoretical and the analytical 
framework that I proposed to deal critically with this unexpected messiness – which is exactly how 
I set up my examination ontologically and epistemologically. On the other hand, it poses all sorts of 
questions; those that I sought to tackle in my research and those that rise from the arguments put 
forward in it, but which will not be solved and resolved in this investigation and which I have to 
leave to be examined by future scholarly works.  For example, to what extend the very framing of 
any academic perspective and exploration as transnational anchors this exploration in the national 
and territorial paradigm of thinking and, thereby, impedes its abilities to see the realities beyond the 
discourse of borders and territories? What would be the adequate way of theorizing research so that 
it can escape this discourse? How far the academic thought should pursue the attempts to break up 
with national and territorial rhetoric when the social members continue to mobilize it in their 
practices and interactions? These questions will be left for later examination.  
I also believe that the view of transnational dialectics and transnational governmentality that I 
proposed as a result of my investigation should be explored further both empirically and 
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theoretically. While I consider my examination of social and discursive mechanisms of 
transnational networking to be profound and extensive, there is certainly a need for further 
investigation of how it is involved in shaping and exercising transnational governmentality. 
Particularly interesting for such an investigation would be the direction that I indicated in the 
discussion presented in the previous chapter, which draws attention to the way internally-negotiated 
strategies and rationales of directing transnational conduct intersect, come into conflict with or 
become embedded within the regimes and initiatives through which statal and para-statal bodies 
conduct the conduct of social actors across national borders.  
In their work on the construction of transnational studies, Levitt & Khagram (2007) proposed five 
interacting components for the field of transnational research: empirical, methodological, 
theoretical, philosophical and public transnationalism, as “a rich menu for research, theory and 
action”, as “a pentagonal field of possibilities” within which intellection foundation of transnational 
studies can be formed (pp. 34, 35). As this monograph demonstrates, within the framework of my 
research I worked through all of the suggested components contributing to the generation of this 
foundation by developing new theoretical and methodological approaches to addressing 
transnational complexities, framing transnational inquiry within ontological and epistemological 
perspectives with which it is not commonly associated, by carrying out an extensive empirical and 
analytical work and by considering the public implications of the findings at which I arrived as a 
result of this work. This encompassing, multipart way of organizing transnational inquiry has 
afforded me many interesting insights into the dynamics of transnational living. It has also 
presented it me with many pragmatic challenges, methodological tensions, theoretical difficulties 
some of which I believe I dealt with successfully some of which remain unresolved. It is these 
contributions and limitations of my research that I highlighted and critically discussed in this 
chapter. Moreover, I proposed the directions along which I encourage further examination of the 
questions raised in this monograph and of the problematics addressed in this research.     
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SUMMARY 
 
Recent decades have been marked by a series of radical transformations that are establishing 
formats of living that involve increased mobility of humans, capitals, discourses and meanings. The 
internationalisation of capitalist production and labour policies, the elimination of barriers to the 
movement of commodities, people, capital and services across national and continental borders, the 
emergence and fast growth of the Internet as well as other forms of mobile, long-distance 
communicational technologies, and the expansion of transportation systems, etc. facilitate and 
escalate extensive and complex connecting between people, places, cultural, discursive and material 
resources. This intensified and multifaceted mobility causes shifts in the established mechanisms of 
identity construction by making distant the familiar points of references and disrupting and/or 
loosening the ties to the spaces of cultural, national and social belongingness involved in the 
identificational process. This research project is concerned with the implications of transnational 
mobility for the ways in which social realities are made and organized and human identities are 
constructed and negotiated.   
While much of the research concerned with the “predicaments of the hyphenated-identities” 
(Visweswaran, 2008) and with transnational attachments through which these identities are 
constructed is preoccupied with the questions of what and where, such as: What are the 
transnational societal units and transnational spaces between which transnational shuttling takes 
place and “where exactly do different types of transnational social spaces actually exist”? (Pries, 
2008, p. 3), I am interested in the questions of how. How do diverse, temporally and geographically 
dispersed, physical, social, political and symbolic places across which, and in association with 
which, the lives and the identities of the social actors are organized become intertwined in their 
mundane acts and actions? How does the construction and re-construction of these connections both 
cut across and transgress the points of references, meanings and experiences through which 
nationalities, their territories and memberships are “imagined” (Hall, 1992; 2007)? How do the 
discursive and social practices in which the actors engage in the course of their everyday lives, and 
semiotic fields, technologies, forms of media and modalitites enabling these practices, participate in 
sustaining and challenging, representing and articulating relational networks generated through this 
construction? And how are these networks involved in formulating the aspects of identities and in 
arranging and making sense of the aspects of realities (normative regimes, social arrangements, 
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routines and practices) that are not necessarily and not explicitly anchored in national territories and 
memberships? 
Thus, the central objective of my research consists in examining the complexity of transnational 
dynamics through mapping out, unpacking and critically discussing the on-going discursive and 
social networking, which the actors carry out in their everyday practices and which takes place at 
the interface between multiple semiotic, cultural and national sites and associations – what I refer to 
as transnational networking.  
I argue that by moving my inquiry from the realm of the under-defined, „macro‟, “transcontinental 
or interregional flows” (Held, McGrew, Goldblatt, & Perraton, 1999, p. 1)  and from the constrains 
of the pre-defined transnational structures into the not nearly as exotic, probably more complex but 
most certainly rich and dynamic realm of actors‟ practices I open it up conceptually to grasp the 
diversity of human agency, practices and interactions that are involved in and that enable 
transnational networking. This heterogeneity of transnational experiences might not catch the 
attention of the studies that start out from the assumption of a particular model of transnational 
order.  
The scope of my research project is concrete and tangible as its empirical focus lies with the 
concrete and observable actions and interactions of the actors (members of the Russian-speaking 
community in Northern Jutland) taking place within and across three sites of their engagement: a 
computer-mediated social space Rusforum, a grocery store “Sadko” (the so-called “Russian” shop 
in Alborg) and Rusmam/the Russian school, a network initiated by Russian-speaking parents in 
2006. Yet, this project reaches beyond territorial („micro‟- or „locality‟- oriented) ways of 
addressing transnationality, as the empirical work carried out within its framework is concerned not 
only with capturing how transnational connections are constructed within diverse sites across which 
the actors‟ lives are organized and how these actors form attachments to particular, dispersed 
memberships. The most crucial empirical task of this investigation consists in tracking and making 
visible how transnational associations are constructed between the social, physical and semiotic 
sites in focus and how these associations are linked to the social arrangements, interaction orders 
and activities outside the sites and engagements around which the fieldwork is organized.    
Within the framework of this investigation I work at expanding transnational inquiry in the 
direction of everyday social practice and interaction in which transnational living and transnational 
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attachments are organized and sustained. Therefore, both the conceptual and the methodological 
frameworks developed in this investigation are fined-tuned to trace, map out and unpack 
transnational associations as they are being made and re-made, enacted and challenged, categorized 
and oriented towards or away from by the social actors as they engage in their everyday actions and 
interactions. Theoretically this is achieved through the notion of transnational networking around 
which my investigation of transnational complexities is organized. With this notion I articulate 
transnational dynamics not as a collection of essentially transnational units, structures and spaces 
but as a type of social and discursive connecting through which places, practices, aspects of 
identities and societal arrangements (that are not transnational in themselves and not necessarily 
associated with national belongingness) become performed transnationally -represented, 
categorized and enacted across and beyond  symbolic and geo-political national terrains.  
Methodologically, I develop an approach to following and analysing this multifaceted and 
multimodal connecting that is apt for capturing the finest and most unremarkable details of the 
social and discursive mechanisms and methods through which it is enabled, enacted and accounted. 
By focusing on the different types of linking that are involved in transnational networking and that 
intertwine into complex knots and nodes diverse technologies, semiotic fields, forms of modality 
and media, discursive frameworks, physical places, social orders, materialities, normative regimes, 
genres, societal enterprises, etc., this multimodal, social-semiotic, discourse approach makes it 
possible to uncover how the transnational phenomena, which appear to be accomplished, context-
like, and agency-deprived, in fact, undergo continuous and active construction in the actors‟ 
practices and interactions.  
The proposed way of conceptualizing and examining transnational living and transnational 
memberships does provide fresh and interesting insights into transnational dynamics, which are 
potentially useful for both scholarly and public initiatives interested in understanding, assisting and 
administrating transnational ways of life. For example, based on the analytical findings of the 
research I demonstrated that the categories and memberships through which social members 
organize their lives and their belongingness and which within the framework of conventional 
transnational rhetoric are thought of as closed, complete and solid national or cultural containers 
(„home‟ and „host‟, „original‟ and „receiving‟ societies), are in fact neither fixed, nor accomplished 
prior to the actors‟ interactions and actions, nor entirely national. In my examination I established 
that transnational attachments are constructed and sustained not from one national terrain (whether 
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symbolic or geo-political) to another, but across the dynamic and compound collections of 
accounts, experiences, knowledges, meanings and symbols that the actors construct and 
continuously re-negotiate in the course of their interaction and in relation to their everyday concerns 
and engagements. The items listed under these collections are wrapped up in and intertwined with a 
multitude of personal and familial routines, social arrangements, daily concerns and actions that in 
themselves dispersed in time and in space and across numerous practices and doings, which are 
performed through these actions and routines.  
What this means for the understanding of how the actors‟ identities and lives are organized 
transnationally is that it uncovers the acts of remembering and elements of nostalgic rhetoric, 
commonly viewed as manifestations of and evidences to the loss or disentanglement from particular 
points of reference, particular cultural routines and regimes of acting, as being a part of active and 
prolific categorization and memory work through which these points, routines and regimes are 
constructed (and not just transported into the new living contexts as neat, closed packages) and 
mobilized to make sense of and to organize the arrangements and engagements immediately 
relevant to the actors‟ lives. Moreover it makes visible that the collections of accounts, experiences, 
feelings, values and norms that make up and mark particular membership categories become 
incorporated and embedded within each other, networking the actions and practices across the time-
space divide. This entails that transnational mobility does not break or split but rather stretches and 
complicates the attachments to whatever meanings, sensory experiences, cultural resources, etc. the 
actors categorize as familiar and shared and that transnational living and belongingness are 
organized through the on-going networking  of these categories with new relational nexuses. 
Furthermore, in the course of my investigation I demonstrated that this networking takes place in 
association with diverse practices in which the actors engage in the course of their everyday lives 
and in association with doings through which they negotiate and enact diverse aspects of their 
identities and that these practices and identity dimensions are neither national nor transnational until 
the social members articulate, perform and administer them as such. This realization allowed me to 
question the legitimacy of addressing social conduct and realities through the „national – 
transnational‟ binary. Having provided strong analytical evidence of how national memberships are 
being constructed and/or re-enforced through transnational associations and how transnational 
relations are organized by invoking the matters of national belongingness, I argued that there are no 
practices or places that are essentially national or transnational. Any nexus of relations through 
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which a particular practice is organized and sustained and which intertwines discourses, cultural 
resources and material objects, routines and actions, normative regimes and meanings, etc., can be 
enacted and articulated nationally and transnationally. That is, it can be accomplished and 
accounted for through more or less implicit associations with categories that represent and invoke 
national belonging, as much as through cutting across symbolic and political borders of 
nationalities.  
Moreover, I proposed an alternative vision of transnational dynamics. This vision encourages 
thinking about transnational living not in terms of dichotomized relationships („national-
transnational‟, „here-there‟, „micro-macro‟, „home-host‟) but as dialectics that feature a particular 
way of organizing everyday practices, and which operate through the continuous linking and 
hybridization, stretching and compressing of nationally- and transnationally-assembled relational 
nexuses - transnational networking, whose discursive and social mechanisms I examined and 
discussed in this dissertation. I argue that this transnational dialectics represents one of the complex 
techniques and procedures through which the actors exercise their knowing and directing diverse 
aspects of realities (things, meanings and resources) and through which they regulate diverse 
aspects of their identities. I also claim that this dialectics is put to work when discursive and social 
mechanisms of transnational networking examined in this investigation become intertwined with 
other methods of making and thinking about the realities. That is, when transnational networking 
becomes disseminated within banal actions, interactions and routines involved in the everyday 
practices of which the actors‟ lives are made up as well within diverse genres that represent and 
govern these practices and diverse aspects of identity which are enacted through them, transnational 
networking becomes stabilized into particular ways of acting and strategizing diverse social 
arrangements and doings - transnational conduct and rationalized into a particular logics – logics of 
transnational living.   
In addition to articulating how through the dialogic relationship highlighted above the parts of 
transnational dialectics begin to figure as transnational governmentality, I also uncover how this 
transnational dialectics is put „in place‟. That is, based on my research findings I argue that 
currently we are witnessing the emergence and rapid expansion of what I term as transnational 
semiotic landscape. With this notion I describe the re-occurring orders of indexicality that put the 
signs, linguistic and symbolic systems associated with different, national, cultural and historical 
terrains „in aggregate‟ and „in place‟ (Scollon & Scollon, 2003). I argue that through transnational 
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semiotic landscape, the products of transnational networking (discursive constructs, interdiscursive, 
intersemiotic and transdiscursive connectivities that I identified through my investigation) become 
impregnated into the spatiality and materiality of places and of our living environments (both 
computer-mediated and co-present) making transnational networking durable and context-like. 
I believe that by formulating this transnational dialectics and demonstrating how this dialectics is at 
work in the concrete interactional acts and actions of the actors who produce the matrix of social 
life, in the places and objects, arrangements and activities that are relevant to these actors and that 
are associated with diverse societal enterprises I contribute to the accumulation of an intellectual 
foundation for knowing and understanding transnational realities and complexity of these realities, 
which is highly sought in the contemporary writings on transnationality and on which future 
examinations can draw in developing further the transnational scholarly field. This contribution 
became possible by virtue of inter- and cross-disciplinarity that underpins this investigation and due 
to its encompassing, multipart organization that addresses transnational complexities across all five 
interacting components of “a rich menu for research, theory and action”: empirical, methodological, 
theoretical, philosophical and public transnationalism (Levitt & Khagram, 2007) 
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RESUMÉ 
 
De senere årtier har båret præg af en række grundlæggende forandringer som skaber en særlig 
levevis, som indebærer menneskers stadig stigende mobilitet, kapitaler, diskurser, betydninger osv. 
Internationalisering af kapitalistisk produktion og arbejdspolitikker, nedbrydning af barrierer for 
bevægelighed af handelsvarer, mennesker, kapital og service på tværs af nationale og kontinentale 
grænser, tilblivelsen og den hurtige vækst af internettet så vel som andre former for mobile, 
fjerndistance kommunikationsteknologier, og udvidelsen af transportsystemer osv. faciliterer og 
optrapper omfattende og kompleks forbindelse mellem mennesker og steder, såvel som kulturelle, 
diskursive og materielle ressourcer. Denne intensiverede og mangesidige mobilitet forårsager 
ændringer i etablerede mekanismer indeholdt i identitetskonstruktion, ved at distancere velkendte 
referencepunkter og forstyre og/eller miste tilhørsforholdet til kulturelle, nationale og sociale rum 
involveret i identifikationsprocessen. 
En hel del forskning beskæftiger sig med “vanskeligheder ved bindestregsidentiteter” 
(Visweswaran, 2008) og med transnationale tilhørsforhold gennem hvilke disse identiteter 
konstrueres, og er optaget af spørgsmål om hvad og hvor, sådan som: Hvad er de transnationale 
samfundsmæssige enheder og transnationale rum mellem hvilke transnational bevægelse finder 
sted, og “præcist hvor findes forskellige typer af transnationale sociale rum rent faktisk?” (Pries, 
2008, s. 3). Jeg er interesseret i spørgsmål om hvordan: Hvordan forbindes forskelligartede, 
tidsmæssige og geografisk spredte, fysiske, sociale, politiske og symbolske steder, på tværs af 
hvilke og i association med hvilke sociale aktørers liv og identiteter organiseres i deres mondæne 
opførsel og handlinger? Hvordan skærer både konstruktion og re-konstruktion af disse forbindelser 
igennem og overskrider referencepunkter, betydninger og oplevelser gennem hvilke nationaliteter, 
deres territorier og medlemskaber “forestilles” (Hall, 1992; 2007)? Hvordan tager diskursive og 
sociale praksisser, i hvilke aktørerne involverer sig i løbet af deres hverdagsliv, og semiotiske felter, 
teknologier, former for medier og modaliteter som muliggør disse praksisser, del i opretholdelsen 
og udfordring, repræsentation og italesættelse af relationelle netværk genereret gennem disse 
konstruktioner? Og hvordan er disse netværk involveret i formuleringen af aspekter af identiteter og 
i at arrangere og at give mening til de aspekter af virkeligheder (normative regimer, sociale 
arrangementer, rutiner og praksisser) som ikke nødvendigvis og ikke eksplicit er forankret i 
nationale territorier og medlemskaber? 
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Det betyder, at den centrale målsætning for min forskning består i at undersøge kompleksiteten i 
transnationale dynamikker gennem kortlægning, afdækning og kritisk diskussion af vedvarende 
diskursiv og social netværkeri, som aktørerne udøver i deres hverdagspraksisser, og hvilke finder 
sted på grænsefladen mellem multiple semiotikker, kulturelle og nationale steder og associationer – 
det jeg refererer til som transnationalt netværkeri. 
Jeg argumenterer for, at ved at flytte min spørgen fra den under-definerede verden af, „makro‟, 
“transkontinentale eller interregionale strømninger” (Held, McGrew, Goldblatt, & Perraton, 1999, s. 
1) og fra begrænsningerne af de forud-definerede transnationale strukturer ind i den ikke nær så 
eksotiske, sandsynligvis mere komplekse men med sikkerhed indholdsrige og dynamiske verden af 
aktørers praksisser, åbner jeg det op konceptuelt for at forstå forskelligheden i menneskelig   
handlen, praksisser og interaktioner, som er involveret i og som muliggør transnationalt netværkeri,  
og som muligvis ikke fanger opmærksomheden fra de studier som tager udgangspunkt i antagelsen 
af en særlig model for transnational orden. 
Omfanget af mit forskningsprojekt er konkret og håndgribeligt, idet dets empiriske fokus ligger i 
aktørernes (medlemmer af det russisk-talende samfund i Nordjylland) konkrete og observérbare 
handlinger og interaktioner, som finder sted i og imellem tre steder for engagement: et computer-
medieret socialt rum, Rusforum, en købmandsbutik, “Sadko” (den såkaldte “russiske” butik i 
Aalborg), og Rusmam/russisk skole, et netværk iværksat af russisk-talende forældre i 2006. Dog 
rækker dette projekt langt udover territorielle („mikro‟- eller „lokalitets‟- orienterede) måder at 
adresserer transnationalitet på, idet det empiriske arbejde udført indenfor disse rammer beskæftiger 
sig ikke bare med at opfange, hvordan transnationale forbindelser konstrueres indenfor forskellige 
steder, på tværs af hvilke aktørernes liv organiseres, og hvordan disse aktører former tilhørsforhold 
til særlige, spredte medlemskaber. Den mest afgørende empiriske opgave i denne undersøgelse 
består i at opspore og synliggøre, hvordan transnationale associationer konstrueres mellem sociale, 
fysiske og semiotiske fokusområder, og hvordan disse associationer forbindes til de sociale 
arrangementer, interaktionsordner og aktiviteter udenfor de steder og engagementer, rundt om 
hvilke feltarbejdet er organiseret.    
Indenfor rammerne af denne undersøgelse arbejder jeg med at udvide transnational spørgsmål i 
retning af hverdagens sociale praksis og interaktion i hvilket transnationalt liv og transnational 
tilhørsforhold organiseres og opretholdes. Derfor er både de konceptuelle og metodiske rammer 
udviklet i denne undersøgelse finindstillet til at opspore, kortlægge og afdække transnationale 
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associationer som de opstår og genopstår, udspilles og udfordres, kategoriseres og orienteres imod 
og væk fra af sociale aktører, som de engagerer sig i hverdagens handlinger og interaktioner. 
Teoretisk opnås dette gennem idéen om transnationalt netværkeri, rundt om hvilken min 
undersøgelse af transnationale kompleksiteter organiseres, og med hvilken jeg italesætter 
transnationale dynamikker, ikke som en samling af essentielt transnationale enheder, strukturer og 
steder, men som en form for social og diskursiv forbindelse gennem hvilken steder, praksisser, 
aspekter af identiteter og samfundsmæssige arrangementer, som i dem selv ikke er transnationale og 
ikke nødvendigvis er associeret med nationalt tilhørsforhold, bliver til udøvet transnationalitet, dvs. 
repræsenteret, kategoriseret og udspillet på tværs af og udover symbolsk og geo-politisk nationalt 
terræn. 
Metodisk udvikler jeg en tilgang til at følge og analysere denne mangesidige og multimodale 
forbindelse, som er velegnet til at opfange de fineste og mest ubemærkede detaljer af de sociale og 
diskursive mekanismer og metoder, gennem hvilke de muliggøres, udspilles og udredes. Ved at 
fokusere på de forskellige typer af bindinger, som er involveret i transnationalt netværkeri og som  
sammenflettes til komplekse knuder og binder forskellige teknologier, semiotiske felter, former for 
modalitet og medier, diskursive rammer, fysiske steder, sociale ordner, materialiteter, normative 
regimer, genre, samfundsmæssige enterpriser osv., denne multimodale, social-semiotiske, diskurs 
tilgang gør det muligt at afsløre hvordan disse transnationale fænomener som fremstår gennemført 
og kontekst-lignende og agentløs faktisk er under konstant og aktiv konstruktion som finder sted i 
aktørernes praksisser og interaktioner. 
Den i dette forskningsprojekt foreslåede og skitserede måde at konceptualisere og undersøge 
transnational tilværelse og transnationale medlemskaber fremviser forfriskende og interesssant 
indsigt i transnationale dynamikker, som potentielt er brugbart for både akademiske og offentlige 
initiativer, hvor det er af interesse at forstå, assistere og administrere transnational levevis. For 
eksempel: Baseret på de analystiske resultater af forskningen, hvor jeg demonstrerede, at de 
kategorier og medlemskaber gennem hvilke sociale medlemmer organiserer deres liv og deres 
tilhørsforhold og hvilke indenfor rammerne af konventionel transnational retorik tænkes på som 
lukkede, komplette og solide nationale eller kulturelle beholdere („hjem‟ og „vært‟, „original‟ og 
„modtagende‟ samfund), er hverken fastlagte, eller opnåede forud for aktørernes interaktioner og 
handlinger, eller fuldstændig nationale. I min undersøgelse fastslår jeg faktisk, at transnationale 
tilhørsforhold er konstruerede og opretholdes ikke fra et national terræn (ligegyldigt om det er 
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symbolsk eller geo-politisk) til et andet, men på tværs af de dynamiske og sammensatte samlinger 
af redegørelser, oplevelser, viden, betydninger og symboler som aktørerne konstruerer og konstant 
genforhandler i løbet af deres interaktioner og i relation til deres dagligdagsanliggender og 
engagementer. Punkterne listede under disse samlinger er omgivet af og sammenflettet med en 
mængde personlige og familiære rutiner, sociale arrangementer, daglige anliggender og handlinger, 
der i dem selv er spredt i tid og sted og på tværs af adskillige praksisser og handlen, hvilke opføres 
gennem disse handlinger og rutiner. 
Hvad dette betyder for forståelsen af, hvordan aktørernes identiteter og liv organiseres 
transnationalt er, at det afslører, at hukommelsen og elementer af nostalgisk retorik, generelt set som 
manifestationer af og bevis for tab af eller udredning fra særlige referencepunkter, særlige kulturelle 
rutiner og regimer af handlen, er en del af aktiv og frugtbar kategorisering og hukommelsesarbejde, 
gennem hvilke disse punkter, rutiner og regimer konstrueres (og ikke blot transporteres ind i de nye 
livs kontekster som nydelige, lukkede pakker) og mobiliseres til at give mening til og organisere de 
arrangementer og engagementer umiddelbart relevante for aktørernes liv. Derudover synliggør det, 
at samlingerne af redegørelser, oplevelser, følelser, værdier og normer, som udgør og markerer 
særlige medlemskategorier inkorporeres og indeholdes i hinanden, netværkende handlinger og 
praksisser på tværs af tid-sted skellet. Dette indebærer, at transnational mobilitet ikke knækker eller 
splittes, men i stedet strækkes og komplicerer de tilhørsforhold, hvilke betydninger, 
følelsesmæssige oplevelser, kulturelle ressourcer osv., aktørerne kategoriserer som velkendte og 
delte, og at transnational tilværelse og tilhørsforhold organiseres gennem vedvarende netværkeri af 
disse kategorier med nye relationalle neksusser. 
Ydermere, i løbet af mine studier har jeg demonstreret, at dette netværkeri finder sted i 
associationer med forskellige praksisser, i hvilke aktørerne engagerer sig igennem deres 
hverdagsliv, og i association med handlen, gennem hvilken de forhandler og opfører diverse 
aspekter af deres identiteter, og at disse praksisser og identitetsdimensioner er hverken nationale 
eller transnationale indtil de sociale medlemmer italesætter, opfører eller administrerer dem som 
sådan. Denne erkendelse tillod mig at stille spørgsmålstegn ved legitimiteten af at adressere social 
adfærd og virkelighed gennem en „national – transnational‟ tvedeling. Ved at have fremskaffet stærk 
analytisk bevis for, hvordan nationale medlemskaber bliver konstrueret og/eller forstærket gennem 
transnationale associationer, og hvordan transnationale relationer organiseres ved at påberåbe sig 
spørgsmål om nationalt tilhørsforhold, argumenterede jeg for, at der ikke er nogen praksisser eller 
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steder som er essentielt nationale eller transnationale. Enhver neksus af relationer, gennem hvilken 
en særlig praksis er organiseret og opretholdt og som sammenfletter diskurser, kulturelle ressourcer 
og materielle objekter, rutiner og handlinger, normative regimer og betydninger osv., kan blive 
udført og italesat nationalt, dvs. gennem mere eller mindre implicitte associationer med kategorier 
som repræsenterer og påberåber nationalt tilhørsforhold, så meget som det kan opnås og redegøres 
for transnationalt, dvs. ved at skære på tværs af symbolske og politiske grænser af nationaliteter. 
Indenfor rammerne af min forskning, foreslår jeg en alternativ vision for transnationale dynamikker. 
Denne vision opfordrer til tanker omkring transnationalt liv, ikke forstået som et dikotomiseret 
forhold („national-transnational‟, „her-der‟, „mikro-makro‟, „hjem-vært‟), men som dialektikker der 
præsenterer en bestemt måde at organisere hverdagspraksisser på, hvilken opererer gennem den 
kontinuerlige binding og krydsning, udstrækning og komprimering af nationalt- og transnationalt-
samlede relationelle neksusser - transnationalt netværkeri, hvis diskursive og sociale mekanismer 
jeg undersøgte og diskuterede i denne afhandling. Jeg argumenterer for, at de transnationale 
dialektikker repræsenterer en af de komplekse teknikker og procedurer gennem hvilke aktørerne 
anvender kendskab og instruerer forskellige aspekter af virkeligheder (ting, betydninger og 
ressourcer), og gennem hvilke de regulerer forskellige aspekter af deres identiteter. Jeg hævder 
også, at disse dialektikker træder i kraft når diskursive og sociale mekanismer af transnationalt 
netværkeri udforsket i denne undersøgelse sammenflettes med andre metoder til at skabe og tænke  
virkeligheder. Det vil sige, at når transnationalt netværkeri bliver spredt igennem milliarder af 
banale handlinger, interaktioner og rutiner involveret i hverdagspraksisser, i hvilke aktørernes liv 
består, så vel som igennem forskellige genre som repræsenterer og styrer disse praksisser og 
forskellige aspekter af identitet, hvilke opføres gennem dem, bliver transnationalt netværkeri 
stabiliseret til bestemte måder at agere på og strategisere forskellige sociale arrangementer og 
handlen - transnational adfærd og rationaliseret til en særlig mentalitet - transnational mentalitet.   
Udover at italesætte hvordan - gennem det dialogiske forhold understreget ovenfor - delene af 
transnationale dialektikker begynder at figurerer som transnational ”governmentality”, afslører jeg 
også, hvordan disse transnationale dialektikker er sat „ind i et sted‟. Det vil sige, at baseret på mine 
forskningsresultater argumenterer jeg for, at vi i øjeblikket er vidner til tilblivelsen og en hastig  
udvidelse af det jeg har benævnt som et transnationalt semiotisk landskab  -  genopstående ordner af 
indeksikalitet som sætter tegnene, linkvistiske og symboliske systemer associeret med forskellige 
nationale, kulturelle og historiske terræner „som en total‟ (Scollon & Scollon, 2003), og som 
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gennemtrænger produkterne af transnationalt netværkeri (diskursive konstruktioner, interdiskursive, 
intersemiotiske og transdiskursive forbindelser, som jeg har identificeret gennem min undersøgelse) 
ind til steders rum og materialitet (både computer-medierede og ”face-to-face”) og af vores miljøer, 
som gør transnationalt netværkeri (og transnational adfærd og mentalitet som dette netværkeri 
medierer og opretholder) varende og kontekst-lignende. 
Jeg tror på, at ved at formulere disse transnationale dialektikker og demonstrere hvordan disse 
dialektikker fungerer i konkrete interaktionelle handlinger og ageren af de aktører som producerer  
matriksen for social liv, i stederne og objekterne, arrangementer og aktiviteter som er relevante for 
disse aktører, og som er associeret med forskellige samfundsmæssige entrepriser, bidrager jeg til 
akkumulationen af intellektuel grobund for kendskab til og forståelse af transnationale virkeligheder 
og kompleksiteter af disse virkeligheder, hvilke er højt efterspurgt i nutidige skriverier om 
transnationalitet, og hvilke fremtidige undersøgelser kan trække på i videreudviklingen af det 
transnationale akademiske felt. Dette bidrag blev muliggjort i kraft af inter- og tvær-disciplinaritet 
som understøtter denne undersøgelse, og på grund af dennes omspændende, flerdelsorganisation, 
som adresserer transnationale kompleksiteter på tværs af alle fem interagerende komponenter af “en 
rig menu for forskning, teori og handling”: empirisk, metodisk, teoretisk, filosofisk af offentlig 
transnationalisme (Levitt & Khagram, 2007). 
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APPENDIX I: PRESENTATION OF CO-PRESENT INTERACTION: TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTION 
 
•Transcript Header
Transcript 2:  Conversation 
during Rusmam “without 
children get-to-gather”, 
September 6, 2008
•Particpant Idenitfier Tanja:
•Participant Identifier (anonymized)Z:
•Unidenitfied SpeakerU1:
•Multiple SpeakersMany:
•Declarative Utterance.
•Interogative Utterance?
•Exclamatary Utterance!
•Short Pause (not absolute but relative to the other within a specific conversational event)..
•Long Pause (not absolute but relative to the other within a specific conversational event)...
•Russian Speech[tvorog]
•Incomprehensible speech(incomp.)
•Accentuated/Stressed Element of Speech (because of the grammatic and idiomatic differences 
between Russian and English languages morphemes marked as stressed in English transcription may 
or may not correspond directly to the morphemes in  of the original Russian speech unit)
WHEN
•Overlap (overlapping elements of speech will be positioned  underneath each other)                                           //Baltic countries//
•Increased Tempo (when significant and relatively to the tempo of the rest of the conversation)<<Polish of course>>
•Decreased Tempo (when significant and relatively to the tempo of the rest of the conversation)>>  <<
•Increased loudness (when significant and relatively to the loudness of the rest of the conversation)<   >
•Decreased loudness (when significant and relatively to the loudness of the rest of the conversation)>   < 
•Non-verbal beahviour(laugh)
•Para-verbal elementsOh
•Rising Tone (when significant)/
•Falling Tone (when siginficant)\
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APPENDIX II: ‘INFORMED CONSENT’ FORM (ORIGINAL) 
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APPENDIX II: ‘INFORMED CONSENT’ FORM (TRANSLATION) 
 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATION IN THE RESEARCH PROJECT 
SHORT PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
As a part of the work on the PhD dissertation, Julia Zhukova Klausen, PhD Fellow, Aalborg 
University, conducts a series of observations, informal interviews, group discussions as well as 
video-, audio- and photographic recordings in relation to the meetings and in the course of 
interaction between Russian-speaking people in Northern Jutland, Denmark. 
Working title of the dissertation – Discursive and Social Aspects of Transnational Networking 
Practices and their Role in Identity Construction.  
Research goals – examination, description and critical discussion of changes in mechanisms of 
identity construction in the context of transnational living. Study of the role of discursive practices 
in enabling networking that takes place across national, cultural and linguistic borders. 
HERBY I CONFIRM THAT: 
 The scope of the project and of my participation in it was explained to me and I understand 
that throughout the project I can re-negotiate the extent and form of this participation as 
well as that I was and will be given opportunities to ask questions and to receive any 
necessary clarifications in relation to the project and my involvement in it.  
 I consent to observation, video-, audio- and photographic recordings of the interaction in 
which I participate or which takes place in my presence.  
 I consent to participation in formal, unstructured interviews and group discussions. 
 I consent to the release (use and direct citation) of the records and transcripts of interaction 
in which I participated and of my actions behaviour produced in relation to the research 
activities described above 
- Using my name 
- Anonymously  
SIGNUTURE________________                                    DATE________________ 
 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH! 
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APPENDIX III: DATA CHART  
Appendix III.1 
WEBSITE OF THE DANISH-RUSSIAN SOCIETY:  
MAIN PAGE 
< HTTP://WWW.DKRUS-AALBORG.DK/> 
ACCESSED: [MARCH 2007]  
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WEBSITE OF THE DANISH-RUSSIAN SOCIETY:  
ARCHIVE OF EVENTS: MARCH 2008 
< HTTP://WWW.DKRUS-AALBORG.DK/> 
ACCESSED: [MARCH 2008]  
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WEBSITE OF THE DANISH-RUSSIAN SOCIETY:  
ARCHIVE OF EVENTS: JANUARY 1999-MARCH 2007 
< HTTP://WWW.DKRUS-AALBORG.DK/> 
ACCESSED: [MARCH 2007]  
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Appendix III.2 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “WHAT CLOTHES DO THEY WEAR IN DENMARK?, COLOUR, STYLE”   
< HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=20348>  
OPENED: JULY 9, 2010 
ACCESSED: [SEPTEMBER, 201O] 
TOPIC IS ACTIVE   
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Appendix III.3 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “AND AGAIN ABOUT KINDERGARTENS., PLEASE TELL ALL THE DETAILS!” 
 < HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=16476&ST=100>  
OPENED: JULY 9, 2009 
CLOSED: JULY, 2009 
ACCESSED: [JULY, 2009] 
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Appendix III.4 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “WHAT ARE YOU HAVING FOR DINNER/SUPPER?, SHARE AN IDEA WITH YOUR NEIGHBOUR ))” 
 < HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=4795>  
OPENED: JUNE 25, 2006 
ACCESSED: [AUGUST  2008] 
TOPIC IS ACTIVE   
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Appendix III.5 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “WERE CAN I BUY TVOROG IN COPENHAGEN?, THOSE WHO KNOW, PLEASE ANSWER” 
 < HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=21170&HL>  
OPENED: OCTOBER, 2010 
ACCESSED: [OCTOBER 2010] 
TOPIC IS ACTIVE   
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Appendix III.6 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “THE RUSSIAN SHOPS IN DENMARK, ADDRESSES” 
 < HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=11495&ST=0>  
OPENED: OCTOBER, 2008 
ACCESSED: [OCTOBER 2008] 
TOPIC IS ACTIVE   
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Appendix III.7 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “RUSSIAN LANGUAGE FOR CHILDREN, SCHOOLS, PLAY, CLUBS, GROUPS, ETC.” 
 < HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=14802>  
OPENED: FEBRUARY, 2009 
ACCESSED: [FEBRUARY, 2009] 
TOPIC IS ACTIVE   
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Appendix III.8 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “THE RUSSIAN SHOP IN COPENHAGEN, WHERE CAN ONE BUY, RUSSIAN FOOD PRODUCTS?” 
 < HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=20555&HL>  
OPENED: AUGUST, 2010 
ACCESSED: [AUGUST, 2010] 
TOPIC IS ACTIVE   
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Appendix III.9 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “NATIONAL DISH FOR THE KINDERGARTEN” 
 < HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=14777&HL>  
OPENED: AUGUST, 2010 
ACCESSED: [AUGUST, 2010] 
TOPIC IS ACTIVE   
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Appendix III.10 
 
“SMAGEN AF ØSTEUROPA” 
<HTTP://WWW.AALBORG.DK/DANSK/SHOPPING/DEFAULT.ASPX?CTRL=1689&DATA=141%2C2212242%2C3194
&COUNT=1>  
POSTED: JANUARY, 2007 
ACCESSED: [OCTOBER, 2008] 
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Appendix III.11 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “THE RUSSIAN SHOP IN AALBORG, THE OPENING 27/12/06” 
 < HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=6046&HL>  
OPENED: DECEMBER, 2006 
CLOSED: MARCH, 2007 
ACCESSED: [JUNE, 2007] 
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Appendix III.12 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “WHO KNOWS DANISH TRADITIONS CONCERNING VISITING RELATIVES AT THE HOSPITAL?, I HAVE 
EXPERIENCED SOME TENSION IN RELATION TO THIS TOPIC.” 
 < HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=20369&ST=0&#ENTRY299954>  
OPENED: JULY, 2010 
ACCESSED: [JULY, 2010] 
TOPIC IS ACTIVE   
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Appendix III.13 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “RUSSIAN WIVES OF THE DANES” 
 < HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=18902&ST=20>  
OPENED: FEBRUARY, 2010 
ACCESSED: [JULY, 2010] 
TOPIC IS ACTIVE   
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Appendix III.14 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “FROM CHILDHOOD, WHO REMEMBERS WHAT” 
<HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=14855&HL=%D0%A1%E2%80%A6%D0%A1%E2%80%9A%
D0%A0%D1%95>  
OPENED: FEBRUARY, 2009 
CLOSED: MARCH, 2009 
ACCESSED: [FEBRUARY, 2009] 
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Appendix III.15 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “TVOROG, WOULD YOU TELL ME HOW TO MAKE IT”  
<HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?S=22B7973D4BDDD07D7C7B774831F91D82&SHOWTOPIC=2225&HL=????
??&ST=0>  
OPENED: JUNE, 2005 
CLOSED: JULY, 2005 
ACCESSED: [AUGUST, 2008] 
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Appendix III.16 
 
<HTTP://NAZDOROVIE.COM/PHPBB2/VIEWTOPIC.PHP?P=77265#77265> 
ACCESSED: [AUGUST, 2008] 
HYPERLINKED FROM: 
DISCUSSION TOPIC “TVOROG, WOULD YOU TELL ME HOW TO MAKE IT.”   
<HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=2225&HL=??????&ST=20>, APPENDIX III.15  
 
 
 
< HTTP://NAZDOROVIE.COM/PHPBB2/VIEWTOPIC.PHP?P=166413#P166413> 
ACCESSED: [AUGUST, 2008] 
HYPERLINKED FROM: 
< HTTP://NAZDOROVIE.COM/PHPBB2/VIEWTOPIC.PHP?P=77265#77265> 
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Appendix III.17 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “CHEESES, WILL YOU HELP ME WITH THE NAMES OF THE CHEESES”  
< HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=19804&ST=40 >  
OPENED: MAY, 2010 
ACCESSED: [MAY, 2010] 
TOPIC IS ACTIVE 
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Appendix III.18 
 
< HTTP://WWW.ARLA.DK/PRODUKTER/BRANDS/BUKO/BUKO-REJEOST-40/> 
ACCESSED: [MAY, 2010] 
HYPERLINKED FROM: 
DISCUSSION TOPIC “CHEESES, WILL YOU HELP ME WITH THE NAMES OF THE CHEESES”  
< HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=19804&ST=40>, APPENDIX III.17  
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Appendix III.19 
 
RUSFORUM:  
DISCUSSION TOPIC “HELLO, I AM [NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT], DOCTOR-PSYCHOTHERAPIST FROM IRELAND.”   
< HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=21936>  
OPENED: JANUARY 2, 2011 
ACCESSED: [JANUARY 2, 2011] 
TOPIC IS ACTIVE   
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Appendix III.20 
 
<HTTP://WWW.IGUANA.WS/INDEX.PHP?OPTION=COM_CONTENT&VIEW=ARTICLE&ID=295:SINDROMIMM&CATID=1
4:2009-12-09-14-26-11&ITEMID=173> 
ACCESSED: [JANUARY 2, 2011] 
HYPERLINKED FROM: 
DISCUSSION TOPIC “HELLO, I AM [NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT], DOCTOR-PSYCHOTHERAPIST FROM IRELAND.”   
< HTTP://RUSFORUM.DK/INDEX.PHP?SHOWTOPIC=21936>, APPENDIX III.19  
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Appendix III.21 
CONVERSATION DURING THE SUMMER LUNCH OF THE DANISH-RUSSIAN SOCIETY IN AALBORG, JUNE 30, 2007 
1. L:            The others they are just <too young>!  
2. Masha:        (laugh) YOUNG what do you <mean>? we are not old (laugh) no you   
3.                                 are right it is all about age...what would we talk about with these young  
4.                                 girls. 
5. L:               Right.. husbands and work permits this is all they are interested in. 
6. Masha:       They would just be interrupting us with all their questions. 
7. L:               You see we are passed this stage you know.. we have different interests. 
8.                                 They do not want to listen to us. 
9. Masha:       They do not want to hear about children and what they eat and how they   
10.                                 sleep.  
11. V:               <or about recipes>. 
12. Many: (laugh)  
13. L:               No it is about AGE but it is also about [social status]. 
14. V:                                                                                     [Yes]            [social status]. 
15. Masha:                                                                                    [And everybody]   
16.                                 thinks that thinks that social status is important. 
17. L:               And Ulrik‟s wife says the same the same with Chinese.. that is what   
18.                                 everybody thinks about when they meet.  
19.                   And then I have met this guy from Estonia and he says the same it is all  
20.    about WHO you are in life. 
21. RESEARCHER:  What do you mean? 
22. V:   It is education. 
23. L:   \Right\.. \Education\. 
24.                                 And WHERE you are from..village or city. 
25. RESEARCHER:  So are you talking about social status before coming to Denmark or          
26.                                 now? 
27. L:   <<Before it‟s mostly before>> 
28. MASHA:  But also now! 
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Appendix III.22 
RUSMAM, AUGUST 24, 2008 
1. U1:                       You must have more sheep milk there 96? 
2. Z:                     No we eat [tvorog] as well.. NORMAL [tvorog]. 
3. Nadja:                   (turning to the researcher) We are talking about ..  that there is a problem  
4.                               that the newcomers they come here and start .. ahh <<you know>>.. but  
5.                               we are who has been here already.. we are sick and tired of this topic  
6.                               that‟s why there is a border here.  
7. U2:                     <Yes>  
8. Nadja:                   (incomp.) Because naturally there is a stream of new people and the old  
9.                               ones they have already become friends <<you know>> have polished  
10.                               the sharp edges and this theme about [tvorog] and Danish men <<you  
11.                               know>> language, school, attaining of the permit all  this they have  
12.                               passed but the newcomers.. naturally.. are coming out with these  
13.                               problems but..we are not always are interested in hearing them.. already  
14.                               not..that‟s why.  
15. Marina:                 <Have you heard about this [odnoklassniky dot ru]>? 
16.                               you know there is a group there now Russian speaking in Denmark.. 
17.                               it is also about all these residence permits so I think it is going to be  
18.                               easier now because all the newcomers can be sent there now and they can  
19.                               read and talk about it THERE.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
96
 in Kazakhstan   
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Appendix III.23 
RUSMAM “WITHOUT CHILDREN GET-TOGETHER”, SEPTEMBER 6, 2008 
1. Z:      I am asking her97 [tvorog] / is it Russian / ?  
2.               WHICH Russian? 
3.                or from WHERE? 
4.                She says storage house. 
5.                I want to know the address (laughs) where it is FROM. 
6. Nadja: OF COURSE it is produced in Germany. 
7.                It has to be produced in the European Union I don‟t know why they  
8.                stopped producing in the //Baltic countries// 
9. Tanja:      //  < in Poland>  // some of it is produced. 
10. Nadja: <<Yes in Poland>> I just don‟t understand why they don‟t produce more  
11.                 in the Baltic countries because it is allowed now they are in the EU now. 
12. Z:            Fatima by the way is bringing some of the products from Poland..  
13.                 IT SAYS SO \  POLAND 
 
Appendix III.24 
RUSMAM, SEPTEMBER 7, 2008 
1. Nadia:             In the beginning people are ready to go and to travel far to get Russian     
2.                         food or to talk to people in a Russian cafe and then they visit the               
3.                         Russian shop often. Then you buy something only if you are there anyway.  
4. Z:                    In the beginning I was ready to travel to FREDERIKSHAVN to talk to  
5.                         Russians.. now I wouldn‟t go to Vrå.. it is too far away. 
6. T:                     I would go there if it was on my way to work..let‟s say instead of  
7.                          buying kiks98 I would buy sushki99. 
 
                                                          
97
 The owner of the shop 
98
 “kiks” – biscuits  (Danish) 
99
 “sushki” – type of hard biscuits (Russian) 
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Appendix III.25 
RUSMAM, SEPTEMBER 21, 2009 
1. Katja:               She100  says to me with such CONTEMPT.. like how can it be that he101   
2.                          doesn‟t   eat bread?.. 
3.                          THIS IS \ how it is I say..  
4.                          he eats NORMAL food. 
5.                          She is like FOR EXAMPLE? 
6.                          SALMON I say .. 
7.                          red caviar with big spoons. 
8. Many:              (laughing, nodding)   
 
Appendix III.26 
INTERVIEW WITH FATIMA, THE OWNER OF SADKO, SEPTEMBER 24, 2008 
1. Fatima:                 I am largely buying such products..these goods are slightly more  
2.                              expensive but I am buying..exactly not Polish [zephyr]102 but the one from  
3.                              [Lime]103.. the ones that we USED to eat.  
4.                              Some sweets are going to arrive soon hmm [Veche]..[Vechernaja Moskva]  
5.                              that is.. 
6.                              I am not taking the Polish ones. 
7. Researcher:          WHY? What are they worse? 
8. Fatima:                 <<There is more soya in the chocolate>>.. I am buying more  
9.                              expensive  products but more natural  
 
 
 
                                                          
100
 Danish day-carer 
101
 Katja‟s son 
102
 “Zephyr” (from Russian “зефир”) – Meringues  
103
 The name of the Lithuanian food company 
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     Appendix III.27 
 
RUSMAM, OCTOBER 05, 2008 
1. Researcher: And what are YOU eating?         
2.  T:                       Mackerel of course.. 
3.    GOOD \ HEALTHY \  mackerel 
RUSMAM, OCTOBER 05, 2008 
1. Nadja:               < Is anybody hungry > ?.. 
2.                           < Here is liver pâté >.. 
3.                            Good liver pâté the secret is to put it in a THICK layer 
4. Many                  (laugh)   
 
Appendix III.28 
RUSMAM, NOVEMBER 16, 2008 
1. Z:                  <<Listen listen>> I bought this Russian soup for children yesterday  
2.                             you KNOW with chicken <red> hen its name is.. 
3. Researcher:         Where did you buy it? 
4. Z:                         In the Asian shop OF COURSE << it is owned by  an  Afghan couple       
5.                             she speaks Russian a little>>.. 
6.                             << the soup is Polish of course>> but it tastes like in my childhood. 
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